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Preface 
 

Maligned for millennia, the Sophists began to experience in the nineteenth 

century a renaissance of sorts. Hegel saw their "subjectivism" as an integral 

moment in the philosophical development of Geist, and Nietzsche praised them 

for their individuality, autonomy and intellectual courage (see further Mann 2004). 

Classicists like George Grote strove to undo what they took to be the unjust 

damage done to the sophistic reputation by Platonic slander. In addition, the 

steady swell of interest in pre-Socratic philosophy over the years has buoyed the 

fortunes of the Sophists along with those of Heraclitus, Parmenides, Empedocles 

and the rest. So when I encountered On the Art for the first time, I was surprised 

to find out just how little attention had been paid to this veritable diamond of 

sophistic philosophy in the rough. I was astonished that so few scholars had tried 

to give it a good cut and polish. Already deeply fascinated by the sophists and 

pained by the paucity of extant material, I resolved to try my hand at historical 

gemology. 

Regarding the text itself and its transmission, I cannot do better than the 

account given by Jacques Jouanna in the Budé edition (1988, 190-223), and I 

will not try to do so, except to give the most cursory overview. The best MSS are 

M (Marcianus gr. 269, coll. 533), which dates from the tenth century CE, and A 

(Parisinus gr. 2253 from the eleventh or twelfth. All others, with the exception of 

the partial text given by Vat (Vaticanus Urbinas gr. 64), are copies of A and M. 

Jouanna relies heavily on A and M and refers to the readings of other MSS only 

rarely, usually when there is serious disagreement between them. 

 The text as I print it is not Jouanna's, but it stands to Jouanna's as Jones' 

Edition for the Loeb Classical Library stands to Gomperz'. That is to say, I follow 

Jouanna in the main, though I diverge where I believe him to have 

underappreciated a variation or where I deem conjecture justified. The apparatus 

criticus, based on Jouanna's collation, gives only what I have deemed to be the 
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most significant variations in the MSS. I cannot pretend to Jouanna's philological 

expertise, and, in any case, I doubt seriously whether Jouanna's edition leaves 

much room for improvement. Coupled with the fact that the text is on the whole 

remarkably secure, my indolence on this count will perhaps be forgiven. 

 Instead of an edition proper, I offer the reader a new translation of On the 

Art into English, of which there is much need. Jones' translation for the Loeb 

Library, while admirably clear and expressive in many respects, is now dated and 

suffers from some key conceptual miscues. The translation given by Chadwick 

and Mann in G.E.R. Lloyd's Hippocratic Writings, while decisively more modern 

than Jones', is too much so, wandering far astray from the Greek. By contrast, I 

hope readers will find in my translation a contemporary voice that speaks to the 

original spirit and style of this ancient text. 

 To ensure this, I have undertaken the most comprehensive study of On 

the Art since Gomperz' Apologie der Heilkunst. Some of my conclusions are 

found in the Introduction, but I have reserved most for the pages of commentary 

that follow the text and translation. I hope that my readers with a soft spot for 

sophists will find my comments to their taste, but if not, I will be satisfied if they 

come away with the impression that On the Art itself, apart from my interpretation 

of it, is worth savoring. 

 This study would not have been possible without the help and 

encouragement of several people. Jim Hankinson and Lesley Dean-Jones 

supervised the project and deserve so small credit for whatever insights into 

ancient philosophy and medicine I have stumbled upon. Their patience and 

perspicuity through several drafts was, it goes without saying, indispensable. I 

should also like to thank the other members of the dissertation committee, 

Michael Gagarin, Paul Woodruff and Alex Mourelatos, the latter of whom was 

especially thorough in his consideration of my work. I have benefited immensely 

from my associations with all these fine scholars, and my hope is that I will 

someday produce scholarship worthy of the faith they have placed in me. 
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Students of Greek thought will be familiar with the concept of t°xnh and 

the pivotal role it plays in the philosophy of Plato and Aristotle. The nature of 

t°xnh and what pursuits count as t°xnai became important questions. With this 

fresh translation and commentary on the pseudo-Hippocratic and unrepentantly 

sophistic treatise On the Art, I hope to show not only that the debate over t°xnh 

predated Plato and Aristotle but also that the terms of the debate were somewhat 

different. Certain works in the Hippocratic Corpus evince a concern over the 

charge, evidently in circulation among the Greeks, that medicine "is not" (On the 

Art, Ancient Medicine, Regimen in Acute Diseases). Many medical writers focus 

on refuting or deflecting the accusation that medicine's apparent successes are 

the work of mere chance (On the Art, Ancient Medicine, and perhaps Diseases I) 

or that physicians can't know anything about the internal processes of the body 
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since they are not open to inspection (On the Art, Ancient Medicine, and perhaps 

Nature of Man). These are the main problems that occupy the author of On the 

Art, and I discuss them at some length in my commentary. 

On my reading, the ancient attack on medicine's theories of the 

unobservable amounted to an anti-realist critique of Greek medical theory, and 

against this On the Art represents the earliest defense of scientific realism in the 

history of philosophy. For our author, the task of the medical t°xnh is to discover 

énãgkai, or necessary connections, in nature. This amounts to discovering the 

e‡dea, or forms, of nature, which is to say natural kinds and their essences. In 

addition, he embraces a causal theory of reference for natural kind terms. Like 

some modern defenders of scientific realism, our author believes he can 

leverage essentialism and a causal theory of language to topple his "anti-realist" 

critics. 
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Introduction 
 

The pseudo-Hippocratic Per‹ t°xnhw, henceforth referred to as On the Art, 

is a perennially puzzling peculiarity of pre-Platonic prose. Since the classicist and 

intellectual historian Theodor Gomperz first conducted a serious study of the 

piece in 1890 under the title Die Apologie der Heilkunst,1 scholars have taken 

turns issuing edicts upon the significance of On the Art in the history of Greek 

philosophy, science and medicine. Most often, commentators have dwelt upon 

questions of authorship. Who wrote On the Art? Was it a doctor, a sophist or a 

philosopher, or some combination thereof? Can we attribute On the Art to any 

particular historical figure? The only consistency in the answers offered by 

scholars is their inconsistency. Gomperz argued enthusiastically that the treatise 

was written by Protagoras (1910, 22-35). Subsequent skeptics pled for a return 

to Hippocratic orthodoxy: On the Art was composed by a Greek doctor (Edelstein 

1931, 107-8; Jouanna 1988, 179-83). Still others have conceded sophistic 

authorship but, against Gomperz, attributed On the Art to Hippias (Dupréel 1948, 

242-54; Jones 1923b, 187-8). One commentator has even suggested that On the 

Art is the work of the physician Herodicus of Selymbria (Ducatillon 1977), whom 

Protagoras, in Plato’s dialogue of the same name, calls “as great a sophist as 

any” (316e). 

Much of the disagreement over authorship has arisen, I suspect, as a 

result of a failure to understand the text completely. Much of the language and 

argument of On the Art sounds philosophical; we want it to be the work of an 

interesting intellectual figure so that it will become interesting by association. But 

is it really interesting? The present project is an attempt to assess the historical 

value of On the Art as a document of the development of early Greek 

philosophical and scientific thought. 

                                            
1 Throughout the present study, I will refer to the second edition of Gomperz' 
Apologie der Heilkunst from 1910, which is identical to the first edition in all 
respects with the exception of a new foreword. 
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Students of the Greek concept of t°xnh (skill or technical expertise, 

though I will refer to t°xnh in translation as "art" in its archaic sense) are familiar 

with the pivotal role it plays in the philosophy of Plato and Aristotle. The nature of 

t°xnh and what pursuits count as t°xnai became important questions. In On the 

Art, we can see that the debate over t°xnh predated Plato and Aristotle, though 

we discover also that the terms of the debate were somewhat different. Certain 

works in the Hippocratic Corpus evince a concern over the charge, evidently in 

circulation among the Greeks, that medicine "is not" (On the Art II 1, Ancient 

medicine I.12-16 Jones, Regimen in Acute Diseases VIII.3-5 Jones). Both On the 

Art and Regimen in Acute Diseases point to a public display of some sort in 

which medicine has been slandered, and even Hippocratic writers who do not 

mention this particular attack on medicine fret about the art's ability to defend 

itself in a public setting (Nature of Man I and Diseases I I). It is unclear whether 

these writers had to worry about medicine's ability to attract patients.2 It is 

enough that some of them took exception to this affront on intellectual grounds, 

and it is for this reason that the Hippocratic response is of interest to historians of 

philosophy. 

We must take care to distinguish these intellectual concerns about the 

foundations of medicine from moral concerns about the physician's character that 

become salient to Hellenistic writers whose works are also among those included 

in the Corpus, notably the Oath, Decorum and Precepts. The earlier authors 

have nothing to say about a physician's personal appearance or bedside manner. 

Instead, they focus on refuting or deflecting the accusation that medicine's 

apparent successes are the work of mere chance (On the Art, Ancient Medicine, 

and perhaps Diseases I) or that physicians can't know anything about the internal 

processes of the body since they are not open to inspection (On the Art, Ancient 

Medicine, and perhaps Nature of Man). These are the main problems that 

                                            
2 Lesley Dean-Jones 2003 denies that the attack on medicine had any real public 
support. 
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occupy the author of On the Art, and I discuss them at some length in my 

commentary. The second of these is especially interesting in the history of 

philosophy, for the proper role of unobservable entities in scientific theories is a 

perennial question in the philosophy of science. It was a major point of contention 

between the Sceptics and their philosophical opponents, and the issue saw a 

revival in the twentieth century at the hands of the Logical Positivists.3 

Comparison of the critics of medicine with the Logical Positivists is 

especially apt in that both groups seem to have launched their attack from the 

same point of origin: the positive epistemological thesis that, in order to count as 

knowledge, beliefs about matters of fact must be justified by perceptual 

experience. Thus, any supposed knowledge about unobservable entities is no 

knowledge at all. But while they share a severe empiricism, the ancient critics 

and the Logical Positivists part ways in their conclusions about where this critique 

leaves science. The Logical Positivists sought to reform science by purging it of 

its "metaphysical" tendencies;4 the ancient critics, from what we read in the 

Hippocratic Corpus, were happy to fiddle as t°xnh burned. 

Viewed in this light, On the Art emerges as perhaps the earliest defense of 

scientific realism in the history of philosophy. So what precisely is its defense? 

Few historians of philosophy or medicine have dared to wade into its murky 

waters, not without some justification. Its highly compressed and high-toned 

arguments do not invite friendly analysis. Sometimes we find no argument at all 

for our author's philosophical views but only bald assertion. Nonetheless, I 

believe On the Art is greater than the sum of these parts. When we take an aerial 

view of our author's philosophical positions, we may be surprised to find that they 

fit rather snugly together. For him, the task of the medical t°xnh is to discover 

énãgkai, or necessary connections, in nature (XII 3). This amounts to 

                                            
3 See Carnap and Neurath 1929 for the classic statement of the logical 
positivists' anti-realist program. 
4 See Carnap 1928. 
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discovering the e‡dea, or forms, of nature, which is to say natural kinds and their 

essences. In addition, he embraces a causal theory of reference for natural kind 

terms (II 8-10). 

It is revealing that modern defenses of scientific realism tend to cluster 

around these same ideas. If natural kinds have real essences, so the reasoning 

goes, and if natural kind terms rigidly designate natural kinds, then we may hold 

out the hope of fitting our language to the world so as to make induction possible 

(Boyd 1999; Putnam 1972). And if induction is possible, that is, if we can really 

discriminate between competing theories on the basis of their projectibility, then 

we may also circumscribe a set of projectible theories that are compatible with 

our past and present observations of the world. From there, it is conceivable that 

we could run tests of these theories to exploit their substantive differences. This 

is just what the author of On the Art has in mind when he speaks in chapter XII of 

harnessing énãgkai in order to compel signs (shµe›a) from the patient's body. 

The physician uses these signs to rule out certain explanations of the patient's 

disease and confirm others. When all but one possible explanation has been 

ruled out, the physician is justified in accepting this explanation as the 

explanation for the disease, even if this explanation postulates the existence of 

unobservable entities. Of course, it is highly unlikely that in every case the 

physician will be able to settle on a single explanation, but that is of little 

consequence. So long as he shows that knowledge of unobservables (in his 

vocabulary, tå êdhla, "non-evident things") is possible, he has refuted the 

critics of medicine. 

This representation of On the Art may seem anachronistic. However, my 

claim is not that we encounter here a fully worked-out philosophy of science. 

Rather, it is that the author of On the Art is reacting to a primitive version of the 

same skepticism that has motivated some modern anti-realists. His response, 

however incomplete in its presentation and justification, shows that his intuitions 

are in the right place. His foray into philosophy of language is not a diversion. 
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When our author writes that "it’s absurd, not to mention impossible, to think that 

the forms grow out of names" (II 9), his target is a descriptivist, intentionalist—in 

short, conventionalist—theory of reference for natural kind terms. He knows 

enough to know that allowing language to determine the boundaries between 

natural kinds could unleash predictive and explanatory chaos. In that case, we 

really could be faced with infinitely many theories that were compatible with all 

our observations yet incompatible in the claims they made about unobservables. 

And we would have no way of adjudicating between them. 

Indeed, it seems as though we can put faces on these advocates of anti-

realism and conventionalism—or at least one face. Protagoras is reported to 

have remained agnostic about the existence of the gods, at least in part because 

of their édhlÒthw, or obscurity, (DK 80 B4). In Cratylus, Plato associates him 

with the conventionalist theory of names (385ff.). Moreover, we might construe 

the famous Protagorean dictum that "concerning every matter there are two 

explanations [or arguments, lÒgoi] opposed to one another" (DK 80 B6a) as an 

attack on the possibility of discriminating between inductive hypotheses. Even 

should two people happen to agree on the observed facts of a case, there will 

always remain multiple ways of extrapolating to what will be observed in the 

future. Before those observations are made, then, there is no way of knowing 

which logos will turn out to have been correct. We cannot know the future, and 

this temporal obscurity has immediate consequences for our knowledge of 

unobservables quite generally.5 

 Finally, there is the testimony in Plato's Sophist that Protagoras did attack 

the arts publicly (232d-e). If this is true, and if I am correct that at least part of this 

attack was motivated by the epistemological and metaphysical concerns outlined 

                                            
5 I am aware that this picture of Protagoras portrays him more as a radical 
positivist than as the relativist he is usually taken to be. I am further aware that a 
single paragraph is insufficient to make the case. I hope to look more deeply into 
the matter on another occasion, though the reader will find relevant material in 
my commentary on chapters I, XI and XII of On the Art. 
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above, then we have found in On the Art the other side of an ancient debate over 

t°xnh that 1) helps set the historical stage for Plato's and Aristotle's discussions; 

but 2) does not receive any serious attention from either Plato or Aristotle; and 3) 

resonates strongly with modern controversies in the philosophy of science. That 

is enough, I think, to make this anonymous little speech worth studying. But it is 

more than a little speech; it is also a very good speech, one which should appeal 

to those with an interest in Greek rhetoric. Thus, it is to the question of On the Art 

as speech—its style, language, date and authorship—that I now turn. 

 

Text, date and authorship 

 The date of On the Art has generally taken a back seat to the question of 

its authorship. Indeed, settlement of the latter has obvious implications for the 

former. As noted, much of the discussion of On the Art from Gomperz onward 

surrounds the identity of its author. Dating the treatise has seemed less 

important, in large part because there is little disagreement over the general 

period of its composition. Since Gomperz, most scholars have accepted that On 

the Art is a product of the mid- to late fifth century BCE, the zenith of sophistic 

rhetoric. Of those who disagree, Ducatillon (1977) places it in the early fourth 

century (the twilight of sophistic, if you will), the others late in the same (Fabrini 

and Lami 1979). The style of the speech, with its taste for antithesis and love of 

linguistic invention, is inarguably sophistic. So, too, are its substantive concerns, 

which I contextualize within ancient philosophical debates over t°xnh, language, 

thought, and the relation between nature and convention. There is no evidence 

that our author was familiar with the philosophy of Plato or later thinkers. It is true 

that the notion of e‰dow, or form, does its share of philosophical work in On the 

Art, but this is not form in anything like the abstract, Platonic sense. For our 

author, form does mean "kind," as in "natural kind," but it also retains its 

connotations of visibility, as though forms were seen. As I show in my 

commentary on chapter II, our author's notion of form, and the companion notion 
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of growths or off-shoots (blastÆµata), is continuous with, and likely a 

development of, that found in Empedocles. 

 There is little or nothing in On the Art that hints at a date later than the first 

quarter of the fourth century. Though terms such as oÈs€a might sound Platonic, 

and articular constructions like tÚ diå t€ strike us as distinctly Aristotelian, these 

impressions are false. As Heinimann notes, the antithesis oÈs€a/ˆnoµa that we 

encounter in On the Art is found already in Euripides' Heracles 337 (1961, 112 n. 

32). In any case, the antithesis itself, with its euphony and metrical parity, hardly 

needs to call Euripides as witness of its sophistic credentials. Furthermore, 

Gomperz shows that tÚ diå t€ finds precedent in Herodotus (1910, 118), though 

again, given the sophistic predilection for articular abstractions, this only confirms 

what we should have already guessed. 

 Much of the controversy over authorship has focused on our author's 

vocation. Was he a physician or a philosopher? A doctor or dialectician? Posing 

the question in this way gives the appearance of a false dichotomy, but we may 

intelligently ask whether our author saw himself primarily as a physician with 

some rhetorical education or as a sophistic figure with broad interests, only one 

of which was medicine. I am of the opinion that he considered himself first and 

foremost a sophist, and I am even willing to put forward a candidate for 

consideration. First, however, let us turn to the evidence in favor of sophistic 

authorship, beginning with some general considerations about the text. 

 The first point to be made is that, if indeed our author was a physician with 

a side interest in rhetoric, we should expect of On the Art that it exhibit 

considerable erudition about medical matters in capable, though not eloquent, 

prose. I am not the first to note that, in reality, the picture is quite the reverse. 

G.E.R. Lloyd writes of On the Art that "the actual medical knowledge its author 

displays is none too impressive" (1991, 254), and I am inclined to agree. The 

treatise contains no satisfying explanation of any disease whatsoever. The 

author's allusions to drugs are as a rule unspecific. Only in chapter XII does he 
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mention "acrid" and "hot" food and drink that are used to force humors from the 

body, but such examples are vacuously theoretical and give no indication that he 

is familiar with the specific plants and foods that practicing physicians apply to 

the body. When our author undertakes an overview of human anatomy, the logic 

of his presentation is muddled and evasive. Details and complications are waved 

away with the assurance that they "are known to those who take an interest in 

these matters" (X 5). The one moment that might have impressed, namely his 

sketch of the synovial joints, cavities and their fluid, seems quite possibly to have 

been cribbed from more exhaustive Hippocratic accounts (cf. Places in man VII). 

 I do not claim that our author is an utter ignoramus about medical matters, 

at least as the Greeks understood them. He subscribes to, though he does not 

enunciate, the typically Hippocratic model of health as a balance of the powers or 

humors in the body—though he never gives an account of what he takes to be 

the causally basic powers in the body. In chapter X, he brandishes the 

specialized technical vocabulary of medicine, though some of his jargon (nhdÊw, 

used for any cavity generally at X 3-6) is bizarre and unlikely to have originated 

from within the Greek medical tradition. At least, such usage is attested in no 

other Hippocratic text. 

 On the whole, there is not much about On the Art that commands respect 

for its grasp of anatomy, physiology, pathology or any other subject relevant to 

medicine. No doubt it can be argued that our author has a clear motive for 

suppressing his medical expertise before a lay audience, but this misses the 

larger point, which is that without some textual manifestation there is hardly a 

reason to suppose that our author possessed such expertise. By contrast, his 

mastery of rhetoric—not to mention his broader interests in philosophy and 

physics—confronts us at every turn. I have taken the trouble in my commentary 

of noting all the metaphors, comparisons, imagery and stylistic figures that 

became apparent to me in my study of On the Art. I will not go into them here. It 

shall suffice to say for now that the evidence I have amassed contradicts 
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Jouanna's characterization of On the Art as a piece in which "on relève 

seulement deux ou trois metaphors développées" and "les termes imagés sont 

assez rares" (1988, 171). 

 Apposite to this is the final sentence of the treatise, in which our author 

erects a rigid boundary between the arts of healing and speaking. 

The words spoken here make it clear that medicine has well equipped 

arguments of its own to help in its fight. Its refusal to take in hand 

incurable diseases is just, and, when it does undertake to treat diseases, it 

does so without making mistakes. This is made clear also by the displays 

of those knowledgeable in the art, for whom it is easier to give a display in 

action rather than in word, since they have not studied speaking [tÚ 

l°gein]. Instead, they hold that the majority of people are more apt to be 

persuaded by what they see rather than by what they hear. (XIII 1) 

The rhetorical sophistication of On the Art suggests that its author has studied 

speaking. However, our author does not rule out completely the possibility that a 

doctor might put on a rhetorical display. It would be more difficult for him, of 

course, than it would for a trained speaker. But he might manage. 

 Another passage seems a testament to our author's engagement with 

extra-medical problems. Having finished with the conceptually dense and 

painfully obscure chapter II, our author begins the next chapter with the 

assurance that "concerning these matters, then, should anyone not have reached 

a sufficient understanding from what has been said, clearer instruction may be 

given in other speeches" (III 1). The natural way of reading this sentence is to 

suppose that our author is referring to speeches or treatises of his own. How else 

could he gauge the probability of these questions being addressed? And why 

would he contrast the clarity of his presentation unfavorably against that of other 

speakers or writers? Still, if taken literally, these remarks give no guarantee that 

our author has composed or will compose works on philosophical topics. He 
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could be referring to the philosophical works of others, though this would be an 

exceedingly odd way of doing so. 

 Still other passages cause similar confusions. In the proem, our author 

speaks as though the defense of other arts lies outside the scope of his own 

concerns. 

As for the other arts, let those who are able deter such attacks where their 

interests are at stake. The present speech will oppose those who thus 

march against medicine, emboldened on account of those it censures, 

well equipped through the art to whose rescue it comes, and powerful 

through wisdom, in which it has been trained. (I 5-6) 

Our author seems here to distance himself from those with interests in other arts. 

If his concerns are exclusively medical, it will be much more likely that he is a 

doctor. However, the literal-minded may again drive in the skeptical wedge, since 

the use of the third-person imperative cannot guarantee that the author does not 

include himself among those who would defend the other arts. Indeed, against 

this passage we might compare one from chapter IX that produces the opposite 

effect. 

Demonstrations concerning the other arts will take place at another time 

and with another speech. But medicine, that is, what sorts of thing it 

involves and what standards should be used in judging them, the first half 

of this speech has elucidated in part, and from here forward it will address 

the remaining issues. (IX 1-2) 

This sounds very much as though our author is making an offer to defend the 

other arts. How can we reconcile this with the previously cited passage? 

 We cannot, and I submit that we are not meant to do so. These excerpts 

from On the Art share an evasiveness that cannot be accidental. They could 

easily have been written so as to indicate the precise relation between On the 

Art, the other speeches referred to, and their respective authors. At III 1, our 
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author could have written: "I will give clearer instruction." Likewise, at II 5-6, he 

might have settled on a version along the following lines: 

As for the other arts, let others deter such attacks where their interests are 

at stake, if they are able. I, however, will oppose those who thus march 

against medicine, emboldened on account of those it censures, well 

equipped through the art to whose rescue it comes, and powerful through 

wisdom, in which it has been trained. 

Finally, he could have simplified matters by revising IX 1 to read: "I will give 

demonstrations concerning the other arts at another time and with another 

speech." All these things he could have done, but he did not. Instead, he goes 

out of his way to avoid referring to himself, employing passive constructions even 

when this results in awkward Greek. Consider especially IX 1, which, translated 

according to the letter, yields: "Another time will give demonstrations concerning 

the other arts and in other speeches." I cannot imagine that this sounded any 

more natural in Greek than it does in English. 

 What advantage is gained by such a strategy? Or, rather, who would 

benefit by writing a speech in this way? The best answer is that our author is a 

logographer and public intellectual. On the Art is a display piece; it showcases 

our author's mastery of rhetoric and forensic argument. It flaunts his philosophical 

expertise. But it is no mere plaything. It is intended also as a speech that any 

doctor could recite—in whole or in part—as needed in defense of his craft. Our 

author is hardly subtle about this. He begins chapter VIII with a transparent 

advertisement: "Someone might use such arguments against those who attribute 

health to luck and discredit the art" (1). Indeed, all his references to "other 

speeches" amount to advertisements, hints that he is capable of writing on any 

subject at any time. 

 The rhetorical genius of On the Art lies in the fact that it functions both as 

an epideixis for our author and as a logographema for any physician who finds 

himself in an eristic pinch. For the suppressed personal references would have 
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meant that a physician could deliver the speech without laying claim to 

knowledge of philosophy or great skill in composing speeches. Indeed, when 

uttered by a physician, the final sentence of On the Art reads as the standard 

plea of rhetorical inexperience characteristic of sophistic rhetoric. At the same 

time, the physician's delivery would itself have publicized the author's expertise 

as both logographer and philosopher. 

 If this is correct, then in our historical hunt for the author of On the Art we 

should seek out figures who wrote both forensic rhetoric and philosophy. While 

many sophists were known for their rhetorical skill and their philosophical 

acumen, there were fewer who were known both as logographers (in the narrow 

sense of surrogate speechwriters) and as philosophers. The one who comes to 

mind immediately is Antiphon.6 In the highly litigious atmosphere of ancient 

Athens, he was the first orator to sell his services as a forensic speechwriter. As I 

describe in my commentary on chapter IX, On the Art exhibits the characteristic 

structure of forensic rhetoric. This is to say nothing of our author's regular 

reliance on forensic concepts such as responsibility, proof, witness testimony, 

informants, and probability (efikÒw). Medicine is on trial, and, as Gomperz realized 

over a century ago with Die Apologie der Heilkunst, our author has written its 

defense. 

 In what specific ways does On the Art remind us of Antiphon? First, there 

are stylistic similarities.7 Both Antiphon and our author exploit conceptual 

antitheses, often emphasized with balanced phrasing, in the form of parisosis 

                                            
6 There is a long controversy surrounding the question of whether all the forensic 
speeches and philosophical fragments that have come down to us under the 
name of Antiphon are the work of a single person or of two homonymous but 
distinct persons. It is outside the scope of the present project to trace the debate 
in any great detail. I will instead direct the interested reader to its more recent 
entries, Gagarin 1990 and 2002, Pendrick 2002 and Woodruff 2003. I assume 
the view that the fragments and speeches represent the oeuvre of a single 
Antiphon. This view is strongly reinforced by my observations about On the Art. 
7 My understanding of Antiphon's style is deeply indebted to Gagarin 1997 and 
2002. 
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and isocolon, and euphonic affinity, in the form of paromoiosis and 

homoioteleuton. 
˜sa går tØn t«n Ùµµãtvn ˆcin §kfeÊgei, taËta tª t∞w gn≈µhw ˆcei 

kekrãthtai. (XI 6) 

 
tÚ µ¢n =∞µa t∞w gl≈sshw èµãrthµã §sti, tÚ d¢ ¶rgon t∞w gn≈µhw. 

(Antiphon 5.5-6) 

 
§jeÊrhnta€ ge µØn oÈ to›si boulhye›sin, éllå toÊtvn to›si dunhye›sin: 

(IX 7) 

 
nËn d¢ toË µ¢n pepe€raµai p°rai toË prosÆkontow, toË d¢ §ndeÆw efiµi 

µçllon toË suµf°rontow. (Antiphon 5.1-2) 

Both Antiphon and our author manipulate word order to create artful, memorable 

Greek exhibiting interlocking structure and chiasmus. 
§pe‹ t«n ge µØ §Òntvn t€na ín tiw oÈs€hn yehsãµenow épagge€leien …w 

¶stin; (II 3) 

 
énos€vw d' épokte›nai Íµçw µe pe€yontew ka‹ t∞w Íµet°raw eÈsebe€aw 

aÈto‹ fone›w efisi. (Antiphon, Third Tetralogy, 4.2.7) 

 

doke› dÆ µoi tÚ µ¢n sÊµpan t°xnh e‰nai oÈdeµ€a oÈk §oËsa: (II 1) 

 

Ùkne›n ·na oÈd¢n ¶rgon Ùkne›n. (Antiphon F55) 

These are just a few of the many examples that could be cited, but there is no 

doubt that they establish a family resemblance between the style of On the Art 

and Antiphon's extant works. 

Antiphon's favored argument strategies appear also in On the Art. Chapter 

VII is nothing but an extended exercise in specious probability reasoning about 
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who is likely to be responsible for a patient's death. Such probability arguments 

are routinely employed in Antiphon's court speeches, and the first of his 

Tetralogies has been described as an exploration of the merits and drawbacks of 

probability arguments (Gagarin 2002, 112-18). Some of our author's arguments 

are formally rigorous, however. In chapter II, he employs destructive dilemma 

(what the ancients called "elimination") in advancing his thesis that "it’s absurd to 

believe that any one of the things-that-are is not" (I 2) by eliminating the 

consequences that would follow from rejecting the view. First, if they really were 

not, then one couldn't see them and refer to them as things-that-are (I 3). 

Second, if they really were and thus could be seen, then it would be impossible, 

as a matter of pure psychology, to think that they were not (I 4). Similarly, the 

plaintiff in Antiphon's first Tetralogy (2.1.4-9) uses the same form of argument to 

eliminate other possible suspects or explanations for the death of the victim on 

whose behalf he has brought the suit.8 

In addition to probability and elimination, our author resorts to ad hominem 

tactics, alternately attacking the motives and mental competence of medicine's 

detractors. At VIII 3, he declares that his opponent is "ignorant of an ignorance 

more in tune with madness than with lack of learning." But especially striking is 

the proem, where our author openly accuses his opponents of intellectual 

sycophancy: 

There are some who treat as an art the poor treatment of the arts, 

pretending that they are doing not what I claim they are, but rather that 

they are treating us to a display of their own learning. (I 1) 

Indeed, the critics of medicine are "slandering the discoveries of the learned in 

front of the ignorant" (I 3) in an attempt "to cater to the vice of covetous but 

utterly incompetent people" (I 4). They have brought this case against medicine 

before the court of public opinion, not because they genuinely believe that 

                                            
8 As I note in my commentary on chapter II, the application of elimination in 
rhetorical contexts may have originated with Gorgias. 
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medicine is a sham or that doctors are corrupt, but because they detect an 

opportunity for personal advancement through demagoguery. Accusing the 

plaintiff of sycophancy is a regular tactic of the Attic orators and is employed by 

Antiphon in his defense of Euxitheus for the murder of Herodes (5.10, 5.59). 

This brings us to the issue of the speech's tone, which is consistently 

condescending and imperious. Following directly upon his denigration of the 

unskilled masses in the proem, our author in chapter II serves up a dense 

philosophical pudding that is nearly indigestible even by those with a developed 

taste for the gnomic obscurity of early Greek philosophy. His transition back into 

an easier register is achieved by acknowledging that some might not have 

completely understood his views (III 1). No further help is offered, however. 

Instead, his audience is referred to other logoi for "instruction." Our author 

continually reminds his lay audience of their technical ignorance. He cuts short 

his enumeration of the bodily cavities with the paternalistic promise that the 

remainder "are known to those who take an interest" (X 5). Doctors prescribe as 

treatment modifications to a patient's regimen that "neither doctor nor ignorant 

layman (provided the latter had even heard of them), would claim did not belong 

to the art" (VI 2). By the end of the speech, it has become hard not to read 

contempt into our author's observation (or complaint) that "the majority of people 

are more apt to be persuaded by what they see rather than by what they hear" 

(XIII 1). Such mulishness is the earmark of the common folk, who are in no place 

to pass judgment on the work of their intellectual superiors. 

All this creates a measure of aristocratic distance between the speaker 

and his audience. This may seem odd to us at first, especially since we are 

accustomed to think of good speakers as those who form a personal bond with 

their audience. However, the distancing effect, provided it does not repel the 

audience, has the virtue of elevating the author and conveying his authority. This 

is key for our author, who is trying to persuade his audience that physicians 

possess some special knowledge and authority that laymen do not. Other 
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notable examples of this distancing effect are Socrates' apology (as reported by 

Plato) and Antiphon's speech defending himself against charges of treason for 

masterminding the aristocratic coup of 411. Indeed, Antiphon's rhetorical 

questions drip with contempt: "Do you really think that I am the only one among 

the Athenians who is not able to recognize what is profitable for him" (Fr. 1a)?9 

Another fragment indicates that he was unwilling to pander to the jury with an 

emotional appeal but preferred instead to maintain his dignity (Fr. 1c). 

Other elements of Antiphon's language betray his elitist tendencies, and 

they, too, are found in On the Art. Unlike his court speeches, which were to be 

presented before a jury of Athenian citizens, Antiphon's Tetralogies are 

composed in Ionic, the signature dialect of the educated class for most of the fifth 

century. So, too, with On the Art. Yet both the Tetralogies and On the Art exhibit 

traces of incomplete "Ionicization." Both tend to prefer the Attic prefix jun- 

instead of the Ionic sun-, for example, and Atticisms creep into On the Art in 

several other places. Most notably, our author writes the Attic fÊsevw for the 

genitive of fÊsiw (II 10) and jun°sevw for the Ionic sun°siow (I 2), and he gives 

=&st≈n˙ instead of the Ionic =˙st≈n˙ (XI 14). 

 Antiphon raised his writing above the mundanities of common speech also 

by coining neologisms and applying familiar terms in novel ways. In chapter X, 

our author uses the term nhdÊw, belly, for bodily cavities quite generally, a usage 

without support elsewhere in Greek literature. Indeed, our author relishes the 

specialized anatomical vocabulary of Greek medicine, calling attention to it at 

every opportunity (∂n µËn kal°ousin, X 6; y≈rhj kaleÒµenow, X 10). We may 

compare On the Art's expropriation of the poetic kakaggel€h (I 3) to Antiphon's 

apparent neologism kakopãyeia (5.18). Perhaps most intriguing, though, is a 

remark by Pollux regarding one of Antiphon's apparent neologisms: "But 
                                            
9 It is tempting to read a second—and more acid—sense into the question, too: 
"Surely you can't think that I'm the only one in Athens who makes mistakes when 
ample evidence to the contrary is seated all around you at this very moment!" 
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Antiphon, "object of desire" [§piyÊµhµa]" (VI 163=DK B 110). This word occurs, 

with precisely this meaning, at On the Art I 3. 

 Having uncovered some similarities in form between On the Art and 

Antiphon's corpus, we should not be surprised to find similarities in content as 

well. Two of Antiphon's most prominent forensic themes are interrogation under 

torture (bãsanow) and religious pollution (µ€asµa). The torture of slaves was 

thought to guarantee the truth of their testimony, and so in Antiphon's speeches 

we find references to the torture of slaves (speech 5) or threats to call slaves for 

testimony under torture (speeches 1 and 6). In XII 3-4, without explicitly using the 

term, our author invokes the practice of bãsanow. 

And whenever nature herself does not willingly relinquish these 

informants, medicine has discovered devices of compulsion by which 

nature is forced—without injury—to surrender them. Once they have been 

set free, they reveal to those knowledgeable in the art what should be 

done. 

As I explain further in my commentary on this passage, the author seeks to 

guarantee the inferences he makes about internal physical processes from the 

signs he encounters. For rhetorical effect, he speaks of subjecting the nature of 

the body to bãsanow; under such compulsion, the body cannot give false 

testimony. 

 More peculiar to Antiphon than the invocation of bãsanow is the use he 

makes in the Tetralogies of µ€asµa, or the religious pollution that attaches to a 

killer.10 While this is a familiar theme from tragedy, Antiphon is unique in 

exploiting it to maximum rhetorical effect. In the first Tetralogy, for example, the 

plaintiff exhorts the jury to convict, warning them that the pollution will spread to 

them if not removed from the community by criminal conviction (2.3.9-11). The 

specter of pollution can be the ally also of defendants who advise the jury that 

                                            
10 See further Gagarin 1997, 22-3. 
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wrongful conviction will incur its own pollution: the original µ€asµa will remain 

intact, and to this will be added a new infection brought about by the prosecution 

of an innocent (2.2.11). Not only does the author of On the Art play on the fears 

of letting the guilty go free (VII 6), but he subtly suggests that incurable disease is 

a pollution (VIII 11; see my commentary). Like the prosecutors who try to 

convince a jury to convict an innocent man, those who demand that a doctor take 

in hand incurable patients bid him thereby to perform an impious act by exposing 

himself to µ€asµa. 

 In my commentary, I endeavor to make sense of the philosophical 

positions and arguments contained in On the Art. It is suggestive that many ideas 

encountered in the speech explain or are explained by ideas in Antiphon. To 

illustrate, let us consider two examples. The first concerns the relationship 

between health and the mind. At VII 4 our author describes the state in which the 

doctors approaches the patient: 

ofl µ¢n går ÍgiainoÊs˙ gn≈µ˙ µey' Ígia€nontow s≈µatow §gxeir°ousi, 

logisãµenoi tã te pareÒnta t«n te paroixoµ°nvn tå ıµo€vw 

diatey°nta to›si pareoËsin, Àste pot¢ yerapeuy°nta efipe›n …w 

épÆllajan, ofl d' oÎte ì kãµnousin oÎte di' ì kãµnousin, oÈd' ˜ ti §k 

t«n pareÒntvn ¶stai oÈd' ˜ ti §k t«n toÊtoisin ıµo€vn g€netai 

efidÒtew §pitãssontai, élg°ontew µ¢n §n t“ pareÒnti, fobeÊµenoi d¢ tÚ 

µ°llon ka‹ plÆreiw µ¢n t∞w noÊsou, keneo‹ d¢ sit€vn, §y°lontew de tå 

prÚw tØn noËson ≤d°a µçllon µ tå prÚw tØn Ígie€hn prosd°xesyai, oÈk 

époyane›n §r«ntew éllå kartere›n édunat°ontew. 

This bears comparison to Antiphon's (more succinct) statement to the effect that 
pçsi går ényr≈poiw ≤ gn≈µh toË s≈µatow ≤ge›tai ka‹ efiw Íg€eian ka‹ 

nÒson ka‹ efiw tå êlla pãnta. (F2) 

The health and sickness of the body is dependent upon the mind. In On the Art, 

the patient cannot make the decisions he needs to in order to heal himself. His 

mind is disrupted by the pains of illness, which in turn renders him incapable of 
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recognizing which actions are in his best interest. The patient is caught in a 

downward spiral from which he will inevitably perish unless the physician 

manages to rescue him. Moreover, it is possible that Antiphon means here to 

promote the advancement of medical theory and education generally. If the mind 

controls the fate of the body, one had better make sure his mind is as sharp as 

possible.  As On the Art makes clear, the ability to reason correctly about a 

disease is essential to treating it. The mind plays a crucial role in allowing the 

physician to apprehend states of affairs that are not evident to the senses (XI 6). 

 This is one of the rare cases in which On the Art helps explicate a 

fragment of Antiphon. Usually, however, it is the fragments and speeches of 

Antiphon that help make sense of On the Art. Our author ends his discussion of 

the role of chance (tÊxh) in medicine by concluding that "medicine clearly has 

and always will have being, both in virtue of things that happen “because of 

something” and in virtue of the fact that its intentions are carried out successfully 

[§n to›si pronoeuµ°noisi]" (VI 6). This is the first and only time that the verb 

pronoe›n comes up in the speech, and we may wonder why it is introduced here 

when the discussion is for all intents and purposes over. In chapters IV and V, 

our author has argued that medicine's apparent successes are not the result of 

chance. Patient recoveries are not mere coincidences, but are the direct result of 

a physician's intervention (see my comments on chapter IV). Significantly, 

prÒnoia (the cognate noun of pronoe›n) and tÊxh constitute a conceptual 

antithesis recorded only in Antiphon's speech on the murder of Herodes. 

For a person in personal danger cannot help but make some sort of 

mistake. He must focus not only on what he will say, but also on what will 

happen to him, since all the events that remain still in obscurity are 

attributable to tÊxh more than to prÒnoia. (5.6) 

  

These were our respective motives for the voyage. While sailing, we 

chanced upon a storm that forced us to put in at a spot in Methyma where 
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the boat was anchored that was transporting Herodes and upon which 

they claim he died. Consider first of all that these events occurred not by 

prÒnoia so much as by tÊxh. (5.21) 

Chance coincidences and intended results are mutually exclusive. If an event is 

the result of actions taken by an agent to achieve that end, then that event is the 

result of forethought or planning. But if the event in question is the result of 

events wholly outside the agent's control or knowledge, then, at least with 

respect to the agent's intention, it occurs by chance. In Antiphon's defense of 

Euxitheus, of course, the goal is to show that the events leading to Herodes' 

death were not the result of any premeditated plan. In the case of On the Art, the 

objective is the reverse: to prove that the recoveries of patients are the direct 

result of the doctor's intention to heal them. Our author claims not only that 

physicians devise plans (i.e., courses of therapy) for healing their patients, but 

also that on the whole their plans are successful. They would not meet with such 

regular success if there were some significant unknown variable affecting health. 

 There are also similarities between On the Art and Antiphon's theoretical 

magnum opus, Truth, that have been noted by previous scholars. I discuss these 

parallels at some length in my commentary and so will not explore them in any 

great detail here, though they are worth printing in juxtaposition so that the 

reader may get a full sense for their syntactical and conceptual affinities. It is 

suggestive, too, that the excerpts from On the Art come from the chapter II, 

where the subject matter is exclusively philosophical. 
efi går dØ ¶sti g' fide›n tå µØ §Ònta Àsper tå §Ònta, oÈk o‰d' ˜pvw ên 

tiw aÈtå noµ€seie µØ §Ònta ë ge e‡h ka‹ Ùfyalµo›sin fide›n ka‹ gn≈µ˙ 

no∞sai …w ¶stin: éll' ˜pvw µØ oÈk ¬ toËto toioËton: éllå tå µ¢n 

§Ònta afie‹ ırçta€ te ka‹ gin≈sketai, tå d¢ µØ §Ònta oÎte ırçtai oÎte 

gin≈sketai. (II 4-6) 
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ßn t“ l°gonti oÈd° ge noËw eÂw, ßn te oÈd¢n aÈt“ oÎte œn ˆcei ırò <ı 

ır«>n µakrÒtata oÎte œn gn≈µ˙ gign≈skei ı µakrÒtata 

gign≈skvn.11 

There is much dispute over what is meant by these claims, but as I explain in my 

commentary, it would seem that both are rooted in the idea that the mind cannot 

violate in thought the content of perception. 

 A few lines later in chapter II, we encounter a puzzling claim about 

language. 
o‰µai d' ¶gvge ka‹ tå ÙnÒµata aÈtåw diå tå e‡dea labe›n: êlogon går 

épÚ t«n Ùnoµãtvn ≤ge›syai tå e‡dea blastãnein, ka‹ édÊnaton: tå 

µ¢n går ÙnÒµata fÊsevw noµoyetÆµatã §sti, tå d¢ e‡dea oÈ 

noµoyetÆµata, éllå blastÆµata. (II 8-10) 

The idea that forms are "outgrowths" is especially perplexing, at least until we 

compare this passage to one from Truth. 
tå µ¢n går t«n nÒµvn §p€yeta, tå d¢ t∞w fÊsevw énagka›a: ka‹ tå µ¢n 

t«n nÒµvn  ıµologhy°nta oÈ fÊnta §st€n, tå d¢ t∞w fÊsevw fÊnta 

oÈx ıµologhy°nta. (F44aI.23-33) 

For Antiphon, natural things are growing things, things that develop according to 

their own principle of change. Such principles lie outside of human control; they 

exhibit a necessity that defies our attempts at intervention. A tomato plant will 

bear tomatoes, and no human intervention can change that fact. We could give 

the tomato plant different names, we could imbue it with a unique religious 

meaning, we could pass laws dictating the proper cultivation and use of its fruit. 

But any new properties the plant acquires by these means will be conventional 

properties, mere impositions upon its nature, which itself cannot be modified by 

human agreements. Ultimately, this leads to the conclusion that On the Art is 

                                            
11 This is the fragment as reconstructed in Morrison 1976, 525. It corresponds to 
Pendrick's F1, which gives a different reading. 
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endorsing a natural theory of the correctness of names (see further my 

commentary on II 10). 

 To all the above considerations we may add the fact that Antiphon had an 

abiding interest in medicine and human biology (F29a, F30-33). Thus, he would 

have had the motive to write On the Art in defense of medicine as a legitimate 

field of expertise. He certainly had the creative means to write this highly wrought 

and ingenious little speech. When all the evidence is weighed, then, we should 

consider him our prime suspect for authorship, which would suggest a terminus 

post quem of 430, the very earliest date that Antiphon can be supposed to have 

written Truth (Gagarin 2002, 180), and a terminus ante quem of 411, the year of 

Antiphon's trial and execution. If it is accepted that On the Art is a response to 

Protagoras, and further that such a response would have been most relevant 

while Protagoras was still alive, we may narrow the range to between 430 and 

420 (Guthrie 1971, 262; but Protagoras' dates are uncertain). None of this can be 

proven conclusively, of course, and we shall have to live with the fact that we will 

probably never know with complete certainty who is responsible for On the art. 

As even our author would concede, it is difficult to know the full truth about such 

obscure matters. 
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Per ‹  t°xnhw  

 

I (1) Efis€n tinew o„ t°xnhn pepo€hntai tÚ tåw t°xnaw afisxropoie›n, …w 

µ¢n [o‡ontai] oÈ toËto diaprhssÒµenoi ˘ §g∆ l°gv, éll' flstor€hw ofike€hw 

§p€deijin poieÊµenoi. (2) §µo‹ d¢ tÚ µ°n ti t«n µØ eÍrhµ°nvn §jeur€skein, ˜ ti ka‹ 

eÍrey¢n kr°sson µ énejeÊreton, jun°sevw doke› §piyÊµhµã te ka‹ ¶rgon e‰nai, 

ka‹ tÚ tå ≤µ€erga §w t°low §jergãzesyai …saÊtvw: (3) tÚ d¢ lÒgvn oÈ kal«n 

t°xn˙ tå to›sin êlloisin eÍrhµ°na afisxÊnein proyuµe›syai, §panoryoËnta µ¢n 

µhd°n, diabãllonta d¢ tå t«n efidÒtvn prÚw toÁw µØ efidÒtaw §jeurÆµata, 

oÈk°ti sun°siow doke› §piyÊµhµã te ka‹ ¶rgon e‰nai, éllå kakaggel€h µçllon 

fÊsiow µ étexn€h: (4) µoÊnoisi går dØ to›sin ét°xnoisin ≤ §rgas€h aÏth 

èrµÒzei, filotiµeoµ°nvn µ¢n oÈdaµå d¢ dunaµ°nvn kak€˙ Ípourge›n §w tÚ tå 

t«n p°law ¶rga µ Ùryå §Ònta diabãllein, µ oÈk Ùryå µvµe›syai. (5) toÁw µ¢n 

oÔn §w tåw êllaw t°xnaw toÊtƒ t“ trÒpƒ §µp€µptontaw, oÂsi µ°lei te ka‹ œn 

µ°lei, ofl dunãµenoi kvluÒntvn: (6) ı d¢ pare∆n lÒgow to›sin §w fihtrikØn 

oÏtvw §piporeuoµ°noisin §nanti≈setai, yrasunÒµenow µ¢n diå toÊtouw oÓw 

c°gei, eÈpor°vn d¢ diå tØn t°xnhn √ bohye›, dunãµenow d¢ diå sof€hn √ 

pepa€deutai. 

II (1) Doke› dÆ µoi tÚ µ¢n sÊµpan t°xnh e‰nai oÈdeµ€a oÈk §oËsa: (2) ka‹ 

går êlogon t«n §Òntvn ti ≤ge›syai µØ §Òn: (3) §pe‹ t«n ge µØ §Òntvn t€na 

ín tiw oÈs€hn yehsãµenow épagge€leien …w ¶stin; (4) efi går dØ ¶sti g' fide›n tå 

µØ §Ònta Àsper tå §Ònta, oÈk o‰d' ˜pvw ên tiw aÈtå noµ€seie µØ §Ònta ë ge 

e‡h ka‹ Ùfyalµo›sin fide›n ka‹ gn≈µ˙ no∞sai …w ¶stin: (5) éll' ˜pvw µØ oÈk ¬ 

toËto toioËton: (6) éllå tå µ¢n §Ònta afie‹ ırçta€ te ka‹ gin≈sketai, tå d¢ 

µØ §Ònta oÎte ırçtai oÎte gin≈sketai. (7) gin≈sketai to€nun dedidagµ°nvn 

≥dh t«n texn°vn, ka‹ oÈdeµ€a §st‹n ¥ ge ¶k tinow e‡deow oÈx ırçtai. (8) o‰µai 

d' ¶gvge ka‹ tå ÙnÒµata aÈtåw diå tå e‡dea labe›n: (9) êlogon går épÚ t«n 

Ùnoµãtvn ≤ge›syai tå e‡dea blastãnein, ka‹ édÊnaton: (10) tå µ¢n går 
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ÙnÒµata fÊsevw noµoyetÆµatã §sti, tå d¢ e‡dea oÈ noµoyetÆµata, éllå 

blastÆµata. 

III (1) Per‹ µ¢n oÔn toÊtvn e‡ g° tiw µØ flkan«w §k t«n efirhµ°nvn 

jun€hsin, §n êlloisin ín lÒgoisin saf°steron didaxye€h. (2) per‹ d¢ fihtrik∞w, §w 

taÊthn går ı lÒgow, taÊthw oÔn tØn épÒdeijin poiÆsoµai, ka‹ pr«tÒn ge 

diorieËµai ˘ noµ™€zv fihtrikØn e‰nai: (3) tÚ dØ pãµpan épallãssein t«n 

noseÒntvn toÁw kaµãtouw ka‹ t«n noshµãtvn tåw sfodrÒthtaw éµblÊnein, 

ka‹ tÚ µØ §gxeire›n to›si kekrathµ°noisin ÍpÚ t«n noshµãtvn, efidÒtaw ˜ti 

pãnta oÈ dÊnatai fihtrikÆ. (4) …w oÔn poe› te taËta ka‹ o·h t° §stin diå 

pantÚw poie›n, per‹ toÊtou µoi ı loipÚw lÒgow ≥dh ¶stai. (5) §n d¢ tª t∞w 

t°xnhw épode€jei ëµa ka‹ toÁw lÒgouw t«n afisxÊnein aÈtØn ofioµ°nvn 

énairÆsv, √ ín ßkastow aÈt«n prÆssein ti ofiÒµenow tugxãn˙. 

IV (1) 'ÄEsti µ¢n oÔn µoi érxØ toË lÒgou, ∂ ka‹ ıµologÆsetai parå 

pçsin: (2) ˜ti µ¢n ¶nioi §jugia€nontai t«n yerapeuoµ°nvn ÍpÚ fihtrik∞w 

ıµologe›tai. (3) ˜ti d¢ oÈ pãntew, §n toÊtƒ ≥dh c°getai ≤ t°xnh, ka‹ fas‹n ofl 

tå xe€rv l°gontew diå toÁw èliskoµ°nouw ÍpÚ t«n noshµãtvn ka‹ toÁw 

épofeÊgontaw aÈtå tÊx˙ épofeÊgein ka‹ oÈ diå tØn t°xnhn. (4) §g∆ d¢ oÈk 

époster°v µ¢n oÈd' aÈtÚw tØn tÊxhn ¶rgon oÈdenÒw, ≤geËµai d¢ to›si µ¢n 

kak«w yerapeuoµ°noisi nosÆµasi tå pollå tØn étux€hn ßpesyai, to›si d¢ eÔ 

tØn eÈtux€hn. (5) ¶peita d¢ ka‹ p«w oÂÒn t' ¶sti to›w §jugianye›sin êllo ti 

afitiÆsasyai µ tØn t°xnhn, e‡per xre≈µenoi aÈtª ka‹ Ípourg°ontew 

Ígiãnyhsan; (6) tÚ µ¢n går t∞w tÊxhw e‰dow cilÚn oÈk §boulÆyhsan yeÆsasyai, 

§n ⁄ tª t°xn˙ §p°trecan sfçw aÈtoÊw, Àste t∞w µ¢n §w tØn tÊxhn énafor∞w 

éphllagµ°noi efis€, t∞w µ°ntoi §w tØn t°xnhn oÈk éphllagµ°noi: (7) §n ⁄ går 

§p°trecan aÈtª sfçw ka‹ §p€steusan, §n toÊtƒ aÈt∞w ka‹ tÚ e‰dow §sk°canto 

ka‹ tØn dÊnaµin perany°ntow toË ¶rgou ¶gnvsan. 

V (1) 'Ere› dØ ı ténant€a l°gvn ˜ti pollo‹ ≥dh ka‹ oÈ xrhsãµenoi 

fihtr“ nos°ontew Ígiãnyhsan, ka‹ §g∆ t“ lÒgƒ oÈk épist°v. (2) doke› d° µoi 
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oÂÒn te e‰nai ka‹ fihtr“ µØ xrevµ°nouw fihtrikª perituxe›n, oÈ µØn Àste efid°nai 

˜ ti ÙryÚn §n aÈtª ¶ni µ ˜ ti µØ ÙryÒn, éll' Àste §pituxe›n toiaËta 

yerapeÊsantew •vutoÁw ıpo›ãper ín §yerapeÊyhsan efi ka‹ fihtro›sin 

§xr°vnto. (3) ka‹ toËtÒ ge tekµÆrion µ°ga tª oÈs€˙ t∞w t°xnhw ˜ti §oËsã t° 

§sti ka‹ µegãlh, ˜pou ge fa€nontai ka‹ ofl µØ noµ€zontew aÈtØn e‰nai 

sƒzÒµenoi di' aÈtÆn: (4) pollØ går énãgkh ka‹ toÁw µØ xrevµ°nouw fihtro›si, 

nosÆsantaw d¢ ka‹ Ígiasy°ntaw efid°nai, ˜ti µ dr«nt°w ti µ µØ dr«ntew 

Ígiãnyhsan: (5) µ går ésit€˙ µ polufag€˙, µ pot“ pl°oni µ d€c˙, µ 

loutro›sin µ élous€˙, µ pÒnoisin µ ≤sux€˙, µ Ïpnoisin µ égrupn€˙, µ tª 

èpãntvn toÊtvn taraxª xre≈µenoi Ígiãnyhsan. (6) ka‹ t“ »fel∞syai 

pollØ énãgkh aÈtoÊw §stin §gnvk°nai, ˜ ti ∑n tÚ »fel∞san, ka‹ e‡ t€ gÉ 

§blãbhsan, t“ blab∞nai, ˜ ti ∑n tÚ blãcan. (7) tå går t“ »fel∞syai ka‹ 

tå t“ beblãfyai …risµ°na, oÈ pçw flkanÚw gn«nai; (8) efi to€nun §pistÆsetai µ 

§paine›n µ c°gein ı nosÆsaw t«n diaithµãtvn ti oÂsin Ígiãnyh, pãnta taËta 

t∞w fihtrik∞w §sti. (9) ka‹ ¶stin oÈd¢n ∏sson tå èµarthy°nta t«n 

»felhsãntvn µartÊria tª t°xn˙ §w tÚ e‰nai. (10) tå µ¢n går »felÆsanta 

t“ Ùry«w prosenexy∞nai »f°lhse, tå d¢ blãcanta t“ µhk°ti Ùry«w 

prosenexy∞nai ¶blace. (11) ka€toi ˜pou tÒ te ÙryÚn ka‹ tÚ µØ ÙryÚn ˜ron ¶xei 

•kãteron, p«w toËto oÈk ín t°xnh e‡h; (12) toËto går ¶gvg° fhµi étexn€hn 

e‰nai ˜pou µÆte ÙryÚn ¶ni µhd¢n µÆte oÈk ÙryÒn: (13) ˜pou d¢ toÊtvn ¶nestin 

•kãteron, oÈk°ti ín toËto tÚ ¶rgon étexn€hw e‡h. 

VI (1) 'ÄEti to€nun efi µ¢n ÍpÚ farµãkvn t«n te kayairÒntvn ka‹ t«n 

flstãntvn ≤ ‡hsiw tª te fihtrikª ka‹ to›sin fihtro›sin µoËnon §g€neto, ésyenØw ∑n 

ín ı §µÚw lÒgow. (2) nËn d¢ fa€nontai t«n fihtr«n ofl µãlista §paineÒµenoi ka‹ 

diaitÆµasin fi≈µenoi ka‹ êllois€ ge e‡desin, ì oÈk ên tiw fa€h, µØ ˜ti fihtrÒw, 

éll' oÈd¢ fidi≈thw énepistÆµvn ékoÊsaw, µØ oÈ t∞w t°xnhw e‰nai. (3) ˜pou oÔn 

oÈd¢n oÎt' §n to›sin égayo›si t«n fihtr«n oÎt' §n tª fihtrikª aÈtª éxre›Òn 

§stin, éll' §n to›si ple€stoisi t«n te fuoµ°nvn ka‹ t«n poieuµ°nvn ¶nestin 
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tå e‡dea t«n yerapei«n ka‹ t«n farµãkvn, oÈk ¶stin ¶ti oÈden‹ t«n êneu 

fihtroË Ígiazoµ°nvn tÚ aÈtÒµaton afitiÆsasyai Ùry“ lÒgƒ. (4) tÚ µ¢n går 

aÈtÒµaton oÈd¢n fa€netai §Ún §legxÒµenon: (5) pçn går tÚ ginÒµenon diã ti 

eÍr€skoit' ín ginÒµenon, ka‹ §n t“ diã ti tÚ aÈtÒµaton oÈ fa€netai oÈs€hn 

¶xon oÈdeµ€an éll' µ ˆnoµa: (6) ≤ d¢ fihtrikØ ka‹ §n to›si diã ti ka‹ §n to›si 

pronoeuµ°noisi fa€neta€ te ka‹ faine›tai afie‹ oÈs€hn ¶xousa. 

VII (1) To›si µ¢n oÔn tª tÊx˙ tØn Ígie€hn prostiye›si, tØn d¢ t°xnhn 

éfair°ousi, toiaËt' ên tiw l°goi: (2) toÁw d' §n tªsi t«n époyn˙skÒntvn 

juµforªsi tØn t°xnhn éfan€zontaw yauµãzv ıt°ƒ §pairÒµenoi éjioxr°ƒ 

lÒgƒ tØn µ¢n t«n époyn˙skÒntvn ékras€hn énait€hn kayistçsi, tØn d¢ t«n 

tØn fihtrikØn µelethsãntvn jÊnesin afit€hn, …w to›si µ¢n fihtro›sin ¶nesti tå µØ 

d°onta §pitãjai, to›si d¢ nos°ousin oÈk ¶sti tå prostaxy°nta parab∞nai. 

(3) ka‹ µØn polÊ ge eÈlog≈teron to›si kãµnousin édunate›n tå 

prostassÒµena Ípourge›n µ to›sin fihtro›si tå µØ d°onta §pitãssein. (4) ofl 

µ¢n går ÍgiainoÊs˙ gn≈µ˙ µey' Ígia€nontow s≈µatow §gxeir°ousi, 

logisãµenoi tã te pareÒnta t«n te paroixoµ°nvn tå ıµo€vw diatey°nta 

to›si pareoËsin, Àste pot¢ yerapeuy°nta efipe›n …w épÆllajan, ofl d' oÎte ì 

kãµnousin oÎte di' ì kãµnousin, oÈd' ˜ ti §k t«n pareÒntvn ¶stai oÈd' ˜ ti §k 

t«n toÊtoisin ıµo€vn g€netai efidÒtew §pitãssontai, élg°ontew µ¢n §n t“ 

pareÒnti, fobeÊµenoi d¢ tÚ µ°llon ka‹ plÆreiw µ¢n t∞w noÊsou, keneo‹ d¢ 

sit€vn, §y°lontew de tå prÚw tØn noËson ≤d°a µçllon µ tå prÚw tØn Ígie€hn 

prosd°xesyai, oÈk époyane›n §r«ntew éllå kartere›n édunat°ontew. (5) 

oÏtv d¢ diakeiµ°nouw pÒteron efikÚw toÊtouw tå ÍpÚ t«n fihtr«n 

§pitassÒµena <µØ> poie›n µ êlla poie›n ì oÈk §petãxyhsan, µ toÁw fihtroÁw 

toÁw §ke€nvw diakeiµ°nouw …w ı prÒsyen lÒgow ≤rµÆneusen §pitãssein tå µØ 

d°onta; (6) îr' oÈ polÁ µçllon toÁw µ¢n deÒntvw §pitãssein, toÁw d¢ efikÒtvw 

édunate›n pe€yesyai, µØ peiyoµ°nouw d¢ perip€ptein to›si yanãtoisin, œn ofl µØ 
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Ùry«w logizÒµenoi tåw afit€aw to›sin oÈd¢n afit€oisin énatiye›si, toÁw afit€ouw 

§leuyeroËntew; 

VIII (1) Efis‹ d° tinew, o„ ka‹ diå toÁw µØ y¢lontaw §gxeire›n to›si 

kekrathµ°noisin ÍpÚ t«n noshµãtvn µ°µfontai tØn fihtrikÆn, l°gontew …w 

taËta µ¢n ka‹ aÈtå Íf' •vut«n ín §jugiãzoito ì §gxeir°ousin fiçsyai, ì d' 

§pikour€hw de›tai µegãlhw oÈx ëptontai, de›n d°, e‡per ∑n ≤ t°xnh, pãny' 

ıµo€vw fiçsyai. (2) ofl µ¢n oÔn taËta l°gontew, efi §µ°µfonto to›w fihtro›w ˜ti 

aÈt«n toiaËta legÒntvn oÈk §piµ°lontai …w parafroneÊntvn, efikÒtvw ín 

§µ°µfonto µçllon µ ke›na µeµfÒµenoi. (3) efi gãr tiw µ t°xnhn, §w ì µØ t°xnh, µ 

fÊsin, §w ì µØ fÊsiw p°fuken, éji≈seie dÊnasyai, égnoe› µan€˙ èrµÒzousan 

êgnoian µçllon µ éµay€˙: (4) œn går ¶stin ≤µ›n to›s€ te t«n fus€vn to›si te 

t«n texn°vn Ùrgãnoisin §pikrate›n, toÊtvn ¶stin ≤µ›n dhµiourgo›w e‰nai, 

êllvn d¢ oÈk ¶stin. (5) ˜tan oÔn ti pãy˙ Ànyropow kakÚn ˘ kr°sson §st‹n 

t«n §n fihtrikª Ùrgãnvn, oÈd¢ prosdokçsyai toËtÒ pou de› ÍpÚ fihtrik∞w 

krathy∞nai ên. (6) aÈt€ka går t«n §n fihtrikª kaiÒntvn tÚ pËr §sxãtvw 

ka€ei, toÊtou d¢ ≤ssÒnvw ka‹ êlla pollã. (7) t«n µ¢n oÔn ≤ssÒnvn tå 

kr°ssv oÎpv d∞lon ˜ti én€hta: (8) t«n d¢ krat€stvn tå kr°ssv p«w oÈ 

d∞lon ˜ti én€hta; (9) ì går pËr dhµiourge›, p«w oÈ tå toÊtƒ µØ èliskÒµena 

dhlo› ˜ti êllhw t°xnhw de›tai ka‹ oÈ taÊthw §n √ tÚ pËr ˆrganon; (10) vÍtÚw 

d° µoi lÒgow ka‹ Íp¢r t«n êllvn, ˜sa tª fihtrikª junerge›. œn èpãntvn fhµ‹ 

de›n •kãstou <oÈ> katatuxÒnta tÚn fihtrÚn tØn dÊnaµin afitiçsyai toË pãyeow, 

éllå µØ tØn t°xnhn. (11) ofl µ¢n oÔn µeµfÒµenoi toÁw to›si kekrathµ°noisi µØ 

§gxeir°ontaw parakeleÊontai ka‹ œn µØ prosÆkei ëptesyai oÈd¢n ∏sson µ œn 

prosÆkei, parakeleuÒµenoi d¢ taËta ÍpÚ µ¢n t«n ÙnÒµati fihtr«n 

yauµãzontai, ÍpÚ d¢ t«n ka‹ t°xn˙ katagel«ntai. (12) oÈ µØn oÏtvw 

éfrÒnvn ofl taÊthw t∞w dhµiourg€hw ¶µpeiroi oÎte µvµht°vn oÎt' afinet°vn 

d°ontai, éllå lelogisµ°nvn prÚw ˜ ti afl §rgas€ai t«n dhµiourg«n 
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teleut≈µenai plÆreiw efis€, ka‹ ˜teu ÍpoleipÒµenai §ndee›w, ¶ti te t«n §ndei«n 

ëw te to›si dhµiourgeËsin énayet°on, ëw te to›w dhµiourgeoµ°noisi. 

 IX (1) Tå µ¢n oÔn katå tåw êllaw t°xnaw êllow xrÒnow µet' êllou 

lÒgou de€jei: (2) tå d¢ katå tØn fihtrikØn oÂã t° §stin Àw te krit°a, tå µ¢n ı 

paroixÒµenow, tå d¢ ı pare∆n didãjei lÒgow. (3) ¶sti går to›si taÊthn tØn 

t°xnhn flkan«w efidÒsi tå µ¢n t«n noshµãtvn oÈk §n dusÒptƒ ke€µena  ka‹ 

oÈ pollã  tå d¢ oÈk §n eÈdÆlƒ, ka‹ pollã. (4) ¶stin d¢ tå µ¢n §janyeËnta §w 

tØn xroiØn µ xroiª µ ofidÆµasin §n eÈdÆlƒ: (5) par°xei går •vut«n tª te ˆcei 

t“ te caËsai tØn stereÒthta ka‹ tØn ÍgrÒthta afisyãnesyai, ka‹ ë te aÈt«n 

yerµå ë te cuxrã, œn te •kãstou µ parous€˙ µ épous€˙ toiaËtÉ ¶stin. (6) 

t«n µ¢n oÔn toioÊtvn pãntvn §n pçsi tåw ék°siaw énaµartÆtouw de› e‰nai, 

oÈx …w =hÛd€aw, éll' ˜ti §jeÊrhntai: (7) §jeÊrhnta€ ge µØn oÈ to›si 

boulhye›sin, éllå toÊtvn to›si dunhye›sin: (8) dÊnantai d¢ oÂsi tã te t∞w 

paide€hw µØ §kpod≈n, tã te t∞w fÊsiow µØ étala€pvra. 

 X (1) PrÚw µ¢n oÔn tå fanerå t«n noshµãtvn oÏtv de› eÈpore›n tØn 

t°xnhn: (2) de› ge µØn aÈtØn oÈd¢ prÚw tå ∏sson fanerå épore›n. (3) ¶stin d¢ 

taËta ì prÒw te tå Ùst°a t°traptai ka‹ tØn nhdÊn. (4) ¶xei d¢ tÚ s«µa oÈ 

µ€an éllå ple€ouw: (5) dÊo µ¢n går afl tÚ s€tion dexÒµena€ te ka‹ éfie›sai, 

êllai d¢ toÊtvn ple€ouw, ìw ‡sasin oÂsi toÊtvn §µ°lhsen: (6) ˜sa går t«n 

µel°vn ¶xei sãrka perifer°a, ∂n µËn kal°ousin, pãnta nhdÁn ¶xei: (7) pçn 

går tÚ ésÊµfuton, ≥n te d°rµati ≥n te sark‹ kalÊpthtai, ko›lÒn §stin, 

plhroËta€ te Ígia›non µ¢n pneÊµatow ésyen∞san d¢ fix«row. (8) ¶xousi µ¢n 

to€nun ofl brax€onew sãrka toiaÊthn, ¶xousi d' ofl µhro€, ¶xousi d' afl kn∞µai. (9) 

¶ti d¢ ka‹ §n to›sin ésãrkoisin toiaÊth ¶nestin o·h ka‹ §n to›sin eÈsãrkoisin 

§ne›nai d°dektai: (10) ˜ te går y≈rhj kaleÒµenow, §n ⁄ tÚ ∏par stegãzetai ı 

te t∞w kefal∞w kÊklow, §n ⁄ ı §gk°falow, tÒ te n«ton prÚw ⁄ ı pleÊµvn, 

toÊtvn oÈd¢n ˜ ti oÈ ka‹ aÈtÚ kenÒn §stin, poll«n diafus€vn µestÒn §stin, 
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oÂsin oÈd¢n ép°xei poll«n égge›a e‰nai t«n µ°n ti blaptÒntvn tÚn 

kekthµ°non, t«n d¢ ka‹ »feleÊntvn. (11) ¶ti d¢ ka‹ prÚw toÊtoisi fl°bew 

polla‹ ka‹ neËra oÈk §n tª sark‹ µet°vra, éllå prÚw to›sin Ùst°oisi 

prostetaµ°na, sÊndesµÒw §sti t«n êryrvn, ka‹ aÈtå tå êryra §n oÂsin afl 

suµbola‹ t«n kineoµ°nvn Ùst°vn §gkukl°ontai, ka‹ toÊtvn oÈd¢n ˜ ti oÈx 

ÍpafrÒn §sti ka‹ ¶xon per‹ aÈtÚ yalãµaw ìw katagg°llei ı fix≈r, ˜w, 

§kdioigoµ°nvn aÈt°vn, pollÒw te ka‹ pollå lupÆsaw §j°rxetai, ka‹ toÊtvn 

oÈd¢n ˜ ti oÈx ÍpafrÒn §sti ka‹ ¶xon per‹ aÈtÚ yalãµaw ìw katagg°llei ı 

fix≈r, ˘w, §kdioigoµ°nvn aÈt°vn, pollÒw te ka‹ pollå lupÆsaw §j°rxetai. 

 XI (1) OÈ går dØ Ùfyalµo›s€ gÉ fidÒnti toÊtvn t«n efirhµ°nvn oÈden‹ 

oÈd¢n ¶stin efid°nai. (2) diÚ ka‹ êdhla §µo€ te »nÒµastai ka‹ tª t°xn˙ k°kritai 

e‰nai: (3) oÈ µØn ˜ti êdhla kekrãthken éll' √ dunatÚn kekrãthtai: (4) 

dunatÒn d¢ …w a· te t«n noseÒntvn fÊsiew §w tÚ skefy∞nai par°xousin, a· te 

t«n §reunhsÒntvn §w tØn ¶reunan pefÊkasin. (5) µetå ple€onow µ¢n går 

pÒnou ka‹ oÈ µet' §lãssonow xrÒnou µ efi to›sin Ùfyalµo›sin •vrçto, 

gin≈sketai. (6) ˜sa går tØn t«n Ùµµãtvn ˆcin §kfeÊgei, taËta tª t∞w 

gn≈µhw ˆcei kekrãthtai. (7) ka‹ ˜sa dÉ §n t“ µØ taxÁ Ùfy∞nai ofl nos°ontew 

pãsxousin, oÈx ofl yerapeÊontew aÈtoÁw a‡tioi, éll' ≤ fÊsiw ¥ te toË 

nos°ontow ¥ te toË nosÆµatow. (8) ı µ¢n gãr §pe‹ oÈk ∑n aÈt“ ˆcei fide›n tÚ 

µoxy°on oÈd' ékoª puy°syai, logisµ“ µetπei. (9) ka‹ går dÆ, ka‹ ì peir«ntai 

ofl tå éfan°a nos°ontew épagg°llein per‹ t«n noshµãtvn to›si yerapeÊousi, 

dojãzontew µçllon µ efidÒtew épagg°llousin: (10) efi går ±p€stanto, oÈk ín 

peri°pipton aÈto›si: (11) t∞w går aÈt∞w jun°siÒw §stin ∏sper tÚ efid°nai t«n 

noÊsvn tå a‡tia, ka‹ tÚ yerapeÊein aÈtåw §p€stasyai pãs˙si tªsi 

yerape€˙sin a„ kvlÊousi tå nosÆµata µegalÊnesyai. (12) ˜te oÔn oÈdÉ §k t«n 

épaggelloµ°nvn ¶sti tØn énaµãrthton safÆneian ékoËsai, prosopt°on ti 

ka‹ êllo t“ yerapeÊonti. (13) taÊthw oÔn t∞w bradut∞tow  oÈx ≤ t°xnh, éll' 

≤ fÊsiw afit€h ≤ t«n soµãtvn. (14) ≤ µ¢n går afisyoµ°nh éjio› yerapeÊein ka‹ 
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skopeËsa ˜pvw µØ tÒlµ˙ µçllon µ gn≈µ˙ ka‹ =&st≈n˙ µçllon µ b€˙ 

yerapeÊ˙, ≤ d' µn µ¢n diejark°s˙ §w tÚ Ùfy∞nai, §jark°sei ka‹ §w tÚ Ígiany∞nai, 

µn d' §n ⁄ toÊto ırçtai krathyª diå tÚ brad°vw aÈtÚn §p‹ tÚn 

yerapeÊsonta §lye›n µ diå tÚ toË nosÆµatow tãxow, ofixÆsetai. (15) §j ‡sou 

µ¢n går ırµ≈µenon tª yerape€˙ oÈk ¶sti yçsson, prolabÚn d¢ yçsson: (16) 

prolaµbãnei d¢ diã te tØn t«n svµãtvn stegnÒthta §n √ oÈk §n eÈÒptƒ 

ofik°ousin afl noËsoi diã te tØn t«n kaµnÒntvn Ùligvr€hn <∂n §n 

énepisthµosÊn˙> §pit€yentai: (17) oÈ laµbanÒµenoi går éll' efilhµµ°noi ÍpÚ 

t«n noshµãtvn §y°lousi yerapeÊesyai. (18) ÖEti t∞w ge t°xnhw tØn dÊnaµin 

ıpÒtan tinå t«n tå êdhla noseÊntvn énastÆs˙ yauµãzein éji≈teron µ 

ıpÒtan µØ §gxeirÆs˙ to›sin édunãtoisin. (19) oÎkoun §n êll˙ ge dhµiourg€˙ 

t«n ≥dh eÍrhµ°nvn oÈdeµiª ¶nestin oÈd¢n toioËton, éll' aÈt°vn ˜sai pur‹ 

dhµiourgeËntai, toÊtou µØ pareÒntow éergo€ efisi, ka‹ ˜sai µetå toË Ùfy∞nai 

§nergo‹ ka‹ to›sin eÈepanory≈toisi s≈µasi dhµiourgeËntai, afl µ¢n µetå 

jÊlvn, afl d¢ µetå skut°vn, afl d¢ [grafª] xalk“ te ka‹ sidÆrƒ ka‹ to›si 

toÊtvn ıµo€oisi xÊµasi afl ple›stai, tå dÉ §k toÊtvn ka‹ µetå toÊtvn 

dhµiourgeÊµena eÈepanÒryvta ˜µvw oÈ t“ tãxei µçllon µ …w de› 

dhµiourge›tai, oÈd' Íperbat«w, éll', µn épª ti t«n Ùrgãnvn, §linÊei: (20)  

ka€toi kéke€n˙si tÚ bradÁ prÚw tÚ lusitel°on ésÊµforon, éll' ˜µvw 

protiµçtai. 

XII (1) 'IhtrikØ d¢, toËto µ¢n t«n §µpÊvn, toËto d¢ t«n ∏par µ toÁw 

nefroÊw, toËto d¢ t«n juµpãntvn t«n §n tª nhdÊi noseÊntvn épesterhµ°nh 

ti fide›n ˆcei √ tå pãnta pãntew flkanvtãtvw ır«sin, ˜µvw êllaw §upor€aw 

sunergoÁw ere: (2) fvn∞w te går laµprÒthti ka‹ trhxÊthti ka‹ pneÊµatow 

taxut∞ti ka‹ bradut∞ti, ka‹ =euµãtvn ì diarre›n e‡vyen •kãstoisi di' œn 

¶jodoi d°dontai, œn tå µ¢n Ùdµªsi tå d¢ xroiªsi tå d¢ leptÒthti ka‹ 

paxÊthti diastayµvµ°nh tekµa€retai œn tå shµe›a taËta ë te peponyÒtvn 

ë te paye›n dunaµ°nvn. (3) ˜tan d¢ taËta tå µhnÊonta µhd' aÈtØ ≤ fÊsiw 
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•koËsa éfiª, énãgkaw eÏrhken √sin ≤ fÊsiw ézÆµiow biasye›sa µey€hsin: (4)  

éney°nta d¢ dhlo› to›si tå t∞w t°xnhw efidÒsin ì poiht°a. (5) biãzetai d¢ toËto 

µ¢n pËr tÚ sÊntrofon fl°gµa diaxe›n sit€vn driµÊthti ka‹ pvµãtvn ˜pvw 

tekµare›ta€ ti Ùfy¢n per‹ §ke€nvn œn aÈtª §n éµhxãnƒ tÚ Ùfy∞nai ∑n: (6) tÚ 

tÉ aÔ pneËµa œn katÆgoron ıdo›si te prasãntesi ka‹ drÒµoiw §kbiçtai 

kathgore›n: (7) fldr«tãw te toÊtoisin to›si proeirhµ°noiw êgousa <µ> Ídãtvn 

yerµ«n épopno€˙si tekµa€retai. (8) ¶sti d¢ ì ka‹ diå t∞w kÊstiow dielyÒnta 

flkan≈tera dhl«sai tØn noËsÒn §stin µ diå t∞w sarkÚw §jiÒnta: (9) §jeÊrhken 

oÔn ka‹ toiaËta p≈µata ka‹ br≈µata ì t«n yerµainÒntvn yerµÒtera 

ginÒµena tÆkei te §ke›na ka‹ diarre›n poie›, √ oÈk ín dierrÊh µØ toËto 

payÒnta. (10) ßtera µ¢n oÔn prÚw •t°rvn ka‹ êlla di' êllvn §st‹ tã te 

diiÒnta tã t' §jagg°llonta, Àst' oÈ yauµãsion aÈt«n tãw te p€stiaw 

xronivt°raw g€nesyai tãw t' §gxeirÆsiaw braxut°raw oÏtv di' éllotr€vn 

•rµhnei«n prÒw tØn yerapeÊousan sÊnesin •rµhneuoµ°nvn. 

XIII. (1) ÑÄOti µ¢n oÔn ka‹ lÒgouw §n •vutª eÈpÒrouw §w tåw §pikour€aw 

¶xei ≤ fihtrikÆ ka‹ oÈk eÈdiory≈toisi dika€vw oÈk ín §gxeir°oi tªsi noÊsoisin µ 

§gxeireuµ°naw énaµartÆtouw ín par°xoi, o· te nËn legÒµenoi lÒgoi dhloËsin 

a· te t«n efidÒtvn tØn t°xnhn §pide€jiew, ìw §k t«n ¶rgvn ¥dion µ §k t«n 

lÒgvn §pideiknÊousin, oÈ tÚ l°gein kataµeletÆsantew, éllå tØn p€stin t“ 

plÆyei, §j œn ín ‡dvsin, ofikeiot°rhn ≤geÊµenoi µ §j œn ín ékoÊsvsin. 
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On the Art 
 

I (1) There are some who have treated as an art the poor treatment of the 

arts, pretending that they are doing not what I claim they are, but rather that they 

are treating us to a display of their own learning. (2) But it seems to me that the 

aspiration and achievement of intelligence is to fully discover what is 

undiscovered—when it is better having been discovered than not—as is likewise 

to bring to full completion what has been partly completed. (3) In contrast, the 

eagerness to debase the discoveries of others by an art of mean speech, 

slandering the discoveries of the learned in front of the ignorant without 

suggesting any improvements—this seems not to be the aspiration and 

achievement of intelligence, but rather the expression of a vicious nature or want 

of art. (4) Indeed, such business is fit for the artless alone, namely, to cater to the 

vice of covetous but utterly incompetent people with the aim of slandering their 

fellows' achievements when they are right or criticizing them when they are not. 

(5) As for the other arts, let those who are able deter such attacks where their 

interests are at stake. (6) The present speech will oppose those who thus march 

against medicine, emboldened on account of those it censures, well equipped 

through the art to whose rescue it comes, and powerful through wisdom, in which 

it has been trained. 

II (1) In general, it seems quite clear to me that there is no art that is not. 

(2) In fact, it’s absurd to believe that any one of the things-that-are is not. (3) For 

what being could anyone observe of the things-that-are-not and report that they 

are? (4) For if indeed the things-that-are-not are there to see, as are the things-

that-are, I don’t know how anyone could believe of those things that are there 

both to see with his eyes and to conceive with his mind that they are, that they 

are not. (5) Isn’t it rather more like the following? (6) Concerning the things-that-

are, invariably are these visible and conceivable; as for the things-that-are-not, in 

no case are they either visible or conceivable. (7) Accordingly, the arts are 
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conceived once they have been taught, and there is no art that is not seen as a 

consequence of some form. (8) My own view is that they acquire their names 

because of the forms. (9) For it’s absurd—not to mention impossible—to think 

that the forms grow out of names: (10) the names of nature are nature’s 

conventions, whereas the forms are not conventions but outgrowths. 

III (1) Concerning these matters, then, should anyone not have reached a 

sufficient understanding from what has been said, clearer instruction may be 

given in other speeches. (2) Concerning medicine—as this is the subject of the 

speech—about this, then, I will now give a demonstration. First, I will define what 

I think medicine is. (3) It is the total removal of the sufferings of the sick and the 

alleviation of the violent symptoms of their diseases, as well as the dismissal of 

patients overcome by their diseases, knowing that medicine does not have power 

over everything. (4) That it accomplishes these things, and is able to do so in 

every case, will be the focus of my speech from this point forward. (5) In giving 

this demonstration, I will at the same time refute the arguments of those who 

think they are demeaning the art, and on any point where they think they have 

accomplished something substantial. 

IV (1) Now the premise of my discourse will be accepted by all, (2) namely 

that some of those who have been treated by medicine regain their health. (3) 

But the art is now blamed because not all regain their health; and those who 

denigrate it claim that, because some patients succumb to disease, even those 

who escape do so by chance and not because of art. (4) I myself do not deprive 

chance of its deeds; however, I do believe that for the most part those patients 

who are poorly treated have no chance, while chances are good for those who 

receive good treatment. (5) Moreover, how could those who regained their health 

attribute this to something other than the art, if indeed they recovered while 

consulting and submitting to it? (6) For in turning themselves over to the art, they 

chose not to observe the form of chance alone, and as a result their debt to 

chance is discharged, though their debt to the art is not. (7) For they turned 
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themselves over to the art and put their faith in it; in this, they observed its form 

and, once the deed was accomplished, they came to conceive of its power. 

V (1) Now my opponent will say that many who were sick have recovered 

without consulting a physician, and I do not doubt this claim. (2) It seems to me, 

however, that even those who do not consult a physician can chance upon 

medicine. This does not actually result in their knowing which medical 

procedures are correct or incorrect, but rather in their hitting upon by chance the 

very treatments that would have been applied had they consulted a physician. (3) 

Further, it is powerful evidence of medicine's being—evidence that it has both 

being and power—that even those who do not believe in the art show themselves 

to have been saved by it. (4) Even those patients who were healed without 

consulting a physician must surely know that they recovered by doing or not 

doing something. (5) They recovered by fasting or by excessive eating, by 

drinking much fluid or by abstaining from it, by bathing or by not bathing, by 

vigorous exercise or by rest, by sleep or by wakefulness, or by some mix of 

these. (6) In virtue of being benefited, they surely must have recognized what it 

was that benefited them; and likewise, if they were harmed somehow, what it 

was that harmed them. (7) For isn’t everyone capable of recognizing the things 

determined through his benefit or harm? (8) So long as the patient knows how to 

praise or blame any components of the regimen by which he recovered, then all 

these belong to medicine. (9) The failures of medicine, too, no less than the 

benefits, are testimonies to its being. (10) For what is beneficial brings benefit 

through correct application, while what is harmful causes harm through incorrect 

application. (11) And where the correct and incorrect are distinct, how could this 

not be art? (12) There is artlessness, I claim, where there is neither correctness 

nor incorrectness; (13) but where each of these is present, the work of 

artlessness must be absent. 

VI (1) Still, if doctors and their art brought about cures only by means of 

purgative and constipating drugs, my argument would be weak. (2) But in fact the 
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most highly praised doctors clearly heal by prescribing changes in regimen and 

other forms of treatment that nobody, neither doctor nor ignorant layman 

(provided the latter had even heard of them), would claim did not belong to the 

art. (3) So there is nothing that cannot be used by good doctors or medicine 

generally; rather, the forms of treatments and drugs are present in most things, 

both natural and artificial. Hence, by a correct account, not a single person who 

has recovered without a physician can still give the credit to spontaneity. (4) For, 

upon examination, it becomes clear that spontaneity is nothing at all. (5) 

Everything that happens would be discovered to do so because of something, 

and this “because of something” clearly shows that spontaneity has no being but 

a name. (6) But medicine clearly has and always will have being, both in virtue of 

things that happen “because of something” and in virtue of the fact that its 

intentions are carried out successfully. 

VII (1) Someone might use such arguments against those who attribute 

health to luck and discredit the art. (2) I am further amazed at those who base 

their denial of the art on the misfortune of those who die. By what sufficient 

argument are they moved to exculpate the incontinence of terminal patients while 

holding responsible the intellect of medical practitioners? As though doctors are 

able to give their patients the wrong prescription, but patients are unable to 

deviate from doctors’ orders! (3) In actual fact, it is far more probable that the sick 

are incapable of following orders than that doctors give the wrong orders. (4) For 

the one sets to work with healthy mind and body, taking into account the present 

condition as well as similar conditions in the past, so as to say how they resolved 

themselves once they were treated. The other, however, while knowing neither 

what he suffers nor because of what he suffers, nor what will come of his present 

condition, nor what comes of similar conditions, is given a prescription. Pained in 

the present, he fears for the future; full of disease, he is empty of food; he prefers 

to welcome the pleasures that promote disease rather than the measures that 

promote health, not because he desires death, but because he is powerless to 
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resist. (5) Which is more likely? That people in such a state either do not carry 

out their doctors' orders or do things they weren't ordered to do, or that doctors, 

in the state described earlier, give the wrong orders? (6) Isn't it much more likely 

that physicians give the necessary orders, but that in all probability their patients 

are powerless to follow them, and by not following them meet their deaths? And 

those who reason incorrectly attribute responsibility for these deaths to those 

who are not responsible while setting the guilty free. 

VIII (1) There are some, too, who criticize medicine on account of those 

who decide to drop patients overcome by disease: they say that doctors 

undertake to heal diseases that would resolve themselves but do not touch those 

in dire need.  But if indeed medicine is, it should heal all alike. (2) Now if such 

people accused doctors of ignoring their nonsensical babble, then their criticism 

would be more plausible. (3) If a person expects art to have power in matters 

where there is no art, or expects nature to have power in matters where it is not 

present, then he is ignorant of an ignorance more in tune with madness than with 

lack of learning. (4) For we can be craftsmen of those things that we can conquer 

using the instruments of art and nature. Otherwise we cannot. (5) Thus, 

whenever a person suffers some ill that is stronger than the instruments of 

medicine, he should not expect medicine to be able somehow to overcome this. 

(6) For example, fire burns the most intensely of all the caustics used in 

medicine, and there are many others that burn less so. (7) It is not at all clear, 

then, that diseases stronger than the lesser caustics are incurable. (8) But isn’t it 

clear that diseases stronger than the most powerful caustics are incurable? (9) 

As for diseases that fire works on, isn’t it clear that if unchecked by it they require 

an art other than the one of which fire is an instrument? (10) My argument is the 

same on behalf of all other instruments allied with medicine. I claim that if the 

physician is unsuccessful with each one of them, he should blame the power of 

the disease, not the art. (11) So, then, those who criticize doctors for dropping 

patients overcome by disease are demanding that they touch what is unmeet no 
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less than what is. And while in making these demands they gain the respect of 

those who are physicians in name, they are scorned by those who are physicians 

also in virtue of their art. (12) Those experienced in this craft have no need for 

such mindless critics or admirers. Instead, they require people who have thought 

through what the fully finished products of the craft are; in what respect imperfect 

products are deficient; and further, concerning these deficiencies, which are to be 

attributed to the craftsman and which to the things he works on. 

IX (1) Demonstrations concerning the other arts will take place at another 

time and with another speech. (2) But medicine—that is, what sorts of things it 

involves and what standards should be used in evaluating them—the first half of 

this speech has elucidated in part, and from here forward it will address the 

remaining issues. (3) Those with sufficient knowledge of this art know that some 

diseases are located where they are not difficult to see. These are few, however, 

while many diseases are located where they are not well perceived. (4) Eruptions 

on the skin are well perceived by their color or swelling. (5) We may perceive 

their hardness and moistness with the senses of sight and touch, and we may tell 

which of them are hot and which are cold: such diseases exist in virtue of the 

presence or absence of each of these conditions. (6) Under all circumstances, 

then, the procedures for dealing with diseases of this sort should be reliable, not 

because they are easy to understand, but rather because they have been 

painstakingly discovered. (7) Surely these discoveries were made not by the 

merely desirous, but by those who had both the desire and the power. (8) And 

power is available to those whose education is not lacking and whose natures 

are not indolent. 

X (1) With respect to these evident diseases, then, the art ought to be thus 

well equipped. (2) But neither ought it be unequipped to deal with the less 

evident diseases, (3) namely, those affecting the bones and the bodily cavity. (4) 

Actually, the body does not have just one cavity, but many. (5) There are two that 

take in and expel food, for example, and there are many others that are known to 
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those who take an interest in these matters. (6) Indeed, all of the limbs 

surrounded by flesh (referred to as ‘muscle’) have a cavity. (7) For everything 

discontinuous, whether concealed by skin or flesh, is hollow, and when healthy is 

full of breath; when weak, of fluid. (8) Accordingly, the arms have this kind of 

flesh, as do the upper and lower parts of the legs. (9) Moreover, the sort of cavity 

shown to exist in the flesh-covered parts is found also where there is no flesh. 

(10) The so-called trunk locks away the liver and the round part of the head 

contains the brain; against the back are set the lungs. None of these is not itself 

empty, since each is full of partitions, and they are not deterred from serving as 

receptacles for various things, some of which are harmful to their possessor and 

some of which are beneficial. (11) In addition, many veins, as well as sinews 

deep in the flesh that stretch out along the bones, form a bond for the joints—not 

to mention the joints themselves, in which the balls of the moving bones rotate. 

None of these is not slimy, each being surrounded by cells that are indicated by 

the fluid, which issues forth copiously when the cells are ruptured, causing a 

great deal of pain. 

XI (1) Of course, a person who sees only with his eyes cannot know any 

of the things just mentioned. (2) For this reason, I have referred to them as non-

evident, and so they have been judged by the art. (3) Though they are non-

evident, these diseases have not prevailed. Rather, they have been prevailed 

over where possible. (4) And it is possible to the extent that the natures of 

patients admit of observation and the natures of those searching for non-evident 

diseases are well suited to the role. (5) Such diseases are apprehended with no 

less time and with even greater effort than they would if seen with the eyes. (6) 

For what eludes the sight of the eyes is captured by the sight of the mind. (7) And 

if patients suffer because their diseases are not spotted soon enough, it is not the 

medical practitioners who are responsible, but rather the nature of the patient as 

well as of the disease. (8) For the practitioner, since it was possible neither to 

see the problem with his eyes nor to learn about it by hearing, tried to pursue it 
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using reason. (9) After all, even the reports that patients suffering from non-

evident diseases try to give to their practitioners are based on opinion as 

opposed to knowledge. (10) If the patients had knowledge, they would not have 

had such disastrous encounters with these diseases, (11) since knowing the 

causes of diseases and knowing how to treat them by all the means that hinder 

their progress belong to the same intellect. (12) Now as it is impossible to get a 

guarantee of truth by listening to these reports, the practitioner must look 

elsewhere. (13) Thus, it is not the art that is responsible for the delay incurred, 

but rather the nature of human bodies. (14) The art sees fit to treat what it has 

perceived, taking care that its treatments are applied thoughtfully and gently, not 

rashly and violently, while the nature of the human body, if it can hold out until it 

is seen, will survive long enough to be healed, as well. But if, in the time it takes 

for the disease to be seen, the patient is overpowered, whether on account of his 

delay in going to the doctor or the speed of the disease, he will be lost. (15) For if 

it starts the race from the same mark as treatment, disease is not the swifter, 

though it will prove the swifter if given a head start. (16) And it gets a head start 

both from the impenetrability of human bodies, which diseases occupy without 

being seen, and from the negligence of patients, which in their ignorance they 

impose upon themselves. (17) For patients consent to treatment only once the 

disease has taken hold, and not before. (18) Nevertheless, the power of the art is 

considered worthier of admiration when it restores patients afflicted with non-

evident diseases than when it forsakes impossible cases. (19) Such is not the 

case in any of the other crafts that have been discovered up to now. Instead, 

those that work with fire cannot function when it is not present, and those that 

work with materials that are visible and malleable—for example, those that work 

with wood, or with leather, or the numerous others that work with bronze or iron 

or similar metals—as I was saying, though the things crafted from and with these 

materials are easy to work with, all the same they are crafted not with mere 

expediency in mind, but with regard for what is required and without skipping any 
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steps: if ever one of the tools is missing, all work ceases. (20) And though even 

in these crafts slowness is an obstacle to turning a profit, nonetheless it is paid 

greater respect. 

XII (1) Medicine, though robbed of the ability to see abscesses, diseases 

of the liver and kidney, or indeed any disease affecting the bodily cavity, with the 

eyesight—by which all people see all things most adequately—nonetheless has 

discovered other means to help it. (2) Taking as its criteria the clarity or 

scratchiness of the voice, the quickness or slowness of breath, and, for the fluids 

regularly discharged through their respective orifices, sometimes their smell, 

sometimes their color and at other times their thinness and thickness, medicine 

makes an inference to the conditions of which these things are signs, including 

both the conditions already suffered and the conditions that may yet be suffered. 

(3) And whenever nature herself does not willingly relinquish these informants, 

medicine has discovered devices of compulsion by which nature is forced—

without injury—to surrender them. (4) Once they have been set free, they reveal 

to those knowledgeable in the art what should be done. (5) For example, using 

acrid food and drink the art forces fever to melt the congealed phlegm in order to 

draw an inference about what it was unable to see based on what has been 

seen. (6) In turn, by means of steep roads and running the art forces breath to 

bring a charge against those things of which it is the accuser. (7) And inducing 

sweats by the aforementioned means or by the vapors of hot water, the art 

makes an inference. (8) There are things that, in passing also through the 

bladder, are better at revealing the disease than when they pass out through the 

skin. (9) Accordingly, medicine has discovered food and drink that becomes 

hotter than the sources of fever, melting them and causing them to pass from the 

body along a route by which they never would have passed had they not been 

subjected to this. (10) Thus, the things that escape the body and betray its 

secrets differ with respect to the various conditions they indicate, so that it is no 

wonder the time spent coming to some conviction about these conditions 
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exceeds that allotted to action, especially since their interpretation must pass 

through foreign translators on its way to the intellect that treats them. 

XIII. (1) The words spoken here make it clear that medicine has well 

equipped arguments of its own to help in its fight. Its refusal to take in hand 

incurable diseases is just, and, when it does undertake to treat diseases, it does 

so without making mistakes. This is made clear also by the displays of those 

knowledgeable in the art, for whom it is easier to give a display in action rather 

than in word, since they have not studied speaking. Instead, they hold that the 

majority of people are more apt to be persuaded by what they see rather than by 

what they hear. 
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Notes on the text 
 

I. Codices 

 

A = Parisinius gr. 2253 (11th century) 

 A1 = emendatio scribae ipsius 

 A2, A3, A4, A5 = manus posteriors 

 Acorr = lectio post correctionem 

 Aras = emendatio per rasuram 

M = Marcianus gr. 269 (10th century) 

 M1 = emendatio scribae ipsius  

 M2 = manus posteriors 

 Mcorr = lectio post correctionem 

 Mras = emendatio per rasuram 

Vat = Vaticanus Urbinas gr. 64 (12th century) 

 Vat1 = emendatio scribae ipsius 

 Vat2 = manus posterior 

Hb = Parisinius gr. 2142 (pars rec.) (14th century) 

 Hb2 = manus posterior 

I = Parisinius gr. 2140; (13th century) 

 I2 = manus posterior 

R = Vaticanus gr. 277; (14th century) 
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Zwingmg  = Zwinger 1579 
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Daremberg  = Daremberg 1855 

Ermerins  = Ermerins 1862 

Reinhold  = Reinhold 1865 

Gomperz  = Gomperz 1910 
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Jones   = Jones 1923 
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Chapter I 

 

(1) afisxropoie›n M afisxroepe›n Acorr || ˘ µ¢n o‡ontai oÈ toËto diaprhssÒµenoi, 

…w §g∆ l°gv Diels. 

Diels’ emendation, rejected by Jouanna (rightly, I think), stems from his 

acknowledgment of a problem that editors have generally ignored. Without 

o‡ontai, the …w clause is easily understood as providing the ground or belief 

under which the subjects perform the action of the main verb, pepo€hntai. But if 

we should retain it, then it is unclear how to construe the …w. It will be difficult to 

take …w as introducing indirect discourse, primarily because the order would 

have to be o‡ontai µ¢n …w. Secondly, indirect discourse employing …w and a 

participle is an unusual and improbable construction (though not impossible: 

Smyth 2121) that is not found elsewhere in this treatise. Thirdly, a prohibitively 

awkward asyndeton would result. These complications notwithstanding, most 

modern editors seem to have followed this last route, taking …w to introduce a 
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dependent clause with o‡ontai as the main verb (Gomperz translates “wobei”; 

Jones “though”; and Jouanna “alors que”), though it is not at all clear how the 

Greek would support this. 

It has become a commonplace for editors to refer to the opening lines of 

Isocrates’ Helen (efis€ tinew o„ µ°ga fronoËsin ktl.) and Nicocles (efis€ tinew o„ 

duskÒlvw ¶xousi ktl.) as rhetorical parallels, not to mention the initial sentence 

of the Hippocratic treatise On Breaths (efis€ tinew t«n texn°vn, a„ ktl.). 

However, a sentence from Antiphon’s Concord  (DK 87 B53a) strikes me as 

much more apt: efis€ tinew o„ tÚn parÒnta µ¢n b€on oÈ z«sin, éllå 

paraskeuãzontai pollª spoudª …w ßterÒn tina b€on bivsÒµenoi, oÈ tÚn 

parÒnta: The similarities in diction and syntax complement a similarity in 

objective. Both the Hippocratic and sophistic passages introduce a group of 

people who 1) are engaged in some activity of which the writer disapproves and 

2) are laboring under a false belief about the nature of this activity. I opt to 

exclude the Hippocratic o‡ontai to bring the sentence into line with Antiphon’s. 

On this reading, the …w gives subjective grounds for the main action. I conjecture 

that o‡ontai was a later gloss intended to flag this very function of …w. 

Regarding style, Gomperz remarks that the preference for constructions 

employing poie›n with a direct object (see also our author’s use of épÒdeijiw in 

chapter III) over the cognate verb is an element common to Antiphon and 

Thucydides (89). 

 

(2) eÍrey¢n M •reuy¢n A || jun°sevw M sun°siow A. 

 

(3) kakaggel€h A Gal. Gloss. || kataggel€h M. 

The only textual issue is the divergence of the manuscripts on the word 

kakaggel€h (A), which the usually more reliable M has as kataggel€h. The 

former must be correct, as it yields a better sense and is attested in Galen. We 
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are left with a brazen hypallage, the adjective kakÒw properly belonging to fÊsiw 

being transferred to and compounded with éggel€h. A more logical and precise 

expression would have demanded éggel€h µçllon kak∞w fÊsiow µ étexn€h, 

which reveals the extent to which our author prefers poetry over precision, at 

least in this case.12 Note, too, the symmetry between §piyÊµhµã te ka‹ ¶rgon 

(both neuter singular) and kakaggel€h µ étexn€h (both feminine singular), and, 

again, the alliteration of the first pair against the homoioteleuton of the second. 

 

(4) oÈdaµå M oÈd' aµå A3 || om. diabãllein Diels. 

Diels worries that “schlechte Leistungen zu verspotten…ist auch den 

wissenschaftlich gebildeten Ärzten, nicht bloß den êtexnoi erlaubt, ja geboten” 

and so suggests the exclusion of diabãllein (384). However, there is evidence 

that professional decorum called not for reproach or overt criticism of colleagues, 

but rather for the tactful and gracious correction of their errors. Witness the first 

book of the Hippocratic Regimen: 

Now while many have already written [about regimen], no one has yet 

correctly realized what they ought to have written. Some have met with 

success in certain areas, but no one has yet grasped the whole. No one of 

them is to be blamed, then, for not having been able to make complete 

discoveries [§jeure›n], but all are to be praised for having attempted the 

research. So I am not prepared to refute what was said incorrectly, but I 

am of the mind to accept what has been properly understood. For I cannot 

write [about regimen] correctly by altering what was stated correctly by my 

predecessors, and as for what they stated incorrectly, I will not try to refute 

them because they are false. If I explain in what respect each seems to 

me correct, then I will have made clear what I wished to. (I.7-21 Jones) 

                                            
12 Gomperz notes that kakaggell€h and its cognates are, with the exception of 
On the Art, confined almost exclusively to tragedy (91). 
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This strikes me as the precise sentiment the author of On the Art means to 

convey. A professional who is genuinely concerned with the progress of human 

knowledge will not bother to slander or criticize poor work but will simply correct it 

where it is wrong or incomplete. This explains our author’s contempt for critics 

who criticize without correcting (I 3), as well as his insistence that the 

intellectually responsible will “bring to full completion what has been completed 

only in part" (I 2). Thus, there is no need to strike diabãllein. 

 

(6) §piporeuoµ°noiw A §µporeuoµ°noiw M || oÓw c°gei M toÁw c°gein §y°lontaw A 

|| diå tØn sof€hn Diels. 

Diels (385) and Jouanna (225) are right to point out against M and 

Gomperz that no possible meaning of §µporeËsyai will hang together with the 

sense of the passage, whereas §piporeËsyai is used by Polybius (IV.9.2 and 

I.12.4) for the marching of armies. 

 Diels argues that A’s toÁw c°gein §y°lontaw must be preferred to M’s oÓw 

c°gei, but his reasoning is obscure and, quizzically, seems to turn on Gomperz’ 

translation of the Greek and not the Greek itself (386). Either reading can be 

made to conform to the sense of the passage, as Jouanna realizes, but M’s 

version is superior on stylistic grounds. Accepting oÓw c°gei, the three participle 

clauses form a step-wise longueur of increasingly many syllables (13, 14, 15), 

each capped by relative clauses of increasingly many syllables (3, 4, 5). To read 

toÁw c°gein §y°lontaw would be not just to disrupt a delicate pattern, but to 

violently rupture the overall parisosis. (Diels’ inclusion of tØn before sof€hn is 

rejected for similar reasons.) 

 

Chapter II 

 

(2) §Òn M eneon A. 
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(3) tiw oÈs€hn M t€sousi : hn A. 

 

(4) post Àsper tå add. µØ A || ˜pvw A4M vp«w A et in marg. gr. oÈk fide›n p«w 

ên tiw A3 unde oÈk efide€hn p«w ên tiw propos. Langholf || post noµ€seie µØ §Ònta 

add. Àsper tå §Ònta M. 

Though the text here is somewhat unstable, the editorial tradition has long 

since settled on the reading printed here, which makes better sense than the 

various alternatives. 

 

(6) The text is stable with only trifling variations in the MSS, which I do not bother 

to print. Note the extreme symmetry, repetition, parisosis and homoioteleuton. 

 

(7) dedidagµ°nvn A dedeigµ°nvn M || ≥dh AM e‡dea Ermerins || post ≥dh add. 

e‡dea Gomperz, t«n efid°vn, •kãsth Diels. 

The first part of this sentence is somewhat difficult to construe, a situation 

that is not helped by the manuscript divergence on the participle. I prefer, like 

Jouanna, A’s dedidagµ°nvn, though I wonder whether it is indeed the lectio 

difficilior. We know that the arts were considered (perhaps required to be) 

teachable, and, following Socrates, it is a precondition of being teachable that 

they are known. However, I am sympathetic to Jouanna’s argument that 

dedidagµ°nvn could more easily have become dedeigµ°nvn through the 

inattention of a copyist than vice versa. Lastly, dedidagµ°nvn delivers a better 

parisosis to the sentence as a whole. Still, dedeigµ°nvn could be correct, 

meaning just “having been made apparent to the visual faculty," as it does at 

Cratylus 430e, where Socrates introduces the same word as a term of art: “What 

do you mean? What’s the difference between them? Can’t I step up to a man and 

say, “This is your portrait,” while showing him what happens to be his own 
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likeness or what happens to be the likeness of a woman? And by “show” [tÚ d¢ 

de›jai] I mean bring before the sense of sight” (trans. C.D.C. Reeve in Cooper 

1997). 

 Some editors have worked e‡dea into the picture on the grounds that they 

somehow must be the subjects of gin≈sketai, and indeed locating a subject for 

the sentence is the difficulty here. Gomperz and Ermerins simply refuse (against 

all common sense, it seems to me) to admit that afl t°xnai must be in some way 

the subjects of gin≈sketai. The charge is that medicine (or any art) "is not," and 

our author’s objective is to prove that it is. He has just laid out his criteria for 

being (i.e., being visible and conceivable), and he uses the particle to€nun to 

indicate that this sentence supplies an example in accordance with those criteria. 

The second part of the sentence clearly intends to show that the arts meet the 

criterion of visibility. To suppose that the first part doesn’t claim that the arts are 

conceived defies the logic of this passage. Given the relative stability of the MSS, 

emendation (especially Diels’ cavalier offering) is to be eschewed if at all 

possible. 

 The most natural subject of gin≈sketai, as Jones and Chadwick-Mann 

seem to realize with their translations, is tå §Ònta. t«n texn°vn is the genitive 

of possession, and the result is a periphrastic construction that might be 

translated literally thus: “accordingly, the arts’ being is conceived once they have 

been taught." This, it seems to me, is perfectly acceptable, if unconventional, 

Greek—just the sort of trick our author enjoys playing. And once again, the 

dictates of style (in this case, antistrophe, chiasmus and parisosis, all in a single 

sentence) triumph over conceptual clarity. 

 

(8) aÈtåw A3 aÈtçw A aÈt∞w M. 

 Editors unanimously agree on the reading here. The only intriguing variant 

is M, which makes it possible to take tå ÙnÒµata as the subject and t°xnh as 
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the genitive object of labe›n. The plural “names” begs for a plural complement, 

and so it is a bit more difficult (though by no means impossible) to side with M. 

Perhaps the sense of the sentence would remain the same in any case. The 

phrase labe›n ˆnoµa, with the noun squarely in the accusative, occurs at 

Statesman 305d. 

 

(9) blastãnein] sh(µe€vsai) tª efis‹n tå Ùn«µata ka‹ tª tå efidei A1-2mg. 

 Editors unanimously agree on this reading, ignoring the garbled gloss in A. 

 

(10) fÊsevw A fÊsiow M seclus. Diels transp. post blastÆµata Gomperz. 

 Much ink has been spilled on the position (and inclusion) of fÊsiow in this 

sentence. Gomperz’ transposition seems to have been rooted in the conviction 

that “outgrowths” were natural, and that these were intended to stand in contrast 

to conventions, which were thought opposed to nature by fifth-century 

philosophers and sophists. Insight into the debates over nature and convention 

can be gleaned from Plato’s Cratylus, where Socrates mediates between 

Hermogenes, who thinks that names are correct by convention, and Cratylus, 

who holds they are correct by nature. Pigeonholing the position of On the Art’s 

author in the context of this debate motivated Heinimann to dub the emendation 

“zwar verständlich, aber überflüssig” in his canonical study, Nomos und Physis 

(1945, 157 n. 30), and ultimately to follow Diels’ outright exclusion of the word. 

Diels had defended his emendation with two observations (389-90). First, the 

reading of A gives the Attic form of the genitive, raising the possibility that 

fÊsevw is a koine intrusion. Second, he notes that A’s gloss on II 9 comes on the 

bottom of one page and that fÊsevw is the first word at the top of the next. He 

takes the original gloss to have been tª efisin tå ÙnÒµata ka‹ tª tå e‡dea 

fÊsevw. 
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 A contingent of Italian scholars rushed to the manuscripts’ defense. 

Vegetti (1964, 367-8), Fabrini and Lami (1979, 130-1) suggest that ÙnÒµata 

fÊsiow expresses a position somewhere between Hermogenes and Cratylus, 

though they provide frustratingly little detail as to what such a position would 

entail. 

 In my commentary on these lines, I examine and expand upon this more 

conservative hypothesis. Here, I am content to draw attention to some convincing 

stylistic arguments in favor of the MSS. We can reject Gomperz’ transposition 

outright on the grounds that noµoyetÆµata and blastÆµata are surely being 

exploited for their homoioteleuton. More importantly, though, witness the figures 

that result from including fÊsiow: chiasmus with ÙnÒµata and noµoyetÆµata, 

perfect isocolon between the tå µ¢n and tå d¢ clauses (18 syllables per), not to 

mention the deliciously sophistic oxymoron “conventions of nature." All of these 

(which are favorite figures of our author) are utterly destroyed by transposing or 

excluding fÊsiow. Against Diels’ objection to the Attic form, I will say only that it is 

equally possible that it stood in the original and that our author, who undeniably 

feels a kinship with fifth-century Attic prose writers such as Antiphon and 

Thucydides, let an Atticism slip through here. 

 

Chapter III 

 

(1) jun€hsin AM. 

 

(2) diorieËµai A dØ ırieËµai M || ˘ noµ™€zv M ı noµ€zvn A ÙnoµÆzvn A3. 

 Jouanna complains that it is difficult to choose between A’s diorieËµai and 

M’s dØ ırieËµai, though part of the difficulty, it seems to me, is that neither 

reading will lend a substantially different sense to the passage. M’s ˘ noµ™€zv is 

the only reading that makes sense. Jouanna diverges from the rest of the 
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tradition by beginning a new sentence with ka‹ pr«tÒn ge, though I prefer 

maintaining tradition in the text (the two first-person singular, future-tense verbs 

seem deliberately coordinated) while paying tribute to Jouanna’s punctuation in 

the translation. Jouanna recognizes, I think correctly, that taÊthw is designed to 

reorient the sentence after the anacoluthon of the parenthetical, but he holds, I 

think incorrectly, that its dependence on tØn épÒdeijin (cf. III 5) indicates that the 

author is referring specifically to a demonstration of the existence of the art (248). 

That may be the overall purpose of his treatise, but it is not included in the notion 

of épÒdeijiw. 

 

(3) pãnta A taËta M pãnta taËta Def. med. (S) taËta pãnta Def. med. (F) 

|| dÊnatai AM non possint Pseudo-Soranus oÈ dÊnatai Gomperz adÊnatai 

Diels || post fihtrikÆ add. §panoryoËsyai Def. Med. (F) liberari Pseudo-Soranus 

non hab. Def. med. (S) 

Diels went to great lengths to extract his reading (taËta pãnt' adÊnatai) 

from Pseudo-Soranus (390-5), but I am perplexed as to his motivation, since, as 

Jouanna points out (209-10), the reading without the negative is perfectly 

acceptable. The reading Diels suggests would (to avoid complete 

outlandishness) require that taËta pãnta refer to the nosÆµata, not to the 

attributes of medicine elaborated in the definition, though this is the more natural 

way of taking it. On Jouanna’s reading, the author simply means to reinforce that 

medicine really has the capacities he’s claiming for it. This accords well with his 

subsequent attempts to demonstrate the power (dÊnaµiw) of the art (e.g., chapter 

IV). 

 The only other viable option is that of Gomperz and Jones. On this 

reading, the author gives a taste of a later argument, that it is absurd to expect 

an art to accomplish what is physically impossible (chapter VIII). However, as a 

point of rhetorical strategy, we may wonder why would our author wish to bring 
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up medicine’s limitations (pardonable though they may turn out to be), when he 

otherwise assiduously stresses its capabilities? It may be that he feels the need 

to build into his definition the potentially shocking claim that good doctors rightly 

turn away patients, since this practice is prima facie inconsistent with medicine's 

mission to cure or at least alleviate discomfort. 

 

(4) loipÚw M lupÒw A || lÒgow ≥dh ¶stai A ¶stai lÒgow M. 

 

Chapter IV 

 

(1) ıµologÆsetai A ıµologhyÆsetai M. 

 Some editors have, following M, preferred the passive form of the verb, 

though Jouanna notes that the middle form is perfectly acceptable, as attested at 

Theaetetus 171b. In any case, the sense must be passive here, and the choice 

of voice has little impact on the argument as far as I can tell. 

 

(2) §jugia€nontai t«n M §j ÍgiainÒntvn A. 

 In remarks on this sentence, Jouanna draws attention to the vexed 

question regarding instances of §jugia€nesyai in the Corpus (249-50). It has 

been argued that they are corrupt and should be emended to §jugiãzesyai (van 

Brock 1961), though this view has met more recently with persuasive opposition 

(Schmidt 1980). I see no reason to diverge from the MSS. 

 

(3) post noshµãtvn om. ka‹ A. 

 

(4) oÈk om. A. 

 There is just no way of deciding between the oÈk of M and its omission by 

A. The meaning of the sentence is the same either way. Gomperz chose to omit, 

and perhaps his text sounds better to the ear, but surely there is something to be 
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said for placing a negation before the verb. At any rate, I follow Jouanna and all 

editors except Gomperz in including it. 

 

(5) §jugiasye›sin A Ígianye›sin M §jugiasye›sin Gomperz Ígiasye›sin Jones || 

xreÒµenoi A xr≈µenoi M xre≈µenoi Jouanna || Ígiãnyhsan M Ígiãsyhsan A3. 

 The variations in the MSS are not of much consequence for the argument, 

and I follow Jouanna, who prints a perfectly reasonable conjecture. 

 

(7) aÈtª sfçw ka‹ §p€steusan A ka‹ §p€steusan aÈtª sfçw aÈtoÁw M || 

perany°ntow A2M peray°ntow A. 

 

Chapter V 

 

(1) ab §re›  inc. Vat sed hab §roËsi d° tinew ofl tØn fiatrikØn diabãllontew µØ 

e‰nai t°xnhn, ˜ti ktl. 

 The variation in the Vatican MS is obviously an interpolation. Otherwise, 

there are no textual disputes. 

 

(2) éll' Àste A3 Vat élvw te A êllvw te M éll' …w §i Diels éll' Àsei Jones || 

post Àste add. efi A ín Corn. || §pitÊxoien AM2 §pitÊxeien M Vat. 

 As Jones remarks in a footnote, “the sense is clear but the reading 

uncertain” (196). The trick is to fix on an acceptable text (given the MSS) that 

yields this sense in decent Greek. The MSS virtually beg for éll' Àste. My 

cavalier trampling of the lectio dificilior principle may offend the more 

conservative, but the emendation (based on the more reliable M) is extremely 

easy, and has the benefit of rendering the text far more cleanly. 

 

(4) µ dr«nt°w A2 Vat fidr«ntew A fldr«nt°w M. 
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 I follow the tradition in absolving our author of a fixation with perspiration 

(though it does come up later as a significant symptom). 

 

(5) µ élous€˙, µ pÒnoisin omit. Vat || tª M Vat t€ A t‹ A3 ti<ni> Gomperz. 

I follow Jouanna’s text here, which emphasizes the parisosis and 

homoioteleuton that provide a rhythmic and euphonic structure for this list. After 

gãr, the dative pairs follow a highly stylized syllabic pattern: 10, 9, 9, 9, 10. The 

three 9-syllable pairs are specially crafted so that the first member of the pair 

comprises three syllables and ends in –oisin, while the second member 

comprises four syllables and ends in –€˙. The sentence exhibits bursts of 

alliteration (polufag€˙ µ pot“ pl°oni) and is governed overall by assonance 

on the vowel eta, thereby taking on the character of a chant and lending the 

passage a hypnotic quality. Where he might otherwise bore the audience with his 

tedious laundry-list of potentially beneficial activities, our author aims to keep his 

audience rhetorically entertained with the poetic effects of the language. 

 Both Jouanna (251) and Gomperz (113) remark on the unusual (but not 

unique) use of taraxÆ, which here has not the pejorative sense of “disturbance," 

but only “mixture” or “combination." Still, Ducatillon sees a potential problem 

here. 

User des composants du régime sans s’astreindre à équilibrer ceux qui 

dessèchent par ceux qui fortifient, ceux qui dépensent par ceux qui 

réparent, c’est pure sottise, c’est ignorer l’enseignement et de Cos et de 

Cnide dont les maîtres prescrivent d’établir entre ces constituants une 

rigoureuse suµµetr€a, c’est s’exposer à aggraver le mal. (73) 

Dedicated to the proposition that our author is a practicing Greek physician, 

Ducatillon invents a motive for his diction: he is simply writing in the words that 

an untrained layman would if he were wondering what caused his recovery (74). 

But I find no deep explanation required. The examples cited by our author are 

extreme cases of particular activities, e.g., eating and drinking. No doubt he is 
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working on the thoroughly Hippocratic assumption that the health of the body 

consists in a balance of powers or humors, and thus that restoring the body to 

health is a matter of reestablishing this balance when it has been lost. 

Regardless of whether our author was a practicing physician, he seems familiar 

with the elementary principles of Greek medicine. 

 

(6) aÈtoÁw M aÈtoiw A || ˜ ti (bis) vel ˜ti AM Vat || post §gnvk°nai ˜ti ∑n add. ti 

Gomperz || e‡ t€ tÉ M Vat ˜tƒ A2-3 (€t// A) || post blab∞nai ˜ti ∑n add. t€ A. 

 

(7) supp. oÈ Ermerins, Reinhold. 

 

(8) post Ígiãnyh add. µ §blãbh Ermerins µ oÈx Ígiãsyh Diels apud Heiberg || 

§sti om. A. 

 There are no serious problems here except perhaps the feeling on the part 

of some editors that the logic demands the addendum “or not healed” (or 

something similar) in the protasis, presumably because patients wouldn’t be 

blaming part of a regimen that healed them. Surely our author just expects this to 

be understood. 

 

(10) »f°lhse Mras Vat …fel∞sai A »f°lhsaen A3-4 (sed e supra lineam erasum) 

»f°lhsen M || ¶blace Vat. §blãcai A ¶blacaen A4 ¶blacen M. 

 There is some confusion over whether the finite verbs should be third-

person singular or plural forms, but this does not affect the sense of the passage 

in any way. The MSS variations could go either way, and Jouanna is probably 

right in his decision to read singular forms. Note the grammatical and syntactical 

similarity of this sentence to V 7. 

 

(11) toËto Aras M Vat toÊtƒ A. 
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(13) ¶nestin AM ¶stin Vat || post •kãteron add. ©n Vat || post toËto add. tÚ M 

Vat. 

 Sentences II 12 and II 13 are carefully crafted to mirror each other, 

exhibiting a chiastic structure. II 12 begins with a toËto... étexn€h clause and 

ends with a ˜pou clause, while II 13 opens with a ˜pou clause and ends with a 

clause containing toËto... étexn€h. 

 

Chapter VI 

 

(1) ÍpÚ AM épÚ Gomperz. 

 The MSS contain no significant variation here. Gomperz’ emendation 

(following Reinhold, who looked toward marginal glosses) surely is not 

impossible, but there is little reason to override the MSS. Perhaps if épÚ 

farµãkvn were a particularly significant expression in Hippocratic literature, we 

would do well to ponder the reading here. But it is not; in fact, Gomperz does not 

give a single example from the Corpus to support the necessity of his 

emendation. Finally, I will argue that this passage has been routinely 

misconstrued by commentators. When we understand it correctly, it is clear that 

ÍpÚ farµãkvn is the more comfortable reading insofar as it clearly expresses 

the instrumentality of the drugs in question. 

 The natural inclination is to see in ésyenØw ∑n ín ı §µÚw lÒgow a peculiarly 

sophistic concern for the strength of arguments, recalling the charge “making the 

weaker argument stronger” leveled at Socrates at Apology 18b and which 

Aristotle associates with Protagoras at Rhetoric II.24, 1402a17ff. That this 

particular phrase was in use among fifth-century orators and writers is attested to 

by the speech of Nicias at Thucydides VI.9.3: ésyenØw ín µou ı lÒgow e‡h, efi.... 

 

(2) te AM ge Littré. 
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(3) ¶ti om. A || §ntaËya oÈ d°xetai tÚ aÈtÒµaton M1mg (fol. 14r col. sinistr. inf.). 

 The gloss on M seems to be a paraphrase of this passage. 

 

(5) oÎnoµa AM ˆnoµa Gomperz. 

 The Hippocratic MSS typically have oÎnoµa instead of ˆnoµa, and 

Gomperz rightly compensates for what is undoubtedly a product of forced 

“Ionicization.” 

 

(6) pronoouµ°noisi A2M pronoouµ°noiw A || afie‹ A ¶ti M. 

 

Chapter VII 

 

(1) tØn d¢ t°xnhn A t∞w d¢ t°xnhw M. 

 

(2) juµforªsi AM suµforªsi IHbR || ékras€hn M étux€hn A || énait€an A afit€h 

M afit€hn M2 énait€hn Gomperz || jÊnesin A sÊnesin IHbR sÊnaisin M || oÈk ¶nesti 

A oÈk ¶sti M. 

 Shall we read ékras€hn or étux€hn? Most editors prefer ékras€hn, which 

can indicate both a debility or weakness of some kind as well as a lack of self-

control, both of which our author emphasizes as attributes of the sick patient. He 

predicates of them the verb édunate›n, and he describes their loss of will to fight 

against the disease. Moreover, ékras€a is blamed for various conditions 

elsewhere in the Corpus (it occurs 29 times throughout, with cognates forms 

occurring 154 times). So Regimen in Acute Diseases (Appendix): “One ought to 

give hellebore to those who flow from the head. But do not give it to those who 

suppurate internally from abscesses are a burst vessel, or because of ékras€a 

or some other strong cause [afit€a]” (40 Potter; cf. Ancient Medicine  VII, Internal 
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Affections X, Places in Man XXVI). By contrast, étux€a occurs only 4 times (its 

cognate forms 5 times), though one instance is promising as a parallel to On the 

Art: “For they don’t think that the external bandaging and exposure of the wound 

is to blame [a‡tiow], but rather some other mischance [étux€a].” (On Fractures 

XXV.37-9 Withington). The legalistic tone of VII 2 might argue for étux€a, which 

figures in legal arguments over responsibility for injury. 

Again, while the victim suffered the ill-effect of the mischance [suµforã], it 

is the striker who suffered the mischance itself [étux€a]. (Tetralogies 4.3.4 

trans. Maidment) 

 

See, then, that we are not plunged into woes [suµforã] which we do not 

deserve, and that you yourselves do not defy the powers above by a 

verdict succoring my opponents in their misfortunes [étux€a]. (Tetralogies 

3.4.10 trans. Maidment) 

Our author might have written étux€a as an attempt to turn the tables on those 

who credited chance with patient recovery: it turns out that chance does deserve 

credit—for patient mortality. However, the main argument of chapter VII will turn 

on the patient’s inability to follow the doctor’s prescriptions. The patient’s 

weakness of will is held responsible for her decline, and ékras€hn sets the 

agenda for the chapter. 

Note the parisosis of the tØn µ¢n...tØn d¢ cola (20 and 19, respectively), as 

well as the poetic effects of ékras€hn énait€hn (and to a lesser extent sÊnesin 

afit€hn). The to›si µ¢n...to›si d¢ cola exhibit perfect isocolon (20) and striking 

paromoiosis. 

 

(4) yerapeuy°nta AM yerapeuy°ntaw Gomperz || oÎte di' ì kãµnousin Mcorr om. 

A || post alt. kãµnousin add. efidÒtew A || efidÒtew §pitãssontai Acorr M || ≥dh A3 

¥dh A ≤d°a M 
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 Jouanna is right to choose the MSS over Gomperz’ emendation, but his 

translation (“de manière à pouvoir dire à propos de cas soignés dans le passé 

comment les malades ont réchappé”) shows that he helps himself to Gomperz’ 

meaning anyhow. The natural result clause indicates the doctor’s intention in 

comparing cases (Smyth 2267). The substantive participle yerapeuy°nta is the 

subject of épÆllajan (a standard case of prolepsis), which here has its well 

documented meaning of “to come off” or “end up." 

I reject the generally accepted ≥dh in favor of M’s ≤d°a (preferred also by 

Heiberg). Gomperz, in defending ≥dh, draws a parallel with Isocrates’ 1.14: 

ÖAskei t«n per‹ tÚ s«µa guµnas€vn µØ tå prÚw tØn =≈µhn éllå tå prÚw 

tØn Íg€eian. The phrase tå prÚw tØn Íg€eian means “the things that lead to 

health.” Accordingly, the phrase tå prÚw tØn noËson ≤d°a should mean “the 

pleasures that lead to disease,” but the difficulty lies in making sense of the 

parallel “pleasures that lead to health.” First, if the roads to health and disease 

both were paved with the bricks of pleasure, then what role does incontinence 

play in the patient’s decline? Wouldn’t it make just as much sense, in fact more, 

for her to choose the health-inducing pleasures? Second, it is a commonplace 

that ancient medical treatments are not pleasant, but include all manner of 

uncomfortable and even painful procedures. It would have seemed odd to 

anyone familiar with Hippocratic therapy to speak of it as a health-inducing 

pleasure. 

A few options are open to us. We might take prÚw to indicate a more 

general relation: “the pleasures associated with disease” and “the pleasures 

associated with health.” But what are the “pleasures associated with disease?” 

Disease is not itself pleasant. Perhaps such pleasures are those that bring 

immediate but temporary relief at the expense of long-term recovery. This is 

asking of prÚw that it have slightly different meaning in each expression, 

however, which, though not impossible, is certainly unattractive. 
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Instead, I propose that while the correct reading is ≤d°a, the phrase tå 

prÚw tØn Ígie€hn represents a substantive use of the article, meaning, as 

Gomperz correctly perceives, “the things that lead to health.” These are not 

pleasant, and so they are easily dismissed by the weak-willed in favor of a more 

comfortable regimen that leads ultimately to their decline. 

 

(5) post §pitassÒµena add. µØ Littré. 

 The motivation behind Littré’s emendation is transparent (logically, the 

result is much more elegant), and I adopt it while acknowledging that the 

interpolation is perhaps unnecessary, as we cannot doubt what the gist of the 

rhetorical question is. Most editors and translators understand the sentence as 

an awkwardly worded, nested argument from probability. Is it more likely that a) 

the patients followed orders or b) that they deviated? If the answer is b), then the 

argument is over. If a), then the author revives the challenge: is a) more likely 

than that c) the sound doctor gave unsound prescriptions? Alternatively, Jones 

apparently takes the first µ as an abbreviation for µçllon µ, with disastrous 

consequences for the logic of the argument. 

 

(6) énat€yhsi A énatiy°asi M. 

 Note the parisosis and paromoiosis of the cola toÁw µ¢n deÒntvw 

§pitãssein toÁw d¢ efikÒtvw édunate›n, as well as the rhetorical repetition of 

a‡tiow and its cognates. 

 

Chapter VIII 

 

(1) Íf' A éf' M || •aut«n A aÈt«n M aÍt«n M2 || ì d' M ín d' A || µegãlhw om. 

M || fiçsyai M fi∞syai A. 
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(3) égnoe› A égnoh M égnoe› M1 mut. in égnoe›n M2 || µan€hn A µane€hn M 

µçllon ín e‡h M2 || èrµÒzousan AM èrµÒzousa M2 || égnoia A égno€h Acorr (h 

add. A3sl) M égno€hn Heiberg || éµay€h AM. 

 Though the MSS are a bit of a mess here, editors have managed to make 

good sense of things. The only issue that remains is word order (Gomperz prints 

égnoe› êgnoian èrµÒzousan µan€˙ µçllon µ éµay€˙), and I am sympathetic to 

the more conservative approach of Diels and Jouanna. Though perhaps the 

emended order strikes us as more perfect in its euphony and repetition, we 

encounter plenty of both along the more conservative path, too. 

 Note the balance of µ t°xnhn §w ì µØ t°xnh µ fÊsin §w ì µØ fÊsiw. 

 

(6) tÚ om. M || ≤s]sÒnvw Amg  ∏sson …w A ∏sson// M. 

 The unusual adverb ≤ssÒnvw is surely correct. Jouanna reports that it 

appears elsewhere in the Corpus, namely at Diseases of Women I XXI, and On 

Joints LXI. Gomperz compares the occurrence of ≤ssÒnvw in On the Art to 

Antiphon’s predilection for kreissÒnvw and §lassÒnvw. 

 

(9) post går pËr add. oÈ M || toÊtƒ M toÊtvn A. 

 The interpolation of oÈ by M is understandable but not at all necessary, 

resulting as it does in redundancy. 

 

(10) junerge› AM || •kãstou AM •kãstou µØ Corn. •kãstotÉ oÈ propos. 

Gomperz (p. 177) post •kãstou incl. ècãµenon µ°n, oÈdaµå d¢ ék°siow Diels || 

katatuxÒnta AM épotuxÒnta propos. Langholf || éllå om. M. 

This passage has given editors and translators fits. The verb 

katatugxãnein with genitive object means to “reach the object of” or “succeed in 

respect of." But our author is discussing cases in which certain instruments are 
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not effective! Thus, Diels is justified in comparing this passage to Aphorisms 

VII.87: 
ıkÒsa fãrµaka oÈk fi∞tai, s€dhrow fi∞tai: ˜sa s€dhrow oÈk fi∞tai, pËr 

fi∞tai: ˜sa d¢ pËr oÈk fi∞tai, taËta xrØ noµ€zein én€hta. (Jones) 

This problem has prompted editors to emend the text to include a negative in the 

text, though none is evident in the MSS. 

 Jouanna is the only editor to retain the original MS reading here. He 

suggests that "to be successful with respect to” some instrument is to use that 

instrument correctly according to the rules of the art. This stretches 

katatugxãnein, however, and leaves out completely the salient condition, 

namely that the patient does not recover. That is, when a doctor successfully 

heals a patient, we assume he used his instruments in the technically correct 

manner; but he does not—nor should he—blame the strength of the disease in 

successful cases. 

 Hence, I follow the tradition of including a negative. Gomperz’ oÈ is 

paleographically the more plausible. 

 

(12) éfrÒnvn M êfronew A || µvµÆtvn A µvµht«n M || §pain°tvn A afinet«n 

M || lelogisµ°nvn M lelogisµ°now A. 

 The editors have generally agreed on the best way of making sense of the 

MS variations here. Gomperz and Jouanna prefer afinet°vn to §painet°vn, 

Gomperz as a poetic form of supposedly Ionic provenance, Jouanna as the lectio 

difficilior. 

 

Chapter IX 

 

(3) pollã. ¶stin d¢ tå µ¢n A pollã §sti: tå dÉ M pollã §sti: tå µ¢n går prÚw 

tå §ntÚw tetraµµ°na §n dusÒptƒ. tå dÉ Corn. 
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 Jones, Gomperz and Jouanna all follow A’s reading against most modern 

editors, who, curiously, retained the fanciful and unnecessary emendation of 

Cornarius. Even Heiberg, while rejecting Cornarius, reads with M. Jouanna notes 

that our author frequently begins sentences with ¶sti (including here at IX 4) and 

in chapter X uses the construction ¶sti d¢ to introduce his account of the non-

evident diseases, just as he uses it here to introduce his account of the evident. 

 

(4) µ xroiª om. M. 

 The omission of µ xroiª by M is likely due to an appearance of 

redundancy, though this overlooks what is a pun on the word xroiÆ, which can 

mean skin or color (especially of the skin, i.e., complexion). 

 

(5) parous€h AM parous€˙ Littré || épous€h AM épous€˙ Littré. 

 Note the antithesis and euphonic balance: ˆcei / caËsai, stereÒthta / 

ÍgrÒthta, yerµå / cuxrã, parous€˙ / épous€˙. 

 

(6) There are no MS problems here, but the intricate euphonic patterns are 

worthy of note: t«n...toioÊtvn, pãntvn...pçsi, ék°siaw énaµartÆtouw, 

=hÛd€aw... §jeÊrhntai. 

 

(7) The first word of the sentence exhibits anastrophe with the final word of the 

preceding, and there is an intentional mirroring of sound and meter in the 

contrasted pair to›si boulhye›sin and to›si dunhye›sin. 

 

(8) étala€pvra A tala€pvra M. 

 All editors prior to Jouanna read tala€pvra with M, though I find his 

argument on behalf of A persuasive, especially when bolstered by a few 

considerations of my own. Jouanna cites other instances of tala€pvrow in the 
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Hippocratic Corpus to show that it rarely if ever has its usual meaning of 

“suffering” or “miserable,” but is rather associated with words such as filÒponow 

(Airs Waters Places XXIV) and has the sense of “active” or “vigorous,” while 

étala€pvrow in the first chapter of Airs Waters Places is opposed to 

filoguµnastÆw and filÒponow (259). 

 Moreover, the passage is simply more comprehensible when we read 

étala€pvra. Those who accept M can’t seem to settle on its significance. Littré 

translates “avare;” Daremberg, “rebelle;” Gomperz, verbalizing the adjective, 

“widerstreben;” and Jones, “wretched.” In most of these cases, the translations 

don’t seem to make contact with the actual meaning of tala€pvrow, with the 

exception of Jones. However, his translation involves a slight equivocation. 

“Wretched” is fine if applied in the sense of “pained” or “distressed,” but then it is 

no longer clear why these natures should be called wretched. They are not 

supposed to be, at least as far as I can tell, in any distress, nor are they the 

source of any. If “wretched” is merely another word for “bad,” this will not do 

either, as tala€pvrow is not just another Greek word for “bad.” 

  The alpha-privative étala€pvrow, however, can mean lazy, lethargic or 

indolent, and this suits the context well. Medical research is not easy (recall 

=hÛd€aw in IX 6); it takes a lot of effort to get it right. The lazy need not apply. 

 Note the modified anastrophe with dÊnantai and the parallelism of 

phrasing, suggesting that paide€a and fÊsiw are to be regarded as an antithesis. 

 

Chapter X 

 

(2) ∏sson AMras ∏ssona M. 

 

(5) tÚ AM tÚn M2 || sit€on A s€ton M || ple€ouw, ìw ‡sasin oÂsi toÊtvn om. A. 
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 Though there is some variation in the MSS, editors generally agree on the 

correct reading, and there is no good reason to challenge it. 

 

(6) ˜sa AM ıkÒsa Erot. 

 Jouanna insists that tã µ°lea are body parts as opposed to limbs (235 n. 

4). However, a few sentences later, our author names the legs and arms as 

representative examples, which he goes on to distinguish from the head and 

trunk.  

 

(9) d°dektai M l°lektai A. 

 Either MS could be correct here, though it makes little difference which. 

 

(10) toÊtvn post ˜ ti transp. A || ˜ ti A ¶ti M || oÈ ka‹ aÈtÚ om. A || kenÒn IHbR 

edd. ka‹ §n « A kai n«n M keneÒn Reinhold || §stin oÂsin AM2 ¶sti d' oÂsin 

Jouanna √sin Zwing.mg edd. a Lind. ıt€oisin Diels apud Heiberg. 

The MSS here are a mess, partly due, I think, to the asyndeton that our 

author inflicts on his audience here. The traditional reconstruction of kenÒn is 

surely correct, as it satisfies our author’s need for balance with µestÒn. So long 

as we change ¶ti to ˜ ti M gives us a respectable reading until we come to §stin 

oÂsin in the MSS. I sympathize with Jouanna in his reluctance to suppress §stin, 

though I think the second §stin was added by our author to balance kenÒn §stin. 

(Jouanna makes it the first word of the succeeding sentence.) The widely favored 

emendation √sin is based on the contention that the diafÊseiw are the 

“containers,” though I don't think this is correct. Interstices or gaps cannot be 

containers, but things that have them can. 

 

(11) ì post prostetaµ°na Diels || §sti M ¶sti A ¶w ti Littré || oÈx AM ka‹ Erot. || 

ÏpafrÒn AM ÏpofrÒn Erot. Heiberg ÍpÒforÒn Zwingmg edd. ÏpofrÊ Reinhold. 
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Preservation of the MSS here is preferable, I think, to Littré’s emendation. 

Though clever, the fact remains that sÊndesµow doesn’t take the preposition ¶w; it 

is customarily used with a genitive noun. Thus, the MS reading is more natural. 

The editorially popular interpolation of <ì> is not needed: “veins and sinews not 

on the surface of the flesh but rather stretched along the bones serve as a bond 

for the joints.” 

Jouanna is right to read ÍpafrÒn with the MSS. The only reason for 

conjecturing ÍpÒforÒn is to yield a closer parallel to kenÚn...µestÚn in X 10. But 

the MSS make perfect sense as they stand. So let them stand. 

 As Jouanna perceives, Ïpafrow should be taken in its primary sense of 

“foamy.” ("Hidden" would also be an acceptable sense for Ïpafrow, but it would 

render the sentence a tautology.) Jouanna cites Places in Man as a parallel. 

Thick fluid [µÊja] is present naturally in all the joints, and when it is clean 

the joints are healthy, and for this reason they move easily and their 

members slip easily over one another. Difficulty and pain arise when 

moisture flows out of tissue that has been damaged in some way. First, 

the joint becomes fixed, since the moisture flowing into it from the tissue is 

not slippery. Then, as the amount of moisture is too great, and it is not 

continually renewed out of the tissue, it dries out, and as it is in great 

amount and the joint does not have room for it, it flows out of the joint, 

and, congealing badly, raises up the cords [neËron] by which the joint is 

held together [sunde›n], and so unbinds and dissolves the joint. This is why 

persons become lame; when the process has taken place to a greater 

degree, more lame, when to a lesser degree, less lame. (VII ed. and trans. 

Potter) 

This description agrees remarkably with On the Art to the extent that we may 

wonder if our author is drawing on it as a source. It is less obvious, though, that 

µÊja, even if it refers to mucous-like synovial fluid (Ïpafrow and its cognates 
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are frequently used of semen and saliva), would justify calling the joints “foamy.” 

The adjective modifies the joints, not the fluid surrounding them. This suggests 

that Ïpafrow should be translated using an English word that can be applied to 

a fluid or to an object affected by such a fluid. "Slimy" is the best option, despite 

its unpleasant connotation. 

 

Chapter XI 

 

(2) The parallel phrasing of §µo€ »nÒµastai and tª t°xn˙ k°kritai signals our 

author’s return to highly stylized, painstakingly balanced constructions, which he 

will amplify and sustain over the next several sentences. 

 

(3) √ A efi M. 

 

(4) d¢ …w a· AM2-3 d¢ ˜sÉ a· A3 d¢ ˜sai M de ˜son a· Corn. vulg. 

 Jouanna (237 n. 2) notes that …w can mean “insofar as” or “to the extent 

that” and so rightly returns to the MSS where the editorial tradition has sought to 

emend. Notice the deliberate parisosis and extreme paramoiosis of the sentence. 

 

(5) Ùfyalµo›sin •vrçto M Ùfyalµo›w sunevrçto A. 

 

(9) ì peir«ntai AM épopeir«ntai Mcorr. 

All editors accept the authority of A and M here; the reading 

épopeir«ntai (the sick “accomplish” their reports?) is surely no improvement on 

the original. 

 

(10) peri°pipton A2M peri°pton A. 
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(11) jun°siÒw AM ∏sper M Íp¢r A. 

 

(12) ¶sti A §p‹ M || prosopt°on M prosapt°on Acorr || ka‹—yerap°uonti om. A. 

 The correcting hand of A gives prosapt°on with the meaning “to fasten 

oneself upon,” which would make decent sense of the sentence. However, 

prosopt°on is an unusual form and thus the lectio difficilior. Moreover, the 

juxtaposition of the verbs for seeing and hearing seems like an embellishment 

our author would appreciate. 

 The ˜te here is causal, a use found mainly in Attic tragedy and prose. 

Were it temporal, we would expect instead either ˜tan (to signal regularity) or a 

verb in the past tense. 

 

(13) tert. ≤ om. A. 

Note the isocolon and the chiasmus of ≤ t°xnh, éll' ≤ fÊsiw, which 

reinforces the art-nature antithesis. The third ≤ not only renders the position of 

t«n soµãtvn less awkward, but delivers a perfect isocolon. 

 

(14) afisyoµ°nh Acorr afisyanoµ°nh M || yerapeÊein ka‹ A, ka‹ om. M|| skopoËsa 

AM || ˜pvw A ˜pv M || yerapeÊ˙ A3 yerapeÊei A yerapeÊein M || ≤ d' A ı d' M || 

diejark°sei A érk°s˙ M || brad°vw A3M brad°ow A || aÈtÚn AM aÈtØn Acorr. 

I follow Jouanna’s punctuation because it brings out the extent to which 

our author exploits conceptual and syntactical balance to achieve coherence in a 

protracted sentence that so easily might have melted into lukewarm nonsense. 

M’s ı d' seems likely to have been introduced to account for aÈtÚn, which must 

refer to the patient, although patients so far in this chapter have been referred to 

in the plural. The shift to referring to the patient in the singular probably follows 

the shift from plural to singular in referring to the physician. 

 Note the non-Ionic form =&st≈nh. 
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(16) §pit€yetai AM §pit€yentai Acorr <∂n> §pit€yentai Reinhold Ípert€yentai går 

Zwing.mg §pe‹ ¶oike: Littré §pe‹ t€ y«µa; Gomperz <oÂsi tå lupeËnta ¶svyen oÎte 

profan«w oÎtÉ §jap€nhw> §pit€yetai Diels. 

Editors have disagreed widely on what should be done with §pit€yetai. 

Littre’s and Gomperz’ conjectures assume that the text as we have it is 

nonsensical and corrupt, thus meriting drastic emendation. More optimistic 

editors have tried to make sense of §pit€yetai. Daremberg proposed no changes 

whatsoever, arguing that the author is straining to produce a balanced chiasmus 

in which prolaµbãnei governs the first diã-phrase and §pit€yetai the second 

(1855 46, n. 51). An ingenious idea, no doubt, but unsatisfactory. The sense is 

compromised, I think, and, as Jouanna points out (263), we would want in that 

case for the two prepositional phrases to be connected by a single ka€, not the 

conjunctive pair te...te. 

 Diels’ approach is more productive than these. The style, namely the 

obsession with balance in evidence throughout the treatise and this sentence in 

particular (we should note, though Diels and Jouanna do not, the paromoiosis 

and parisosis of the two prepositional phrases), calls for a second relative clause 

to mirror the first. Diels’ fantastic confection goes too far, but he is probably right 

that the original text had more than ∂ §pit€yetai. The author’s sensitivity to 

syntactical and metrical balance would have demanded it. My own interpolation 

meets these demands, I think, while building upon On the Art's thematic 

contrasts between seeing and knowing; knowledge and opinion (cf. efi går 

±p€stanto at XI 10); and technical knowledge and lay ignorance. The 

etymological kinship felt between énepisthµosÊnh and words for attention and 

inattention (e.g., §f€sthµi and énepistas€a) makes it a doubly attractive option, 

since patient negligence is at issue. Its occurrence in Thucydides (V.7) vouches, 

I think, for the claim of this conjecture to historical and stylistic plausibility. 
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 Following Jouanna’s conservative instinct is best, then. The principle of 

balance suggests that the relative pronoun refer to Ùligor€hn to preserve 

symmetry with stegnÒthta §n ∏. It is left to tease out a defensible sense for this 

emendation, which Jouanna locates in the fragment of Antiphon (cited already in 

chapter II). 
tå µ¢n går t«n nÒµvn §p€yeta, tå d¢ t∞w fÊsevw énagka›a: ka‹ tå µ¢n 

t«n nÒµvn  ıµologhy°nta oÈ fÊnta §st€n, tå d¢ t∞w fÊsevw fÊnta 

oÈx ıµologhy°nta. (F44(a) I.23-33) 

 

Those things belonging to convention are impositions, while those that 

belong to nature are necessary. Further, conventional agreements are not 

natural growths, while the growths of nature are not agreements. 

As noted earlier, the principal contrast involves nature, which operates from 

necessity, and convention, which vary according to the whim of those agreeing to 

the conventions. The corresponding point in On the Art would be that such 

negligence (and hence the resulting death) could have been avoided had the 

patient not put off consultation with his doctor. 

 However, I worry that the force of epit€yhµi is weakened by the passive 

voice employed. Our author looks to round out his indictment of the patient as the 

cause of his own death. The patient is responsible by nature insofar as his body 

gives cover to the enemy (the combat metaphor yet again). He is responsible by 

convention in that he chooses to delay his examination, unnecessarily adding a 

further complication to the physician’s already insuperable task. The full effect is 

realized if we take our cue from Acorr and read with Reinhold <∂n> §pit€yentai, 

taking the verb as the middle form with the meaning “to bring upon one’s self.” 

Dead patients have no one to blame but themselves.13 As a final consideration, it 

                                            
13 At the same time, we may wonder whether tØn t«n kaµnÒntvn Ùligor€hn is 
an objective genitive phrase. Perhaps our author is blaming the friends and 
family of the patient for not bringing him to the doctor sooner. We saw already 
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should be noted that the understood subject of the next sentence is ofl 

kaµnÒntew, though this understanding is more difficult for the audience to obtain 

if Ùligvr€a intervenes as subject of §pit€yetai. 

 

(17) går éll' efilhµµ°noi om. M. 

 

(18) §p‹ AM I §pe‹ I2HbR edd. ¶ti Gomperz || ge om. A || µØ om. Littré || post 

édunãtoiw add. lacuna Gomperz Diels. 

Beginning at this point and continuing for the remainder of the chapter, the 

MSS diverge on many points. Often the divergences are trivial and easily 

arbitrated; sometimes they are not. In this sentence, three textual problems must 

be addressed. 

 First, Littré and some subsequent editors chose to suppress the µØ in µØ 

§gxeirÆs˙ on the opinion that the negation destroyed the sense. Gomperz saw 

this was a mistake, and Jouanna rightly follows him in restoring it. The author is 

complaining that people are more impressed by unexpected recoveries than by 

the physician’s refusal to treat hopeless cases, even though they should know—

as he just explained—that patients often wait until the disease has overtaken 

them before calling in a physician. Nevertheless, the public would rather see a 

reckless doctor undertake (and of course cure) a patient.  The one may be more 

exciting, retorts our author, but it is hardly sound medical procedure. As he 

                                                                                                                                  
that in the third of Antiphon’s Tetralogies, the prosecution allows that “had we 
failed to place [the deceased victim] under the care of a physician, the defendant 
would assuredly have maintained that his death was due to neglect [éyerape€a]” 
(4.3.5 Maidment). The same charge might easily be made against those who 
procrastinated in bringing the patient to a doctor’s attention. This possibility would 
demand that we preserve the singular passive §pit€yetai. However, the next 
sentence shows that it is above all the patients themselves who deserve the 
blame. No mention is made of anyone else. 
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announced in his definition of medicine in chapter III, refusing or abandoning 

cases is a perfectly respectable part of the profession. 

 Though Gomperz is right about µØ §gxeirÆs˙, he does not seem to 

realize, as does Jouanna, that by restoring the negation he eliminates the need 

to posit a lacuna after to›w édunãtoiw. The train of thought does not derail. In the 

next sentence, our author raises the objection that the public has no such 

implausible expectations for the other arts. Other sorts of expert are not expected 

to be miracle workers. Why should doctors? 

 The last textual question surrounds the initial word, which A and M have 

as §p‹ while their derivatives give §pe‹. Of course, §p‹ makes little sense, so 

some editors, including Jouanna, have turned to §pe‹. However, I have seen no 

defense of the meaning that results from reading §pe‹, though perhaps one could 

infer it from the translations of those who accept this reading. Jones translates it 

“now” (as in “now, then”) while Jouanna gives “eh bien donc,” that is, both take it 

as a mundane transitional adverb. As far as I know, this is not the sense that §pe€ 

has in Greek. Its uses are principally temporal and causal; accordingly, it may 

mean “when” or “since.” The best solution is to follow Gomperz, whose 

paleographically attractive emendation of §p‹ to ¶ti is further recommended by 

the sense it makes of the text. Our author has just finished explaining that 

patients often wait until the disease has gained the upper hand before consulting 

a physician. “Still,” he continues (by which he means to complain: “this obvious 

and decisive fact notwithstanding”), people think that success in cases of non-

evident disease are testaments to the power of the art, while refusal to undertake 

cures is a sign of incompetence. But, in fact, such refusals are rational reactions 

to real situations, requiring the same medical acumen (at least so far as 

diagnosis is concerned) as successful treatment. 
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(19) oÎkoun Acorr oÈkoËn M || ge om. M || ≥dh om. A || Ùfy∞nai AM éfy∞nai (lege 

èfy∞nai) Corn. (Bas.) || post Ùfy∞nai iter. µetå toË Ùfy∞nai M et supra alt. µetå 

add. prÚ? M2 || §nergo‹ Acorr (§n- in ras. A2-3) éergo‹ M || ka‹ to›sin M ka€toi §n A 

(<KAITOICIN) || post eÈepanory≈toisi add. to›si M || ıµoioxÊµasi A ıµo€oiw 

xÊµasi A2 ıµo€oiw sxÆµasin A3 ıµo€oisin M ıµo€oiw xÊµasin Heiberg 

ıµoiosxÆµosin Reinhold || tå M ˆnta A || tãxei AM taxÁ Acorr (Á in ras. A4) || 

µçllon µ A3M µçllon efi A || de› M de›tai A || épª ti Mcorr (i in ras. M2) épeitei A 

éphtei A3M? || §linÊei M §le€nusin A (lege §linÊsei) §linnÊei M3 add. in mg. inf. 

érge›n: sxolãzein énapaÊesyai xron€zei: §linÊei går oÈ suµf°rei éllå 

guµnas€h M. 

 It is likely that the archetype of our MSS was corrupt at this location, 

probably as a consequence of confusion at the sprawling anacolouthon that 

gives this chapter its improvisatory character. Whatever the reason, this is 

unquestionably the most philologically contentious passage of the treatise. 

Gomperz and Diels both undertook reconstructions, which I opt to print in their 

entirety instead of creating greater confusion by integrating them into the 

apparatus criticus above. 

 Gomperz gives the following text. 
oÎkoun §n êll˙ ge dhµiourg€˙ t«n eÍrhµ°nvn oÈdeµiª ¶nestin oÈd¢n 

toioËton: éll' aÈt°vn ˜sai pur‹ dhµiourgeËntai toÊtou µØ pareÒntow 

éergo€ efisi, µetå <d¢> toË èfy∞nai §nergo€. ka‹ ˜sai toi §n 

eÈepanory≈toisi s≈µasi dhµiourgeËntai, afl µ¢n µetå jÊlvn, afl d¢ 

µetå skut°vn, afl d¢ grafª xalk“ te ka‹ sidÆrƒ ka‹ to›si 

toÊtvn...sxÆµasin §rgas€ai ple›stai—§Ònta [d¢] tå §k toÊtvn ka‹ 

µetå toÊtvn dhµiourgeÊµena eÈepanÒryvta, ˜µvw oÈ t“ tãxei 

µçllon µ …w de› dhµiourge›tai: oÈd' Íperbat«w: éll' µn épª ti t«n 

Ùrgãnvn, §linÊei: 

Diels was much more liberal in his reconstruction. 
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oÎkoun...toÊtou µØ pareÒntow éergo€ efisi, ka‹ ˜sai <s≈µasin êlloiw 

dhµiourgeËntai, pareÒntvn µ¢n §ke€nvn µetå> toË Ùfy∞nai <¶nergoi 

efisin, êneu d¢ toÊtvn> êergoi. ka€toi §n eÈepanory≈toisi s≈µasi 

dhµiourgeËntai, afl µ¢n µetå jÊlvn, afl d¢ µetå skut°vn, afl d¢ [grafª] 

xalk“ te ka‹ sidÆrƒ ka‹ to›si toÊtvn ıµo€oxÊµasi [afl plast°vn]. tå 

dÉ §k toÊtvn ka‹ µetå toÊtvn dhµiourgeÊµena <ka‹> eÈepanÒryvta 

˜µvw ktl. 

My own preference is for a more conservative approach in the spirit of Gomperz, 

an approach to which Jouanna adheres. Accordingly, I follow Jouanna in the 

main while diverging from him at a few key points, as I explain below. 

 I agree with Jouanna (264) that the sense of this section is beyond doubt. 

It is intended to justify the slowness of medicine in diagnosis and treatment. We 

must bear in mind, however, that our author’s imaginary opponents object not to 

the slowness of medicine as such, but to the patient refusals resulting from that 

slowness. The response: such objections unfairly hold medicine to a higher 

standard than the other arts. This rebuttal is sharpened into two points. First, 

when any art is missing one of its tools, it cannot function properly. Likewise, 

when the doctor is missing the body of his patient, he surely cannot be expected 

to proceed with healing it. Second, the other arts work on material (s≈µata in 

the Greek, a deliberate pun, as is perhaps the reference to ˆrgana) that is easy 

to work with. Given the relative ease of their production, we might expect the 

works of other arts to be churned out with the utmost speed. But they are not. 

Instead, they are painstakingly labored over, regardless (so the author claims) of 

the time it takes to do the job right. How can we expect more from medicine, 

whose material, namely the human body, is so much more delicate and difficult 

to work with? When a blacksmith wants to shape a certain lump of metal in a 

certain way, he simply heats it up in the fire and pounds on it. The non-evident 

disease, however, not only resists easy examination; it must be approached and 

operated on via a more complicated and circuitous route. 
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 The readings of all editors allow these points to come out sufficiently, 

though some with a higher tolerance for speculation than others. There is little 

ground for such speculation, ingenious though it may be—Cornarius’ 

transposition of ka‹ ˜sai and emendation of Ùfy∞nai to èfy∞nai is particularly 

inspired. Unfortunately, all such speculation is baseless, and arguments against 

seem to me just as good as those in favor of any particular guess. As Jouanna 

remarks (239), the articular tÚ Ùfy∞nai occurs elsewhere in this textual vicinity 

with conspicuous frequency (XI 7, XI 14, and XII 5), and the author may bring it in 

here to heighten the contrast with medicine: not only are the materials of the 

other arts easy to work with, but they are easy to see, as well. Accordingly, I 

follow Jouanna’s conservative reading in the main. It seems best to my mind to 

let sleeping manuscripts lie in such cases. 

 I depart from Jouanna’s insertion of ka‹ between dhµiourgeÊµena and 

eÈepanÒryvta (which, he fails to note, is not found in the MSS, though Diels 

includes it). The grammar here seems straightforward and in need of no help. 

The attributive participle phrase tå §k toÊtvn ka‹ µetå toÊtvn 

dhµiourgeÊµena is the subject of dhµiourge›tai, while eÈepanÒryvta is an 

adversative predicative adjective standing in for a dependent clause or the 

apodosis of a conditional. This is a commonplace construction (Aeschylus, 

Seven Against Thebes 810: §ke›yi ke›syon; bar°a dÉ oÔn ˜µvw frãson; Plato, 

Phaedrus 240b: oÂon kÒlaki, dein“ yhr€ƒ ka‹ blãb˙ µegãl˙, ˜µvw §p°µeijen ≤ 

fÊsiw ≤donÆn tina oÈk êµouson) with the force of “although p, nevertheless q.” 

 

(20) kéke€naiw AM || lusiteleËn A lusitel°on M. 

 

Chapter XII 

 

(1) juµpãntvn AM || ti fide›n ˆcei √ Acorr t∞i deinoce€hi M. 
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 The reading given by Acorr has long been accepted by editors. Note the 

Attic form juµpãntvn. 

 

(2) bradut∞ti A2M braxÊthti A || œn secl. Ermerins. 

 Jouanna follows Ermerins and all subsequent editors (with the exception 

of Jones) in suppressing œn, certain that such a revision is "tout à fait 

nécessaire" (240 n.3). I don’t think that the seclusion seriously affects the 

reading, but I am far less convinced of its necessity. The tå µ¢n... tå d¢ must be 

construed as accusatives of respect, and they may be so construed whether or 

not the œn is included. The advantage of including it is that it reminds us that the 

smells, colors, and viscosities in question belong to the =euµãtvn. Further, the 

œn serves as a syntactical barrier between ì diarre›n e‡vyen •kãstoisi and tå 

µ¢n, insuring that the reader does not take them to be in grammatical agreement. 

The argument against inclusion, I suppose (though Jouanna never clearly 

articulates it), is that œn might easily be mistaken to refer to ¶jodoi, and surely 

our author is not talking about forming diagnoses from the smell of certain 

orifices. 

 An (admittedly less likely) alternative would be to read only the tå µ¢n... 

tå d¢ under the scope of the participle diastayµvµ°nh, placing the datives 

occurring earlier in the sentence (laµprÒthti, etc.) under the scope of the main 

verb, tekµa€retai (dative objectives with tekµa€resyai express the basis on 

which the inference is made; see LSJ). We might then translate the sentence 

thus: 

From the clarity or scratchiness of the voice, from the quickness or 

slowness of breath, and from each of the fluids regularly discharged 

through the orifices (gauging some on the basis of their smell, others by 

their color and still others by their thinness and thickness), medicine 

makes an inference to the conditions of which these things are signs, 
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including both the conditions already suffered and the conditions that may 

yet be suffered. 

The difficulty would be that •kãstoisi must then serve as the dative object for 

tekµa€retai, a task for which it is ill suited in virtue of its position. On the other 

hand, its position is awkward also for Jouanna’s interpretation, according to 

which •kãstoisi must serve as the indirect object of d°dontai. 

 Finally, the te of te shµe›a does not coordinate with subsequent 

occurrences. It is probably a corruption of an original tå shµe›a.14 

 

(3) tå om. M || éf€h AM. 

 

(4) éneye›sa A3M éney∞sa A éney°nta Ermerins µeye›sa Reinhold. 

Most modern editors and translators have been troubled by the reading 

éneye›sa given by the MSS. How is nature free, if she is being tortured? 

Accordingly, Ermerins thought that the correct reading should be éney°nta or the 

active éne›sa; either the informants should be freed, or nature should be doing 

the freeing. On the other hand, as Jouanna recognizes (266), the euphony of the 

series biasye›sa µey€hsin éneye›sa speaks against such an emendation. 

 Reinhold’s µeye›sa avoids this objection but invites a stronger one. Why 

should we change the word and thus the meaning of the sentence? After all, 

éneye›sa resonates strongly with the images in play here. It can mean “to release 

without punishment” (Lysias 13.93) and may be used when a prisoner is freed 

from his bonds (Odyssey VIII.359). Jouanna makes sense of the sentence by 

identifying two distinct moments: “celui où l’on provoque les signes, et celui où on 

les observe” (266). Once the signs have been compelled, nature is released from 

“torture.” This may be correct, but it seems that this reading would be better 

                                            
14 Many thanks to Lesley Dean-Jones for bringing this to my attention. 
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suited were the finite verb and participle of the sentence reversed: once she has 

revealed what she knows, nature is released. 

 Ultimately, I believe we should respect the authority of the metaphor at 

work, even at the cost of euphony. The signs are informants, and it is they who 

must tell the physician what evils are being perpetrated inside the patient's body. 

It is not difficult to rationalize on paleographical grounds the corruption of 

éney°nta to éneye›sa, and so I adopt Ermerins' reading. 

 

(5) pËr M puoË A poioËsa A2-3 || tekµare›ta€ M tekµhreitai A tekµÆrhta€ A3-4  

|| éµhxãnƒ A µhxanƒ M || ∑n om. M. 

There is much disagreement over the correct reading here. The majority of 

editor’s accept M’s pËr, taking pËr tÚ sÊntrofon to refer to the innate heat of 

the human body. This was Littré’s preference: “la médecine force la chaleur inée 

à dissiper au dehors l’humeur phlegmatique.” Jouanna detects an echo of the 

chapter’s opening sentence ('IhtrikØ d¢, toËto µ¢n t«n §µpÊvn) and so adopts 

A’s puoË (reading pÊou), translating: “l’art constraint d’abord le phlegme, humeur 

inée, à verser du pus.” Jones secludes pËr tÚ sÊntrofon as a gloss, and one 

can surely sympathize with such a drastic measure. Neither pËr nor pÊou nor 

fl°gµa is an ideal companion to tÚ sÊntrofon, at least not on the standard 

meanings of these words. 

 Perhaps, then, we should look to the less standard. In his notes on this 

sentence, Gomperz points out (141) that the verb tr°fein, the root of sÊntrofow, 

has the primary meaning “to thicken a liquid,” i.e. “to coagulate.” He translates tÚ 

sÊntrofon fl°gµa as “verdickter Schleim,” and he is headed in the right 

direction. It is almost astonishing that Jouanna doesn’t so much as entertain 

Gomperz’ suggestion. It is a peculiar characteristic of our author that he employs 

compound words in ways that reflect a heightened sensitivity to the main root. (It 

is extremely tempting to imagine that this tendency derives from a sophistic 
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obsession with correctness of names.) Thus, where the lexicon tells us that 

Íperbat«w at XI.19 means “inverted” or “miraculous,” Jouanna sees through to 

the root ba€nein and understands that our author is talking about skipping steps in 

a procedure. Similarly, when in this chapter (XII.2) medicine is described as 

diastayµvµ°nh the various signs, Jouanna rejects the lexicon’s “separate” and 

returns to the root stayµçsyai, “to apply as a criterion.” On this occasion, 

however, Jouanna fails to refer sÊntrofow back to tr°fein. 

 Still, this does not solve all the textual problems. Do we choose pus or fire 

as an accomplice to the sign-expulsion? Gomperz' reasoning is helpful in sorting 

out the issues involved. 

Der Arzt—dies ist der Gedanke des Verfassers—veranlaßt den Kranken, 

scharfe, erhitzende Speisen und Getränke zu sich zu nehmen, welche die 

Kraft des dem Körper innewohnenden Feuers steigern. Die erhöhte 

Körperwärme aber schmelzt den verdickten Schleim, macht ihn 

dünnflüssiger und ermöglicht es so, daß derselbe ausgeworfen werde und 

durch seine Beschaffenheit dem prüfenden Arzte die erwünschte 

Belehrung erteile. (142) 

In the Greek, of course, there is nothing about hot food and beverages, much 

less about innate heat. However, there is Hippocratic precedent for belief in the 

heat-inducing properties of acrid substances, most significantly in Ancient 

Medicine, where the author writes of unusually acrid discharge from the nostrils, 

which "causes the nostril to swell and inflames it, making it hot and extremely 

fiery" (XVIII.6-9 Jones). And while Gomperz' retreat to the Hippocratic notion of 

innate heat is implausible, there is no need to postulate an exacerbated internal 

heat to melt the coagulated phlegm: the patient has a pËr, which is a common 

Hippocratic way of saying that she has a fever. The acrid food and drink either 

elevates, or perhaps even causes, this fever. 

 Once, we accept pËr as the correct reading, much can be made sense of. 

If we do not accept it, our alternatives are limited. Jouanna’s adherence to A has 
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insuperable difficulties. First, the grammar of the sentence clearly demands two 

direct objects: one as the object of biãzetai, and one as the object of diaxe›n. 

Reading pÊou does not deliver. Second, it is difficult to assign the genitive form 

an intelligible function in the sentence. Jouanna (266 n.8) asks it to serve as a 

partitive genitive complement of diaxe›n (he translates “l’art contraint le phlegme 

à verser du pus”), but this, it must be admitted, is quite a stretch. 

 One alternative that has not been explored is the paleographically 

painless emendation of puoË to pÊon. Recalling Gomperz' insight into the 

adjective sÊntrofow, it may be worth pointing out that the root verb, tr°fein, is 

used frequently of milk, where it means “to curdle” (e.g., gãla yr°cai, Od. 

IX.246). Accordingly, the noun trofãliw refers to freshly made cheese. Could 

our author have in mind a process of curdling? This might be dismissed as so 

much etymological fantasy if it were not for the fact that the process envisioned is 

said to involve acrid food and drink. Distinctively acrid compounds—for example, 

rennet or lemon juice—are today and were then what is used to curdle milk into 

cheese (Dalby 2003, 80-1). Acrid substances curdle non-acrid liquids, thinks our 

author, and he does not need to rely just on his observations of cheese-making 

for this insight. Anyone who has ever drunk an insufficiently dilute glass of 

lemonade knows that her imbibitions were followed shortly by the accumulation 

of mucus in her mouth, throat and esophagus. The parallel between phlegm and 

milk is suggested, too, by the fact that the Hippocratics thought the characteristic 

color of the humor was white (Langholf 1990, 148 n. 68). 

Using acrid food, then, the art forces phlegm to curdle into hard, cheese-

like pus. The solidity allows the pus to be expectorated by the patient. In fact, 

there is evidence that Greek physicians used the expectoration of solid, cheesy 

pus in diagnosis. “The pus is expectorated like hailstones, and when rubbed 

between the fingers becomes hard and foul-smelling” (Diseases II 185.21-186.2 

Jouanna, cited in and trans. Langholf 1990, 58). There is further evidence that at 
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least some physical theorists regarded pus as the product of a process akin to 

fermentation. At Generation of Animals IV.8, 777a7-12, Aristotle complains that: 

For milk is concocted blood, but not corrupted blood. Empedocles either 

had a mistaken notion or used a poor metaphor when he wrote that “a 

white pus was formed on the tenth [day] of the eighth month” [=DK 31 

B68]. For rottenness and concoction are opposites and pus is a kind of 

rottenness while milk is one of the concoctions. (trans. Inwood) 

However, the proposed reading has a problem making sense of the verb diaxe›n. 

How does curdled phlegm "disperse" pus? Dispersal might be a reference to the 

breaking up of thick phlegm that occurs during expectoration, but it is less clear 

how acrid food and drink could be properly considered the instruments of such a 

process, except perhaps insofar as they are the initial events in the causal chain 

that results in the dispersal of pus. This is not impossible, I think, though in the 

end I find Gomperz' reading the more comfortable. 

 

(6) œn om. A. 

 

(7) ka‹ vel µ add. Langholf || Ídãtvn yerµ«n M yerµÚn udatow Acorr (ow e corr. 

A2-3-4) || épopno€˙si A épÚ pnoiªsi M || post épopno€˙si add. pur‹ ˜sa Acorr 

(pun‹ osa A) || tekµa€retai M tekµerontai A tekµa€rontai Acorr (a€ A4sl) 

tekµa€rontai tekµa€retai Littré. 

 Littré invented the duplication of tekµa€resyai, perhaps taking advantage 

of the MSS variations in an attempt to make sense of the ˜sa given by A. But 

Diels astutely rejects A’s pur‹ ˜sa altogether, unmasking it as part of the gloss 

puri«sa, a feminine participle of puriçn, which means “to put in a vapor bath” 

(403). Still, some conjunction is needed to yield a grammatical sentence. 

Jouanna chooses ka€, while I prefer µ. 
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(8) d¢ ì ka‹ M ka‹ ì A. 

 

(9) µ oÈk ín A3 oÈk ín M ì oÈk ín Is1HbR edd. √ oÈk ín Jouanna || µØ om. M. 

 Jouanna breaks with the entire editorial tradition in taking A to have 

conserved the ancient reading without accentuation (267). He emends µ to √, 

yielding a much better sense than does the traditional emendation, one that 

follows flawlessly from the preceding sentence and stays closer to the MSS. He 

is no doubt correct. 

 Note the euphony and metrical balance in p≈µata ka‹ br≈µata ì t«n 

yerµainÒntvn yerµÒtera ginÒµena tÆkei te §ke›na. 

 

(10) te pist€aw AMcorr (p in ras. M2) I2 Corn (Bas.) épist€aw I t' épist€aw Ald. || 

g€nesyai—braxut°raw om. A || braxut°raw M bradut°raw Zwing.mg Foes2, n. 

44 (e Corn. [Lat.] tardiores). 

Jouanna rightly ignores the traditional emendation épist€aw; p€stiw here 

is conviction in the sense of certainty. Our author sets up an antithesis between 

reason and action. Nor is there any good argument for changing braxut°raw to 

bradut°raw, since xronivt°raw refers literally to the discrete duration of 

diagnosis, not to its speed. 

 

Chapter XIII 

 

(1) ¥dion µ §k t«n lÒgvn om. A || kataµeletÆsantew AM kataµelÆsantew 

Zwing.mg. 

Inexplicably, there seems to have been no shortage of confusion over the 

text and translation of oÈ tÚ l°gein kataµeletÆsantew. I can only guess what 

might have made Zwinger emend to kataµelÆsantew, “neglecting." (Chadwick 

and Mann apparently mistake the emended verb for kataµela€nein, “to 
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besmirch.”) He must have assumed that our author considered himself a 

physician. Since he was a physician, so the reasoning must have gone, he could 

not have drawn such a stark division between the education of doctors and that 

of orators, for he obviously has been trained to speak well. Therefore, he 

changes the text so that our author may be read to say that physicians do not 

neglect the art of speaking, though their preference in demonstration lies 

elsewhere. 

However, the assumption that our author was a physician first and an 

orator second (or not at all) is unwarranted. The MSS make perfect sense. 

Physicians do not study or practice the art of speaking, tÚ l°gein. For this 

reason, they avoid giving speeches about medicine, despite the fact that it is their 

subject of expertise. Since our author has written a (highly wrought) speech 

about medicine, this suggests that he is not himself a physician. Despite all this, 

however, Jouanna (269) continues to maintain that our author is a physician on 

the grounds that his remarks here do not necessarily imply that the worlds of 

medicine and rhetoric are mutually exclusive. Technically, he is correct. Our 

author writes only that it is easier for physicians to give displays in action rather 

than in words. He does not claim that they never do so. On the other hand, there 

can be no doubt that our author has made a study of rhetoric, nor that crafting 

speeches comes easily to him. We come away from this passage with the deep 

suspicion that he may not be one of “those knowledgeable in the art.” 
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Commentary - Chapter I 
 

(1) Efis€n tinew  o„  t°xnhn pepo€hntai tÚ tåw  t°xnaw  

afisxropoie ›n, …w  µ¢n  [o‡ontai]  oÈ toËto diaprhssÒµenoi ˘ §g∆ 

l°gv , éll '  flstor€hw  ofike€hw  §p€deijin poieÊµenoi .] We should look at 

afisxropoie›n with an eye to preserving the double-entendre that governs the first 

chapter.  Namely, the author wishes to communicate the fact that the content of 

his opponents' speech abuses the arts; they say bad things about the arts. At the 

same time, he cleverly suggests that the form of their speech constitutes an 

abuse of language; when speaking about the arts, they speak badly.  The full 

range of associations is difficult to convey in translation. 

The primary referent of toËto is pepo€hntai, and the author means to 

point out the absurdity of these critics’ employing expertise (in their case, 

expertise at speaking) to denigrate the very notion of expertise. The auxiliary 

referent of toËto is tÚ tåw t°xnaw afisxroepe›n in both its senses. The critics 

don’t realize that their attacks are, as rhetorical pieces, substandard. I believe the 

further implication is that the critics are motivated not by a genuine conviction 

that the arts are illegitimate, but rather by a desire for the notoriety that comes 

with publicly championing an unpopular or unusual view. Protagoras, in 

particular, was accused of “making the weaker argument the stronger” (tÚ tÚn 

¥ttv d¢ lÒgon kre€ttv poie›n, Aristotle, Rhetoric II.24, 1402a24) and likewise 

for holding outrageous views, of which his agnosticism is the chief example (DK 

80 B4). It is also doubtful whether pieces such as Gorgias’ Encomium of Helen, 

or perhaps even his On not being, were really designed to convince an audience 

of the unconventional theses put forward so much as to draw attention to other 

aspects of the argument (see further Gagarin 2001). 

I’ll offer now a brief note on the Greek term §p€deijiw (surfacing in my 

translation as “display”), which the author uses in order to distinguish between 

what the critics hope to demonstrate directly and what they hope to demonstrate 
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in argument. Their attacks are meant to serve as direct evidence of their vast 

store of knowledge as well as their eloquence (both of which, I think, may fall 

under the category of flstor€h).15 An audience is immediately aware of their 

knowledge and eloquence insofar as these are in some sense directly evident 

from the expositions themselves, which are instances of knowledge and 

eloquence in action, as it were. This is to be considered separately from the 

particular theses for which these critics argue, which need not bear any strong 

connection to the aims of the §p€deijiw. Our author will refer to the demonstration 

of a thesis through argument as an épÒdeijiw, and he will apply this term to his 

own project (chapter III). I will for the moment put off consideration of whether he 

regards it as an §p€deijiw, as well. 

We see, then, that our author’s opening reaction to the critics is subtly 

layered, and we can begin to discern his own aims in contrast to the qualities of 

his opponents. Though he will spend most of his time defending attacks on 

medicine in particular, he supports the arts generally, including, no doubt, the art 

of speaking, which the critics themselves make use of while denouncing the arts. 

And whereas he calls their skill in speaking poor, On the Art will serve as an 

excellent example of the finest form. Thus, even before the author announces 

that his primary aim is to vindicate the art of medicine, we learn of his intent to 

vindicate the art of speaking. 

Can we identify the critics whom the author of On the Art has in mind? We 

can say that 1) they laid claim to some significant store of knowledge; 2) they 

professed some prowess in speaking, broadly conceived; 3) they gave §pide€jeiw; 

and 4) they attacked the arts. The first three characteristics point to the Sophists, 
                                            
15 Gomperz suggests that the author may be contrasting the mere flstor€h of his 
opponents with his own sof€a and cites a fragment of Heraclitus on the flstor€h 
of Pythagoras (DK 22 B129). However, flstor€h need not carry any pejorative 
connotation. The author claims here to be giving the content of his opponents’ 
intentions, and it’s unlikely they would have desired to make a show of their 
“inferior” knowledge, if that is how we are to understand flstor€h. 
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and this suspicion is confirmed by a passage from Plato’s Sophist 232d-e, which 

speaks to the fourth, as well. 
JENOS. T€ d' aÔ per‹ nÒµvn ka€ juµpãntvn t«n politik«n, îr' oÈx 

ÍpisxnoËntai poie›n éµfisbhthtikoÊw; 

YEAITHTOS. OÈde‹w går ín aÈto›w, …w ¶pow efipe›n, diel°geto µØ 

toËto Ípisxnouµ°noiw. 

JENOS. Tã ge µØn per‹ pas«n te ka‹ katå µ€an •kãsthn t°xnhn, ì de› 

prÚw ßkaston aÈtÚn tÚn dhµiourgÚn énteipe›n, dedhµosi≈µena pou 

katab°blhtai gegraµµ°na t“ bouloµ°nƒ µaye›n. 

YEAITHTOS. Tå PrvtagÒreiã µoi fa€nei per€ te pãlhw ka‹ t«n 

êllvn texn«n eflrhk°nai. 

JENOS. Ka‹ poll«n ge, Œ µakãrie, •t°rvn. 

Scholars have often been confused about the import of this passage, specifically 

with respect to two points. First, it is quite easy to mistake aÈtÚn tÚn 

dhµiourgÚn for the accusative subject of énteipe›n and to take prÚw ßkaston as 

an independent prepositional phrase, as did Gomperz in the first edition of his 

study of On the Art (1910, 30ff). This reading would have Protagoras defending 

the arts. However, the context rules this out, as Gomperz himself admitted in the 

second edition (iv), and the clearly correct approach is to treat prÚw ßkaston 

aÈtÚn tÚn dhµiourgÚn as a whole. Plato fingers Protagoras as a critic of the 

arts, publishing pieces on how to dispute with their practitioners. 

 Second, the stranger’s final response in the above excerpt (ka‹ poll«n 

ge, Œ µakãrie, •t°rvn) has sometimes been understood as a reference to other 

sophists (in addition to Protagoras) who published critiques of the arts. Most 

notably, Jouanna has reinforced this reading in his introduction to the Budé 

edition of On the Art (1988, 174). However, examination of the immediately 

preceding sentence of the dialogue reveals that ka‹ poll«n ge must fall under 

the scope of Theaetetus’ per€ and thus must refer to other works by Protagoras 
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himself. Given the grammatical constraints, in order to mention the works of other 

sophists Plato would need to have written ka‹ tå poll«n ge. 

 It is plausible, then, that Protagoras is the intended target of On the Art. 

We cannot be sure whether he was the only sophist to criticize the arts, and so it 

is possible that the author of On the Art has in mind sophists other than the 

famed antilogician. However, we always must bear in mind that Protagoras is 

singled out by Plato, and not only in Sophist. In Protagoras, too, he is depicted as 

disapproving of those sophists who include the t°xnai in their curricula on the 

grounds that they are irrelevant to a liberal man’s political and personal success 

(318d-319a). Even if other sophists undertook such critiques, those of Protagoras 

seem to have been the most well known, and I think it a reasonable assumption 

that our author would have striven for the greatest possible acclaim by opposing 

the most prominent of such critics. 

 Finally, a word on the Greek notion of t°xnh, or art. The long and disputed 

history of the concept prevents me from giving a full synopsis of its development, 

much of which would in any event prove superfluous for understanding the 

present text.16 If, as I think, On the Art dates to the second half of the fifth century 

BCE, then it is the earliest sustained prose work on the subject that has survived 

and thus emerges as the first extant contribution to the ensuing debate over 1) 

the nature of art and 2) what practices were to be considered genuine arts. 

 On the Art does not presuppose the “theories” of t°xnh present in Plato 

or Aristotle; it is not clear that it presupposes any systematic theory at all. Rather, 

it is written as a response to an attack both on art generally and on medicine in 

particular. The question is whether art, and then medicine, exist. As we shall see, 

On the Art remains distinct from the post-Platonic debate insofar as it assumes at 

every step that medicine, if it exists, is a t°xnh. This point, interestingly, is never 

                                            
16 Concerning t°xnh as treated in the Classical period, with ample references to 
the continued debate in the Hellenistic, Heinimann 1961, Hutchinson 1988, and 
Hankinson 1995a have proven invaluable to my research. 
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at issue. (The author gestures feebly at it in XII, where he seeks to show that 

medicine has certain features—slowness and occasional failure—in common 

with at least some of the other arts. But his aim there is primarily to accuse his 

detractors of unfairness in applying their criteria, irrespective of the validity of 

these criteria.) The Platonic question, on the other hand, is not whether t°xnh or 

rhetoric exist (it is assumed that they do), but whether rhetoric is a genuine 

t°xnh. It is this question that more naturally leads to theoretical reflection on the 

nature of t°xnh. 

 However, On the Art is not therefore without value as a testament to early 

theoretical ideas about t°xnh. The critics of medicine have for the art certain 

expectations that they claim it fails to fulfill. Inevitably, in tracing our author’s 

response to such critics, we will hit upon some of these expectations and the 

reasons for them. And our author will of course question some of the 

expectations themselves. Thus, we will be able to glean some early theoretical 

considerations relevant to t°xnh, though these shall by no means constitute a 

systematic theory in the modern technical sense of the term. The guiding aims of 

On the Art are polemical, not theoretical, and we should adjust our own 

expectations accordingly. 

 We can, nonetheless, develop a general sense for Greek views on t°xnh 

during the period when On the Art was written. The various accounts of human 

progress (see my remarks on I 3) we find in fifth-century literature routinely credit 

the arts with enabling human beings to triumph over adversity. Thus, in 

Aeschylus’ Prometheus Bound  (442-506), Prometheus describes with apparent 

pride how human beings use the arts he taught them, including medicine, to 

predict future events and devise precautions against impending catastrophe. This 

capacity for grasping and manipulating their environment sets humans apart from 

the other animals (cf. Protagoras 321cff.), and the arts become thereby 

emblematic of human intelligence and ingenuity, which uncover connection and 

correlation where chance, tÊxh, once reigned supreme. The opposition of t°xnh 
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to tÊxh develops in the fifth century (e.g., Euripides, Iphigenia in Tauris 89: 

labÒnta d' µ t°xnaisin µ tÊx˙ tin€) into a classic antithesis that resurfaces in 

Plato (Gorgias 448c) and Aristotle (Meta. I.1, 981a1ff.; NE II.4, 1105a21-6; NE 

VI.4, 1140a1-23). What is accomplished through art cannot be a matter of 

chance, though determining what exactly this entails becomes central to 

defending the integrity of t°xnh, not least for the Hippocratic writers (see 

especially Ancient Medicine I.12-6 Jones; Diseases I I.11-2 Potter), including the 

author of On the Art (chapters IV, V and VI). This much is uncontroversial: the 

true craftsman should know the outcomes of events that fall within the purview of 

his art. But what it means to “know,” and what factors determine such knowledge, 

is up for grabs. 

 The ability to forecast patient outcomes was clearly important to the art of 

medicine, and the ability to prognosticate carries much weight with Hippocratic 

writers (Prognostic I.2-7 Jones; Epidemics I 1.9-10 Jones). Of course, a doctor 

will also know how to intervene in cases where he judges there is something that 

can be done to restore a patient to health. Thus, it is crucial for a t°xnh to have 

not only a clear domain (e.g., health and sickness of the human body, including 

its anatomy and physiology and the various factors affecting it) but also a 

beneficial and well defined goal (t°low) within that domain (e.g. making particular 

sick bodies healthy). For example, the Hippocratics identify the t°low of medicine 

alternately as “concerning diseases, to benefit or not to harm” (Epidemics I 

11.11-2 Jones), the “health, preservation and nourishment of man” (Ancient 

Medicine c. III.51-2 Jones), the amelioration of “the greatest evils, diseases, 

pains, sufferings and death” (Breaths I.9-10 Jones). On the Art, too, offers as its 

definition of medicine an account of the proper goals of the t°xnh, to which I will 

return in detail (chapter III). This “knowing how” to achieve the appropriate goal is 

of a piece with knowledge of outcomes; to know how to treat a febrile patient is to 

know what would be the outcome of subjecting his body to various possible 

treatments. Possessing a t°xnh is not just a matter of knowing all there is to 
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know about bodies, boats or boots, but rather of organizing a relevant part of this 

knowledge around some positive aim. This provides for the craftsman a standard 

for his activity: he knows what measures will achieve his goal (these would be 

ÙryÒw, or correct) and which will not (oÈk ÙryÒw, incorrect). 

 While the capacity to discover what is correct in an art may be in some 

sense innate, the knowledge itself is not. It must be discovered and passed on 

through teaching. This is already evident in Prometheus Bound, where 

Prometheus repeatedly praises himself for discovering the arts (see my 

comments on I 2) and explaining them clearly to human beings (487: §gn≈ris' 

aÈto›w). Euripides, writing later in the same century, argues that “manliness” can 

be taught (didaktÒw, Suppliants 914) as a t°xnh, or perhaps even as a 

necessary part of the soldier’s t°xnh. Teaching requires that there be teachers, 

who are skilled in the art, and students, who have the status of laymen before 

undergoing training. In fact, the Greek intuition seems to have demanded more. 

The arts were thought to be specialized to the extent that there would be for 

every art a distinct class of skilled practitioners, apart from mere laymen. 

For something to count as a t°xnh, then, not everybody could be 

proficient at it. This is addressed by the author of Ancient Medicine (chapter IV.1-

4 Jones) and by Protagoras in Plato’s dialogue of that name (322c-e), both being 

cases where it is argued that the restriction should be relaxed for medicine and 

the political art respectively. In the mythic Protagorean account, we get little 

explanation of the restriction beyond the remark that having only a few medical 

experts around is sufficient to care for an entire community. Ancient Medicine, on 

the other hand, concedes that it is reasonable to withhold technical status from 

dietetics because all are knowledgeable in it “through the necessity of use” (diå 

tØn xr∞s€n te ka‹ énãgkhn, a hendiadys), though it matches against this 

concession the assertion that dietetics nevertheless represents a great discovery 

indicative of much investigation and art. The thought may be that while dietetics 
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fails the test of t°xnh on the letter of the specialist-layman requirement, it fulfills it 

in spirit by satisfying the criterion that a t°xnh be suitably complicated and non-

obvious. This in turn suggests that technical knowledge and practice were 

regarded by the Greeks as complex, requiring a real commitment to training on 

the part of those desiring to learn. 

 These, then, are the predominant intuitions in play around the Greek 

notion of t°xnh as it was developed in the fifth century: 1) control, through 

prediction and intervention, over the whims of chance is possible; 2) technical 

activity is goal-directed, and the goal of an art determines its domain; 3) expertise 

in an art is sufficiently difficult so as to require specialized training, resulting in, at 

least for most arts, a class of specialists in the field. All these considerations are 

relevant to the arguments marshaled in defense of medicine by our author, 

though it is intriguing that On the Art joins Hippocratic treatises such as Ancient 

Medicine in pursuing epistemological problems related to discovery while largely 

neglecting the pedagogical question, which however figures prominently in Plato 

(e.g. Protagoras 319aff.) and Aristotle (e.g., Meta. VI.2, 1027a20-7). This is not to 

say that the latter will be irrelevant to the present study; their work will no doubt 

prove invaluable in understanding and clarifying the arguments in On the Art. 

Rather, it is to acknowledge the difference in emphasis that separates the 

sophistic and Hippocratic “inquiry” from that of the Platonic and post-Platonic. 

(2) §µo‹  d¢ tÚ µ°n ti  t«n µØ eÍrhµ°nvn  §jeur€skein,  ˜ ti ka ‹  

eÍrey¢n kr°sson µ  énejeÊreton,  jun°sevw  doke ›  §piyÊµhµã  te ka ‹  

¶rgon e ‰nai , ka ‹  tÚ tå ≤µ €erga §w  t°low  §jergãzesyai …saÊtvw .] 

My translation tries to preserve the obvious etymological relations between the 

words and morphemes (particularly the prefix §j-) used by the author.  The 

completive significance of §j- is important to establishing the parallel construction 

of the sentence.  As intelligence is the full discovering (tÚ §jeur€skein) of what 

has not been discovered (ti t«n µØ eÍrhµ°nvn), so it is the full realization (tÚ 
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§jergãzesyai) of what has only been half-realized (tå ≤µ€erga). The adverb 

"likewise" (…saÊtvw) plays a central role as an indicator of this parallel.  It is too 

significant to omit in the translation. 

Certain Greek words deserve special attention. First, §piyÊµhµa 

(“aspiration”) is relatively rare. Harpocration records that it was used by Antiphon 

(DK 87 B110). In juxtaposition, I translate as “achievement” the Greek noun 

¶rgon. The point to personifying intelligence is to imply not only that it 

(metaphorically, of course) wants to make discoveries, but also, in keeping with 

the theme of progress, that it accomplishes this objective. 

The Greek cognates §jeur€skein and eÍr€skein, which I translate as 

“discover,” were the watchwords of the anthropological theory of human progress 

that gained traction in the fifth century, especially within sophistic circles. Against 

the traditional mythology (sanctioned by Hesiod) of human decline from an 

original state of easy happiness, the new anthropology posited an original “state 

of nature” in which human beings lived in a manner akin to that of animals and 

from which they gradually extricated themselves through the discovery of 

language, civil law and the arts. The idea of progress may have come down from 

Xenophanes, who hints at the possibility of epistemic progress in a surviving 

fragment (DK 21B18). But our best exemplars come from tragedy and the so-

called Great Speech of Protagoras in Plato’s dialogue of the same name 

(320dff), and I think there is little doubt that Plato’s version is reasonably faithful 

to the content of Protagoras’ Per‹ t∞w §n érxª katastãsevw, “On the original 

state.”17 Protagoras’ seems to have been the first sustained theoretical treatment 

of the subject, and, given the evidence that our author was familiar with sophistic 

thought—indeed, was perhaps an active participant in the “movement”—we may 

suspect that he has Protagoras in mind when he alludes to human progress 

                                            
17 This was, however, a point of contention among some past scholars. See 
Guthrie 1976, 64 n.1 for the relevant bibliography and summary of the arguments 
involved. 
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here, though perhaps his diction reflects a debt to the tragic poets as well. In 

Euripides’ Suppliants, progress is said to have been made possible through 

human sÊnesiw (203); in Aeschylus’ Prometheus Bound, humans have "brought 

to completion" (§jeur€skein) the arts once and for all, not merely "discovered" 

(eÍr€skein) them (460, 469, 503), and one of the chief arts extolled is medicine 

(476-483). Dodds’ The Ancient Concept of Progress (1972) is still the most 

comprehensive study of this idea. 

(3) tÚ d¢ lÒgvn oÈ kal«n  t°xn˙ tå to›sin êlloisin eÍrhµ°na 

afisxÊnein proyuµe ›syai , §panoryoËnta µ¢n µhd°n,  diabãllonta d¢ 

tå t«n efidÒtvn prÚw  toÁw  µØ efidÒtaw  §jeurÆµata , oÈk°ti sun°siow  

doke ›  §piyÊµhµã te ka ‹  ¶rgon  e ‰nai ,  éllå kakaggel€h  µçllon 

fÊsiow  µ étexn€h :] In this passage, the aforementioned double-entendre is 

again at play with the predicative formula oÈ kal«n: our author means that his 

opponents' words are "not fine" in content and in form (and perhaps also that 

they are somehow ethically objectionable).  The temptation is to use here an 

English word or phrase containing a negating morpheme that emphasizes the 

aesthetic critique (e.g., inelegant) and the oxymoron (an art of ugliness), though it 

proves difficult on this approach to preserve the charge of bad content. Hence, I 

opt for “mean speech,” which captures the different senses at play. 

Our author is partial to the verb égg°llein and its cognates, and it 

sometimes takes on a technical, semiotic significance (see especially XII 10, ta 

§jagg°llonta). While in this instance kakaggel€h is surely a sign, the term 

functions as the vehicle of metaphor as much as anything else, and so I choose 

“expression” for éggel€h in an effort to stay closer to the primary meaning of 

“message” or “tidings.” 

The essential dichotomy underlying this shot at the critics is that between 

nature and art. If they are doing ignoble things in a conceptually confused and 

inelegant manner, this must be because either 1) their natures are bad, or 2) they 
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have not been properly trained. In the first case, their natures may be bad either 

in the sense that their characters are deficient or in the sense that their intellects 

are deficient. But assuming that their natures are not somehow deficient, then 2) 

is to be explained by a failure to acquire the proper skills through training (natural 

ability and training are presented at IX 8 as the sufficient conditions for artistic 

expertise), against which our author will contrast his own training in the final 

sentence of this chapter. 

The bad-natured and the “atechnical” are by no means mutually exclusive 

alternatives, as the syntax might suggest. When our author refers to to›sin 

ét°xnoisin in the next sentence, he means it in the general sense of “lacking 

art,” which lack may be due either to a bad nature or to the faulty transmission of 

t°xnh, that is, to étexn€a in the special sense of épaideus€a. And there’s no 

reason why a person could not be deficient in both ways. 

(4) µoÊnoisi går dØ to›sin ét°xnoisin ≤ §rgas€h aÏth 

èrµÒzei , filotiµeoµ°nvn  µ¢n  oÈdaµå  d¢ dunaµ°nvn  kak€˙ 

Ípourge ›n  §w  tÚ tå t«n p°law  ¶rga µ  Ùryå  §Ònta diabãllein,  µ  

oÈk Ùryå µvµe ›syai .] Jouanna breaks decisively from the tradition in reading 

the phrase kakaggel€h µçllon fÊsiow µ étexn€h of I 3 as comparative rather 

than disjunctive. He differentiates two classes: 1) those who are incompetent and 

have a bad nature (in a restricted, moral sense) and 2) those who are 

incompetent but not corrupt (244). The latter group, lacking motivation, stands 

around taking orders from the ambitious former. This is an ingenious and original 

interpretation, but it does not stand up under scrutiny. 

 First and foremost, there is absolutely nothing to be gained by our author 

in introducing this second class of good-natured, obsequious incompetents, 

since, by Jouanna’s own admission, they are not “les adversaires ici visés” (245). 

Bringing them into the picture as accomplices merely impedes the prosecution of 

the real criminals. Second, this reading strains the hypallage beyond the 

breaking point. A “bad sign of nature” is easily decoded as “sign of a bad nature,” 
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but what shall we do with a “bad sign of lack of art?” Third, if this sentence is 

intended to contrast the “artless” with the ambitious, we should expect a 

contrastive particle (perhaps µ°ntoi) instead of the staunchly confirmatory går 

dØ. 

Lastly, Jouanna requires that ≤ §rgas€h aÏth point forward to Ípourge›n 

and set it apart from the action (tÚ proyuµe›syai) described in I 3. Now as a 

point of Greek grammar, aÏth naturally points back to an object or clause 

already mentioned, and ¥de is conventionally used to point forward (Smyth 

1245), though aÏth may on occasion do so, as well (Smyth 1247). But it seems 

to me that what aÏth cannot do is set the two actions apart in this case. That is, 

with actions in the clauses immediately preceding and succeeding ≤ §rgas€h 

aÏth, both of which are potential referents, it would be counter-intuitive to use 

aÏth in an exclusively forward-looking way, since in cases where successive 

thoughts or objects are distinguished from one another, aÏth always points back 

while ¥de points forward (Smyth 1245). 

Hence, had our author wished to firmly distinguish Ípourge›n from tÚ 

proyuµe›syai, he would likely have used ¥de, not aÏth. There is no good 

argument for questioning here the traditional reading, which assigns to aÏth its 

natural role of pointing backward to the preceding sentence. The appositive 

infinitive construction simply redescribes and elaborates the same idea, and the 

genitive constructions filotiµeoµ°nvn µ°n and oÈdaµå d¢ dunaµ°nvn refer to 

the unlearned rabble mentioned in I 3 (reinforced by the phrase ofl p°law). So 

while Jouanna is correct to insist on a tripartite division of agents, I cannot agree 

that the three classes comprise the skilled, the good-natured but unskilled, and 

those who are both bad-natured and unskilled. Rather, our author distinguishes 

the skilled artisans, the critics (whose conduct proceeds from either a corrupt 

nature or poor training or both), and the lay masses who, once their baser 
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instincts have been appealed to by the critical demagogues, side with them 

against the “elitist” artisans. 

Diels’ hunch that Ípourge›n imparts a servile character to the critics is 

surely correct. The text here is bombastic, sacrificing simplicity in syntax for the 

sake of a master-slave metaphor that personifies an abstraction (kak€h). 

Capturing the irony is essential to understanding the sentence: these critics, who 

regard themselves as the human repositories of impressive knowledge, are mere 

lickspittle. The verb Ípourge›n, with the same servile connotation, reoccurs in 

this treatise (IV 5; VII 4), and, as we will see, the language of freedom, captivity, 

power and compulsion dominates the work. It shares this preoccupation 

especially with writers in the fifth-century sophistic circle such as Antiphon and 

Thucydides, though the distinction between slavery or subjugation and freedom 

was central to Greek culture generally and to Attic pride in particular.18 Antiphon 

in particular was enamored of metaphors contrasting freedom and captivity. In 

his Truth, he writes that “as for advantages, those established by convention are 

shackles [desµÒw] on nature, while those established by nature are free 

[§leÊyerow]” (F44(a)IV.1-7). Perhaps most relevant to On the Art is a metaphor 

from Antiphon’s Tetralogies: “for if the hands serve [Ípourge›n] each of us in 

carrying out our intentions, he who struck and did not kill ordered [literally, was 

the bouleutÆw] the blow, while he who struck lethally ordered the death” (4.3.4). 

The human body carries out the orders of the intentional faculty just as political 

lackeys carry out the orders of their leader. 

“Ambition” is the usual English rendering of filotiµ€a (literally “love of 

honor”), but the sense inclines more towards "covetousness."  It may be 

significant that Diogenes Laertius lists as an extant work by Protagoras a treatise 

called Per‹ filotiµ€hw. 

                                            
18 For a treatment of some of these themes, especially with respect to 
Thucydides, see Ostwald 1982 and 1988. 
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The Greek formula ofl p°law (“those nearby”) occurs twice in a fragment of 

Antiphon (F58). It is often translated as “neighbors,” and this sense is surely 

active here in On the Art, where the critics are to be ashamed not only because 

they slander, but because they are slandering those whom they ought to hold in 

filial regard. 

(5) toÁw  µ¢n oÔn  §w  tåw  êllaw  t°xnaw  toÊtƒ t“ trÒpƒ 

§µp€µptontaw , oÂsi µ°lei te ka ‹  œn µ°lei , ofl  dunãµenoi kvluÒntvn :] 

It is difficult to stuff every ounce of the Greek into an English bottle, but the sense 

here is clear. Above all, I have tried to preserve the military connotation of 

§µp€µptein, which sets up the grand metaphor of the next sentence. The same 

connotation (which I emphasize) may attend kvlÊein, though it is possible our 

author may choose this word for the purpose of recalling Protagoras’ famous 

declaration of agnosticism: per‹ µ¢n ye«n oÈk efid°nai, oÎyÉ …w efis‹n oÎyÉ …w oÈk 

efis‹n oÎyÉ ıpo›o€ tinew fid°an: pollå går tå kvlÊonta efid°nai ¥ tÉ édhlÒthw 

ka‹ braxÁw Ãn ı b€ow toË ényr≈pou (DK 80 B4). Mansfeld has argued 

persuasively that tå kvlÊonta efid°nai had something like a technical meaning 

in Protagorean epistemology (1981, 40), and an oblique allusion to the phrase in 

Plato’s Cratylus suggests it was generally recognized as such (384b). However, 

kvlÊein is a common Greek word. What connects ofl dunãµenoi kvluÒntvn of 

On the Art to Protagoras’ tå kvlÊonta efid°nai? If we are right to take the 

principle charge against which our author argues to be that “the art completely ‘is 

not’” (see my comments on II 1), the connection becomes plausible. According to 

his declaration, Protagoras was unable to judge that the gods "are not." This 

inability he attributes to tå kvlÊonta. The critics of the arts obviously think they 

are able to say that an art "is not." To successfully defend against this negative 

thesis would be to erect epistemological obstacles to their embracing it. That is, it 

would be to hinder or deter the critics (kvlÊein) in the Protagorean sense. 
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There may be a temptation here to suppose that our author betrays a pre-

occupation with medicine, contrasting himself with those who take an interest in 

the other arts. This may in turn hint (however weakly) that our author was a 

physician. However, there’s nothing about the use of the third-person, imperative 

form that excludes our author from the group of the extra-medically interested. 

Indeed, the third-person seems to have been employed precisely to leave open 

that possibility, whereas such a possibility would be more difficult to read (though 

perhaps still not impossible) had the author preferred a second-person 

imperative. It may be objected that the contrast constructed by the beginning of 

the following sentence (ı d¢ pare∆n lÒgow) cements the fact that our author is 

contrasting himself with defenders of the other arts, but the Greek is deceptive on 

this point. First, the contrast does not involve the author per se, but rather this 

particular lÒgow. Where the author himself may stand in relation to the defenders 

is, strictly speaking, not part of the picture. Second, word order is used to set up 

a false contrast of sorts, the sentence-penultimate ofl dunãµenoi in 

contradistinction to the sentence-initial ı d¢ pare∆n lÒgow. But the d¢ of the 

latter actually signals a contrast with toÁw µ¢n oÔn §w tåw êllaw t°xnaw 

§µp€µptontaw. To summarize the idea here: “there are attacks on many, if not 

all, the arts, but this speech is concerned specifically with medicine.” Again, there 

is no indication as to whether our author himself plans to answer some of these 

other attacks. He may well. But while this passage is consistent with its author’s 

having been a practicing physician, he need not have been. And my remarks on 

the next sentence (I 6) will suggest that perhaps he was not. 

 (6) ı d¢ pare∆n lÒgow  to›sin  §w  fihtrikØn oÏtvw  

§piporeuoµ°noisin  §nanti≈setai , yrasunÒµenow  µ¢n diå  toÊtouw  

oÓw  c°gei ,  eÈpor°vn d¢  diå tØn t°xnhn √ bohye › , dunãµenow  d¢ diå 

sof€hn √ pepa€deutai .] Jouanna is guilty of gross understatement in 

remarking that “il y a peut-être une métaphore militaire.” Besides §piporeËsyai, 
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the verbs yrasÊnesyai,  §upore›n, and dÊnasyai all have obvious military 

significance. But bohye›n has greater import for reading On the Art than has been 

allowed. In the context of war, this word is used for allies who come to the rescue 

of those under attack. (This is the routine meaning in Thucydides, where bohye›n 

occurs with a predictably high frequency: ∂n oÈ d€kaion, éll' µ kéke€nvn 

kvlÊein toÁw §k t∞w Íµet°raw µisyofÒrouw µ ka‹ ≤µ›n p°µpein kay' ˜ti ín 

peisy∞te »fel€an, µãlista d¢ épÚ toË profanoËw dejaµ°nouw bohye›n [I.35]. 

Note, too, the military use of kvlÊein; in Thucydides, bohye›n and kvlÊein 

function as a conceptual antithesis. See also I.63, VI.88, and VIII.40.) This 

suggests, I think, that our author is perhaps not himself a physician, but rather a 

self-described “ally.” The technical turf of the physicians is under siege, and On 

the Art rushes to their aid. The physicians can defend themselves, but they 

cannot rescue themselves, properly speaking. That is the mission of our author. 

Previous English translations overlook this subtle point of diction. 

My choice to render lÒgow as "speech" diverges from Jones’ translation of 

the same word in IX.1. Admittedly, his "discourse" is natural in English and 

neutral as to whether the treatise is intended as a performed speech or as an 

essay, though I think any firm distinction between the two in the case of sophistic 

prose is bound to be suspect. The Greek word lÒgow is notoriously protean, but 

we can distinguish three major domains of application (following Kerferd 1981, 

83-4). First, there is the linguistic. We will find lÒgow to mean word, speech, 

discourse, description, or statement, and this at least partly accounts for its 

occurrence here. The linguistic domain is separable from, but not unrelated to, 

the epistemic and ontological. A lÒgow can be what we would term an 

explanation, reason, or even the activity of thinking, reasoning or investigating. 

Accordingly, the author of On the Art speaks in chapter VI of an ÙryÚw lÒgow, a 

correct account or explanation. Often, it is understood that an explanation will be 

correct just in case it accurately reflects the natural order of reality, and so lÒgow 
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at times is applied to the principle of order or structure operating in the world. 

Heraclitus frequently employs lÒgow in this way, and On the Art gestures at it in 

chapter II when the author contends that a certain thesis is not only êlogow—

absurd, unthinkable—but édÊnatow, flat-out impossible given the actual structure 

of reality. The boundaries between these three categories are not impermeable. 

It can be difficult to pinpoint the proper domain for every application of lÒgow: 

what we often translate as “argument,” especially in sophistic or rhetorical 

contexts (e.g., On the Art chapter VI, ı §µÚw lÒgow), clearly has a foot in both the 

linguistic and epistemic. 

The use of lÒgow in chapter I belongs predominantly to the linguistic 

domain, though it is difficult to secure a failsafe translation by this fact alone. Our 

author’s penchant for poetical effect suggests he remains oriented toward oral 

performance, and in chapter XIII he contrasts his lÒgoi, which would be heard by 

the majority, with the ¶rga of medical experts, which would be seen. In the 

Introduction, I give further reasons for believing that On the Art is the work of a 

professional speechwriter. In any case, we should pay attention in this passage 

to the personification of lÒgow, which our author claims has been trained in 

wisdom. Of course, only people can be trained in wisdom, and lÒgow must be a 

metonym standing in for the author himself. 

I give pepa€deutai as "has been trained" because it is consistent with the 

military metaphor (which, in various incarnations, persists through the treatise), 

and I perceive here an extension of the metaphor that casts rhetorical training as 

the "art of war with words." In any case, “training” captures the Greek notion of 

paide€a as well as “education” or “cultivation,” and perhaps better, as it was 

sometimes applied to the training of animals. Protagoras in particular offered 

paide€a that instilled eÈboul€a, or good judgment, which he was careful to 

distinguish from training in the t°xnai, though Plato (Gorgias 519e) did use 

paideÊein for such training (see Woodruff 1999). Protagoras may have been the 
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first to call himself sofÒw (Protagoras 317b-c), and “having been trained in 

wisdom” could be a reference to having studied with or learned from Protagoras, 

though it is at minimum a sign that our author considers himself highly educated, 

no doubt including the art of discourse broadly conceived (this is confirmed in 

chapter XIII). It also might serve as a subtle message to potential students and 

clients. In an attempt to feign modesty, the author declines to apply the adjective 

sofÒw directly to himself while still managing to convey that he possesses the 

sort of skill and learning that could be taught or bought. 

The Hippocratics do not on the whole lay claim to such education. The 

verb paideÊein occurs only in On the Art besides one occurrence in The Sacred 

Disease (V.14). The noun paide€a, too, is rare in the Corpus. Besides On the Art 

(chapter IX, where it is applied to those who learn a t°xnh), the Concordantia in 

corpus hippocraticum reports that it is found only in a few of the Hippocratic 

epistles (Maloney and Frohn 1986). Instead, the Hippocratics speak of didãskein, 

teaching, which occurs twenty-five times in the Corpus. The Oath, for example, 

includes a resolution “to regard the one who taught me this art as equal to my 

parents” (5-6 Jones). Our author, however, doesn’t claim to have been taught 

medicine; he has been merely “well equipped,” or “well provisioned,” by the 

t°xnh for this war of words. Greek city-states calling for aid from other Greeks 

commonly agreed to help equip their allies. This was especially plain during the 

Peloponnesian War, when Athens (and to a lesser degree, Sparta) had 

established what amounted to a large-scale protection racket, demanding 

tributes from allied city-states in exchange for military protection on the pretext 

that the former paid for the latter. The Sicilian expedition was a case in point. 

Athens heeded the call for help from Egesta on the condition that the Egestans 

would help equip the allied soldiers stationed in their region (VI.8), and even 

upon retreat the Athenian army expected to be provisioned by the Sicels for 

whom they had been fighting (VII.77-8). 
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This first chapter of On the Art contains the most sustained treatment of 

the critics.19 We have seen that Plato in his later dialogue Sophist singles out 

Protagoras as the preeminent critic of t°xnh, and it would be a reasonable 

hypothesis that he is the main antagonist of a pre-Platonic apology for the 

medical t°xnh. On the whole, what evidence does On the Art itself provide to 

confirm or disconfirm this hypothesis? Nothing direct, but the circumstantial 

evidence is compelling. The sarcasm and irony of the opening chapter are 

manifest, and if we suppose Protagoras is the target, these effects are amplified. 

Our author’s praise of progress becomes an implicit charge of inconsistency: how 

can Protagoras extol human progress on the one hand while on the other 

denigrating human expertise?20 Further, how can he cite obstacles in defense of 

his agnosticism about the gods, whom he can’t see, while asserting the non-

existence of the arts, which he must daily see in operation with his own two 

eyes? The mention of wisdom, too, takes on an especially acerbic flavor on this 

hypothesis. Our author is going in for a jab at the master of disputation. “You, o 

wise Protagoras, who teach this art of overthrowing, will now yourself be 

overthrown!” The military metaphor could be intended to recall the alternative title 

to Protagoras’ Truth, ofl kataballontew, or “the overthrowers,” sharpening the 

point of the author’s thrust at the critics’ slander. “Your kataballein is mere 

diabãllein!” 

                                            
19 The authors of some other Hippocratic treatises seem concerned, to varying 
degrees, with defending against an attack on medicine’s credibility. These 
include Nature of Man, Ancient Medicine, Regimen in Acute Diseases, Law and 
Diseases I. For helpful contemporary discussions of the attack on medicine in 
fifth- and fourth-century Greece, see Dean-Jones 2003, especially pp. 101-8, and 
Lloyd 1991. 
20 We might compare the charge of inconsistency leveled at Protagoras by 
Socrates in the Theaetetus (161c-162a): how can Protagoras cling to the homo 
mensura, which entails that no one is more knowledgeable than anyone else, 
while still maintaining that there are genuine experts, including himself? In an 
interesting parallel with On art, Socrates wonders whether Protagoras’ apparent 
denial of privileged, expert knowledge wasn’t just a piece of demagoguery. 
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Commentary - Chapter II 
 

(1) Doke ›  dÆ µoi tÚ µ¢n sÊµpan  t°xnh e ‰nai oÈdeµ €a oÈk §oËsa : 

(2) ka ‹  går êlogon  t«n §Òntvn  ti ≤ge ›syai µØ §Òn : (3) §pe ‹  t«n ge 

µØ §Òntvn t€na ín  tiw  oÈs€hn  yehsãµenow  épagge€leien  …w  ¶stin ; 

(4) efi går dØ ¶sti g ' fide ›n  tå µØ §Ònta Àsper tå §Ònta , oÈk  o‰d ' 

˜pvw  ên tiw  aÈtå noµ €seie µØ §Ònta ë  ge e ‡h  ka ‹  Ùfyalµo›sin  fide ›n 

ka ‹  gn≈µ˙ no∞sai …w  ¶stin :] Referring to this section, Hankinson has 

written that “some sense may be sucked from that mire” (1998, 77). I share 

Hankinson’s optimism; I believe we can make sense of the arguments here, even 

if they appear at first sight little more than mediocre mimicry of Eleatic reasoning. 

The Greek of II 1, with its invocation of not-being, surely sounds 

Parmenidean, but it bears comparison also to passages elsewhere in the 

Hippocratic Corpus. 
˜per, efi µØ ∑n fihtrikØ ˜lvw, µhd' §n aÈtª ¶skepto µhd' eÏreto µhd°n, 

oÈk ín ∑n, éllå pãntew ıµo€vw aÈt∞w êpeiro€ te ka‹ énepistÆµonew 

∑san, tÊx˙ d' ín pãnta tå t«n kaµnÒntvn dioike›to. (Ancient Medicine 

I.12-16) 

 

Which would not be the case if indeed medicine absolutely were not and 

had not made any observations or discoveries of its own, but rather all 

[physicians] would be similarly inexperienced and ignorant, and the 

fortunes of the sick would be controlled by chance. 

 
ka€toi diabolÆn ge ¶xei ˜lh ≤ t°xnh prÚw t«n dhµot°vn µegãlhn, …w 

µØ doke›n ˜lvw fihtrikØn e‰nai: (Regimen in Acute Diseases VIII.3-5) 

 

Moreover, the whole art suffers before the public considerable slander to 

the effect that medicine doesn’t seem to be at all. 
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In the Hippocratic cases, the author defends medicine against an antagonist who 

has charged that the art is not, and the Greek verb e‰nai quite clearly should be 

taken primarily, as in Parmenides, as existential, though this does not rule out 

any relevance for the so-called predicative sense.21 In fact, literally construed, 

sentence II 1 reminds us of the relation between existence and predication: for 

any x, if x is not, then x is nothing whatsoever, i.e., it has no properties and thus 

no predicates will be true of it. 22 

It must be admitted that sentence II 1 is a prohibitively strong claim. All 

arts, without qualification, exist. Such an extreme existential claim will require an 

extreme argument in its support. Parmenides comes to mind as a principle 

purveyor of such radical stuff, and one might expect our author to advert to 

Eleatic “existentialism” to justify his thesis. It comes as no surprise, then, that the 

language of sentence II 2 echoes that of the elder Eleatic: 
 oÈ går µÆpote toËto daµ∞i e‰nai µØ §Ònta: 

éllå sÁ t∞sdÉ éfÉ ıdoË dizÆsiow e‰rge nÒhµa. (DK 28 B7) 

 

For never can this be victorious, that the things that are not are, but you, 

block your thought from this route of inquiry. 

With this move, the author locates himself within the Eleatic tradition of being-

theory. But what is gained by laying his logical foundation in Elea? 

Before this question can be resolved, we must first determine whether the 

reference to Parmenides is more than a superficial imitation of his diction. Could 

we follow the author’s argument without bringing Eleatic considerations to bear? 

Perhaps. Since II 2 is a claim about what we can rationally believe, we might do 

                                            
21 Dean-Jones (2003, 102) maintains that medicine was not singled out for attack 
but was included in an attack on the arts generally. 
22 Generally, I adhere to the scholarly trend of locating in the Eleatic and post-
Parmenidean debates on being a “fused” sense for e‰nai that takes in both the 
existential and the predicative. See Brown 1994, who draws heavily on Kahn 
1973. See also Furth 1968. 
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well to ask what sort of belief is under review. For, when we believe that some 

one of the things that are is not, it is not immediately obvious whether this is a de 

re or a de dicto belief. If de re, that is, if our belief is about the thing itself, then 

our author’s claim must be understood along the following lines: if something 

exists, then it is irrational to believe that it does not exist. There are obstacles to 

attributing this view to our author, however, not least of which is the fact that it is 

plainly false. We can imagine any number of circumstances under which a 

person might reasonably believe that something does not exist even though it 

does. One may, for instance, believe the testimony of another person who is 

usually reliable but on one particular occasion is either mistaken or intentionally 

misleading about a state of affairs. 

Defenders of a de re reading may not give up so easily, however. Surely, 

as I have construed the de re reading, the author’s claim is ridiculous. But 

perhaps Jones is correct that the author is merely pointing out “the absurdity of 

denying the obvious” (1923, 187). This would not be ridiculous, nor would it 

commit the author of On the Art to any Eleatic theses. It requires, however, that 

we import into the argument an epistemic component. The claim would turn out 

to be not one about what is irrational to believe given what really exists, but 

rather one about what is irrational to believe given what we know to exist. If one 

knows that c exists, then it is irrational to believe that c doesn’t exist. But even if 

we overlook the absence of any textual support for this epistemic de re reading, it 

resists assimilation to the argument as we have understood it thus far. For it is 

hardly likely that medicine’s antagonist, who asserts that medicine is not, will 

concede from the outset that he knows medicine exists. 

The last, fleeting hope of the de re defender will be to raise the possibility 

that a person might know something without being aware that she knows it. Let 

us imagine that she once belonged to a religious cult that had issued a 

prohibition on consulting doctors to diagnose and treat disease. Though she no 

longer belongs to the cult and has sworn off its doctrine, she has not yet had a 
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chance to fully reflect on many of her beliefs and determine which are justified 

and which are merely relics of her religious past. Her beliefs about medicine are 

a case in point. When asked, she will declare that medicine is complete 

hogwash. Yet, if pressed further, she will admit to believing that a bath taken on 

the seventh day of a fever will cure it. She doesn’t realize immediately that this 

latter belief, to which she is solidly committed, commits her also to the existence 

of medicine. Were she ever to get clear on what medicine is and does, however, 

she would realize that she indeed believes that medicine exists, in which case it 

would become relevant for our author to point out to her that it is irrational to hold 

this belief and also believe that medicine does not exist. 

In fact, the author of On the Art is more than happy to help our 

hypothetical former cult member get clear on these points: 

Concerning medicine—as this is the subject of the speech—about this, 

then, I will now give a demonstration. First, I will define what I think 

medicine is. It is the total removal of the sufferings of the sick and the 

alleviation of the violent symptoms of their diseases, as well as the refusal 

to take on patients overcome by their diseases, knowing that medicine is 

capable of these things. (III 2-3) 

Much of the second half of the work is devoted to describing the diagnostic 

procedures of the physician. Thus, On the Art provides a perfectly intelligible 

account of what medicine is and does. However, this does not automatically 

vindicate the de re reading. Even assuming that the scenario just sketched is 

cogent, it renders the argument in II 2 superfluous. By coming to understand 

what medicine is, surely the skeptic would thereby reject her belief that medicine 

is not. She would not need to be told that her beliefs were inconsistent. She 

would grasp this of her own accord. If she did not, it is unlikely that being told that 

her beliefs were inconsistent would have much effect. Thus, sentence II 2, far 

from being Parmenidean, would be pointless—valid, to be sure, but also trivial 

and otiose. 
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Some serious obstacles hamper the de re reading, then. Let us turn now 

to the de dicto reading and consider whether it is a more or less acceptable 

alternative. We shall suppose for the moment that our author deems irrational not 

a belief about existent things as such, but rather the belief of a sentence that 

takes a certain form, specifically, "x, which exists, does not exist." This appears 

to be a contradiction, and we might wonder whether the author is calling on the 

Principle of Non-contradiction (PNC) to do some work here. The predicative 

sense of e‰nai would lend the statement special force. For any x and any F, it is 

irrational to believe that x, which is F, is not F. This would be a perfectly 

acceptable reading of II 2, I think, were it not for the context. For again we have 

trouble explaining why the PNC should work against medicine’s antagonist, who 

claims that medicine is not. Unless, of course, he claims also that medicine is. 

This latter point is key. For it is possible that the author is not simply 

drawing attention to the contradiction in believing that something both exists and 

doesn’t exist. Rather, he poses a riddle about predication, the same problem that 

beguiled Parmenides in the fragment quoted earlier and which is raised by Plato 

in Sophist. 
JE. éll' oÔn toËtÒ ge d∞lon, ˜ti t«n ˆntvn §p€ <ti> tÚ µØ ¯n oÈk 

ofist°on. 

YE. p«w går ên; 

JE. oÈkoËn §pe€per oÈk §p‹ tÚ ˆn, oÈd' §p‹ tÚ t‹ f°rvn Ùry«w ên tiw 

f°roi. (237c) 

 

STRANGER: So this is clear, however, that what is not should not be 

applied to any of the things that are. 

THEAETETUS: How could it? 

STRANGER: So, since one can’t apply it to what is, he couldn’t then apply 

it correctly to some thing. 
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The question is: to what subject may one legitimately apply the predicate "not-

being" or "is not"? Common usage (in English and ancient Greek) allows us 

routinely to apply this predicate, for example, when we say "Zeus doesn’t exist." 

Before we determine whether "Zeus doesn’t exist" is true, we may ask whether 

the subject of our sentence, Zeus, exists or does not exist. And it seems on the 

face of it that in order to use his name in any linguistically meaningful way, there 

must be some "him" to which the name belongs. There must be some thing to 

which we apply the name. Thus, believing the sentence "Zeus doesn’t exist" 

seems to require that we believe both "Zeus exists" and "Zeus doesn’t exist." And 

as for Zeus, so for medicine.23 

The author of On the Art is not calling our attention to a contradiction per 

se, but, if the de dicto reading is correct, he does recommend an analysis of 

negative existential claims that takes the form of a contradiction. Further, he will 

on this reading be understood to reject the belief of such claims as irrational. 

Surprisingly, it is not because they generate contradiction that the author rejects 

negative existential claims. Instead he rejects them on the grounds given in II 3, 

which he phrases as a rhetorical question: what being [oÈs€h] could anyone 

observe of the things that are not and report [épagg°llein] that they are […w 

¶stin]?  

Before evaluating the contribution of II 3 to the overall argument, let us 

first examine the technical terms and phrases the author introduces. The 

occurrence of …w ¶stin recalls the identical clause as it is found in Protagoras’ 

famous homo mensura: pãntvn xrhµãtvn µ°tron §st‹n ênyrvpow, t«n µ¢n 

ˆntvn …w ¶stin, t«n d¢ oÈk ˆntvn …w oÈk ¶stin (DK 80B1). We cannot rule out 

the possibility that the similarity may represent a conscious allusion to the 

sophist. I translate …w ¶stin as “that they are,” with the disclaimer that something 

like a fused existential-predicative sense of e‰nai may be in play. Indeed, if oÈs€h 
                                            
23 Early Greek theories of language did not distinguish between proper and 
common names. 
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here is something which is seen, then it can’t mean simply "being" or "existence." 

Rather, oÈs€h refers to some quality of the things in question. If they don’t exist, 

then they can’t have any oÈs€h to see, that is, no visible quality. This “quality” 

sense for oÈs€h reinforces a predicative reading of …w ¶stin. If something "is 

not," then it has no quality one could observe and report that it had that quality. 

One cannot predicate anything of the thing in question. At the same time, we are 

surely meant to take from this that it cannot be said to exist insofar as it cannot 

be said to have any properties. 

That the term oÈs€h (which recurs also at VI 5) has a particularly Platonic 

ring to it cannot be doubted (for just one of the many possible illustrations, see 

Cratylus 385e). However, with few serious exceptions,24 scholars have placed 

On the Art in the late fifth or early fourth century, and the author shows no sign of 

being influenced by Platonic thought, even when he uses other terms, such as 

e‰dow, or form, that play a central role for Plato. In fact, the author’s use of oÈs€h 

betrays its relation to an originally literary antithesis wherein oÈs€h was 

contrasted with ˆnoµa. Consider a case from Euripides’ Heracles, line 337: 

Œ t°knÉ, ıµarte›tÉ éyl€ƒ µhtrÚw pod‹ 

part“on §w µ°layron, o t∞w oÈs€aw 

êlloi kratoËsi, tÚ dÉ ˆnoµÉ ¶syÉ ≤µ«n ¶ti. 

 

O children, follow on foot your miserable mother 

to your paternal hall, where the property 

is controlled by others, but the name is yet ours. 

This passage warrants comparison to chapter VI of On the Art, where the author 

argues, against his critics, that no events are genuinely spontaneous, since all 

come about because of some cause. Spontaneity, he concludes, has no being 

except in name. We can begin to see how the tragic antithesis could lead to a 

                                            
24 Fabrini and Lami (1979), curiously, think it a later Epicurean work. 
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more philosophical distinction. Estate property gives importance to the man who 

owns it, turns him into a “man of substance,” as the saying goes. His name 

becomes associated with this property and, thus, with his political and economic 

power. In the lines from Eurpides, the family name has become separated from 

the family property, just as in On the Art "the spontaneous" retains its name 

though it lacks the property that should accompany it. We see, then, that oÈs€h, 

as it appears in On the Art, maintains the tie to its literary origins while moving 

toward a decisively more abstract, Platonic sense, and in II 3 shows itself 

capable of taking on increasingly theoretical responsibility. A thing’s oÈs€h is what 

belongs to it; it is the property that gives it significance, that “makes it what it is.” 

But here the significance in question is no longer political or economic, but 

ontological and epistemological. 

So much, then, for oÈs€h. What are we to make of the verb épagg°llein? 

Compounds of égg°llein are used by our author in several places,25 usually 

where the things “announcing” amount to signs, signals or representations of 

some non-evident fact. My preference is to understand the usage here as 

compatible with these others, and so I render épagg°llein as “report,” by which 

I intend to convey that the subject reporting does not take an assertoric 

propositional attitude toward the sentence uttered, but rather that he simply 

means to express the content of his thought, to report what he has in mind 

without taking any stand on whether or not it is indeed the case. If this is correct, 

then our author anticipates in this regard the Sceptics, and his épagg°llein may 

be thought of as an ancestor of Sextus’ épagg°llein, which was purportedly a 

mere communication of appearances that did not commit the subject to any 

beliefs (e.g., at PH 1.15). The proto-sceptic reading finds support in our author’s 

careful use of the verbs ≤ge›syai and noµ€zein when he is concerned with what 

                                            
25 See also X 11, XI 9, XI 12, and XII 10. 
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may be believed or asserted (twice in chapter II), as opposed to seen (ırçn) or 

had in mind (noe›n). 

The upshot of II 3 is that if a thing is not, one can’t report that it is. Since, 

on the de dicto reading of II 2, every negative existential claim entails a positive 

existential claim about its subject, it follows that no negative existential claim can 

be meaningfully uttered, much less believed. In short, what-is-not cannot be a 

proper object of thought or language. This conforms unmistakably to the pattern 

of Parmenidean injunctions against thinking or speaking about what-is-not, which 

we encounter in the Eleatic’s poem and then later from the mouth of Plato’s 

Eleatic Stranger:  
oÎte går ín gno€hw tÒ ge µØ §Ún (oÈ går énustÒn) 

oÎte frãsaiw. (DK 28 B2) 

 

For you could not have in mind what is not (for that cannot be done), 

Nor could you talk about it. 
 

XE. sunnoe›w oÔn …w oÎte fy°gjasyai dunatÚn Ùry«w oÎt' efipe›n oÎte 

dianohy∞nai tÚ µØ ¯n aÈtÚ kay' aÍtÒ, éll' ¶stin édianÒhtÒn te ka‹ 

êrrhton ka‹ êfyegkton ka‹ êlogon; (Sophist 238c) 

 

STRANGER: So you agree that it is possible neither to utter correctly 

what-is-not in itself, nor to say it, nor to think about it, but it is unthinkable 

and unspeakable and unutterable and irrational?  

These passages express what I will call Parmenides’ Existential Intentionality 

Principle (EIP): necessarily for any x, if one has x in mind, then x exists. 

(Technically, of course, these examples, like On the Art, articulate the contra-

positive of EIP.) It is my sense that this Eleatic line of argument would have 

struck an educated Greek audience as familiar and highly intuitive, as “saying of 
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what is that it is not” became the standard philosophical account of falsehood.26 

In fact, there are indications that it was regarded as a principal philosophical 

problem, and the difficulty of making sense of this notion was evidently the basis 

upon which some Greek thinkers denied falsehood altogether (again, see 

Cratylus 429c-e, where Socrates complains that this view has been widespread 

for some time).27  

Whether or not the author of On the Art denies the possibility of falsehood 

is a matter I will take up elsewhere in this commentary. For now, it is enough to 

recognize that sentence II 3 is plausibly construed as an invocation of 

Parmenides’ EIP in an attempt to justify II 2 and ultimately to silence the 

antagonist of medicine. To the critic who claims that medicine is not, the author 

responds with the Parmenidean parry that such claims are unintelligible. 

Thus far, the de dicto reading has proven much more illuminating of the 

author’s logic and language than the de re reading, which suffers a severe blow 

at II 3. For the fretting over whether one can report …w ¶stin makes no sense at 

all unless the antagonist is somehow consciously committed to the claim that 

medicine is. But, again, I do not see why, on the de re reading, the antagonist 

should be so committed. It has been suggested to me that the text should be 

emended to read …w oÈk ¶stin, translating as follows: “for who, if he observed 

some being of 'the things that were not,’ could report that they were not?”28 It 

cannot be denied that this makes the de re reading more sensible, though we will 

still demand to know what antagonist would admit to observing medicine and yet 

insist that it is not. One intriguing possibility is that our author is taking on 

Parmenides himself, who, in order to make the argument that the phenomenal 

                                            
26 This is, for example, the account given at Cratylus 385b2, but similar examples 
are ubiquitous in Plato. Aristotle, too, gives this account at Meta. IV.7, 1011a25. 
27 Denyer 1991 gives a comprehensive account of how this problem was treated 
by various pre-Socratics, Plato and Aristotle. Regrettably, he does not include On 
the Art in his study. 
28 This intriguing suggestion was made to me by Lesley Dean-Jones during a 
discussion of On the Art, chapter II. 
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world cannot be a proper object of cognition, must demonstrate first that it in 

some way is not. But, by his own principles, Parmenides is not permitted such a 

demonstration, since what-is-not cannot so much as be uttered. The author of On 

the Art would be engaged in a game of dialectical one-upmanship with 

Parmenides, unleashing the Eleatic’s own arguments upon his radical 

conclusions. 

This requires much—probably too much—speculation, however. 

Moreover, there are linguistic reasons to resist the emendation required by the 

de re reading. There is no textual support whatsoever for the insertion of oÈk 

before ¶stin, and while the paleographical gap between …w ¶stin and …w oÈk 

¶stin may be small, the logical gap is not. It is just the difference between truth 

and falsehood. Furthermore, as indicated by the scare quotes in the emended 

translation, we shall have to read irony into the reference to things that are not, 

since, having some being, they cannot literally be things that are not. Instead, 

they must be things that are merely said by the antagonist not to be. Now, the 

grammar is compatible with an ironic interpretation, but surely it will be admitted 

that we must strain a bit to wring this sense from the Greek. A literal reading 

would be much more natural. 

Perhaps the best refutation of those who defend a de re reading lies in 

illustrating just how much more rewarding is the de dicto reading for historians of 

Greek philosophy. To that end, there is still more that can be done. If II 3 

commits the author to Parmenides’ EIP, then sentence II 4 only reinforces that 

commitment. The purpose of II 4 is to support II 3 by considering the alternative 

to its premise, namely the assumption that what-is-not has no being that could be 

observed. What if that were actually false? What if what-is-not has some sort of 

observable being? In that case, argues our author, one couldn’t possibly believe 

that it, whatever it is, is not, since, by the EIP, her perceptual and thus mental 

contact with it would imply that it is. And, on pain of contradiction, she cannot 

believe both that it is and it is not. Thus, she must acknowledge that it is. 
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But while the argument in On the Art relies on Parmenides’ EIP, the author 

does not adopt the Parmenidean justification for the principle. Parmenides 

reasons thusly. 
xrØ tÚ l°gein te noe›n tÉ §Ún ¶µµenai: ¶sti går e‰nai, 

µhd¢n dÉ oÈk ¶stin: tã sÉ §g∆ frãzesyai ênvga. (DK 28 B6.1-2.) 

 

What is must abide in speaking and thinking. For it is possible that it is, 

but it is not possible for nothing to exist. I bid you ponder this. 

It’s at least possible that what we think about exists. But what-is-not cannot 

possibly be; thus, it cannot be said to be, which is what we are saying when we 

utter a negative existential claim. It has long since been recognized that the 

second horn of the Eleatic dilemma rests on a modal fallacy (Owens 1960). 

Parmenides trots out the trivial de dicto truth that, necessarily, what-is-not by 

definition does not exist, but he dresses it up in a de re reading: if x is not, then x 

can’t exist. 

This is not the route taken in On the Art. Instead, the author depends on 

two main premises to arrive at the EIP. The first is relatively uncontroversial. If it 

doesn’t exist, then it has no oÈs€h, that is, no real property, that can be observed. 

The second is far more interesting. If a thing can’t be observed, then it can’t be 

reported, which I understand to mean that it can be neither had in mind nor 

spoken of.29 This is a strong claim. Everything that a person genuinely has in 

mind is something that she has perceived with her senses. Plato attributes a 

similar position to Protagoras. Though we must always use caution in adducing 

Platonic evidence for sophistic views, in Theaetetus Socrates paraphrases the 

Protagorean view in defense of the older sophist thus. 

                                            
29 Of course, it would suffice that the thing was either not able to be had in mind 
or not able to be uttered, but it is difficult to imagine the author of On the Art 
keeping the two logically separate given the philosophical tradition in which he is 
working. 
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oÎte går tå µØ ˆnta dunatÚn dojãsai, oÎte êlla par' ì ín pãsx˙, 

taËta d¢ ée‹ élhy∞. (167a) 

 

For it is possible to think neither what-is-not nor anything other than what 

one experiences, and these latter are true in every case. 

The context of the discussion shows that "experience" (pãsxein) here is thought 

of primarily (though perhaps not exclusively) as perceptual (see 166c 

immediately before, where the debate is characterized as one about afisyÆsiw, 

perception). 

The Protagorean maxim parallels On the Art in illuminating ways. Both 

express as contra-positives the premises from which EIP is derived, and in doing 

so they suggest the same argument via perception. If it is not, we can’t sense it; if 

we can’t sense it, we can’t have it in mind. Protagoras and the author of On the 

Art it should be said, weren’t the only post-Parmenidean thinkers to embrace 

Parmenides’ EIP. Others may have included Metrodorus of Chios (DK 70 B2), 

Euthydemus (Plato, Euthydemus 283e-284c), and Antisthenes (D.L. 6.1), not to 

mention Plato, who finally abandoned it in Sophist. But only in On the Art and 

Theaetetus do we find this particular argument. While Parmenides sought 

justification for EIP in modal restrictions on being, that is, by austerely redefining 

what truly could be, the Protagorean approach was to link conception to 

perception. Accordingly, as one commentator recently quipped, “Protagoras’ 

modus ponens, if you will, is the goddess’ modus tollens” (Caston 2002, 218). On 

what grounds Protagoras and the author of On the Art might have argued for this 

thesis is less clear. We encounter a defense of it neither in On the Art nor in 

Theaetetus. No doubt both thinkers are apt to treat perception as the paradigm 

case of mental direction upon on object. However, there is a difference between 

regarding perception as a paradigm case and holding that it is a necessary 

condition of all intentional states. But this, however extreme, is the view 

espoused in On the Art and possibly by Protagoras. 
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Does this mean that Gomperz was right all along? Is On the Art the work 

of Protagoras? I think that is no more likely than the possibility that it is the work 

of Parmenides. The author makes contact with a Protagorean idea as reported 

by Plato, but more than that we cannot say. As we have already seen, the 

available evidence suggests that far from being its author, Protagoras may well 

have been the antagonist of the arts against whom On the Art is directed. And 

Protagoras is not the only sophist whose influence can be discerned in the 

treatise. The tight, deductive reasoning owes a debt to Eleatic method, of course, 

though we find this same style in some of the works of Gorgias, especially the 

notoriously opaque On not being. The reliance on the formal figure of 

constructive dilemma in II 3 and II 4 also accords with the dialectical tactics of 

Zeno of Elea and those of Gorgias in On not being and other works such as the 

Helen and Palamedes. 30 In the Helen, for example, Gorgias identifies a fourfold, 

disjunctive explanation for Helen’s actions: 1) she was compelled by the gods or 

fate; 2) she was forced; 3) she was compelled by speech or argument (lÒgow); or 

4) she was motivated by love. Each case leads to the conclusion that Helen is 

not responsible for her actions, so, by constructive dilemma, she is not 

responsible. 

Another sophistic trait exhibited by On the Art is its dialectical character. 

Its arguments are not aimed at proving that medicine exists. It is asserted that it 

does exist, and the arguments are meant to show that medicine cannot be 

coherently thought or said not to exist. Incidentally, this dialectical structure bears 

resemblance to that of Gorgias’ On not being (DK 82 B3), though the progression 

of ideas in On the Art offers a mirror-image of the famous sophist’s treatise. 

Gorgias argues that there is nothing; even if there were, we couldn’t know it; 

even if we could know it, we couldn’t communicate it. On the Art begins by 

claiming that there is art. Even if art were not, one could never think it, since 

                                            
30 For a masterly study of early Greek notions of dialectic and demonstration, and 
Zeno’s and Gorgias’ place therein, see Lloyd (1979, 72-6, 81-5). 
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what-is-not cannot be seen. And even if it could be seen, one couldn’t then have 

in mind and believe that it is not. 

This does not imply that Gorgias wrote On the Art. But it does show that 

this text hails from within the sophistic tradition of epistemological and ontological 

paradox-mongering inherited from Parmenides and the Eleatics. There is no 

contradiction in agreeing with Taylor that the author of On the Art was in some 

sense “an adherent of the Eleatic doctrine of being” (1911, 225) and with 

Gomperz that On the Art betrays a predilection for perception along Protagorean 

lines, since the one was not as unlike the other as historians of philosophy often 

care to admit. 

(5) éll ' ˜pvw  µØ oÈk ¬ toËto toioËton : (6) éllå tå µ¢n §Ònta 

afie ‹  ırçta€ te ka ‹  gin≈sketai , tå d¢ µØ §Ònta oÎte ırçtai oÎte 

gin≈sketai .] I hesitate to render afie‹ as “always” for fear of the English 

tendency to take the adverb in a temporal sense, whereas there can be little 

doubt that our author employs it in the sense of “in every case." In the translation, 

I try to reproduce the syntactical symmetry and parisosis of the Greek, which 

strongly echoes the style of two fragments from Antiphon’s Truth, F44bII.1-6 

(including my own supplementation of the first line) and F1. 
<toÁw µ¢n nÒµouw o‰kvn ≤µet°>rvn §pistãµeyã te ka‹ s°boµen: toÁw d¢ 

t«n thloË ofikoÊntvn oÎte §pistãµeya oÎte s°boµen. (F44bII.1-6) 

 

The laws of our halls we both know and revere, while the laws of those 

dwelling in distant lands we neither know nor revere. 

My conjecture of toÁw µ¢n nÒµouw o‰kvn ≤µet°rvn is of course speculative, but 

that does not prevent us from recognizing the stylistic parallels between 

Antiphon’s Truth and On the Art.  

 Whatever Antiphon’s subject in F44bII, it is neither ontological nor 

epistemological, while II 6 addresses issues of existence and knowledge, 

committing our author to what seem to be rather strong views. At first sight, three 
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important theses are entailed. First, we encounter a claim about the Co-

extensiveness of Knowledge and Being (CKB), namely that for any x, x is known 

(gign≈sketai) if and only if x is.31 Likewise, our author embraces the Co-

extensiveness of Perception and Being (CPB): for any x, x is seen (ırçtai) if 

and only if x is. In turn, the CKB and the CPB give us the Co-extensiveness of 

Knowledge and Perception (CKP) for any x, x is known if and only if x is seen. 

So II 6 confirms our earlier suspicions. Our author does indeed hold 

Parmenides’ EIP, which is entailed by the CKB; further, while his earlier 

arguments hinted that perception and knowledge were mutually entailing, II 6 

confirms it with the CKP. It is perhaps no coincidence that Plato says of 

Protagoras’ homo mensura that it entails the identity of knowledge and 

perception (152c), and while On the Art does not assert the two are identical, it 

claims they are coextensive. Of course, as Burnyeat has shown (1982, 11-14), 

this was all that Protagoras himself meant. This further vindicates to some 

degree the under-appreciated conjecture of Gomperz that Protagoras composed 

On the Art. While this is highly improbable, the treatise nonetheless contains 

distinctively Protagorean elements. 

It is important to recognize, however, that by “know” (gign≈skein) our 

author does not have in mind propositional knowledge, much less Plato’s robust 

notion of justified, true belief, but something much more modest, along the lines 

of “conception.” It’s natural to align ırçta€ te ka‹ gin≈sketai here with 

Ùfyalµo›sin fide›n ka‹ gn≈µ˙ no∞sai of II 4, and noe›n delivers just this sense of 

“to perceive by thought” or “be aware, conscious of.” To “know” something in this 

way is merely to have mental contact with it. Such “knowledge” of an object is a 

                                            
31 The formal proof of CKB: 
1. (x) (x is → x is seen ∧ x is conceived)   (II 6) 
2. (x) (x is not conceived → x is not)   From 1 
3. (x) (x is not → x is not seen ∧ x is not conceived) (II 6) 
4. (x) (x is conceived → x is)    From 3 
∴ (x) (x is conceived ↔ x is). 
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condition of believing propositions about it. Our author maintains that we must 

have something in mind before we can believe anything about it. This way of 

“knowing” something stands in contrast to the epistemological vocabulary of 

chapter XI of On the Art, where we find different words for knowing, efid°nai and 

§p€stasyai, which are opposed to dojãzein, merely having an opinion. 

At least with respect to the EIP and CKP, then, On the Art operates within 

a recognizable philosophical tradition. However, our author’s apparent 

commitment to the Co-extensiveness of Perception and Being is much more 

radical perhaps even than what Protagoras held. For CPB commits him to the 

claim that (x) if x is not conceived then x is not, and this, while still not quite esse 

est percipi, nudges him down the Berkeleyan boulevard. Moreover, if he does 

hold such a view, he gives us no justification for it—a disappointing omission 

given the strength of the CPB. 

As a solution, I recommend that we consider the possibility that our author 

is not making in II 6 as strong a claim as might at first seem, and here I think we 

can turn to the passage from Antiphon’s Truth for help. For there, the sophist 

does not mean that the necessary conditions of a law’s being “our” law is that all 

of us know and revere it at any given time, or even at some time, much less are 

these somehow identical with law. A criminal who does not respect, nor ever has 

respected, the laws of his city is nonetheless subject to prosecution under them. 

They are still his laws, and they are still our laws, irrespective of the fact that 

some among us do not respect them. And it is probably also true that a law may 

still count as “our” law even if it is never respected by anyone. What matters is 

that the laws of a community, generally speaking, tend to be known and 

respected by the members of that community. They are knowable and 

respectable, while the members of one community are in a position neither to 

know nor respect the laws of distant communities. Accordingly, I submit that On 

the Art voices the conviction that "the things that are" are sensible and 

conceivable. At bottom, II 6 is a modal thesis: real beings are the sort of things 
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that could be seen and had in mind, even if in fact they are not. The finite verbs 

gin≈sketai and ırçtai are not designed to express a general, inviolate truth but 

rather are examples of the modal present.32 

 The relaxed, modal interpretation is further evidence that On the Art does 

not maintain the strict identity of knowledge and perception. Incidentally, this 

accords well with Galen’s report of a famous line from Antiphon’s Truth, often 

cited in connection with this passage from On the Art (Pendrick F1 = DK 87 B1). 

Diels-Kranz cites the fourteenth-century Parisinius gr. 1849: 
§n t« prot°rv t∞w élhye€aw §n t«i l°gon toË tãde gnoÁw efiw ßn te 

oÈd¢n aÈt« aÈt°vn ˆcei ırçn µakrott' oÈt°vn gn≈µh gign≈skei 

µakrott' gign≈skvn. 

and emends it to read: 
§n t“ prot°rƒ t∞w ÉAlhye€aw oÏtv l°gvn: taËta d¢ gnoÁw eishi ßn ti 

oÈd¢n <¯n> aÈt«i oÎte œn ˆcei ırçi <ı ır«n> µakrÒtata oÎte œn 

gn≈µhi gign≈skei ı µakrÒtata gign≈skvn. 

Morrison, in a classic essay on Antiphon’s Truth, proposes the following reading 

(1976, 525): 
§n t“ prot°rƒ t∞w ÉAlhye€aw: ßn t“ l°gonti oÈd° ge noËw eÂw, ßn te 

oÈd¢n aÈt“ oÎte œn ˆcei ırò <ı ır«>n µakrÒtata oÎte œn gn≈µ˙ 

gign≈skei ı µakrÒtata gign≈skvn. 

His translation: 

[In the first book of his Truth, Antiphon says that] when a man says a 

single thing there is no corresponding single meaning, nor is the subject of 

his speech any single thing either of those which the most powerful seer 

sees with his sight or of those things which the most powerful knower 

knows with his mind. (525) 

                                            
32 This was pointed out to me by Alex Mourelatos during a discussion of chapter 
II. 
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He paraphrases the fragment as follows: “the writer appears to be saying that the 

concepts we use in speech (i.e., the single thing we say or name, the great, the 

small, the just, etc.) have no single meaning in the sense that the ultimate 

constituents of nature, which may be discerned by the most powerful effort of 

sense or mind, are single things” (525).33 

 I find Morrison’s interpretation tenuous at best. I wonder why we should 

suppose that “concepts” or “meanings” are at issue at all. The word noËw may, as 

at Herodotus VII.162 (otow ı nÒow toË =Æµatow), refer to the meaning or sense 

of a word or phrase, but there is no clear indication that Antiphon is using it in this 

way. Indeed, there is no precedent in pre-Socratic philosophical or sophistic 

literature for this special usage. Morrison might be correct in his interpretation, 

but we will want a much better sense of the purpose and motivation for 

Antiphon’s argument, as well as a more perspicuous understanding of what this 

claim is supposed to entail. As for “the person who says one,” can we say for 

sure that this refers to a person saying “one thing?" Would that be one word? 

What kind of word? One sentence, perhaps? Moreover, what would this have to 

do with the fact that “none of the things best seen and known [to paraphrase]” 

are one to him? Morrison goes on to argue that Antiphon is somehow making a 

distinction between conventional names, which don’t correspond to any single 

natural kind, and correct names, which do. But the intuitions of his original 

translation and paraphrase seem to push us in the opposite direction, toward the 

thesis that there aren’t any single things, or kinds, at all. 

 Let us focus first on the more secure part of the fragment, from ßn te 

forward, which Morrison reconstructs quite reasonably (to be fair, the oÎte-

clauses already had been satisfiably worked out in Diels-Kranz). Since t° here 

serves as a coördinating conjunction, we may suppose that the thought 

                                            
33 Pendrick prints a different text for the fragment, in support of which he provides 
little argument, and which seems to me not to fit well with what we know of 
Antiphon's philosophical views. 
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expressed is largely self-sufficient (if not self-evident). Does this not stand 

foremost as an indictment of monism? Those who see and know the most clearly 

see and know not one thing, but many. How might this connect with the first part 

of the fragment? Using Morrison’s emended text, we might translate thus: “for the 

person who says ‘one’ [i.e., takes a monistic stance] is not of one mind, none of 

the things which are most clearly seen and known being one for him." (The t° is 

consequential, serving to expand, amplify, or explain the preceding clause; thus, 

I render ßn te as an apposition. This use of t° is common in Herodotus and 

Thucydides. See Smyth 2968.) The monist is “not of one mind” insofar as he 

maintains the theory that all is one while at the same time seeing and knowing, in 

the course of his everyday life, that things are many. Wholesale denial of the 

senses is practically untenable, leading to a mind divided against itself. There is 

the intriguing possibility that Antiphon intends his remark as a reversal of a 

Melissan argument (DK 30 B8). 
oÈ to€nun taËta éllÆloiw ıµologe›. faµ°noiw går e‰nai pollå ka‹ €dia 

ka‹ e‡dh te ka‹ fisxÁn ¶xonta, pãnta •teroioËsyai ≤µ›n doke› ka‹ 

µetap€ptein §k toË •kãstote ırvµ°nou. 

 

Now, then, these things do not agree with one another. For it seems, to 

those of us who say that there are many kinds of things having forms and 

strength, that all things are different and change from sighting to sighting. 

For Melissus, the rational person must reject the senses to avoid disagreeing 

with himself. For Antiphon, the living person must reject empty theorizing to avoid 

a divided mind. 

 In any case, the phrasing and diction of F1 is remarkably similar to On the 

Art, and, whatever Antiphon may have been aiming at with the first part, it is 

tempting to see in the second a rejection of monism, especially the a priori 

Eleatic monism of Melissus. Consider a further fragment from the Samian’s 

treatise. 
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For if there is earth and water and air and fire and iron and gold, and one 

thing is alive and another is dead, and black and white, and all other 

things that people say are true, if indeed these are, and we see and hear 

correctly, each must be such as we decided at first, and must not change 

or come to be different, but each thing must always be just as it is. But as 

the case stands, we say we see and hear and understand correctly. 

 

We think that what is hot becomes cold and what is cold, hot, and what is 

hard becomes soft, and is soft, hard, and what is alive dies and comes to 

be from what is not alive, and all these things become different, and 

anything that was and what is now are not at all alike, but iron, which is 

hard, is worn away by contact with the finger, and also gold and stone and 

anything else that seems to be strong; and earth and stone come to be 

from water, so that it happens that we neither see nor know the things that 

are (Àste suµba€nei µÆte ırçn µÆte tå ˆnta gin≈skein)34 (DK 30 B8, 

trans. McKirahan 1992, 294-5) 

                                            
34 I retain this phrase, which occurs in the manuscripts, though it is omitted by 
McKirahan, who follows Jonathan Barnes (1982, 298 n.3). Barnes argues 
principally that suµba€nein is not pre-Socratic Greek and that gign≈skein doesn’t 
have the requisite sense to mirror suni°nai  (“understand” in the last sentence of 
the first paragraph). While suµba€nein is not commonplace in extant pre-Socratic 
fragments, it occurs with infinitive complement in fifth-century prose (Herodotus 
VII.166; Thucydides VIII.25) and frequently has the consequential force of “to 
come out, result, happen” (Thucydides VIII.45). As for suni°nai and gign≈skein, 
both seem to indicate (especially in fifth-century contexts) knowledge by 
acquaintance or observation (gign≈skein, Thucydides I.69; suni°nai, Sophocles, 
Antigone 1218; Herodotus I.24). I see no grounds for drawing a sharp distinction 
here. However, while it is not impossible that this clause stood in Melissus’ 
original, it does stick out rather awkwardly from the surrounding text, and Barnes 
may be right that this is a gloss in a later hand. Should this turn out to be true, it 
would not doom my reading of Antiphon. For I hope to show how Antiphon’s 
Truth takes issue with the content of Melissus’ argument against perception 
regardless of the diction employed. If a later reader consciously used 
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Melissus, in listing the phenomenal objects and properties that are commonly 

taken to exist, includes those taken as basic elements by Empedocles (DK 31 

B17) and as basic opposites by Anaxagoras (DK 59 B4, B12). But his argument 

raises pressing questions for any theory that designates phenomenal substances 

as real beings, “the things that are.” For these supposedly real beings don’t 

conform to the Eleatic prohibition on coming to be and perishing. We see them 

coming to be and perishing all the time, whereby we are forced to concede that 

our original trust in the senses was misplaced. Anyone who somehow identifies 

real being with the phenomena, Melissus thinks, will be trapped in a contradiction 

and will be forced finally to admit that when his senses tell him there are many, 

he is in fact sensing nothing. 

 Melissus’ argument is a reductio, and above I give the Greek for the 

clause that alleges the defeating contradiction. Antiphon, writing after Melissus, 

takes up the challenge and the diction: those who see and know best neither see 

nor know reality to be "one!" Melissus’ reductio goes through only if we 1) accept 

his constraints on being, and 2) suppose that our senses somehow represent 

reality accurately. Antiphon outright rejects Melissus’ constraints and so defuses 

the contradiction. Melissus clearly rejects the senses. His Eleatic universe (being 

quite literally so) is knowable through a priori deduction from the ex nihilo nihil 

principle (see Mourelatos 1981, especially pp. 655-8), but it is not at all visible. 

 But what does it mean to trust the senses? On one plausible view, it would 

mean that (x) if x is perceivable, then x is (let’s call this PB). Assuming Melissus’ 

argument is valid, then, his opponent is forced into arguing that it is not sound. 

Now consider the converse of PB (i.e., BP): (x) if x is, then x is perceivable. If we 

reject this, we leave room for Melissus to invoke an invisible-yet-intelligible 

reality, and the above contradiction has claws. However, by accepting it, that is, 

by restricting his ontology to the sensible, Antiphon can escape the 

                                                                                                                                  
Antiphonean language to annotate this particular passage in Melissus, this would 
tend to confirm the plausibility of my view. 
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consequences of the Eleatic reductio. This, then, is the argument for BP: if we 

trust the senses (by accepting PB—and we do), then we must accept BP as well. 

All else leads to Melissan monism on pain of contradiction. 

Returning to On the Art, then, one cannot help but be struck by the 

resemblance between II 6 and the fragments of Antiphon and Melissus.35 It is no 

accident that in his reductio Melissus employs the phrase tå ˆnta ("the things 

that are"); he is arguing against pluralism. Likewise, the author of On the Art 

consciously appropriates the abstract language (tå §Ònta); he is implicitly 

endorsing pluralism as a consequence of PB. Understanding the passage in the 

context of the Eleatic challenge to the senses solves the earlier mystery of the 

missing argument for the CPB. Our author must adopt it to hold on to common 

sense and the sensible world, which is central to his defense of medicine’s 

existence. For, as he will insist, we can actually see the form of medicine. 

(7) gin≈sketai to€nun dedidagµ°nvn  ≥dh t«n texn°vn, ka ‹  

oÈdeµ €a §st ‹n ¥ ge ¶k  tinow  e ‡deow  oÈx  ırçtai .] Scholars have 

understandably puzzled over the meaning of e‰dow in On the Art and in early 

Greek thought generally.36 I will not here trace the historical evolution of the term 

in detail nor quibble with the specific claims made by these scholars. Their 

studies show what is confirmed even by a casual review of e‰dow in context: the 

term accrued a diverse extension as the nuances of its original meaning of 

“shape” or “form” (in a non-technical sense) were exploited by Greek physicists, 

philosophers, physicians and mathematicians. It is obviously related to the verb 

fide›n, and an e‰dow often referred to the visible aspect of a thing. Insofar as shape 

or form was considered characteristic of a thing, an e‰dow could be that kind, type 

or class to which various individual things belonged in virtue of exhibiting a 

                                            
35 Gomperz was the first to observe the connection between On the Art and 
Melissus (1910, 6). 
36 Informative studies include Taylor 1911, Gillespie 1912, and Diller 1971, 1975. 
More recently, see Langholf 1990, 194-208. 
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certain shape or character (Gillespie 183-4). In medical usage especially, e‰dow 

operates as a synonym for fÊsiw conceived of as a physical constitution or 

sometimes as a characteristic quality or set of qualities (Diller 1975, 86; Gillespie 

181-3). 

None of these senses of e‰dow need be understood as excessively 

abstract. Objects have structures that are straightforwardly visible, and a group of 

objects constitutes a class just in case their shapes are sufficiently similar. An 

e‰dow is a property of the object to which it belongs. However, we can see in 

some early philosophical and Hippocratic medical texts a movement toward a 

more abstract notion. Recalling Melissus’ pollå ka‹ €dia ka‹ e‡dh te ka‹ fisxÁn 

¶xonta at DK 30 B8, we may wonder what relation is thought to hold between 

“forms” and “strength." The Hippocratic treatise Nature of Man offers some clue. 

I promised to show that the things I claim to be human constituents are 

always the same both by convention and by nature. These are, I claim, 

blood, phlegm, and yellow and black bile. First, I claim that the names 

[ˆnoµa] of these things are distinguished according to convention [katå 

nÒµon] and that no one has the same name as another; second, that their 

forms [fid°a] are separate in accordance with nature [katå fÊsin], and that 

phlegm does not resemble blood, nor blood bile, nor bile phlegm. For how 

could these things be similar to one another when their colors are not 

seen to be the same and they don’t seem to be similar to the touch? Nor 

are they similarly warm, cold, dry or wet. So of necessity, when they differ 

in respect of their form [fid°a] and power [dÊnaµiw], they are not a unity, if 

indeed fire and water are not one. (Nature of Man 5.4-17, Jones) 

Though the language varies slightly from Melissus (fid°a and dÊnaµiw versus 

e‰dow and fisxÁn), the concepts are consistent. The “powers“ spoken of here are 

phenomenal qualities (as in Ancient Medicine, especially XXII.3-5, where power 

is equated with strength), and the medical author perhaps owes a debt to 
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Alcmaeon (DK 24 B4). The humors differ in form insofar as they differ in their 

causal-phenomenal qualities, and while qualitative similarity can be verified 

through empirical observation—we can observe the powers in question—it 

doesn’t seem as though we can directly observe the forms themselves. They are 

unique constellations of powers, but constellations are not sensible. It might 

make sense to say that we can feel dryness, but it’s much less clear what it 

would mean to see “phlegmness” (as distinct from the bitterness, etc., 

characteristic of phlegm), though determining the form of phlegm certainly 

requires the capacity for empirical observation. Phlegmness must be deduced by 

observing that a unique constellation of powers is exhibited by a certain 

substance always and without exception. Perhaps it is in this way, then, that we 

might speak (if somewhat loosely) of observing forms. 

 This way of speaking about forms in relation to powers is taken up, 

famously, by Plato in Phaedrus, where Socrates outlines the method of collection 

and division to his interlocutor, who has a special fascination with medicine. 

Consider, then, what both Hippocrates and true argument say about 

nature. Isn’t this the way to think systematically about the nature of 

anything? First, we must consider whether the object regarding which we 

intend to become experts and capable of transmitting our expertise is 

simple or complex. Then, if it is simple, we must investigate its power: 

What things does it have what natural power of acting upon? By what 

things does it have what natural disposition to be acted upon? If, on the 

other hand, it takes many forms, we must enumerate them all and, as we 

did in the simple case, investigate how each is naturally able to act upon 

what and how it has a natural disposition to be acted upon by what. (270c-

d, trans. Woodruff and Nehamas in Cooper 1997) 

For Plato, an e‰dow is primarily a type or kind that can be given an account in 

terms of its characteristic causal powers. Knowing the powers associated with 

distinct forms is key to developing an art; in Phaedrus, the art is rhetoric, though 
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the paradigm is Hippocratic medicine.37 Only after we have determined the 

causal attributes of the soul along with its various sub-types and their respective 

causal attributes can we hope to manipulate or influence the soul with any 

consistency. A form is not just any old kind of thing, but a natural kind, a causally 

unified class of natural things that represents a genuinely ontological division in 

the world. 

 At IV 7, our author will announce that, insofar as they have agreed to be 

treated by the art of medicine, patients “observed its form” and “came to conceive 

of its power.” Thus, he joins Plato, Melissus, and Nature of Man in associating a 

form with its characteristic causal power. But there is a separate front of 

philosophical discourse on the subject of forms that is equally important to 

making sense of On the Art. In the ultimate sentence of the chapter, our author 

writes that e‡dea are blastÆµata, natural outgrowths or offshoots. The imagery 

and metaphor has its roots in Empedocles’ poem On nature.38 

Out of these [elements] sprouted [blastãnein] all things that were, are 

and will be hereafter, trees, and men and women… (DK 31 B21 9-10) 

 

Out of these [colors the painters] prepare forms [e‰dow] resembling all 

things, fashioning trees and men and women. (DK 31 B23 5-6) 

 

Out of these [elements] came to be blood and other kinds [e‰dow] of flesh. 

(DK 31 B98 5) 

By Empedocles’ account, the “forms” are those organic species that “spring forth” 

out of the mixture and separation of the natural elements. Forms are not unique 

                                            
37  Langholf 1990 contains a useful comparison of the Platonic and Hippocratic 
approaches to formal taxonomy (194-208). 
38 Interestingly, a second case of Empedoclean influence on the Hippocratic 
discussion of forms is found at Nutriment VI. 
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to individual trees, men or women but are the types “tree,” “man," and “woman” 

themselves.39 

 I will return shortly to the question of what motivates our author to utilize 

peculiarly Empedoclean terminology in his argument. For now, it is enough to 

have sketched outlines of two distinct form-theories in early Greek philosophy, 

appreciating that both converge on a notion of e‰dow as a natural kind. As we 

shall see, it is this aspect of e‰dow that is crucial to the philosophical views of our 

author, though the vestigial sense of e‰dow as something visible receives some 

weight as well. Types per se cannot be seen, but our author’s epistemological 

commitments demand that the things-that-are be perceptible. And certainly, 

medicine is to be counted among the things that are. The e‰dow of medicine will 

be charged with spanning this gap. 

 (8) o‰µai d ' ¶gvge ka ‹  tå ÙnÒµata aÈtåw  diå tå e ‡dea labe ›n :] 

A fresh claim is made here, and thus a new argument begins. While it is crucial 

to understand what this claim amounts to, I will not immediately try to discern the 

author’s meaning in II 8, saving this for my later remarks on the argument as a 

whole. Rather, I will eliminate one compelling (but inadequate) reading of this 

passage. 

 At Statesman 305dff Plato imagines the following exchange. 

VISITOR: For this reason, then, the sorts of expertise we have just 

examined control neither each other nor themselves, but each is 

concerned with some individual practical activity of its own, and in 

accordance with the individual nature of the activities in question has 

appropriately acquired a name that is individual to it. 

YOUNG SOCRATES: That seems so, at any rate. 

VISITOR: Whereas the one that controls all of these, and the laws, and 

cares for every aspect of things in the city, weaving everything together in 

the most correct way—this, embracing its capacity with the appellation 
                                            
39 See Mourelatos 2000. 
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belonging to the whole, we would, it seems, most appropriately call 

statesmanship. 

YOUNG SOCRATES: Yes, absolutely. (trans. Rowe in Cooper 1997) 

In other words, the practical domain of statesmanship is determined by the 

primary object of its concern: the state. All the statesman’s activities are of a 

single nature insofar as they are related to the unified nature of this entity. From 

the name of this nature, that is, “state” (pÒliw), the name of his craft, 

“statesmanship” (politikÆ, a foreshortening of ≤ politikÆ t°xnh), is derived. 

 Plato adumbrates Aristotle’s concept of the “paronymous” name, about 

which he writes in the Categories that 

in most cases, indeed in practically all, things are called paronymously, as 

the pale man from paleness, the grammatical from grammar, the just from 

justice, and so on. But in some cases, because there are no names 

[ˆnoµa] for the qualities, it is impossible for things to be called 

paronymously from them. For example, the runner or the boxer, so called 

in virtue of a natural capacity, is not called paronymously from any quality; 

for there are no names for the capacities in virtue of which these men are 

said to be qualified—as there are for the branches of knowledge in virtue 

of which men are called boxers or wrestlers with reference to their 

condition (for we speak of boxing and of wrestling as branches of 

knowledge, and it is paronymously from them that those in the condition 

are said to be qualified). (8, 10a29-10b6, trans. Ackrill in Barnes 1984) 

The strangeness of Aristotle’s account notwithstanding, it is worth asking whether 

it is this sort of grammatical phenomenon our author has in mind. Does he 

merely mean that the name for medicine (fiatrikÆ) is derived from the name for 

something else (presumably fiatrÒw, “doctor” or “healer”)? The thought could be 

this: while medicine as such cannot be seen, doctors can be seen engaged in a 

whole slew of activities which are themselves open to observation. The name 

fiatrikÆ is just a convenient way of referring to doctors and their activities en 
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masse, nothing more. True, we cannot point to some particular thing in the world 

and say, “Look, medicine!” but this kind of “invisibility” is not problematic. The 

name “medicine” is a merely linguistic abstraction without ontological 

consequences. 

 This reading has the virtue of countering a potential objection to the 

remarks in II 7, thus explaining why, after a battery of arguments pertaining to 

epistemology and ontology, our author suddenly turns to the subject of names. 

Its disadvantage is that it can’t make sense of what follows. For the point made 

above is self-sufficient, requiring little more in the way of argument. But the 

author serves up two more sentences of argument in defense of his view, 

ultimately falling back on a thesis about the natural correctness of names (II 10), 

which shouldn’t have anything to do with paronymous names or linguistic 

abstraction. Moreover, the Greek, while tolerating such a reading, doesn’t 

recommend it. The preposition diã might signal that the names of the e‡dea were 

the sources for the derivative names of the arts, but the phrase §k t«n 

Ùnoµãtvn t«n efid«n or something similar would be more apt. Instead, I think 

the diã-phrase implies a causal or explanatory relation between forms and 

names, and I will pursue this line of thought in elucidating the arguments here. 

(9) êlogon går épÚ t«n Ùnoµãtvn ≤ge ›syai tå e ‡dea 

blastãnein, ka ‹  édÊnaton : (10) tå µ¢n  går ÙnÒµata fÊsiow  

noµoyetÆµatã §sti , tå d¢ e ‡dea oÈ noµoyetÆµata , éllå 

blastÆµata .] One of the points at issue in the debate over correctness of 

names in Cratylus (by no means the only point at issue) is whether meaning is 

completely intentional, or whether there is some extensional element. To 

illustrate: on a typical intentionalist theory (for example, of the kind characterized 

in Kripke 1972, 71), a proper name will successfully refer just in case a certain 

definite description is satisfied. For example, I can successfully refer to the Lee 

Harvey Oswald so long as I have in mind a definite description that uniquely 

picks him out, say “The man who shot the thirty-fifth President of the United 
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States.” The definite description fixes the referent of the name, and whether I can 

speak about a certain man in a photograph as being Oswald depends on 

whether the man satisfies that definite description. (Kripke argues convincingly 

that this way of thinking about proper names is flawed.) In the case of natural 

kind terms, the situation is similar. If I think that cows are horned, burnt-orange 

quadrupeds, then anything satisfying that description will, in my idiolect, be a 

cow; that is, the extension of the term "cow" will be determined by its intension, 

which is constituted by my beliefs about cows. 

 All speakers of a language have their own idiolects on this view, and 

determining the referent of "cow" in English, for example, is in fact a matter of 

navigating and negotiating idiolects. This is why, in Cratylus, Socrates makes the 

connection between Hermogenes’ conventionalist view and Protagoras (385ff). If 

the correct names for things truly are a matter of mere agreement, then nothing 

determines the referent of a term other than our collective belief about what’s 

true of the referent. Like Protagorean justice, which depends upon community 

agreement (Theaetetus 167c4-5), names are correct just in case they seem 

correct to the community of name-users. 

 The Socrates of Cratylus, not surprisingly, does not find the 

conventionalist view satisfying and so considers what it would mean for a name 

to be correct not by convention but by nature. Instead of completely abandoning 

the idea that intension determines extension, however, he first attempts the 

“objectification” of intension: the intension of a natural-kind term, he suggests, is 

not constituted by a set of beliefs about what definite descriptions are satisfied by 

the referent. Rather, the term is itself a description that picks out the referent 

(393d). (This seemed much more plausible for ancient Greek proper names than 

it does for modern English ones.) Thus, “Polemarchus” (“War-lord”) is the 

naturally correct name for a general, while “Iatrocles” (“Famous-healer”) is the 

naturally correct name for a good physician. Of course, this leaves the question 

of how the meaning-bearing units of such compounds are themselves correct by 
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nature. Socrates conjectures that they somehow resemble or imitate their 

referents (423ff.). The letter "r" ("r"), for example, which in ancient Greek was 

rolled, imitates motion, and so words for motion feature this letter prominently, 

such as =oÆ, “flow” (426d). The resemblance relation ultimately is responsible for 

securing reference. 

 Socrates concedes an obstacle to adopting this view wholesale. The 

names for some things are contradictory. The Greek word for “hard," sklhrÒw, 

contains "l" ("l"), which was determined on Socrates’ account to imitate 

smoothness and softness (434c-d). The “rule-setter” (noµoy°thw), who “looks to 

the natural name of each thing and is able to put the form [e‡dow] into letters and 

syllables” (390e), must have gotten something wrong. Yet, Cratylus admits, 

sklhrÒw still seems to refer successfully to hardness despite the fact that it’s 

incomprehensible as an imitation or description (434e). This fact, thinks 

Socrates, speaks in favor of conventionalism. In fifth-century parlance, to have or 

be of a certain quality by nature was to have it invariably. If fire is hot by nature, 

then it is invariably hot. This is one way in which necessity (énãgkh) came to be 

associated with the Greek concept of nature. The embarrassing problem for 

anyone wanting to claim that names were correct by nature was their lack of 

consistency. Names vary across language groups, within languages, and within 

communities. Names change over time. If a name can vary substantially from its 

“natural” form but nonetheless refer successfully, then in what sense is the 

natural form more correct than the conventional? Socrates closes out the 

dialogue by abandoning the “correctness of names” debate in favor of an inquiry 

into reality, tå ˆnta, “the things that are” (439bff.). 

 Fabrini and Lami rightly recognize that On the Art connects with the 

arguments in Cratylus, though they provide very little in the way of an attempt to 

excavate the actual views of the author. One of the few sustained attempts at 
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untangling the knotted strands of his thought is to be found in Morrison’s 

aforementioned paper on Antiphon’s Truth. His remarks are worth quoting. 

Sight and cognition are the means of knowing ‘existent things,’ but not 

merely undisciplined cognition, rather cognition systematized in the 

sciences which are themselves recognized as a result of certain kinds of 

thing obvious to the senses. These sciences are, e.g. arithmetic, 

astronomy, geometry, music. They get the names they employ from the 

visible kinds and not vice-versa. The visible kinds are ‘offspring of nature.’ 

The step from the cognition of ‘existent things’ to naming them is through 

science and visible kind. The man who has been trained in a science will 

bestow names according to visible kinds. The distinction between names, 

which are conventional restrictions on nature, and the kinds, which are the 

offspring of nature, is presumably that the former are subjective 

descriptions which may not take into account natural divisions while the 

latter are the objectively existent visible kinds of things, inherent in nature 

and not depending upon subjective description. It is the kinds which, in a 

changing world, make knowledge possible. Another theory, that names 

are natural, is rejected as ridiculous and impossible. Names are merely 

the recognition of the visible kinds by the scientist. (1963, 527-8) 

He adds later that forms are “the only true basis for names. In general practice 

however names are mere convention and no correspondence with the visible 

kinds” (529). 

 Morrison’s key insight is that On the Art is at least partially concerned with 

the correspondence between names and natural kinds. However, there is good 

reason to take exception to much of the rest of his analysis. He invites science to 

do quite a bit of heavy lifting here, though the text of On the Art mentions 

science—or t°xnh, rather—only insofar as it is the entity whose existence is to 

be verified through the existence of forms. A further problem is Morrison’s 
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reading of fÊsiow noµoyetÆµata as “conventional restrictions on nature," which 

is no doubt motivated by a desire to detect a parallel with Antiphon’s Truth: 
tå d¢ juµf°ronta, tå µ¢n ÍpÚ t«n nÒµvn ke€µena desµo‹ t∞w fÊse≈w 

§sti, tå d' ÍpÚ t∞w fÊsevw §leÊyera. (F44aIV.1-7) 

 

Concerning advantages, those established by convention are shackles on 

nature, while those established by nature are free. 

However, Fabrini and Lami correctly recognize that fÊsiow noµoyetÆµata should 

be understood as “nature’s conventions.”40 This is an oxymoron that would have 

raised eyebrows among the fifth-century intelligentsia. What could it mean? 

Fabrini and Lami offer two brief, undeveloped remarks. First, they claim that 

according to On the Art, the forms are “«produzioni» dirette e immediate della 

physis; dei primi si intenderà allora—data la contrapposizione e la priorità 

assegnata agli eidê—un rapporto indiretto, mediato con la physis: mediazione 

significata con nomothetêmata” (130-1). This yields a theory that somehow 

leaves room for both “objective” (i.e., natural) and “subjective” (i.e., conventional) 

moments in the development of names (133), though it’s clear neither why this 

follows from remarks in On the Art nor what is packed into the notion of 

“mediation” here. 

 As an example of such a theory, Fabrini and Lami point to Epicurus’ Letter 

to Herodotus. 

Thus names, too, did not originally come into being by coining, but men’s 

own natures underwent feelings and received impressions which varied 

peculiarly from tribe to tribe, and each of the individual feelings and 

                                            
40 Alex Mourelatos urges caution in translating noµoyetÆµata as “conventions,” 
since “convention” connotes an element of agreement that the Greek lacks. 
However, noµoy°thµa is surely meant to recall its cousin, nÒµow, and the position 
it represents within the debate on the correctness of names. For our author, the 
arbitrariness, inconsistency and contingency of nÒµoi and noµoyetÆµata are 
key, regardless of whether they are established by edict or agreement. 
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impressions caused them to exhale breath peculiarly, according also to 

the racial differences from place to place. Later, particular coinings were 

made by consensus within the individual races, so as to make the 

designations less ambiguous and more concisely expressed. Also, the 

men who shared knowledge introduced certain unseen entities, and 

brought words for them into usage. <Hence some> men gave utterance 

under compulsion, and others chose words rationally, and it is thus, as far 

as the principal cause is concerned, that they achieved self-expression. 

(LS 19A) 

Fabrini and Lami apparently take the final sentence to indicate that, while the first 

words came about naturally as the result of a causal process, these were revised 

and others were added by deliberation and agreement—that is, by convention. 

Thus, the Epicurean theory accommodates both nature and convention. This 

may be true of Epicurus, but it doesn’t explain the phrase “nature’s conventions” 

in On the Art. The correctness of certain words is determined by nature, to be 

sure, while others are conventional; the conventional are no more “natural” for all 

of this. Coinings still occur through the consensus of human beings, and this is 

the very essence of the conventionalist view as portrayed in Cratylus. 

 Though I reject this particular approach to relating On the Art to Epicurus’ 

Letter, I nonetheless think it useful to compare the two texts. I suggest that the 

“natural conventions” of the pseudo-Hippocratic tract may correspond in an 

illuminating way to the Epicurean Urwörter uttered by humans in response to 

impressions. As the result of a causal process, namely the interaction of human 

natures with the natures of things in the world, the Urwörter are natural. Given 

the circumstances—type of object encountered, tribe—the phonetic composition 

of the resultant word could not have turned out other than it did. But Urwörter are 

also conventions, the chief mark of conventions being that they vary across time 

and place, especially across cultures. As Long and Sedley put it, “because 

environment and human physique differed from tribe to tribe, it was natural that 
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both the feelings and impressions undergone and the resulting sounds should 

differ accordingly” (1987 vol. 1, 101). Ingeniously, Epicurus deflects the common 

objection to naturalist theories of names based on inter- and intra-cultural 

variation. 

 But does the author of On the Art claim that words are caused by 

perceptual stimulus from external objects in this way? It’s impossible to say with 

any certainty. But we know that the arts acquire names because of the forms. 

Somehow the forms cause the words that refer to them to come into being. The 

burden is to understand how the conventional character of names, in contrast to 

the natural character of the forms (for at minimum this is the import of calling 

them “outgrowths”), justifies this thesis. Antiphon’s Truth once again turns out to 

be invaluable for coming to grips with this chapter. On the bearing of nature and 

convention on causation, we may begin with a passage in which Antiphon 

defines the two categories in opposition. 
tå µ¢n går t«n nÒµvn §p€yeta, tå d¢ t∞w fÊsevw énagka›a: ka‹ tå µ¢n 

t«n nÒµvn  ıµologhy°nta oÈ fÊnta §st€n, tå d¢ t∞w fÊsevw fÊnta 

oÈx ıµologhy°nta. (F44aI.23-33) 

 

For those things belonging to convention are impositions, while those that 

belong to nature are necessary. Further, conventional agreements are not 

natural growths, while the growths of nature are not agreements. 

One cannot help recognizing that On the Art mirrors the style of Truth in its 

parisosis, antithesis and homoioteleuton constructed from neuter plural abstract 

nouns. More telling than their similarity of style, however, is their common 

substance. Truth gives a curious account of natural things: they are growths, the 

participle fÊnta indicating that they have undergone a process of development. 

Likewise, On the Art, in contrasting the forms with names, which are conventions, 

calls them blastÆµata, a peculiar variant of the term blãsth (alternately, 

blãstow) common to Attic tragedy (Aeschylus, Seven Against Thebes 533; 
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Euripides, Medea 1099, Cyclops 206). Derived from the verb blastãnein, to 

bud, sprout or grow (particularly of plants), blãsthµa retains the sense of 

“offshoot” or “outgrowth." 

 The strong association of blastãnein with fÊsiw in the theory of nature is 

evident in Arisototle’s familiar discussion of nature and convention in the second 

book of his Physics. 
(shµe›on d° fhsin ÉAntif«n ˜ti, e‡ tiw katorÊjeie kl€nhn ka‹ lãboi 

dÊnaµin ≤ shped∆n Àste éne›nai blastÒn, oÈk ín gen°syai kl€nhn  

éllå jÊlon, …w tÚ µ¢n katå suµbebhkÚw Ípãrxon—tØn katå nÒµon 

diãyesin ka‹ tØn t°xnhn—tØn dÉ oÈs€an oÔsan §ke€nhn ∂ ka€ diaµ°nei 

taËta pãsxousa sunex«w). (193a12-18) 

 

Antiphon says that a sign of this [i.e., that matter is to be identified with the 

nature of a thing] is that, if someone buried a bed and the rotten wood 

acquired a power so that as a natural result it sent out a shoot, it would not 

become a bed but rather wood. This shows that the accidental quality is its 

arrangement according to convention and art, while its substance is that 

which remains constant through these affections. 

The natural object is a blãstow, outgrowth, in accordance with the distinction 

drawn by Aristotle between natural and non-natural objects. 

All the [natural] things mentioned plainly differ from things which are not 

constituted by nature. For each of them has within itself a principle of 

motion and of stationariness (in respect of place, or of growth and 

decrease, or by way of alteration). On the other hand, a bed and a coat 

and anything else of that sort, qua receiving these designations—i.e. in so 

far as they are products of art—have no innate impulse to change. But in 

so far as they happen to be composed of stone or of earth or of a mixture 

of the two, they do have such an impulse, and just to that extent—which 

seems to indicate that nature is a principle or cause of being moved and of 
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being at rest in that to which it belongs primarily, in virtue of itself and not 

accidentally. (II.1, 192b12-23, trans. Hardie and Gay in Barnes 1984) 

Outgrowths are expressions of nature, then, insofar as they manifest an innate 

impulse to change. The principle of change can’t be artificially altered; even after 

a carpenter has carved a tree into a bed, it retains its potential for growth into a 

tree. The bed, then, is actually a tree (or, as Antiphon puts it, “wood,” 

emphasizing its material composition), necessarily and by nature. It is a bed only 

by convention—nothing about the wood compelled it to take the form of a bed. 

Instead, it was compelled to take this form by an external power, that of the 

craftsman who fashioned it. This accords nicely with Truth, where conventions 

are associated with addenda and agreement, while natural things are necessary 

and growing. Conventions are “things added on” to what is natural. They do not 

have their origins in the objects themselves. A craftsman has taken a decision to 

fashion this tree into a bed, but not necessarily so: he could have decided to 

make a table from it, for example. Without his interference, the tree would never 

have become what we call “bed.” And, to speak accurately, it never really 

became a bed at all. It was always really wood, though for a time it was referred 

to conventionally as a bed—its “bedness” was posited on top of and in addition 

to, that is, imposed upon, its real nature. 

 Despite Aristotle’s objection to Antiphon’s inferences from the planted bed 

“experiment,” it appears that there is some common ground in their conceptions 

of nature as opposed to convention. This conception explains why our author 

rejects names as the causes of forms. In Antiphon’s planted bed experiment, the 

wood is only a bed katå nÒµon, by convention (presumably Antiphon’s own 

words here), because its “bedness” did not persist through the growth of the 

blãstow and thus cannot be associated with its principle of internal motion. Now 

consider the case of names across linguistic groups. They vary. “Cow” and 

“vaca” refer to members of the same natural kind in English and Spanish, 

respectively, but if we want to say that the genesis and development of cows 
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somehow are caused by the word “cow” qua this particular phonetic sequence, 

we will run into the bed-planter’s problem. For the regular patterns of growth, life, 

and reproduction of cows is unaffected by the transitory property of being 

referred to by speakers of the English language with the term “cow,” just as the 

temporary bed-shape does not prevent what is naturally wood from growing, 

living and reproducing as wood does. Thus, a name cannot be the principle of 

change in a natural thing and so cannot be that from which, as our author puts it, 

forms shoot forth.41 

Still, two questions linger. First, what does this causal thesis have to do 

with the debate over the correctness of names? Second, what is the author’s 

motivation for introducing this thesis at this particular point in this particular 

treatise? With only the sketchy details afforded by On the Art, it is difficult to give 

a firm answer to the first question. Proceeding on the conviction that the similarity 

between the pseudo-Hippocratic and the Epicurean views is more than just 

superficial, I’ll depend on a relatively recent and comprehensive study of 

Epicurean theory of language to develop a sense for the hermeneutic 

possibilities. Stephen Everson (1994a) considers the Epicurean position as an 

embryonic causal theory of signification: “a term will signify whatever causes 

people to utter that term as a response to the stimulus of being perceptually 

affected by the atoms that emanate from it” (96).42 This characterization might 

well be applied (purged of references to atoms) to On the Art. Though they are 

not the product of consensus, deliberation or decision, names are nonetheless 

conventions in the sense that they vary across cultures. However, the 

correctness of these conventions is not determined by convention. Instead, each 

                                            
41 The overall argument for the causal theory of names, which takes the form of a 
destructive dilemma, is not impressive. Either 1) names cause forms or 2) forms 
cause names. But names can’t cause forms. Therefore, forms cause names. But 
why suppose that 1) and 2) are the only options? Disappointingly, our author 
adduces no positive reasons or observations in favor of a causal theory. 
42 It should be noted, however, that Everson ultimately refrains from attributing 
this view to Epicurus. 
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name possesses what we might term a “causal anchor” that serves as an 

objective factor in determining its extension. A name is the naturally correct name 

for a thing only if something of the same natural kind caused the name to be 

uttered originally. 

Here we see that e‡dow in the sense of “ natural kind” is crucial. Entities of 

the same kind will consistently compel utterance of the same name by people of 

the same tribe (i.e., of relevantly similar physical type). The causal history of any 

such name associates it with a unique extension, namely a natural kind. Thus, 

we cannot correctly apply such names to the world at whim. At the same time, 

there is leeway as to what forms these names may take. The theory wisely de-

emphasizes the actual phonetic properties of individual names and focuses 

instead on names’ relation to reality. Fundamentally, the use of a natural-kind 

term is a case of successful linguistic reference only if the thing to which it is 

applied belongs to the same natural kind as the thing that originally caused the 

name to come into being. The semantic boundaries of a name reflect natural 

boundaries, irrespective of the descriptions one might believe to hold of a given 

kind. This is the full significance of the chiasmic ÙnÒµata fÊsiow 

noµoyetÆµata:43 the names for nature are nature’s conventions. To spell out the 

sense of II 10, then: natural-kind terms are conventions resulting from a natural 

process, but the natural kinds themselves are not conventions; rather, each is a 

class of things having in common a unique internal principle of development, 

motion or change. 

 In passing remarks on chapter II of On the Art, Hankinson refers to our 

author as “the Ur-father of the causal-historical theory of reference” (1998, 77). 

My own interpretation certainly supports Hankinson’s. In fact, our author may not 

have been the only Ur-father of the causal-historical theory of reference. 

                                            
43 Michael Gagarin cautions me, rightly, that this is not chiasmus in the strict 
sense, though I think the homoioteleuton of ÙnÒµata and noµoyetÆµata 
produce a chiasmic effect centered around fÊsiow. 
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Mourelatos has argued that the sophist Gorgias held such a view about language 

(1987, 155-64). If that is the case, then On the Art is further evidence for the 

ancient pedigree of that theory of reference articulated by contemporary 

philosophers such as Kripke and Putnam. Still, why does our author bring in a 

causal theory of names in II 8 and following? Jouanna contends that “après avoir 

montré que les arts existent parce qu’ils ont chacun une réalité perçue et conçue, 

l’auteur montre que la dénomination propre à chaque art est une preuve 

supplémentaire de leur existence, car toute dénomination correspond à une 

realité” (1988, 177). However, the author never says that all names correspond 

to a reality, and indeed we will find him in chapter VI concluding that the term 

éutÒµatow does not so correspond. His claim is that forms, specifically those of 

the arts, cause names. He does not exclude the possibility that names could be 

produced in other ways. And he explicitly rejects the view that names cause 

forms, though this view seems the most likely to guarantee a corresponding 

reality for every name. In fact, the idea that every name has a corresponding 

reality would better describe the view of Protagorean conventionalist whom our 

author would oppose. For if the referent of a term is determined by our beliefs 

about what descriptions it satisfies, and, following the trend of the day, it is 

impossible to think what-is-not, then every name we utter will be correct. Every 

name would correspond to some reality. By contrast, we shall come to see in 

later chapters why our author is committed to the proposition that linguistic 

divisions reflect real divisions in nature. Nature has seams, and names must cut 

along them. 
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Commentary - Chapter III 
 

 (1) Per ‹  µ¢n oÔn  toÊtvn e ‡  g°  tiw  µØ flkan«w  §k t«n efirhµ°nvn  

sun€hsin, §n  êlloisin ín  lÒgoisin saf°steron didaxye€h .] What is the 

referent of §n êlloisin lÒgoisin? In their English translation, Chadwick and 

Mann assume that the material following III 1 (including, perhaps, subsequent 

chapters) serves as an elucidation of the argument in section II. Both Jouanna 

and Gomperz accept that the lÒgoi here are some other work or works on a 

much more general theme than the present, which is concerned solely with 

medicine. The two diverge on the supposed topic of these works, however. 

Jouanna maintains that our author is attesting to “discours qui défendaient les 

arts contre leurs détracteurs par une argumentation générale plus développée” 

(248), while Gomperz thinks that the lÒgoi constitute “eine Schrift 

metaphysisichen oder erkenntnistheoretischen Inhalts” (106). 

 We are told only that these other works (whether they are written lÒgoi 

we cannot say for sure) might offer clearer instruction per‹ toÊtvn, “concerning 

the above matters.” Chadwick and Mann must be wrong in their assumption, as 

in III 2 the author clearly contrasts such works with the present speech. 

Jouanna’s position is hardly more satisfactory: despite the range of topics 

discussed in chapter II, and the quite general reference to “the above matters,” 

he is confident that these works—his plural—all give sweeping arguments for the 

existence of t°xnh. This is not impossible, I suppose, but Gomperz’ interpretation 

is certainly more comfortable. The epistemological, ontological, and linguistic 

problems obscurely limned in chapter II are covered in greater detail in some 

other works, be they treatises, lectures or speeches. Gomperz is too hasty, of 

course, in supposing that they inhabit one particular lÒgow. There could easily be 

several that address these topics individually, or that address different aspects of 

these topics, etc. But he shows convincingly that this sort of locution is naturally 
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employed in Herodotus (I.106: §n •t°roisi lÒgoisi dhl≈sv), where the historian 

is undoubtedly referring to another, self-contained work of his own on the 

Assyrians. Similar phrases employing future passive verb forms occur in the 

Hippocratic Corpus, especially On Joints (40, 45), where the author seems to be 

alluding to other works of his own, though this is impossible to verify with 

complete certainty. 

 This last point is key, since the scholarly tension over this passage is a 

function of the tension over the authorship of On the Art. If we can show that 

these “other works” are 1) of a philosophical nature and 2) works by the author of 

On the Art, then we are well on our way to making the case that our author was 

not your everyday Greek doctor but rather an intellectual with catholic interests. 

Now, 1) is pretty clearly true. And Gomperz gives good—but not unassailable—

arguments for 2). What strikes me as particularly odd about the debate, however, 

is that no one has yet mentioned the fact that our author tells us rather bluntly 

that the views he is championing in chapter II are his views. The first words of the 

chapter are, after all, doke› dÆ µoi, “it seems to me.” When he turns to the theory 

of language, he writes o‰µai d' ¶gvge, not just “I think,” but rather “I can’t speak 

for anybody else, but I think....” Strictly speaking, of course, just because they are 

his views does not necessarily mean that they are original to our author. On the 

other hand, after Lloyd thoroughly demonstrated that first-person language 

becomes the hallmark of innovation in the Greek enlightenment from the early 

philosophers on (1987, 59-70), we have exceedingly little reason not to read On 

the Art as making some claim to originality. 

 (2) per ‹  d¢ fihtrik∞w , §w  taÊthn går ı lÒgow , taÊthw  oÔn tØn  

épÒdeijin poiÆsoµai ,  ka ‹  pr«tÒn ge diorieËµai ˘ noµ™ €zv fihtrikØn  

e ‰nai :] The practice of giving precise definitions of terms came into vogue in fifth-

century sophistic circles, epitomized by the preoccupation of the sophist Prodicus 

with making fine distinctions in meaning between words that were regarded as 

practically synonymous (Plato parodies Prodicus at Protagoras 337a-c). In 
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Phaedrus, Plato has Socrates commence his speech against love with a 

definition, chiding those who do not follow this procedure for beginning their 

discussions without agreeing on terms (237bff.). A definition on this account is 

supposed to establish the true nature of something, and this is not far from 

Aristotle’s view of definitions as of “what a thing is” (e.g., An. Post. II.3, 90b4ff). 

For our author, a definition is an account of “what something is,” and this seems 

to accord well with the notion of definition in the Phaedrus and in Aristotle, 

though we will have to wait until III 4 for more detail. 

 (3) tÚ dØ pãµpan épallãssein t«n noseÒntvn toÁw  

kaµãtouw  ka ‹  t«n noshµãtvn tåw  sfodrÒthtaw  éµblÊnein, ka ‹  tÚ 

µØ §gxeire ›n to›si kekrathµ°noisin ÍpÚ t«n noshµãtvn, efidÒtaw  

˜ti pãnta oÈ dÊnatai fihtrikÆ.] The adverb pãµpan modifies the verb 

épallãssein and not the entire sentence, as Jones would have it. His resistance 

is probably due to the apparent incongruity that results on my reading: the author 

claims that the physician's job is to completely cure diseases and ameliorate their 

violent effects. But which is it? Is the physician trying only to make a patient feel 

better, or does he really set for himself the ambitious goal of completely removing 

disease? Both, I think. Our author here gives an account of the three distinct 

kinds of activity that are to be included under the aegis of medicine, and we 

should think of these as disjunctive conditions, not as a single, compound 

condition. That is, a certain activity is a medical activity just in case it is either the 

complete removal of disease or the amelioration of violent symptoms or the 

refusal to treat a hopeless case. We may further suppose that these conditions 

are ranked in order of preference. Ideally, the physician will completely cure a 

patient of her ailment. When that is not possible, he will seek to help her manage 

the disease. When even that is impossible, he will refrain from treatment 

altogether. 

 In flagging the natural barriers to the perfect success of his art, our 

author’s definition of medicine resembles Isocrates’ account of rhetorical training 
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in Against the Sophists, where he writes that his pedagogy is capable of 

perfecting the speech of those with talent and to improve the speech of the 

untalented. 

For ability, whether in speaking or any other activity, depends upon a good 

nature [eÈfuÆw] and hands-on experience [§µpeir€a]. Education 

[pa€deusiw] makes such people more skilled [texnikÒw] and equips them 

for research [zhte›n]. For it teaches them to apprehend immediately the 

things they otherwise only stumble upon [eÈtugxãnein]. But it cannot 

develop those of an inferior nature into fine debaters or wordsmiths, 

though it can improve them and make them more sensible about many 

things. (13.14-15) 

The problem of success (and the lack thereof) in training students is already 

encountered in Protagoras (326e-327c), where Protagoras, like Isocrates, chalks 

bad pupils up to inferior natures. The point of contention is this: shouldn’t an art 

be successful in all the cases that fall within its scope? Shouldn’t medicine be 

able to cure all diseases? Hippocratic writers could be recklessly confident in 

their art’s beneficial efficacy, insinuating that it could achieve perfect success. In 

Regimen in Acute Diseases, the art “in fact has the extraordinary capacity to 

return all who are sick to health, to secure the condition of those who are already 

healthy, to bring about fitness in athletes and to deliver what each person desires 

(ka‹ går to›si nos°ousi pçsin §w Ígie€hn µ°ga ti dÊnatai ka‹ to›sin Ígia€nousin 

§w ésfãleian ka‹ to›sin ésk°ousin §w eÈej€hn ka‹ §w ˜ ti ßkastow §y°lei, IX.3-6). 

Our author’s response, in contrast, is to draw the eminently reasonable 

distinction between those cases of disease in which cure is physically impossible 

and those in which it is not. Of course, the physician cannot be criticized for 

failing to cure the first kind of patient. In fact, that he can distinguish such cases 

only proves his competence. Plato, too, concedes this point when Socrates says 

that “a first-rate captain or doctor, for example, knows the difference between 

what his craft can and can’t do. He attempts the first but lets the second go by, 
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and if he happens to slip, he can put things right” (Republic 360e-361a, trans. 

Grube and Reeve, Hackett). However, we might further refine the original 

critique: shouldn’t an art bestow upon its practitioners the power to succeed in all 

cases where success is possible? We will study our author’s reply in subsequent 

chapters of On the Art. 

At first, then, On the Art’s definition seems both more and less ambitious 

than the standard Hippocratic characterizations of medicine, which, unlike On the 

Art, usually aim less at complete cures per se but instead on generally benefiting 

the patient and promoting her health. So at Epidemics I.11.11-2, the business of 

medicine is, “regarding diseases, to practice two things: benefit or not harm” 

(éske›n per‹ tå nosÆµata dÊo, »fele›n µ µØ blãptein). Ancient Medicine 

claims that the discovery of medicine was undertaken “for the health, 

preservation and nourishment of human beings” (§p‹ tª toË ényr≈pou Ígie€˙ te 

ka‹ svthr€˙ ka‹ trofª, I.3.51-2). However, if we may attribute to our author the 

view that benefit is to be understood as the minimization of pain, harm, or 

distress, then we can unify his account of medicine as the “benefiting of the sick” 

under distinct but entirely plausible sets of circumstances. Refusing patients will 

indeed prove beneficial in some cases. For given the fact that many medical 

treatments were (as they still are) painful or uncomfortable, to apply them to a 

patient beyond help would only add to her discomfort.44 Nor is On the Art the only 

Hippocratic treatise to assign medicine the task of rejecting hopeless cases. 

It is correct to know what the diseases are and what their sources are, 

knowing which of them will be long and which short, which fatal and non-

fatal, which are in the process of changing, be it increase or decrease, 

which are major and minor. It is correct to cure what is treatable, but also 

                                            
44 Lloyd (1991, 254) disparages the refusal of hopeless cases as a “heads I win, 
tails you lose” proposition, but it is no such thing. For there is in fact a scenario in 
which “I lose,” namely that in which a patient whom the doctor refused to treat 
recovers her health. 
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to know what is not treatable and for what reason, and to benefit all such 

cases by treating them to the extent that they allow. (Diseases I 6 Potter) 

Some cases are curable; others can be treated but not cured; still others will be 

completely incurable and hence utterly untreatable. It is crucial that the physician 

be able to explain further why these latter are incurable. 

We should note how far this definition sets our author apart from the 

Platonic discussion of t°xnh. Medicine is not on his account a kind of knowledge. 

It is a kind of action or activity, or rather three kinds of action, each of which is 

determined in relation to three real classes of disease in the human body. There 

is a class of diseases that are curable; there is a second of incurable but 

treatable diseases; and finally, there is the class of incurable and untreatable 

diseases. As we will see, to which of these distinct classes a certain disease 

belongs is dependent upon its nature, the nature of the human body, and the 

natures of the tools available to the physician. As a consequence, our author 

holds the exceedingly un-Platonic view that someone may successfully employ 

the art even if he is in no way knowledgeable about it. This will be crucial to the 

argument against chance in chapter V. To be a physician, a genuine medical 

practitioner, one must of course have knowledge. But On the Art separates, at 

least in theory, the question of whether a certain t°xnh exists from the question 

of whether there are any genuine texn€tai. 

 (4) …w  oÔn poe ›  te taËta ka ‹  o·h t° §stin diå pantÚw  poie ›n,  

per ‹  toÊtou µoi ı loipÚw  lÒgow  ≥dh  ¶stai .] With diå pantÚw the author 

hints at the proper function of a definition: to identify those essential 

characteristics that the definiendum cannot fail to have. This brings the notion of 

definition into line with a popular Greek conception of nature, since, as we saw in 

Aristotle’s remarks on Antiphon, the nature of a thing is constituted by those 

qualities which persist through change, that is, that are always in the subject. 

Gillespie is very nearly correct when he concludes that the definition provides 

“the essence or nature or e‰dow of the art” (198). However, we should refine this 
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assessment on two points. First, I cannot agree that “the e‰dow is the system of 

rules by which the art of medicine actually does heal” (198). In accordance with 

what I have already argued, the extension of the term ‘medicine" is a set of 

actions, not bits of knowledge or rules (perhaps the latter is allowable as long as 

it is a way of characterizing action). The use of the verb poie›n here confirms this. 

Second, while on this definition medicine comprises three classes of action, I 

hesitate to call these the “form” of medicine on the grounds that there are three of 

them. Certainly our author does not mean that every medical action falls into all 

three classes. He means, of course, that every properly medical action will fall 

into one of these three categories. Rather than posit a disjunctive e‰dow for 

medicine, which would seem to violate the invariability demanded of fÊsiw, I 

suggest that we take as the e‰dow of medicine “minimizing the pain of the sick,” 

which is exhausted by the three classes distinguished in the definition. But III 4 is 

not intended merely to affirm the definition of medicine; our author is not simply 

saying, “Yes, indeed, these are the characteristics of medicine!” Nor does he 

mean that medicine always accomplishes these things in the sense that their 

treatments are infallible. (Though he sometimes speaks like this, he does 

concede the possibility of medical mistakes in chapter V.) He exploits the verb 

poie›n for the sense of actuality it imparts: “medicine really does do these 

things—these sorts of activities really do take place!” The author advances 

beyond a mere definition and, against those who deny the existence of the art, 

makes an existential claim. Perhaps there is some ambiguity, too, in what is 

denoted by “medicine.” It may refer to minimizing pain, regardless of whether 

doctors actually accomplish this with their treatments. Alternatively, it may refer 

to the actual practices of doctors, quite aside from the question of their efficacy. 

Probably our author intends to equate the two here: the treatments applied by 

doctors really are efficacious in minimizing pain. 

 (5) §n d¢ tª t∞w  t°xnhw  épode€jei ëµa ka ‹  toÁw  lÒgouw  t«n 

afisxÊnein aÈtØn  ofioµ°nvn énairÆsv , √ ín ßkastow  aÈt«n 
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prÆssein ti ofiÒµenow  tugxãn˙.] Lesley Dean-Jones suggests to me, quite 

plausibly, that there is ambiguity in √: our author means not only that he will 

refute medicine’s detractors where they think they’ve accomplished something, 

but also in the same way, that is, by turning their arguments against them. Thus, 

his strategy is to concede his opponent’s premises while disputing their 

conclusions. True, doctors sometimes make mistakes and fail to heal people.  

But this is itself proof of the art’s existence (chapter V), as is the physician’s 

unwillingness to undertake hopeless cases (chapter VIII). 

 Perhaps most interesting is the emergent notion of demonstration 

(épÒdeijiw). A demonstration is, for our author, a linguistic artifact, a lÒgow, 

presumably exhibiting a formal structure of some kind. At least, it is “about” (per€) 

something—but not just anything. The proper focus of a demonstration is a 

proposition, in this case the proposition that medicine exists, which we have 

glossed as the claim that there exists some action or actions that minimize the 

pain of the sick. The implication is that a demonstration is meant to provide 

reasons for accepting a certain conclusion, and this is distinct from, but not 

irrelevant to, refuting arguments in support of the contradictory position. 
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Commentary - Chapter IV 
 

 (1) ' ÄEsti µ¢n oÔn µoi érxØ toË lÒgou,  ∂ ka ‹  ıµologÆsetai 

parå pçsin :] The translation of this seemingly innocuous sentence actually 

warrants thorough discussion. If the author means by érxÆ merely "beginning" or 

"first point," no logical connection to the rest of the speech is implied. Thus, 

section IV may just present the first of several logically independent points.  This 

seems to be the way in which Isocrates, for example, employs similar language: 

tØn µ¢n oÔn érxØn toË lÒgou poiÆsoµai tØn érxØn toË g°nouw aÈt∞w (10.16). 

However, if the author means "first principle" in a more robust sense, then 

we must discern a logical connection between the central thesis of chapter IV 

and the rest of the speech.  The central thesis (given in IV 2) is that some of 

those who are treated regain their health, and this has a fairly obvious logical 

connection to any subsequent argument about the efficacy of medicine.  For if it 

is not admitted that there is any minimal correlation between medical treatment 

and regaining health, it is unclear how our author could argue that medicine is 

responsible for the recovery of patients.  Thus, the remainder of On the Art, 

which attempts to elucidate and defend the features of this correlation, is 

dependent upon this premise. 

Perhaps, then, something stronger than "beginning" is called for when 

translating érxÆ, and I opt simply for "premise," which correctly indicates the 

place of the succeeding sentence within the formal structure of the treatise. In 

today’s terms, a premise is supposed to be true, at least within the context of the 

argument in which it is a premise, which is not to say of course that it is 

necessarily self-evident. On the Art’s érxÆ, then, is more than a premise in our 

sense, I think, insofar as it seems to be the sort of proposition to which all would 

agree without demanding further justification. Thus, it anticipates to some degree 

the Aristotelian notion, with the important exception that our author’s érxÆ need 

not be a scientific axiom but may simply be the premise of an argument (cf. An. 
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Post. I.2, 71b19-33). For, unlike Aristotle’s demonstrations, On the Art is not an 

explanation, but only an argument—what Aristotle would have called a dialectical 

deduction. 

The phrase érxØ toË lÒgou is not ubiquitous in pre-Socratic thought and 

is found mostly in the fragments of more literary-minded figures. Ion of Chios (DK 

36 B1) identifies his érxØ toË lÒgou with the thesis that “all things are three and 

nothing is more or less than these three things.” The use of érxÆ may have 

some logical import here, indicating a proposition that serves as a basis for all 

further deductions about the nature of things, though we can only speculate, 

since exceedingly little of the lÒgow that followed is extant. In the case of 

Gorgias (Helen, DK 82B11), the phrase doesn’t seem to indicate anything more 

than the beginning of his speech. In any event, neither Ion nor Gorgias seems to 

require that his érxÆ is universally accepted. Of all the pre-Socratics, On the Art 

recalls most vividly the physiologically preoccupied philosopher Diogenes of 

Apollonia, who employs the notion of an érxØ toË lÒgou in a similar way: “it 

seems to me that a person beginning any argument (lÒgou pantÚw érxÒµenon) 

must provide an indisputable premise (tØn érxØn énaµfisbÆthton), as well as 

an explanation (•rµhne€a) that is simple and serious” (DK 64 B1). 

The Hippocratic writers were divided on the question of whether medicine 

itself had an érxÆ, though they take the term to indicate more than a mere 

logical or discursive starting-point. Diseases I vigorously denies that medicine 

has an érxÆ. 

There is no demonstrated first principle of medicine [érxØ d¢ fiÆsiow 

épodedeigµ°nh]45 that is correctly a first principle for the entire art, nor is 

there a second, nor a middle nor an end. Rather, we begin sometimes by 

speaking, sometimes by acting, and we finish similarly. And when 

speaking, we do not start from the same words, not even if we speak 
                                            
45 Compare to Aristotle, for whom a first principle was indemonstrable (ibid.). 
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about the same things, nor do we finish in the same words. By the same 

account, then, when acting we do not start from the same actions, nor do 

we finish in the same actions. (9 Potter) 

The sense of érxÆ above is not “explanatory principle” or “axiom,” but more 

something in the way of “procedural starting-point,” “rule” or “point of method.” 

The practice of medicine doesn’t have any strict rules for how its procedures 

should be carried out. In contrast, Ancient Medicine insists that medicine has an 

érxÆ, but the term carries heavier theoretical weight. 

Long have all things existed for medicine, both its first principle [érxÆ] and 

its method [ıdÒw] having been discovered, according to which many 

excellent discoveries have been made over the course of a long period, 

and the remaining discoveries will be made so long as someone adequate 

conducts his investigation beginning from these with a knowledge of past 

discoveries. (II.1-5 Jones) 

 

For the first principle [érxÆ] of the medical art would never have been 

discovered or investigated—for there would have been no need—if the 

same regimen and treatment benefited sick people that the healthy enjoy, 

whether it consist of eating or drinking or other measures, nor if a different 

regimen were not better for them. (III.1-6 Jones) 

All medicine proceeds systematically from the fundamental observation that the 

regimen of the healthy harms the sick, and vice versa. Why do people get sick? 

The author offers the general explanatory principle that illness is caused by 

improper regimen. Further elaboration of this principle—what the proper 

regimens are for certain physiological types, and why they are what they are—

constitute the discoveries of medicine that remain to be made. 

 In summary, then, we can develop a fuller picture of the épÒdeijiw as it 

appears in On the Art. It is a lÒgow based on a universally accepted premise, or 

érxÆ, where érxÆ is to be understood as a discursive, and perhaps logical, 
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starting point. It is constructed with the intent to prove a certain conclusion, the 

terms of which are clearly specified in a definition given at the outset. Though we 

don’t know with certainty whether universal acceptability, much less self-

evidence, is the author’s criterion for adopting definitions or premises, he, like 

Diogenes of Apollonia, foreshadows the Aristotelian and Stoic idea (Sextus 

Empiricus, PH II.135-43) that an épÒdeijiw moves from what is evident or 

immediately known to a conclusion that is in itself less evident.46 And while we 

cannot be sure he would have given this account of demonstration generally, we 

can still credit him here with a practical example of an épÒdeijiw that emphasizes 

its logical features over rhetorical style. In this, at least, he exceeds our 

expectations of the “mere” sophist. 

 (2) ˜ti µ¢n ¶nioi §jugia€nontai t«n yerapeuoµ°nvn  ÍpÚ 

fihtrik∞w  ıµologe ›tai .] I have resisted the passive constructions previously 

employed to translate §jugia€nontai. They are subtly misleading insofar as they 

suggest a legitimate case of agent causation (especially Jones’ "healed," which 

seems to me straightforwardly transitive).  But our author is not simply assuming 

what he wants to prove.  Instead, his choice of words is more careful: the 

patients have "come to be healthy," and the author's task is to show that this  

resulted from an application of genuine medical knowledge. The sentence cannot 

mean: “some of those treated by medicine are healed by it.” (That this would be 

the more natural sense if §jugiãzesyai were the correct reading speaks 

decisively against it, I should think.) As the following passages make plain, our 

author is arguing against detractors who would in fact deny that medicine ever 

heals anyone. What they cannot deny, however, is the mere fact that there are 

cases in which a patient is treated and she recovers. The author’s task is to show 

that this was because the doctor knew what he was doing. 

                                            
46 Also relevant to this issue are my remarks on chapter XIII, which deal with the 
distinction between épÒdeijiw and §p€deijiw. 
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 (3) ˜ti d¢ oÈ pãntew , §n toÊtƒ ≥dh  c°getai ≤ t°xnh, ka ‹  fas ‹n 

ofl tå xe€rv l°gontew  diå toÁw  èliskoµ°nouw  ÍpÚ t«n noshµãtvn 

ka ‹  toÁw  épofeÊgontaw  aÈtå tÊx˙ épofeÊgein ka ‹  oÈ diå tØn 

t°xnhn .] The author introduces chance, a subject that will occupy him for the 

next three chapters. Chance is identified as an alternative to the art; either 

convalescence is caused by the art, or it is the work of chance. But how is 

chance to be construed? As itself a genuine cause, or perhaps as a certain way 

of being caused? Aristotle, in Book 2 of his Physics, conceives of chance and 

luck (tÚ éutÒµaton and tÊxh, respectively) as “the spatio-temporal intersection 

of causal chains” (Hankinson 1998, 137). Lucky events are those that are not 

done for a purpose, though they could have been.  If a man goes to the 

marketplace to buy some cloth, and while there collects a debt from an 

acquaintance, Aristotle says the collection of the money occurred by tÊxh, since 

the man did not go to the marketplace with the intention of collecting the money. 

In On the Art, however, the physician applies his treatment with the intention of 

restoring his patient to health, and indeed the patient regains her health. 

Nevertheless, the doctor’s detractors cry “tÊxh!” 

The concept of chance at issue in On the Art is not the metaphysical, 

Aristotelian one. Rather, it is completely epistemic. Both our author and the 

detractors of medicine will agree that some of the treatments doctors apply in 

particular cases really do heal the patients. But the detractors charge further that 

doctors don't know that their treatments will be successful, nor can they give an 

accurate explanation as to why they are successful, nor can they reliably 

reproduce the effect. 

 (4) §g∆ d¢ oÈk époster°v µ¢n oÈd '  aÈtÚw  tØn tÊxhn ¶rgon 

oÈdenÒw , ≤geËµai  d¢ to›si µ¢n kak«w  yerapeuoµ°noisi nosÆµasi tå 

pollå tØn étux€hn ßpesyai , to›si  d¢ eÔ tØn eÈtux€hn .] Despite first 

appearances, our author is not merely reiterating the claim that medicine really 

does cause patients to regain their health. Instead, he is making a quasi-
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statistical claim. Subjects suffering from illness, when treated by a doctor, have a 

high recovery rate, whereas subjects in a “control” group, who are treated by 

someone lacking expertise, have a poor recovery rate. Technically speaking, he 

need only show that treated subjects have a consistently higher, not high, 

recovery rate, to argue that treatment is not a matter of chance. However, he 

wants to suggest a stronger correlation between treatment and recovery, since 

his task is to rule out all explanations for patient recovery other than medical 

expertise. For if there were other, significant causal mechanisms that influenced 

health (whether or not they were understood by physicians), maintaining that 

medical expertise gave the physician a substantial edge over the layman in the 

treatment of patients would become more difficult. 

Our author senses that he can hold up this statistical "fact" as evidence 

that medicine has some real effect on the probability of outcomes without getting 

into the details of the causal mechanisms by which medicine operates.47 He does 

not deny that chance events occur, only that medicine’s successes are such 

events. (In fact, our author’s argument for medicine in chapter V will turn on a 

purely epistemic notion of chance.) If they were, the probability of a favorable 

outcome should be the same for "well treated" and "poorly treated" subjects alike. 

The argument in On the Art bears some similarity to remarks on chance in 

Ancient Medicine. 

Some practitioners are poor, while others are much better. This would not 

be the case if medicine absolutely were not, nor if its observations and 

discoveries had never been made. Rather, all would be similarly 

inexperienced and ignorant, and the affairs of the sick would be 

administered by chance (tÊxh). (I.11-16 Jones) 

                                            
47 Properly speaking, the ancients didn’t have statistics, but that does not trouble 
the point here. Our author is merely expressing a basic intuition about the 
statistical relations between causes and effects, for which he needs no recourse 
to actual statistics. 
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Lack of variation in the success rates of physicians is consistent with the claim 

that health is meted out by chance, not art, and both of these scenarios would 

come to pass if there were no art. But success rates do vary, and this indicates 

that medicine has real consequences for the health of its patients. There really 

are treatments that affect a patient’s health for the better, and some physicians 

have managed, through research, to identify them and include them in their 

professional repertoire. 

 Both authors recognize that they need not show a perfect correlation 

between event-types to justify their claim about medicine. (In chapter IX of 

Ancient Medicine, the author takes the view that perfect success is generally 

unachievable.) Here in chapter IV of On the Art, the issue is whether medicine, if 

it can be said to be the cause of patient recovery, must be a perfectly sufficient 

condition for patient recovery. Our author rejects this as too high a standard, 

replacing it with his “statistical” criterion. We may contrast this with approaches 

elsewhere in the Hippocratic Corpus that adopt a strict sufficient condition 

criterion. The Sacred Disease is especially relevant. For the author of this 

treatise seeks to show that magic rites and purifications are not causally 

efficacious in bringing about health in the sick. The kind of argument he uses 

parallels that of the detractors in On the Art. 

I suppose no Libyan living in the interior region could be healthy, since 

they lie on goat skins and eat goat flesh, as they have neither blanket nor 

cloak nor shoe that is not from the goat. For there are no livestock 

available to them other than goats. (II.35-40 Jones) 

The author can only attribute this absurd view to the magicians on the 

assumption that whatever is responsible for the disease (and its cure) must have 

this effect in every case. If goat-use is the cause of epilepsy, then all Libyans 

must have the disease, since their existence depends on goats. 

Finally, we should take care to separate the play on words from our 

author’s more serious remarks on chance. When the author speaks of “good 
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chances” for those who are treated well, he does not mean that their recoveries 

are the result of chance, but rather that they fare well. The same word play is in 

effect in a relevant chapter of Places in Man. First, the writer uses chance (tÊxh) 

to mean coincidence in much the same way that we encounter it in On the Art. 

Then, in what sense does medicine need tÊxh? For if there are obvious 

medications indicated in diseases, I hold that these medications do not 

depend upon tÊxh to make the diseases better—if they really are 

medications: for if these medications administered in diseases only help 

when they have tÊxh, then they are no more making the patients well 

than non-medications would with good luck. (Places in Man 46 Potter, 

trans. Potter) 

Treatments that rely on chance, then, are irrelevant to recovery, and are no more 

“medicine” than any other irrelevant procedure. Suddenly, however, he begins to 

extol the virtues of tÊxh in medicine. 

On the other hand, anyone who excludes tÊxh from medicine or any other 

art, saying that those who understand a given matter thoroughly do not 

employ tÊxh, seems to me to know himself that that this is incorrect. For I 

hold that those alone have good and bad luck respectively [§pitugxãnein 

ka‹ étuxe›n], who understand well and poorly how to do something. For to 

have good luck [§pitugxãnein] is to do the correct thing, and those with 

understanding do this. But to have bad luck [étuxe›n] is this: to do badly 

what one does not understand. (ibid.) 

Good and bad luck here just mean a good or bad outcome. Doctors who know 

what they’re doing have patients who fare well; those who don’t, don’t. 

 (5) ¶peita d¢ ka ‹  p«w  oÂÒn t ' ¶sti to›w  §jugianye ›sin êllo ti 

afitiÆsasyai µ tØn t°xnhn , e ‡per xre≈µenoi aÈtª ka ‹  Ípourg°ontew  

Ígiãnyhsan ;] The focus shifts from general skepticism about claims of medical 

expertise to particular cases in which a doctor’s treatment comes into question. 
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Again, it may seem as though our author begs the question. Isn’t he assuming 

that the patients recovered by using and submitting to medicine, when this is 

precisely what’s at issue? Here I think the translation of Chadwick and Mann 

(“what else but medical skill can be responsible for the cures of patients when 

they have received medical attention?”) is instructive, as it takes the participles 

not as indicating means but rather simultaneity of action with respect to the 

action of the main verb. These patients recovered when they were treated. That 

is nothing new. Our author established from the outset that some patients 

recover when they are treated. His point here, rather, is that these patients made 

a voluntary decision to undergo therapy; we may conclude, then, that there was 

some time at which these patients at least tacitly accepted the statistical claim 

expressed at IV 4. Now why would they have submitted themselves to treatment 

unless they accepted as empirical fact that medical treatment for the most part is 

correlated with recovery? And, since they recovered, what new data can they 

add to this except the fact of their own recovery, which will only bolster 

medicine’s empirical case? 

Gomperz’ glosses this sentence thus: 

Sobald ein Kranker sich in größerem oder geringerem Maße ärztlicher 

Hilft bedient hat, so läßt sich nicht, wenigstens nicht ohne eindringende 

Analyse des Falles, der direkte empirische Beweis dafür einbringen, daß 

die Genesung auch ohne die ärztliche Behandlung erfölgt wäre. (111) 

This nineteenth-century insight holds up well. Gomperz dubbed this kind of 

argument “advokatenhaft,” and we must agree that there is something lawyerly 

about it. Our author is less concerned with demonstrating the truth of his 

empirical claim than with overriding objections to it. His strategy betrays a flair for 

courtroom drama: the detractors are accused of giving inconsistent testimony, 

and we the jury are left to speculate as to their motivation for changing tunes. 

The diction only reinforces this feeling. The detractors “hold chance responsible” 
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(afitiçsyai) for their recoveries, but our author does not. Still, he is careful not to 

“rob” (épostere›n) chance of its “property” (¶rgon). 

 (6) tÚ µ¢n går  t∞w  tÊxhw  e ‰dow  cilÚn  oÈk §boulÆyhsan 

yeÆsasyai , §n  ⁄ tª t°xn˙ §p°trecan sfçw  aÈtoÊw , Àste t∞w  µ¢n §w  

tØn tÊxhn énafor∞w  éphllagµ°noi  efis€ , t∞w  µ°ntoi §w  tØn t°xnhn  

oÈk éphllagµ°noi :] This and the final sentence of the chapter elaborate on 

the implicit charge leveled against the detractors in IV 5. They are especially 

interesting in that they revive the technical terminology from chapter II, offering 

us the opportunity to study our author’s application of the theory sketched there. 

The verb yeçsyai is familiar from II 3, where it meant “observe perceptually,” and 

this instance seems consistent, especially as the object of perception here is an 

e‰dow, which we will recognize from II 7-10. Chance has a form. It is a real kind of 

event (though perhaps in an attenuated sense48), and the author does not deny 

this. But what are we to make of his talk of “deciding” or “being willing” to observe 

or not to observe this form? It makes no sense, in normal parlance, to say that I 

choose not to see a cat when there is a cat standing on the windowsill. I stand in 

no such volitional relation to my sense perceptions. 

 Instead, I submit that our author has in mind something along the following 

lines. Our author’s claim is that, for the most part, physicians are able to effect a 

change in sick patients, turning them into healthy people. This is a purely 

empirical claim that can be verified by observing individual cases and 

documenting the results. If it is true, then we may say (in anticipation of later 

Aristotelian considerations) that medical expertise has causal power and 

therefore a legitimate form. But if not, then we must admit that correlations 

between treatment and recovery are coincidental, an instance of chance. But this 

conclusion, too, would be based on observational data. This, then, is the sense in 

                                            
48 It is a good question what it means for there to be a form or natural kind of 
chance. Perhaps this is merely a way of speaking; Jim Hankinson suggests to 
me, quite plausibly, that the expression is ironic. 
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which forms are observed. The author’s remark that patients are not willing to 

observe the form of chance is a strained way of pointing out that their actions 

imply an acceptance of certain empirical facts about the world. They chose to 

draw the conclusions they did—over these they have control—based on their 

past observations of doctors and patients, the content of which they could not 

control. 

 The language of the passage deserves extensive comment. The phrase 

t∞w µ¢n §w tØn tÊxhn énafor∞w éphllagµ°noi appears to have long baffled 

translators. Gomperz gives “der Herrschaft des Zufalls ledig,” Jones “freed from 

dependence upon luck,” and Jouanna “éloignés de rapporter la guérison au 

hazard.” In legal terms, however, épallãssein meant “to discharge” (see 

Demosthenes 36.25, 37.21), and, according to the LSJ, énaforã has been 

discovered in third-century legal papyri and epigraphy with the meaning 

“payment” or “installment.” Extending the metaphor introduced earlier, when he 

promised not to defraud chance of its due, our author treats the question of 

causal efficacy as though he were prosecuting a breach-of-contract case before 

a court of law. The patients agreed to treat medicine as a legitimate party to the 

contract, only to go back on the deal once services had been rendered. With this, 

our author moves beyond mere metaphor: his argument may be used by any 

doctor refused payment for his services. In the context of the debate over causal 

efficacy, the ad hominem assault on medicine’s detractors is merciless, not to 

mention hilarious. Their objections do not proceed from any genuine concern 

about the empirical evidence for certain causal claims but are part of a pathetic 

ploy to avoid paying their medical bills!  

 For maximum rhetorical effect, our author inspires his legalese with a 

good dose of old-time religion.49 He alleges that the patients turned themselves 

over to medicine (tª t°xn˙ §p°trecan sf°aw aÈtoÊw), as though they were 

putting themselves in the hands of a god—the phrase §pitr°pein t“ y°ƒ is a 
                                            
49 Ducatillon notes this in passing, but never explains it (1977a, 46). 
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commonplace in Homer (Odyssey XXII.289, XIX.502).50 Thus, On the Art poses 

the causal controversy as a theological crisis: which god should be thanked for 

the patients’ recovery? Should it be TÊxh? Or should T°xnh receive our praise? 

These patients consulted T°xnh when they were in trouble,51 but now they give 

the glory to TÊxh. Our author may be trading on medicine’s close association 

with its patron divinity, Aesclepius. Bringing the pressure of public religious 

sentiment to bear on his opponents, he demands they give the art its due. Who 

has the hubris to stiff Aesclepius? The religious overtones also explain the 

curious use of the verb Ípourge›n in the preceding sentence.52 It is possible, too, 

that our author exploits yeçsyai for an intuited etymological connection to 

yevrÒw, a representative sent to interact with the divine. 

 (7) §n ⁄ går §p°trecan aÈtª sfçw  ka ‹  §p€steusan, §n toÊtƒ 

aÈt∞w  ka ‹  tÚ e ‰dow  §sk°canto ka ‹  tØn dÊnaµ in perany°ntow  toË 

¶rgou ¶gnvsan .] This sentence adds pisteÊein to its repertoire of religious 

rhetoric and echoes ırçta€ te ka‹ gin≈sketai from II 6 with the verbal pair 

§sk°canto ka‹ ¶gnvsan. By demonstrating that medicine is both seen and 

conceived, the author puts the fact of its existence beyond dispute, at least 

according to his own philosophical principles. I have discussed above in what 

sense the patients have observed the form of the art instead of the form of 

chance. There is an important distinction being made here between seeing and 

conceiving. The real is conceived insofar as it is seen. “Power” is a reference to 
                                            
50 In Attic legal discourse, §pitr°pein frequently is used to signal that a dispute is 
being turned over to a third party for arbitration or judgment (Thucydides IV.54, 
IV.83; Demosthenes 27.1, 59.45). Accordingly, our author is reminding the 
patient that he agreed to treat the doctor's judgment as the final word on the 
matter of his health. 
51 Cf. xrçsyai ye“, Aeschines, 3.124; Aristotle, Politics VII.1, 1323b21-5; 
Herodotus IV.78.4. 
52 Cf. Pausanias, Description of Greece VI.6.9 to›w µ¢n dØ tå ÍpÚ toË yeoË 
prostetagµ°na ÍpourgoËsi; elsewhere in the Corpus, it is the doctor who is 
depicted in the service of medicine: Epidemics I 11.13-4. 
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the causal properties of medical treatment, namely the power to cause 

recoveries in sick patients. By submitting to treatment, the patient acknowledges 

certain empirical facts that entail the existence of the form of medicine, which is 

tantamount to acknowledging its causal power. When she recovers after having 

been treated, she must recognize that her own case confirms the efficacy of 

medicine. At least, it gives her no grounds for skepticism. 
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Commentary - Chapter V 
 

(1) 'Ere ›  dØ ı ténant€a l°gvn  ˜ti pollo‹  ≥dh  ka ‹  oÈ 

xrhsãµenoi fihtr“ nos°ontew  Ígiãnyhsan, ka ‹  §g∆ t“ lÒgƒ oÈk 

épist°v .] Our author continues his defense against the charge that recovery is 

due to chance, though the specific charge against which he is arguing has 

changed. In chapter IV, he was concerned to deflect the demand that the 

employment of medical expertise be a perfectly sufficient condition for patient 

recovery. Now, his opponent tries to build a case around the fact that many 

recover without consulting a physician, exposing the fact that medicine doesn’t 

seem to be a necessary condition of recovery, either. This criticism will prompt 

from our author a response that constitutes one of the more interesting lines of 

argument in On the Art. 

It is worth pointing out that this sentence, in which our author agrees with 

an empirical claim put forward by the critic, echoes the first sentence of the 

previous chapter, in which our author put forward his own empirical claim that he 

expected to be accepted by all. 

(2) doke ›  d° µoi oÂÒn te e ‰nai  ka ‹  fihtr“ µØ xrevµ°nouw  fihtrikª 

perituxe ›n, oÈ µØn  Àste efid°nai ˜ ti ÙryÚn §n  aÈtª ¶ni µ ˜ ti µØ 

ÙryÒn,  éll '  Àste §pituxe ›n toiaËta yerapeÊsantew  •vutoÁw  

ıpo›ãper ín §yerapeÊyhsan  efi ka ‹  fihtro›sin §xr°vnto .] From the 

translator’s standpoint, one of the top priorities must be to convey the 

etymological relation to tÊxh borne by the verbs peritugxãnein and 

§pitugxãnein. To accomplish this in English, one needs to employ for each word 

some construction involving “chance.” In this context, there is little difference 

between the two, both meaning essentially “to chance upon,” though perhaps 

§pitugxãnein connotes success or accomplishment, and so I use “hit upon by 

chance.” 
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 Thus, chance does play a role in medicine, though a narrowly 

circumscribed one. Chance in this sense is purely epistemic. One may only come 

across medicine by chance if one does not know what medical treatment is 

proper to the affliction from which one is suffering. One does not gain proper 

knowledge by thus chancing upon remedies. Our author is careful to note that a 

patient who happens to bring about her own recovery does not thereby gain 

knowledge of what is correct or incorrect—and this is deemed essential to 

practicing an art. Upon reflection, we see that it would be absurd for our author to 

attribute to lucky laymen any genuine technical knowledge. If they had acquired 

such knowledge, they would not then be in a position to question the art’s 

legitimacy. This chapter is not merely an occasion to harp on this glaring 

contradiction. Rather, our author’s point is more subtle, but we shall better 

appreciate this after proceeding a bit farther in the text. 

 On the Art is careful here not to broach the subject of “lucky guesses” as 

they pertain to the doctor’s performance. For if a layman might apply the correct 

treatment without really knowing why it works, then couldn’t we attribute at least 

some (even if not all) of the physician’s successes to the same phenomenon? In 

relying upon chance in healing, the doctor would be shown not to have the 

exhaustive knowledge of health and disease to which he lays claim. The author 

of Diseases I admits that 

physicians produce the following good results by chance 

[§pitux€a]...When a patient has pus in a tubercle of the upper cavity, and 

the physician, not knowing this is the case, gives him a drug that purges 

phlegm upward, the patient vomits pus and becomes healthy. (8 Potter) 

Here, the physician applies the correct treatment with the full intention of thereby 

curing his patient. However, the physician does not actually know what the 
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patient is suffering from: he has misdiagnosed the illness. Like the layman in On 

the Art, then, the doctor succeeds without knowledge.53 

 On the Art will allow not leave even this much of the doctors craft to 

chance, and this is understandable given the conceptual tension in the Greek 

mind between t°xnh and tÊxh. What is left to chance is not under our control. 

This sentiment finds expression in Places in Man. 

For anyone who has an understanding of medicine in this way depends 

very little upon tÊxh, but is able to do good with or without tÊxh. For the 

whole of medicine has been established, and the excellent principles 

discovered in it clearly have very little need of tÊxh. tÊxh is arbitrary and 

cannot be commanded, and even prayer cannot make it come; but 

understanding can be commanded, and of itself represents tÊxh, 

whenever the person who has knowledge employs it...If someone is 

ignorant how could he ever have tÊxh? For even if he should have tÊxh 

in some particular thing: by not acting correctly he would not have tÊxh, 

since he did not do the other appropriate things. (46 Potter, trans. Potter) 

Chance bestows its gifts arbitrarily and unreliably, whereas knowledge will 

produce regular control over outcomes. This much the author of On the Art would 

accept. However, Places in Man goes further. Medical procedures are incredibly 

complicated, contends the author. The probability of hitting upon a correct 

medical procedure is so low as to make it practically impossible. By contrast, On 

the Art supposes that such luck is commonplace. 

 (3) ka ‹  toËtÒ ge tekµÆrion  µ°ga tª oÈs€˙ t∞w  t°xnhw  ˜ti 

§oËsã t° §sti ka ‹  µegãlh, ˜pou ge fa€nontai ka ‹  ofl µØ noµ €zontew  

aÈtØn e ‰nai  sƒzÒµenoi  di ' aÈtÆn :] It is important to maintain etymological 

                                            
53 As R.J. Hankinson has pointed out to me, the remarks on chance in Diseases I 
shares a common element with the Aristotelian notion, as well. The physician did 
not intend to cure the patient by purging the tubercle in the patient’s upper cavity, 
though he might have done so. 
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consistency with respect to translating µ°ga and µegãlh so as to capture the 

rhetorical flourish here. Previous translations, English or otherwise, ignore the 

wordplay and so fail to convey the sophistic intricacy of diction. 

This sentence returns to the exploitation of legal and religious language. 

Our author gives what is said to be a tekµÆrion, a piece of evidence or a proof. A 

tekµÆrion serves as a solid foundation from which we may tekµa€resyai, draw 

conclusions or make inferences about what is not obvious to us.54 It is a legal 

term as well as a medical one. (Antiphon’s court speeches, for example, are rife 

with it.) Our author pursues his argument as though he were trying to convince a 

jury that medicine has being. What force does this piece of evidence have? 

Logically, not much that is of special interest. If we accept that an unbeliever was 

saved by medicine, then it goes without saying that medicine is capable of 

saving, that is, that it has being. This is a valid deduction but a trivial one, too. 

Not trivial, however, is the concentration of religious sentiment brought to 

bear. Medicine is exalted as a benevolent and magnanimous god, willing to save 

even those wretches who disrespect it. The detractors, meanwhile, are depicted 

as ungrateful agnostics who spit in the face of their protective divinity while 

hypocritically reaping the benefits of his care. This harks back to the insistence in 

chapter IV that gods be given their due. It is also another piece of circumstantial 

evidence in support of the hypothesis that Protagoras is included among the 

detractors, insofar as agnosticism about medicine (he conspicuously places the 

participle noµ€zontew under the scope of the negation here, not the infinitive e‰nai, 

in contrast to II 1) is compared to agnosticism about the gods. Our author could 

be defaming Protagoras’ technical skepticism by associating it with his 

outrageous theological skepticism.55 

                                            
54 This lends the verb fa€nesyai special significance, as Alex Mourelatos has 
alerted me. The disbelieving patients are “exhibits” or “perceptible indications” of 
medicine’s hidden power. 
55 Cf. Decorum: “Indeed, it is especially knowledge of the gods that medicine 
weaves into the mind. For in the case of disease and injury generally, medicine is 
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As both Jouanna and Gomperz bring to our attention, this sentence is 

extremely similar to one in the Hippocratic Precepts: 
µetå toÊtvn d¢ pãntvn µ°ga ín tekµÆrion fane€h [sÁn] tª oÊsi˙ t∞w 

t°xnhw, e‡ tiw kal«w fihtreÊvn prosagoreÊsiow toiaÊthw µØ éposta€h, 

keleÊvn to›si nos°ousi µhd¢n Ùxle›syai katå diãnoian §n t“ speÊdein 

éfik°syai §w kairÚn svthr€hw: (IX.1-6 Jones) 

 

With all these things it would appear powerful evidence for the being of the 

art if some excellent practitioner did not refrain from the following greeting, 

bidding the sick not to think disturbed thoughts in their haste to reach the 

opportune moment of their recovery. 

Did the author of Precepts lift this expression from On the Art? In his introduction 

to Precepts (1923a, 305-11), Jones makes a convincing case that Precepts is 

influenced by Epicurean thought. Assuming a fifth-century date for On the Art, 

then, the chronology is not an impediment. The theoretical commitments laid 

bare in chapter I of Precepts are certainly sympathetic with the views presented 

in On the Art. Both insist on the faithfulness of sense-perception to the things that 

are and the importance of empirical fact—as opposed to mere words—to 

acquiring genuine medical knowledge. 

 (4) pollØ går énãgkh ka ‹  toÁw  µØ xrevµ°nouw  fihtro›si ,  

nosÆsantaw  d¢ ka ‹  Ígiasy°ntaw  efid°nai , ˜ti µ  dr«nt°w  ti µ µØ 

dr«ntew  Ígiãnyhsan : (5) µ går ésit€˙ µ polufag€˙, µ pot“ pl°oni 

µ d€c˙, µ loutro›sin µ élous€˙, µ pÒnoisin µ  ≤sux€˙, µ Ïpnoisin µ 

égrupn€˙, µ tª èpãntvn  toÊtvn taraxª xre≈µenoi Ígiãnyhsan .] 

The various measures enumerated can be found in other treatises in the 

Hippocratic Corpus. With the exception of polufag€h, an unusual word that 

occurs only in On the Art, the other terms are ubiquitous in the Corpus as factors 

                                                                                                                                  
found to sit in the gods’ high regard. And physicians have showed appropriate 
respect to the gods” (VI.1-5 Jones). 
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affecting health and sickness. Whatever the identity of our author, he has done 

enough homework so as to know what sorts of routine regimental prescriptions a 

Greek physician handed out. 

At first sight, we might worry that he is frontloading the main argument. He 

needs to show that 1) the recovered must hold some factor or factors responsible 

for their recovery, but also (and crucially) that 2) these are the same factors that 

constitute the bulk of the measures recommended in the course of medical 

practice. Putting off 1) for the moment, it seems as though he is artificially 

truncating the list of possibly influential factors, limiting them to the sorts of things 

physicians might employ. If this is the only consideration in favor of 2), he’s in 

trouble. 

 However, I don’t believe it’s fair to accuse him of such contrivance. 

Indeed, there are many treatments (the whole classes of pharmaceutical and 

surgical, for example) he does not include in this list. Furthermore, it seems plain 

that these are examples meant to illustrate the more general category of  “doing 

something or not doing something” and should not be taken as exhaustive of this 

category. Eating, drinking, bathing, sleeping and exercising just are the sorts of 

activities in which we engage on a regular basis as necessary parts of our lives. 

We should bear in mind that his list must include activities that a person is likely 

to use in curing herself by accident. There is good reason to leave out surgery 

and exotic drugs: the average person would never hit upon these cures by 

chance. 

 Gomperz compares this passage to the famous “relativity of goods” 

speech by Protagoras at Protagoras 334a-c (112). He calls it “stürmisch 

hastenden” and “häufenden,” but this is flatly contradicted by the painstaking 

construction of its language. He further contends that both the Protagorean 

remark and this list of therapeutic factors demonstrate the relative nature both of 

the qualities of things and of the means available to us for influencing them. 

However, I don’t detect in On the Art any emphasis on relativity per se (in 
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contrast to Ancient Medicine, for example, which stresses the relative healthiness 

of certain regimens to different physiological types), and I cannot see how this 

point would help the argument—it may well hinder it. 

 (6) ka ‹  t“ »fel∞syai pollØ énãgkh  aÈtoÊw  §stin §gnvk°nai ,  

˜ ti ∑n  tÚ »fel∞san,  ka ‹  e ‡  t€ gÉ §blãbhsan, t“ blab∞nai ,  ˜ ti  ∑n 

tÚ blãcan . (7) tå går t“ »fel∞syai ka ‹  tå t“ beblãfyai  

…risµ°na , oÈ pçw  flkanÚw  gn«nai ;] The quandary is essentially this: shall 

we read ˜ti ∑n ti tÚ »fel∞san / ˜ti ∑n ti tÚ blãcan at V 6, following 

Gomperz and Heiberg? Or ˜ ti ∑n tÚ »fel∞san / ˜ ti ∑n tÚ blãcan, with 

Ermerins, Jones, and Jouanna? The first option produces the modest claim 

(henceforth, the “Weak Interpretation”) that whoever was benefited or harmed 

must acknowledge that something was doing the benefiting or harming. On the 

second, our author is much bolder: whoever was benefited or harmed must know 

exactly what it was that caused it (henceforth, the “Strong Intepretation”).56 

 Textually, we are torn. One of the main manuscripts, A, has the second ti 

but not the first. Other manuscripts have neither. There is any number of 

plausible stories that could be confected to explain how an original text with ti in 

both places or neither place could have been the ancestor of the surviving MSS. 

Gomperz and Heiberg emend to read two occurrences of ti, though I must add 

that the indefinite pronouns are somewhat beside the point. While their inclusion 

demands that we read ˜ti, not ˜ ti, we may read ˜ti even without the ti and still 

limit our author to only the more modest of the two assertions, though the syntax 

is a trifle more awkward. Between ˜ti and ˜ ti we cannot decide on textual 

grounds alone. 

 That being the case, let us examine the interpretive grounds for adopting ˜ 

ti. Jones curtly dismisses Gomperz’ version: 

                                            
56 The difference between the Strong and Weak readings is just the difference 
between a de re and de dicto construal of the patient’s purported belief. 
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It would surely make the sentence a flat repetition of the preceding one. I 

take the sequence of thought to be this. Cures apparently spontaneous 

are not really so. The cure has its cause, e.g., a bath or a sleep, and the 

fact that the cure followed the bath or sleep proves that the latter was the 

cause. To distinguish the beneficial in this way is not guesswork, but 

implies the existence of an art. (197) 

It would seem as though Jones attributes to our author a sophomoric analysis of 

causation, the principle of post hoc propter hoc criticized by the author of Ancient 

Medicine. 

I know that, if the patients happen to have done something atypical around 

this day [sc. of their decline in health], either bathing or walking around or 

eating something strange (it having been better to do all these than not), 

nonetheless many doctors, just like laymen, put the blame on one of these 

things and remain ignorant of the cause, canceling what treatment might 

have proven most beneficial. Instead, they should know what an untimely 

bath does or what fatigue does. For the distress associated with either one 

of these is never associated with the other, nor with those that stem from 

repletion or from such and such a food. So whoever does not learn how 

these things stand in relation to a human being will be able neither to 

know their results nor to use them correctly. (Ancient Medicine XXI.5-18, 

Jones) 

However, Jones’ defender might reply that Ancient Medicine’s criticism just goes 

to show that this was a prevalent approach to diagnosis in Greek medicine. 

Particularly striking is Ancient Medicine’s reference to the atypical nature of the 

alleged causes. When the author of On the Art writes that it was by “doing 

something or not doing something” (V 4) that the untreated patient recovered, he 

doesn’t mean just that there are myriad actions whose commission or omission 

will have an effect on a patient’s health, but rather he intends to mark out the 

unhealthy extremes of an activity whose moderation is essential to maintaining 
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health. Thus, it’s not a question of eating or not eating, drinking or not drinking, 

resting or not resting. Instead, it is by overeating or starving ourselves, drinking 

excessively or not at all, resting or exercising vigorously. Without using the word, 

our author is subscribing to the prevalent Hippocratic aetiology of disease, 

according to which a prÒfasiw (or antecedent, exciting cause) triggers an 

existing disposition to illness in the body. The extremes cited by our author are 

prototypical profãseiw: obvious, extraordinary deviations from normal behavior 

that, given their temporal proximity to sickness or recovery, would appear to be 

prime suspects in an aetiological investigation.57 

What is the Weak alternative to this interpretation? Our author turns to 

highly abstract language in II 6 to make a metaphysical point. His reliance on 

articular infinitives and participles is not gratuitous. He identifies tÚ »fel∞syai, a 

“being benefited,” which implies the existence of tÚ »fel∞san, a “thing 

benefiting.” He uses the passive infinitive to indicate a predicate term (let’s call it 

B). When some person recovers from illness, they have been benefited, and so 

Bc, where c is the constant designating the person who has undergone the 

benefiting. Our author’s claim would be that the passive construction implies that 

B is a two-place relation, and hence that Bc (perhaps better B_c) is an 

incomplete expression as it stands. Another term is required to complete it. The 

recovered patient does not know what in particular benefited him, so he cannot 

fill out the expression with a constant, for example, Bac. But insofar as “being 

benefited” is a correct use of language, he knows that “benefit” is a two-place 

predicate, and he must acknowledge the need for a second term (a subject term, 

                                            
57 A prÒfasiw need not be so extreme an event as our author’s examples. Any 
out-of-the-ordinary occurrence, however insignificant, could be a candidate. 
However, on the Strong Reading, our author has an obvious motive for 
eschewing subtler specimens. An overly subtle prÒfasiw might escape the 
attention of the patient, who is supposed to recognize immediately what harmed 
or benefited her. For more on prÒfasiw in Hippocratic literature, see my 
commentary on VI 3. 
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if you will). That is, even though he doesn’t know that Bac, he does know that ∃x 

Bxc. There is something that stands in the benefiting relation to him. 

The Weak Interpretation seems to gain support from V 7, which, on the 

historically favored reading, states explicitly that not everyone can know exactly 

what caused his benefit or harm. A patient must know that something benefited 

or harmed her, but special technical knowledge—knowledge of causes and what 

is correct or incorrect—is exactly what the self-recovered lack, according to our 

author. This was stated unequivocally in V 2, but like sentiments appear later in 

the treatise. At VII 6, our author refers to patients as “those knowing neither what 

they are suffering nor because of what they are suffering,” and in chapter XI he 

will charge that if patients knew what caused disease, they would never have 

gotten sick in the first place. These are not the words of someone who respects 

the patient’s ability to self-diagnose. 

The Weak Interpretation respects the epistemic gulf that separates the 

layman and the physician, a respect that is reflected in its consistency with V 7. 

However, this consistency should not distract us from the fact that, as it stands, 

the precise logical relation between V 6 and V 7 is inscrutable. The curious gãr 

cannot carry out its usual function of introducing a reason or justification for the 

preceding, since the fact that not everyone is qualified to recognize the causes of 

disease or recovery in no way entails that patients know that something benefited 

or harmed them. The meaning of gãr in V 7 requires thorough and convincing 

explication, if we are to preserve the Weak Interpretation, but I do not see what 

that could be. While it is true that gãr sometimes serves an explanatory function 

(Smyth 2809), I cannot make sense of V 7 as such a case. In the absence of a 

convincing account, then, the most responsible option will be to posit a lacuna 

immediately after V 6. Whatever the claim that V 7 was meant to justify, it has not 

survived in the MSS. 

Those who go in for the Strong Interpretation of V 6 face two challenges. 

First, they must somehow resolve the blatant contradiction of this interpretation in 
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V 7. Second, they must show that our author is equipped to allow the patient 

precise knowledge of what benefited or harmed her while keeping sufficient 

distance between the layman and the physician. On the first point, Ermerins and 

Reinhold suppressed the negation oÈ in V 7, a sort of surgical removal of the 

offending contradiction. However, a less invasive alternative was proposed by 

the master of Greek particles, Denniston (1929). He remarked that the sentence 

makes perfect sense if understood as a rhetorical question, noting that our author 

is fairly liberal with this device (cf. especially II 3, but also IV 5, V 11, VII 5, VIII 8 
and VIII 9).58 The logic falls into place with the slightest adjustment of 

punctuation: patients know what benefited or harmed them—after all, doesn’t 

everybody? 

Denniston’s is an attractive solution, provided that we can explain why our 

author cedes such precise knowledge of causes to laymen. In a word, he 

doesn’t. Or, rather, there is a difference between knowing what caused my 

disease and knowing what causes my disease, and our author respects this 

difference. He is in good company. For it turns out that the author of Ancient 

Medicine, who seemed above to take exception to approaches like that 

described in On the Art, relies on this very distinction. When he excoriates post 

hoc practitioners for supposing they have found what is responsible (a‡tiow) for 

the patient’s change in condition, his criticism is not that the causes they identify 

are utterly irrelevant (though sometimes they are), but rather that they are 

unexplanatory and therefore uninformative. He is perfectly comfortable with the 

recognition that a surfeit of cheese made me ill. In fact, on his view, this kind of 

recognition was the first step in developing the art of medicine (III.10-33 Jones). 

But a causal statement, properly speaking, is more than this. It is explanatory. It 

tells us why (that is, in virtue of what) the cheese had this effect on me, and in 

                                            
58 Not accidentally, Denniston’s suggestion was made in the midst of a 
philological dispute over the function of the particle gãr. 
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doing so it must involve tå a‡tia, the explanatory causes of a disease that stand 

in a regular, law-like relation to the illness: 

Indeed one should consider the causes [of each disease] to be those 

things [i.e., powers] which, when present, necessarily a disease of a 

specific kind comes into being, but which, when they change into a 

different combination, the disease abates. (Ancient Medicine XIX.18-21 

Jones) 

There is a difference between knowing that cheese harmed me and knowing the 

explanatory cause of my illness. This is reflected also in On the Art’s careful 

deployment of terminology. The physician's task is to discover tå a‡tia (XI 10-

11); the laymen know only tÚ blãcan.59 

 The distinction between causal that-statements and why-statements 

implicit in On the Art and Ancient Medicine was made explicit by Aristotle. 

But yet we think that knowledge and understanding belong to art rather 

than to experience, and we suppose artists to be wiser than men of 

experience (which implies that wisdom depends in all cases rather on 

knowledge); and this because the former know the cause, but the latter do 

not. For men of experience know that the thing is so, but do not know why, 

while the others know the ‘why’ and the cause. (Meta. I.1, 981a24-30, 

trans. Ross in Barnes 1984) 

For Aristotle, too, knowing that is a matter of perceiving individual cases, 

whereas knowing why is a matter of forming universal judgments involving 

classes of things. 

                                            
59 Consider in this context the line drawn by Mackie between 1) “merely” causal 
statements, which are based on the perception of particular chains of events, and 
2) causally explanatory statements, which specify those features in virtue of 
which the effect in question was produced. Such features will, on Mackie’s 
account, feature in the universal propositions that determine causal relations 
(1974, chapter 10). 
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And art arises, when from many notions gained by experience one 

universal judgement about similar objects is produced. For to have a 

judgement that when Callias was ill of this disease this did him good, and 

similarly in the case of Socrates and in many individual cases, is a matter 

of experience; but to judge that it has done good to all persons of a certain 

consitution, marked off in one class, when they were ill of this disease, 

e.g. to phlegmatic or bilious people when burning with fever—this is a 

matter of art. (981a5-12) 

At first, On the Art V 7 may appear to put forward an eccentric, not to mention 

implausible, claim about the transparency of causal interactions to everyday 

observation. After closer study, however, it reveals itself as the fifth-century 

incarnation of an idea that came to fruition with Aristotle. Unlike Aristotle, or for 

that matter Plato, our author will not admit that there is anything special about the 

knowledge by experience that arises from the observation of individual cases. 

Aristotle insisted that the man of experience may have a power to succeed where 

the technically skilled does not (981a13-24), and Plato allowed that rhetoricians 

had some real knack, though he denied that this was an art (Gorgias 462b-c). 

Our author champions an even more restrictive view, according to which 

experience is a cheap commodity. There are only two intellectual castes: laymen 

with knowledge that, and experts with knowledge of the obscure, inner causes 

that explain why.60 

 After careful consideration, then, the Strong Interpretation is the stronger 

interpretation. Given the overall thrust of our author's arguments against chance, 

this makes perfect sense. For to rule out any other variables as contributing 

significantly to the health of patients, it will not do to show just that patients must 

know that something caused their recovery. That knowledge is compatible with 

                                            
60 So Jouanna reads Plato and Aristotle back into On the Art in differentiating 
between the skilled physician, the ignorant layman, and “entre les deux se situe 
le malade qui, en s’êtant guéri lui-même, a rencontré le savoir propre à l’art” 
(1988, 252). 
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its not having been medical-type procedures that cured. Rather, he wants to 

argue that patients know exactly what benefited them, and (it just so happens) 

that the kinds of things they point to are the kinds of things that medicine uses in 

practice. 

 (8) efi to€nun §pistÆsetai µ §paine ›n µ  c°gein ı nosÆsaw  t«n 

diaithµãtvn ti oÂsin Ígiãnyh , pãnta taËta t∞w  fihtrik∞w  §sti .] The 

Strong Interpretation faces its toughest challenge in making sense of the 

conclusion drawn at V 8. We might paraphrase the Strong version of the 

argument as follows: 

(S) Laymen can know ex post facto what exactly has harmed or benefited 

them, but they do not possess the physician’s knowledge of genuine 

causes. Insofar as they are able to identify one particular element of their 

regimen as responsible for their recovery, they are committed to the 

causal potential of all the elements of regimen. 

This is a poor argument. For if the recovered patient holds bathing responsible 

for his recovery, absolutely nothing follows from this about the causal efficacy of 

sleeping with respect to health. In fact, given the nature of the contrast between 

the relative epistemic states of the layman and the physician on the Strong 

Interpretation, the patient is expressly excluded from knowledge about the effects 

of regimen generally. 

On the Weak Interpretation, however, we would take V 8 to mean not that 

a patient will blame any particular component of the regimen by name, but that 

he will hold that some component of the regimen (whatever that may be) is 

responsible for his condition.  This is tantamount to admitting that any one of the 

elements is potentially effective in changing his particular state of health, and 

thus that all are so effective in changing states of health, generally speaking. 

Thus, the argument of this section would be paraphrased as follows: 

(W) Laymen know when they are harmed or benefited that there is 

something that is causing this to happen, though they are not qualified to 
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know what exactly that is.  They are thus committed to a causal 

explanation of their harm and benefit, the explicit details of which lie within 

the domain of the physician. And if they concede that any one of the 

known components of regimen could be the causal agent, then they 

concede that there are circumstances in which they are genuine causal 

agents, though only a subset of them is as a matter of fact responsible for 

the particular change of health in question. 

The Weak argument seems to be the stronger. Alas, there is concern for its 

validity. The argument appears to hinge on a confusion of epistemic and 

metaphysical possibility. For when the patient concedes that his recovery could 

have been caused by any one of the things he did before the recovery, he can 

only mean that any one of them might be the cause—for all he knows. But this is 

perfectly consistent with the fact that it is impossible (that is, really, 

metaphysically, as a matter of fact, impossible) that some of these measures 

have any effect on human health. For all I know, the table before me could be 

made of phlogiston. But, allowing for Kripkean necessary a posteriori truths, it’s 

not really possible that it is phlogiston. It is wood, and necessarily so. My 

epistemic ignorance about what is possible does not translate into real, 

metaphysical possibility. Nor does the self-recovered patient’s. The Weak 

argument, too, is doomed. 

 Where does this leave us? I wonder whether we have slightly but fatally 

misunderstood what our author is trying to convey in V 8. I submit that the ti of 

t«n diaithµãtvn ti is collective, so that pãnta taËta refers not to all the 

components of regimen but to all those components, whatever they are, that 

have been praised or blamed by patients. We may revise the Strong argument in 

this light. 

(S)* A patient knows ex post facto what exactly has benefited her, though 

she does not possess the physician’s knowledge of genuine causes. 

Insofar as she has identified particular components of her regimen as 
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responsible for her recovery, and this identification is guaranteed to be 

accurate, we may conclude that these components really have influenced 

her health for the better. And, by definition (III 3), medicine exists so long 

as there are components of regimen that lead to recovery. 

This is a valid argument. It achieves its objectives because of the definition of 

medicine as the actual procedures, whatever they may be, that reduce suffering 

and restore health. This is so irrespective of whether any physicians actually 

employ such procedures. Doctors might all be quacks. But that wouldn’t threaten 

the reality of medicine. 

I have intentionally left out of (S)* any mention of blame or components of 

regimen that lead to the patient’s decline. Obviously, (S)* cannot incorporate 

them in the same way. However, our author is well aware of this problem, which 

he addresses in the remainder of the chapter. 

(9) ka ‹  ¶stin oÈd¢n ∏sson tå èµarthy°nta t«n »felhsãntvn 

µartÊria tª t°xn˙ §w  tÚ e ‰nai .] I’ll refrain from tracing the argument for this 

claim until my commentary on V 10. However, we should note that the author 

admits that doctors could make mistakes, despite remarks in later chapters that 

would suggest otherwise. In this chapter, then, we encounter two criticisms of 

medicine that our author concedes, only then to turn them against his critics. 

First, many recover without medicine. Second, doctors are capable, at least in 

theory, of making mistakes in treatment. 

 Again, our author relies on legal terminology: µartÊrion is a word 

originating in the law courts, where it referred primarily to evidence gleaned from 

witness testimony or the testimony itself. In his defense of medicine, our author is 

turning the prosecution’s own witnesses against it. 

(10) tå µ¢n går »felÆsanta t“ Ùry«w  prosenexy∞nai 

»f°lhse , tå d¢ blãcanta t“ µhk°ti Ùry«w  prosenexy∞nai  

¶blace .] Clearly, if changes in regimen can be used to improve a patient’s 

health, then medicine exists. But what follows from the fact that a doctor’s 
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prescription harms a particular patient? In practical terms, we will say that the 

doctor shouldn’t have made the prescription he did. Had he not made it, the 

patient would not have suffered harm. Had he made a different prescription, the 

patient would have improved. It is difficult, likely impossible, to talk about what a 

doctor did correctly or incorrectly without resorting to counterfactuals. In order to 

blame a doctor for a mistake, we must at minimum claim that he could have 

applied a different treatment that would have had better results. We thereby 

admit that there was a way to improve the patient’s condition, and so we are 

committed (again by the definition at III 3) to the existence of medicine. For 

medicine may exist whether anyone practices it correctly or not. 

(11) ka€toi ˜pou  tÒ te ÙryÚn  ka ‹  tÚ µØ ÙryÚn ˜ron  ¶xei 

•kãteron, p«w  toËto oÈk ín  t°xnh e ‡h; (12) toËto går ¶gvg°  fhµ i 

étexn€hn e ‰nai ˜pou  µÆte ÙryÚn  ¶ni µhd¢n µÆte oÈk ÙryÒn :] As noted 

in the comments on chapter I, a t°xnh was supposed to possess clear guidelines 

as to what was correct procedure and what was incorrect procedure (see further 

Heinimann 1961, 126-130). The author of Regimen in Acute Diseases, who 

advises that “acts that are good and correct [ÙryÒw] each should be performed 

well and correctly” (IV.2-4 Jones), is especially keen on determining correct 

procedure in medicine. Indeed, he insists that the legitimacy of medicine hangs 

on it. 

Physicians are not at all accustomed to posing such questions. And 

perhaps they don’t learn anything even after they have been posed. Yet 

the entire t°xnh suffers considerable slander at the hands of common folk, 

who think that medicine wholly "is not." If in cases of acute disease 

practitioners diverge from each other to such an extent that what one 

applies, thinking it best, is believed by another to be bad, then the art will 

likely seem to resemble divination. For the diviners, too, think the same 

bird, if it is on the right, is a good sign, while if on the left, a bad one. But 
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some diviners hold the opposite. The same is true for the reading of 

entrails in its various forms. (Regimen in Acute Diseases VIII.1-15 Jones) 

On the Art may seem remarkable in that it does not mention this particular 

critique of medicine. But thus far his arguments in defense of medicine remain 

completely independent of concerns as to whether doctors" actual treatment is 

medically sound. In fact, he is right to ignore this complaint in its own right. From 

the fact that doctors disagree, it follows neither that medicine does not exist nor 

that all doctors are quacks. Their disagreement is perfectly consistent with the 

possibility that only some are quacks while the rest are highly skilled. And this we 

could find out by keeping track of which doctors more frequently succeed at 

curing patients. The complaint of disagreement, at least in the form presented in 

Regimen in Acute Diseases, rings hollow. 

 When our author writes that art is implied by the existence of a border 

between the correct and incorrect (˜ron ¶xei •kãteron), this is not just a way of 

saying that the arts include some notion of correct and incorrect procedure. 

Rather, the correct and incorrect should not overlap. The same procedure 

performed on different occasions against relevantly similar background 

conditions should not yield different results. Where some (non-disjunctive) rule or 

regularity relates procedures and conditions to outcomes, the expert has some 

way of reliably forecasting these outcomes. If there is no such rule, there is no 

reliability, and there can be no art. Medicine depends on such regularities to 

function, which does not however entail that medicine must regularly cure. The 

physician is technically capable insofar as he grasps and exploits these general 

regularities. The patient is a layperson insofar as she recognizes only particular 

correlations of events. 

 (13) ˜pou d¢ toÊtvn ¶nestin •kãteron,  oÈk°ti ín  toËto tÚ 

¶rgon étexn€hw  e ‡h .] This chapter ends with a sophistic flourish, and I have 

done my best to convey the esprit. While the euphonic effects are lost in English, 

I have managed to achieve a parisosis with the two sentences. I like Jones’ 
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contrast of "present" and "absent" to echo our author’s use and abuse of alpha-

privative formulations.  But I also find it necessary to try to translate ¶rgon, since 

the oxymoron it engenders together with étexn€hw is striking.  For the Greeks, 

the arts were precisely those crafts aimed at producing some product. “Lack of 

art” would denote the inability to properly produce such a product. In English, I 

hope that "works of artlessness" is an adequate take-off on the phrase "work of 

art." 

 Neither V 12 nor V 13 adds much to the argument of the chapter. They are 

tacked on merely for decoration, illustrating our author’s obsession with rhetorical 

and conceptual balance. The syntactic structure recalls that of II.6: where there is 

art, there is correctness and incorrectness, and where there is no art, there is 

neither correctness nor incorrectness. 
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Commentary - Chapter VI 
 

(1) ' ÄEti to€nun  efi µ¢n  ÍpÚ farµãkvn t«n te kayairÒntvn ka ‹  

t«n flstãntvn ≤ ‡hsiw  tª te fihtrikª ka ‹  to›sin fihtro›sin µoËnon  

§g€neto, ésyenØw  ∑n ín ı §µÚw  lÒgow . (2) nËn d¢ fa€nontai  t«n 

fihtr«n ofl µãlista §paineÒµenoi ka ‹  diaitÆµasin fi≈µenoi  ka ‹  

êllois€ ge e ‡desin,  ì oÈk ên tiw  fa€h, µØ ˜ti fihtrÒw , éll '  oÈd¢ 

fidi≈thw  énepistÆµvn ékoÊsaw , µØ oÈ t∞w  t°xnhw  e ‰nai .] 

Commentators are unanimous in their interpretation of the first few sentences of 

chapter VI. Ducatillon maintains that in this chapter the author “rapporte une 

nouvelle critique contre les médecins,” namely that doctors limit themselves to 

prescribing only purgative and constipating substances as therapy (1988, 52). 

However, a good doctor will advise a more complex therapy that involves 

changes to patient regimen; reliance on the most obvious and elementary drugs 

indicates a merely cursory grasp of the art, and here Ducatillon invokes Plato 

(53). 

SOCRATES: All right, tell me this. Suppose someone came to your friend 

Eryximachus or his father Acumenus and said: “I know treatments to raise 

or lower (whichever I prefer) the temperature of people’s bodies; if I decide 

to, I can make them vomit or make their bowels move, and all sorts of 

things. On the basis of this knowledge, I claim to be a physician; and I 

claim to be able to make others physicians as well by imparting it to them.” 

What do you think they would say when they heard that? 

PHAEDRUS: What could they say? They would ask him if he also knew to 

whom he should apply such treatments, when, and to what extent. 

SOCRATES: What if he replied, “I have no idea. My claim is that whoever 

learns from me will manage to do what you ask on his own”? 

PHAEDRUS: I think they’d say the man’s mad if he thinks he’s a doctor 

just because he read a book or happened to come across a few potions; 
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he knows nothing of the art. (Phaedrus 268a-c, trans. Nehamas and 

Woodruff in Cooper 1997) 

Like inferior doctors in On the Art, the “pharmacologist” in the Platonic dialogue 

has discovered a couple of drugs that have certain effects. Certainly Ducatillon is 

right that Plato wants a t°xnh to be a fairly complex body of knowledge. 

However, Plato’s criticism in Phaedrus doesn’t seem to be that the 

pharmacologist’s knowledge isn’t complex enough in the sense that he doesn’t 

have enough tricks in his bag. To the contrary, the pharmacologist is initially 

portrayed as a show-off, someone who claims to be able to make a body do 

whatever he wants by a variety of novel means. It is not that the pharmacologist 

uses too few remedies, but that he doesn’t know how to apply those remedies to 

achieve the proper goal of his art. 

Gomperz’ interpretation follows much the same current, though at a 

slightly different pitch. He paraphrases: “Gering wäre, so meint unser 

Anonymous, die Beweiskraft seiner Rede dann, wenn die Arzneikunst nur auf 

jene altbekannten, an Zahl vergleichsweise geringen, mehr die Symptome als die 

tieferliegenden Ursachen derselben beseitigenden Heilmittel angewiesen wäre” 

(116-7). Like Ducatillon, Gomperz takes lÒgow to refer to the treatise as a whole, 

which is dedicated to proving the reality of medicine. Chapter VI defends 

medicine against a new and specific charge: medicine relies on a mere handful 

of outdated therapies that treat the symptoms of diseases rather than their 

deeper causes. Gomperz’ distinction between the treatment of symptoms and 

diseases is curious. Nothing in On the Art points us in this direction. But it turns 

out that he is more interested in pursuing the temporal distinction between old, 

outmoded drugs and new, refined regimental approaches. Plato, it seems, 

respected this distinction but preferred to conserve the old ways. Socrates 

criticizes the regimental approach in his discussion with Glaucon in Republic 

Book III. 
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    Not if you recall that they say that the kind of modern medicine that 

plays nursemaid to the disease wasn’t used by the Asclepiads before 

Herodicus. He was a physical trainer who became ill, so he mixed physical 

training with medicine and wore out first himself and then many others as 

well. 

    How did he do that? 

    By making his dying a lengthy process. Always tending to his mortal 

illness, he was nonetheless, it seems, unable to cure it, so he lived out his 

life under medical treatment, with no leisure for anything else whatever. If 

he departed even a little from his accustomed regimen, he became 

completely worn out, but because his skill made dying difficult, he lived 

into old age. 

    That’s a fine prize for his skill [t°xnh]. 

    One that’s appropriate for someone who didn’t know that it wasn’t 

because he was ignorant or inexperienced that Asclepius failed to teach 

this type of medicine to his sons, but because he knew that everyone in a 

well regulated city has his own work to do and that no one has the leisure 

to be ill and under treatment all his life. It’s absurd that we recognize this 

to be true of craftsmen while failing to recognize that it’s equally true of 

those who are wealthy and supposedly happy. 

    How is that? 

    When a carpenter is ill, he expects to receive an emetic or purge from 

his doctor or to get rid of his disease through surgery or cautery. If anyone 

prescribed a lengthy regimen to him, telling him that he should rest with 

his head bandaged and so on, he’d soon reply that he had no leisure to be 

ill and that life is no use to him if he has to neglect his work and always be 

concerned with his illness. After that he’d bid good-bye to his doctor, 

resume his usual way of life, and either recover his health or, if his body 
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couldn’t withstand the illness, he’d die and escape his troubles. (406a-e, 

trans. Grube and Reeve in Cooper 1997) 

Whether or not Plato is right that there was an older style of medicine that 

eschewed tinkering with regimen—Regimen in Acute Diseases seconds Plato 

(chapter III.6-8 Jones)—there does seem to be some basis for the distinction 

between a method that embraced regimen in therapy and one that rejected it in 

favor of purgatives and surgery. Gomperz may be correct, then, that our author is 

taking sides in a contemporary debate, though his reasons for allying himself with 

regimental medicine are not made explicit beyond the remark that doctors who 

employ regimental techniques are more celebrated. He is careful not to accuse 

the pharmacologists of being utterly worthless as doctors. Likewise, Plato does 

not allege that lengthy regimen prescriptions are not effective; he concedes that 

Herodicus lived to a ripe old age. Rather, he thinks they are simply not worth the 

time and energy. The carpenter is better off dead than gingerly tending to a 

fragile body for the rest of his life, even if that life were a long one. Neither in 

Plato nor in On the Art, then, do we find a technical explanation as to why one 

method is to be preferred to the other. Republic lacks such an explanation 

because it is beside the point, and we might suspect the same of On the Art. It 

will not do, in any case, to invent one, as does Gomperz. 

Gomperz’ fascination with Herodicus is understandable, of course, once 

we recall his agenda: to persuade us that Protagoras wrote On the Art 

(Protagoras praises Herodicus at Protagoras 316e). Jouanna, too, cites the 

Republic passage, though mainly by way of contrast with the regimen-friendly On 

the Art. He gives more attention to the Hippocratic Corpus. On the Art follows 

other Hippocratic works in holding medicine to be “un art complexe qui joint à la 

pharmacologie une diététique variée” (253). Jouanna cites Ancient Medicine as 

one treatise which “dénonce les théories simplificatrices de ses adversaires” 

(chapters I and XIII) and “insiste sur la complexité de la diététique” (chapters IX). 

However, Ancient Medicine pursues those who “reduce the principle of 
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explanation for human disease and death, hypothesizing that it is the same one 

or two things in all cases” (I.4-6 Jones). This may well be a critique of 

simplification, but not of therapeutic simplification. And it is not simplification as 

such that is rejected. Simplification is rejected because it is generally wrong, and 

the author goes on in chapter IX to detail the errors of the reductionists. He does 

not favor complexity for the sake of complexity. No doubt he would find 

complexification just as problematic as simplification. 

The Hippocratic treatise that comes closest to espousing the view 

attributed to the author of On the Art is Regimen in Acute Diseases. In the 

opening chapters, the author takes the Cnidian Sentences to task. 

Whenever [the authors] discuss symptoms in order to determine how each 

disease ought to be treated, in these cases my judgment differs 

exceedingly from their account. Not only for this reason do I withhold my 

praise, but also because the remedies they applied were few in number. 

For they advised almost exclusively (except in cases of acute disease) the 

giving of purgative drugs and the drinking of milk and whey at the proper 

time. (II.1-8 Jones) 

 

Surprisingly, the ancients [presumably the Cnidian physicians, but maybe 

not] wrote nothing of value concerning regimen. And indeed they left out 

quite a bit. (III.6-8 Jones) 

Perhaps, then, Regimen in Acute Diseases confirms Plato’s story in Republic. On 

the other hand, we should bear in mind that the Hippocratic author’s distinction is 

less than firm. The Cnidians do employ more than the few remedies mentioned, 

just not on a regular basis (and it should be appreciated that milk and whey are 

not distinguished from drugs). What the ancients wrote about regimen was not 

particularly helpful. That does not mean that they wrote nothing at all. 

 The main obstacle to foisting the regimental-pharmaceutical distinction on 

On the Art is that our author nowhere distinguishes between two groups of 
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practitioners or methods of practice. In fact, VI 1 is a counterfactual: if medicine 

and doctors cured only by drugs, my argument would be weak. This entails that 

no doctors are mere pharmacologists. After all, as stated at VI 2, neither doctor 

nor layman would dare claim that regimen was not a form of medical treatment. 

Only the phrase “most highly praised doctors” suggests some sort of contrast 

with an inferior group, but it need not. Our author simply takes the more 

celebrated doctors as representative of the profession. As for the less celebrated, 

who really cares what their methods are? Perhaps their methods are the same 

as those of the most celebrated physicians, but poorly applied. What matters is 

only that the reputable practitioners all employ changes in regimen as treatment. 

 Why does this matter? In my earlier comments on V 5, I divided our 

author’s project in that chapter into two components. In order to prove that self-

recovered patients recovered by using medicine, he must show that 1) they must 

attribute their recovery to something, and that 2) this something is just the sort of 

measure that doctors prescribe. In chapter V, he was concerned primarily with 1). 

Now, in chapter VI, he entertains a hypothetical objection based on the criterion 

in 2): what if medicine cured only with drugs? Then we would be faced with a 

case in which a recovered patient attributed her recovery to some real 

procedures, namely those of regimen, but these procedures were not the sort of 

things prescribed by physicians. That is, 1) would hold though 2) would fail. 

However, since doctors make use of regimen, 2) holds, and our author can claim 

to have proven that self-recovered patients recovered by using medicine. These 

first few sentences are intended just to shore up 2), not to extol medicine’s 

complexity or comprehensiveness as most commentators have supposed. 

 A defender of the traditional view might interject that I must still explain the 

objection as a rhetorical phenomenon. If our author’s not truly worried about 

some group of Greek pharmacologists causing problems for his argument, then 

why bring up the matter at all? Why even bother to imagine that medicine cured 

only by drugs? The principal explanation is that he offers his detractors a false 
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concession in an attempt to appear gracious in victory. “Although you’ve not got 

things quite right,” he seems to be saying to his opponents, “I can see how you 

might have thought that.” Patients assumed that they had recovered without 

medicine because they recovered without drugs (or surgery for that matter), and 

our author acknowledges that drugs are the form of treatment most closely 

associated with medicine in the public mind. At least, Plato writes that patients in 

his time naturally expected to be given drugs, and it would be fair to say, I think, 

that they expect this even today. It’s understandable that patients might make 

these associations and so draw certain conclusions, but full understanding of the 

medical repertoire—which includes change in regimen as well as pharmacology 

and surgery—reveals that they managed merely to happen upon a measure that 

the physician would have prescribed had he been consulted. 

 (3) ˜pou oÔn  oÈd¢n  oÎt ' §n to›sin  égayo›si t«n fihtr«n oÎt ' 

§n tª fihtrikª aÈtª éxre ›Òn  §stin, éll ' §n to›si ple€stoisi t«n te 

fuoµ°nvn ka ‹  t«n poieuµ°nvn  ¶nestin tå e ‡dea t«n yerapei«n ka ‹  

t«n farµãkvn, oÈk ¶stin ¶ti oÈden ‹  t«n êneu  fihtroË Ígiazoµ°nvn  

tÚ aÈtÒµaton  afitiÆsasyai Ùry“ lÒgƒ.] This passage contains several 

key concepts that require elaboration. First and foremost, the Greek word e‰dow 

appears again (and for the last time) in both VI 2 and VI 3. Gillespie is not wrong 

when he translates the first occurrence as “kind” and the second as “nature” 

(1912, 197), though I would prefer to emphasize that these are not really different 

meanings of e‰dow as our author conceives it, but rather different aspects of a 

central, unified concept. “Natural kind” would be in many respects the best 

translation, so long as we understand that this includes anything that has causal 

power qua the type of thing that it is. Accordingly, VI 2 depends on the “kind” in 

“natural kind,” whereas VI 3 depends on the “natural,” as it were. The natures of 

therapies and drugs are present in the things that grow and are made. This just 

means that some subset of a thing’s qualities—whether it be a natural or artificial 
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thing—will be causally relevant to healing the human body when applied in a 

certain way, some as drugs and some otherwise. 

 We find in VI 3 also the reoccurrence of the verb afitiçsyai meaning “to 

hold responsible” or “to identify as cause” (the first occurrence was at IV 5), 

though here it has the unusually positive sense of “give credit to.” On the Art 

offers a snapshot of the development of causal language in Greek thought. For 

afitiçsyai and its cognates afit€a and a‡tiow, which eventually formed the 

backbone of Greek causal terminology, started out with the legal and moral 

meaning of “blame.” But blame does not map neatly onto all instances of 

causation, and for obvious reasons: often we want to identify something as a 

cause though we don’t want to blame it for anything. On the Art is a case in point. 

Our author wants to hold medicine responsible for patients’ recovery, but he 

doesn’t seek to defame medicine. We are much closer, then, to a purely causal 

investigation than a moral or legal one. On the other hand, he is clearly exploiting 

the forensic connotations of afitiçsyai (more so in chapter IV, of which the use in 

V is an echo) to stir in his audience the righteous sense of justice they might feel 

as members of a jury. Thus, the term finds novel “scientific” application while 

retaining its courtroom cachet. 

 The phrase ÙryÚw lÒgow has sophistic origins, though it penetrated 

philosophical vernacular deeply enough so that Aristotle was comfortable using it 

as a term of art (e.g., NE III.11, 1119a20). Protagoras is reported to have 

employed it in a conversation with Pericles. 

When an athlete unintentionally struck Epitimus the Pharsalian with a 

javelin and killed him, Pericles spent an entire day with Protagoras 

puzzling over whether one should believe that the javelin or the javelin-

thrower or those who arranged the contest were more to blame [a‡tiow], 

according to the most correct account [katå tÚn ÙryÒtaton lÒgon]. (Life 

of Pericles 36.3, trans. Woodruff and Gagarin) 
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Gorgias uses the expression Ùry«w l°jai in his defense of Helen (DK 82B11 

§1), and Plato has him utter the phrase Ùry«w l°gvn at Gorgias 450b. An exact 

parallel to On the Art is found in Antiphon’s Truth: “Thus, painful things do not, on 

a correct account [Ùry“ lÒgƒ] benefit nature more than those that bring joy” 

(F44(a)IV.7-13). A correct account is an explanation or description that is proper 

to the explanandum, though this need not have meant that such an account was 

true in the usual sense (though it might have meant that, depending on the 

speaker’s view of what constituted correctness). The precise role of ÙryÚw lÒgow 

in On the Art will be addressed shortly, but we can say at least that the author 

means to contrast his own account with other, incorrect ones. 

The sudden introduction of tÚ aÈtÒµaton, or spontaneity, in On the Art 

commands our attention because the term is a concrete point of contact with 

other works in the Hippocratic Corpus.61 

When patients discharge blood spontaneously [épÚ taÈtoµãtou] this 

indicates a rupture of the vessel in the kidney. (Aphorisms IV.78 Jones) 

 

If the spinal marrow is diseased either from a fall, or from some other 

prÒfasiw, or spontaneously [épÚ aÈtoµãtou], the person loses control 

over his legs, so that when touched he does not feel it, and loses control 

over his stomach and bladder, so that for the first few days he passes no 

stool or urine, except under compulsion.  (Prorrhetic II XVI Potter) 

Spontaneity might be understood in different ways, however, as the Hippocratic 

treatise Nutriment demonstrates. 

Humors degrading both the whole and part, both from without and from 

within, spontaneous [aÈtÒµaton] and not spontaneous: spontaneous to 

                                            
61 There is one piece of evidence in support of tÚ aÈtÒµaton as a legal 
category. In Lysias' Against Andocides, the speaker demands: ka‹ toÊtvn 
pÒtera toÁw yeoÁw xrØ µ tÚ aÈtÒµaton afitiçsyai (6.25). 
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us, but not spontaneous as far as the cause [afit€a] is concerned. (XIV.1-3 

Jones) 

We are faced with two senses of spontaneity with respect to causation. The first 

is epistemic: spontaneous events have causes, but their causes are difficult to 

discern because, being internal to the body, they are hidden. The second is 

metaphysical: spontaneous events are uncaused.62 

Many Hippocratic writers clearly use tÚ aÈtÒµaton of internally 

generated—but nonetheless causally determined—phenomena. 

But whenever bile breaks out spontaneously [aÈtÒµaton] up and down, 

without any purgative or emetic drug, it is more difficult to stop. For the 

spontaneous flow is compelled by a forced within the body, while a drug-

induced flow is not compelled by an innate [suggenÆw] force. (Places in 

Man XXXIII Potter) 

But other instances of spontaneity are not so transparently epistemic. Events that 

occur spontaneously are often contrasted with those that occur with a prÒfasiw. 

A little better than these are such [pupils] as are clearly smaller or broader, 

or are angled, whether such conditions arise from a prÒfasiw or 

spontaneously. (Prorrhetic II 20 Potter) 

Much turns, then on what is meant by prÒfasiw. The exact meaning and origin 

of the word is a vexed question among scholars.63 A comprehensive review of 

this debate is outside the scope of the present project (though I hope to 

undertake one elsewhere). Still, some brief remarks are in order. 

A survey of the many occurrences of prÒfasiw in the Corpus reveals that 

the Hippocratics applied the term prÒfasiw to events that occur prior to the 

onset of the disease or condition in question. But prÒfaseiw are no mere 

antecedents; importantly, they aid the physician in predicting the future course of 

                                            
62 I shall leave aside for now Aristotle’s more nuanced notion of tÚ aÈtÒµaton. 
63 The most complete study of prÒfasiw to date is Rawlings 1975. 
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the disease. The prognostic value of the prÒfasiw is evinced perhaps most 

clearly by Nature of Man: "those diseases that arise quickly and whose 

prÒfaseiw are well known are predicted with the greatest certainty" (XIII.1-3 

Jones). Likewise, the treatise Crises affirms that the physician can draw certain 

conclusions about the disease on the basis of its prÒfasiw: "one ought to infer 

from the prÒfasiw how the disease developed and watch to see when it ceases" 

(XVI.6-7 Littré). Greek physicians prized prognostic skills. Successful prognoses 

spoke to the physician's mastery of his craft, even if his treatment did not. The 

author of Prognostic advises that “by knowing, before being told, the past, 

present and future experiences of the sick, and by openly declaring these things, 

and by describing in detail events the patients fail to mention, the physician 

would persuade them that he knows all the better the realities of their situation…" 

(I.2-7 Jones). 

As for the etymology of prÒfasiw, in his Histories, Herodotus reports on a 

solar eclipse that occurred during the Persian expedition into Greece. 

As it was setting out, the sun left his place in the heaven and was invisible, 

although the sky was without clouds and very clear, and the day turned 

into night. When Xerxes saw and took note of that, he was concerned and 

asked the Magi what the vision might signify [tÚ y°lei profa€nein tÚ 

fãsµa]. They declared to him that the god was showing the Greeks the 

abandonment of their cities; for the sun (they said) was the prophet of the 

Greeks, as the moon was their own. Xerxes rejoiced exceedingly to hear 

that and continued on his march. (XXXVII.2-3, trans. Godley) 

Thus, an active-voice, transitive profa€nein was alive and well in fifth-century 

Greek literature. This profa€nein is employed when a subject-event (solar 

eclipse, etc.) is thought to foreshadow or indicate by its occurrence some 

subsequent object-event. The subject-event is thus tÚ profa€non, or "that which 

illuminates beforehand," and it often carries prophetic or oracular connotations. In 
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this, it is comparable to shµa€nein (the verbal cognate of shµe›on, which itself 

developed into a technical term in Hippocratic medicine). 

The Corpus contains two occurrences of profa€nein, both in the treatise 

Crises. The first of these holds special promise. Near the beginning of the work, 

the author writes: 
oÔron d¢ êristÒn §stin, ˘ ín ¶x˙ leukÒtaton ÍpÒsthµa ka‹ le›on ka‹ 

ıµalÚn parå pãnta tÚn xrÒnon ßvw ín kriyª tÚ nÒshµa: shµa€nei går 

ésfal°a ka‹ Ùligoxron€hn tØn noËson ¶sesyai. µn fldr«tow §ggenoµ°nou 

≤ noÊsow §kl€p˙, ka‹ tÚ oÔron purrÚn yevrhyª leukØn ÍpÒstasin ¶xon, 

tout°ousin aÈyhµerÚn ÍpostrofØ toË puretoË g€netai, o�t ow ka‹ §n 

p°nte ékindÊnvw kr€netai. to›sin §lax€stƒ xrÒnƒ µ°llousin 

Ígiãzesyai µ°gista shµe›a ëpaj g€netai: épon≈teroi går diateloËsin 

ka‹ ék€ndunoi, ka‹ tåw nÊktaw koiµ°ontai, ka‹ tå êlla shµe›a 

profa€nousin ésfal°a. (Crises 3-4 Littré) 

 

Urine is best that has sediment that is whitest, fine and of uniform 

consistency the whole time until the disease comes to crisis. For it signals 

a safe outcome and a short duration for the disease. If the disease 

subsides after perspiration, and the urine is observed to be fiery red and 

have white sediment, in this case the fever recurs immediately and comes 

to crisis in five days without incident. The most important signs are 

exhibited once and for all in the cases of those who are on the verge of 

recovery. For they make it through without discomfort or danger, and they 

sleep through the night, and the other signs portend a safe outcome. 

The last sentence in this passage has received little attention from either 

commentators or translators. At first, we might be tempted to compare it to one in 

Prorrhetic II, where the syntax is similar: "when the signs that are best appear 

[˜tan tå shµe›a profa€nhtai tå êrista], then predict that the ophthalmias will 

subside on the seventh day, or around that time, but in any case believe that they 
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will pose no risk” (XXI Potter). But, upon closer examination, the comparison is 

inapt. First, the verb of the Prorrhetic passage is clearly medio-passive in form 

and thus cannot accept a direct object. By contrast, the verb in Crises is of the 

active voice, and there is no relevant textual support for an intransitive use of 

profa€nein with a medio-passive sense.64 Further, the second sentence of the 

passage sets the precedent for a direct-object reading, where the author reports 

that certain qualities of urine indicate (shµa€nei) ésfal°a, clearly meaning an 

outcome free from serious risk to the patient. For the sake of consistency, it 

would be preferable to retain the same grammar for the subsequent occurrence, 

especially since the same semiotic concepts are involved. Accordingly, I propose 

that the author presses profa€nein into service to avoid the repetition of the 

cognate locution tå êlla shµe›a shµa€nousin. We have already seen in our 

example from Herodotus that profa€nein is adequate to the task. 

If a prÒfasiw is indeed a cause “that illuminates beforehand,” when 

Hippocratics oppose tÚ aÈtÒµaton to prÒfasiw, they could be marking a 

metaphysical distinction, meaning that what occurs spontaneously occurs from 

no antecedent condition whatsoever. On the other hand, they may be giving a 

narrow interpretation of the semiotic, illuminating character attributed to a 

prÒfasiw. They may hold that every disease and recovery has an antecedent 

cause while recognizing that not all antecedent causes are open to observation. 

Or they themselves may have had only a vague sense for what they meant. 

Knowing why there was no prÒfasiw could not have compensated for the fact 

that there was no prÒfasiw, making the physician’s task of prognosis that much 

more difficult. 

                                            
64 On rare occasions we find an intransitive profa€nein meaning "to shine or give 
off light," usually with respect to the moon, torches, etc. See, for example, 
Odyssey IX.145. Unless the medical author intends to convey that the signs are 
literally glowing, this is not a viable option. 
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 By bringing in the concept of spontaneity, then, our author is wading into 

murky waters, but, if he is responding to an actual charge leveled by the critics of 

medicine, this is hardly his fault. His responsibility is just to show that, if a patient 

recovered spontaneously (as many Hippocratics conceded was possible), it can’t 

have been metaphysically spontaneously (though he won’t allow for much 

epistemic spontaneity, either). Unfortunately, his reasoning is not entirely 

perspicuous. Perhaps more puzzling than the notion of aÈtÒµatow itself is our 

author’s confidence in his conclusion that no recoveries are metaphysically 

spontaneous. 

At first, the argument of VI 3 seems a continuation of chapter V and VI 1-
2. Since doctors can make use of every kind of thing there is, there is nothing to 

which the self-recovered patient may attribute her recovery other than medicine; 

there is no possible cause of recovery that lies outside its purview. This 

addresses condition 2) above. But this does nothing to rule out the possibility that 

recoveries may simply be uncaused. This possibility is excluded by the fact that 

most things have in them the forms of therapies and drugs. When we encounter 

apparently (that is, epistemically) spontaneous recoveries, we are not thereby 

forced to accept that some events occur without causal antecedents. Instead, we 

should bear in mind that most all of the things we eat, drink, breathe and do in a 

day have an effect on our health. When the cause of recovery is not obvious, it is 

to these that the credit should be given, at least until proven otherwise. This is a 

sort of inductive argument for universal causation: causes and effects are 

everywhere. Why look for an exception in the case of “spontaneous” recovery? 

We can trace the dialectical progression of the argument through chapters 

V and VI. Initially, the critics object that some patients recover without the help of 

medicine. Our author responds that patients recover because of something they 

did, and they know this because they in fact know what it is that led to their 

recovery. Now, our author takes up the critics’ natural reply: patients do not 

always recognize what led to their recovery! Even so, retorts our author, the 
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generally orderliness, regularity and explicability of the world gives them a good 

reason to suppose that there was a cause operating even when they did not 

recognize one. 

(4) tÚ µ¢n går aÈtÒµaton oÈd¢n fa€netai §Ún §legxÒµenon :] 

The verb §l°gxein is yet another legal term (it occurs 18 times in Antiphon’s 

Tetralogies) loosely equivalent to our modern legal idea of cross-examination. In 

a law court, a defendant might cross-examine a witness or accuser. Or he might 

examine testimony. The point of cross-examining a witness is of course to de-

legitimize the damaging parts of his testimony by showing them to be 

inconsistent, either with other parts of the witness’s own testimony, or with 

established fact. The cognate ¶legxow is the name given to Socrates’ method of 

examining the beliefs of his interlocutors to expose inconsistencies, and On the 

Art undertakes to demonstrate that belief in the spontaneous is inconsistent with 

our experience of the world. 

 Some readers might follow Gomperz (1910, 19-20) in lamenting the 

apparent incongruity of VI 4 with chapter II, where our author argued that the 

critics of medicine can’t say of  t°xnh that it is not without involving themselves in 

some sort of absurdity. Shouldn’t the same go for tÚ aÈtÒµaton? Couldn’t our 

author’s opponents turn that argument against him? Gomperz displays genuine 

alarm at the problem, but he is at the same time confident that our author 

possesses too subtle a mind to commit such an obvious blunder. Instead, he 

concludes, “jene zu so verkehrte Folgerungen führende Doktrin im Geiste ihres 

Urhebers von Vorbehalten und Einschränkungen begleitet war, welch uns 

unbekannt sind” (20). In a footnote, he conjectures that for the author of On the 

Art tÚ aÈtÒµaton is a “Beziehungsbegriff” and not therefore subject to the same 

criteria as substantive concepts like t°xnh (161, n. 20.1). 

 I share Gomperz concerns, but I am wary of his ad hoc solution. The 

problem is not a problem for our author alone. As I suggested in my remarks on 

chapter II, he is working within an established tradition, starting with Parmenides, 
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of theoretical reflection on the puzzles surrounding the intentionality relation. One 

of these puzzles involves the possibility—or impossibility, as it were—of 

falsehood, since falsehood is to be understood as “saying of what-is that it is not” 

or “saying of what-is-not that it is.” Explaining how we can talk about what-is-not 

is essential to explaining how we can ever have false beliefs. I submit that our 

author has takes an original approach to the problem, an approach that we will 

uncover as we continue on through chapter VI. 

 (5) pçn går tÚ ginÒµenon  diã ti eÍr€skoit ' ín ginÒµenon,  ka ‹  

§n t“ diã ti tÚ aÈtÒµaton  oÈ fa€netai oÈs€hn  ¶xon  oÈdeµ €an éll ' 

µ ˆnoµa :] The abstract phrase tÚ diã ti has about it an Aristotelian air that may 

prompt some to propose a post-Aristotelian date for On the Art. However, 

Gomperz is quick to point out first that comparable articular constructions are 

present already in Herodotus (tå katå tÚn T°llon I.31) and Thucydides (§w tÚ 

prÚw Ski≈nhw IV.130; éfe‹w tÚ §w tØn X›on VIII.41), second that the harshness 

of tÚ diã ti is mitigated by the preceding diã ti: thus, tÚ diã ti is just an 

expedient way for our author to refer back to this quality of occurring ‘through 

something.’ On the Art contains similar articular prepositional formulations 

elsewhere (tå katå tåw êllaw t°xnaw...tå katå tØn fihtrikØn IX.1), though 

these tend not to provoke as much controversy, presumably due to the fact that 

they don’t as closely resemble Aristotelian language. 

 The causal principle invoked by our author deserves attention for a 

number of reasons. First, as Lloyd perceptively notices (1979, 33), On the Art is 

one of the few works of the Hippocratic Corpus to voice such a strong principle 

(another is to be found in chapter XXII of Airs Waters Places). This comes as a 

surprise so long as we are thinking about Hippocratic writings as proto-scientific 

tracts devoted to physical explanations of health and disease. Perhaps some 

Hippocratics simply assumed such a principle. Perhaps some cared little whether 

it was true in general, so long as it held true for medicine. So far as we know, 

natural philosophy itself did not always insist on a principle of universal causation 
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(Lloyd 1979, 32-3) but was obliged to wait for the father of atomism, Leucippus, 

to expound one: oÈd¢n xr∞µa µãthn g€netai, éllå pãnta §k lÒgou te ka‹ ÍpÉ 

énãgkhw (DK 68 B2). Still, the explicit demand for sufficient reason in explanation 

goes back at least to Parmenides (DK 28 B8) and Anaximander (DK 12 A26) is 

implicit in much early Greek thought. 

On the Art’s overt commitment to universal causation aligns it with the 

theoretically reflective impulses of the medical and philosophical traditions. 

However, our author is unique in his attempt to give an argument for that 

principle instead of simply taking it as given. I proposed in my commentary on VI 
3 that our author was setting up an inductive argument against spontaneity. His 

claim here at VI 5 that “everything would be found to happen 'through 

something"” further develops the idea. Everything we’ve come across operates 

through cause and effect—“in most things are the forms of treatments and 

drugs.” Hence, if we could examine every phenomenon, we would find out that 

they all had causes. Everything has a cause, and so uncaused—that is, 

spontaneous—phenomena do not exist. 

 Finally, then, we arrive at the vexed question of spontaneity’s non-

existence. How can our author make this claim after having given a quite general 

argument against the intelligibility of such claims (II 1-4)? A clue lies in the 

parallel diction and syntax of VI 4 and 5. For after proclaiming that “the 

spontaneous shows itself to be nothing” [tÚ µ¢n går aÈtÒµaton oÈd¢n fa€netai 

§Ún], he treats this as equivalent to “the spontaneous shows itself to have no 

being other than a name” [tÚ aÈtÒµaton oÈ fa€netai oÈs€hn ¶xon oÈdeµ€an 

éll' µ ˆnoµa] (emphasis added). That is, the spontaneous still has some being, 

still “is,” in some attenuated sense. The phenomena that are called spontaneous 

by the critics of medicine are spontaneous, but the extension of the term 

“spontaneous” is determined purely by convention, bearing no relation to the 

natural kinds into which things are divided in virtue of their causal powers. We 

may defer to our author’s theory of language to separate natural terms from 
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conventional terms. Natural terms are those that stand in the right causal relation 

to instances of the natural kinds to which they refer. Conventional terms stand in 

no such relation. True sentences include only terms that cut the world at its 

natural joints. They express what is—by nature. False sentences include terms 

that cut the world along arbitrary lines. Yet they, too, express what is—at least in 

name. The “spontaneous” has as its extension a class of real things, but the 

class itself is a construction of convention. 

 We are still left with the question, however, of what it means for something 

"to be" in an attenuated sense. That is, how does our author navigate the 

paradox of intentionality? He accepts what I have called Parmenides' Existential 

Intentionality Principle (EIP) that whatever is thought about must exist. As Caston 

has argued (2003), this amounts to an endorsement of the following two 

propositions: 

A. Thought consists in a direct relation to what is thought about. 

B. No relation can obtain unless all its relata exist/obtain. 

The EIP itself represents the rejection of a third proposition, which is formally 

inconsistent with A and B. 

C. Sometimes we can think about what does not exist/obtain. 

In fact, any two of the propositions listed, considered in isolation, are consistent. 

Parmenides and Protagoras accepted A and B but rejected C, from which the 

sophist concluded that it was impossible to hold false opinions. The problem for 

On the Art is that our author seems committed to the falsehood of his opponents' 

position. They claim that some recoveries are spontaneous, but they are wrong. 

In fact, our author goes so far as to suggest that there is no such thing as 

spontaneity (VI 4)! After all his arguments in chapter II, does he now recant and 

embrace C? If he embraces C, he should give us some clue as to which of the 

other two propositions, A or B, he will reject. 

 It would be plausible to read in VI 5 a rejection of B. Our author introduces 

a distinction between two "kinds" of being: genuine being and nominal being. 
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Everything that is thought about and spoken of has at least nominal being, 

though some of these things do not genuinely exist. Thus, our author will have 

been the first Greek philosopher to embrace the idea of intentional objects, 

objects that, properly speaking, don't exist but which may yet stand in some 

relation to the mind.65 

 However, though I will not rule out completely the intentional-object 

interpretation of On the Art, there are reasons to question whether it may be 

attributed to our author. First, as stated above, it plainly contradicts the view he 

sets out in chapter II. Second, the hypothesis that there are objects that "are" but 

which do not exist is unintuitive and notoriously paradoxical, requiring substantial 

explanation and defense. But our author does not treat his remarks here as 

something that needs a lengthy discussion. Indeed, he treats them as though his 

audience will understand them with little difficulty.   

Instead, I prefer to take VI 5 as a reinterpretation of the negative 

existential claim that the spontaneous is not. Our author translates this from a 

sentence about the spontaneous, which does not exist, to one about the word 

"spontaneous," which clearly does. The name has being. But the name is applied 

outside the causal web that connects terms to referents. None of this requires 

recourse to thinking what-is-not. It is important to realize that this cannot be a 

general solution to all the paradoxes of intentionality produced by non-referring 

expressions. It will solve the problem for sentences such as "unicorns do not 

exist," but not all sentences that contain "unicorn" will be suited for translation 

into sentences about the word "unicorn." For clearly the sentence "the little girl 

wants a unicorn for her birthday" cannot be so translated. The little girl does not 

want the word "unicorn" but the real thing. 

                                            
65 Meinong is the modern champion of this view (see his 1904). Variations on the 
Meinongian theme have been sounded by Mally 1912, Zalta 1988 and Parsons 
1980. The first known version of an intentional-object theory was proposed by the 
Stoics (Caston 2003). 
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Our author ends up with a theory that allows him to state that his 

opponents' claims are not true without himself thinking what-is-not. Does this 

mean that his opponents' claims are false? Since our author does not address 

the issue directly, it's impossible to arrive at any certain conclusions. One 

possibility is that he peels falsehood apart from intentionality in a way that 

Protagoras, for one, did not. We may again illustrate the issue with a triad of 

inconsistent propositions, starting with a reiteration of C. 

C. Sometimes we can think about what does not exist/obtain. 

Now, C cannot be maintained in the face of the following: 

D. We can never think falsely. 

E. Falsehood is thinking about what does not exist/obtain. 

Most Greek philosophers accepted E. Following Parmenides, many felt 

compelled to reject C. This required the acceptance of D, and so Socrates tells 

us in Cratylus that "many people do say it nowadays, and many have said it in 

the past, as well" (429d, trans. Reeve in Cooper 1997). However, our author 

introduces the idea of "being in name only," that is, of applying a term to a thing 

that doesn't possess the nature to which the term correctly applies. Accordingly, 

he will speak at VIII 11 of those physicians who do not accept his defense of 

medicine as "doctors in name alone." Could this be a definition of falsehood to 

replace that given in E? Perhaps, but there are reasons to resist this conjecture. 

The language of truth and falsehood—but especially of falsehood—is 

conspicuously absent from On the Art. Our author never actually accuses his 

opponents of falsehood. Like Cratylus in the dialogue of the same name, who 

also accepts the possibility that speakers may apply names to things to which 

they do not apply by nature (429c), our author may hold that sentences that 

misapply names have no truth-value whatsoever. As Cratylus says, a person 

uttering such a sentence is "just making noise and acting pointlessly, as if he 

were banging a brass pot" (430a). Cratylus, like our author, subscribes to a 
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natural theory of language, and it may be safest to suppose that their views on 

falsehood, too, are more similar than they are different. 

 (6) ≤ d¢ fihtrikØ ka ‹  §n to›si diã  ti ka ‹  §n to›si pronoeuµ°noisi 

fa€neta€ te ka ‹  faine ›tai afie ‹  oÈs€hn ¶xousa .] Jouanna (1988, 230 n. 9) 

takes VI 6 as rhetorical reinforcement of medicine’s claim to existence: not only 

does it exist now, but its existence is so substantial that it will be eternally. 

However, I think our author places emphasis on the future to emphasize the 

regularity in which a causal world consists. Influencing, explaining and predicting 

future events is possible, as the critics have been forced to admit. All this is 

managed by grasping the causal regularities that constitute our world. If our 

world didn’t exhibit this structure (i.e., didn’t contain forms), then medicine would 

not be possible. But it does. Things don’t just happen spontaneously. So 

medicine exists, and, since the future will be similar to the past, it always will. 

 For more on the phrase §n to›si pronoeuµ°noisi and my translation of 

it, see the Introduction. 
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Commentary - Chapter VII 
 

 (1) To›si µ¢n oÔn tª tÊx˙ tØn Ígie€hn  prostiye ›si , tØn d¢ 

t°xnhn éfair°ousi , toiaËt ' ên tiw  l°goi :] The language here has the 

feel of a legal contract dispute. Whatever its author’s theoretical ambitions, On 

the Art is designed for practical application, namely for use by doctors who get 

into disputes in the course of daily practice. We have seen that the arguments 

against chance are designed to reply to someone who has been treated by 

medicine but then refuses to give the attending physician the credit (and hence 

the payment) he deserves. The next two chapters address the awkward but 

inevitable hazards of routine medical practice: patients who die under a 

physician’s care and patients whose cases are hopeless. 

 (2) toÁw  d ' §n tªsi t«n époyn˙skÒntvn suµforªsi tØn  

t°xnhn éfan€zontaw  yauµãzv ıt°ƒ §pairÒµenoi  éjioxr°ƒ lÒgƒ 

tØn µ¢n t«n  époyn˙skÒntvn ékras€hn énait€hn  kayistçsi , tØn d¢ 

t«n tØn fihtrikØn µelethsãntvn sÊnesin afit€hn, …w  to›si µ¢n 

fihtro›sin ¶nesti tå µØ d°onta §pitãjai , to›si d¢ nos°ousin oÈk 

¶sti tå prostaxy°nta parab∞nai .] The forensic vocabulary resurfaces. 

Again, it is a question of who is a‡tiow, and our author proceeds as though 

defending medicine in a homicide case against the charge that medicine kills its 

patients, casting doubt on the adequacy of the prosecutor’s lÒgow. In essence, 

we (the jury) are to decide the guilt and innocence of two prime suspects. The 

rhetoric escalates proportionally: witness his hyperbolic mock astonishment 

(yauµãzv), calculated for dramatic effect, as well as the sudden surge in 

euphonic and metrical affectation. 

 The complaint of a double standard in evaluating physician responsibility 

can be found elsewhere in the Corpus, most notably in chapter 8 of Diseases I, 

which purports to discuss the value of chance in medicine. 
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It happened to a physician treating the eyes by anointing that pains grew 

more acute—if this happens, the eye ruptures and goes blind, and the 

physician is blamed [afiitiçsyai] because he anointed. And if the physician 

should give something to a person in bed with stomach pain and the 

patient gets worse or even dies, the physician is held responsible [a‡tiow]. 

   And generally, whenever it is necessary that bad diseases or injuries 

lead to worse, the physician is blamed when these things happen, and the 

necessity that compels such things to happen is not recognized. And if he 

sees a patient with fever or an injury and does not help him with the initial 

treatment, but rather the patient is worse on the next day, the physician is 

blamed [afiitiçsyai]. But if the patient is helped, they do not give equal 

praise to the physician, for they think the patient to have experienced what 

had to happen. (8 Potter) 

The charge is not just that the doctor should have been able to cure his patient, 

but that his treatment actually made the patient worse. The author’s excuse—that 

the disease has its own causal trajectory independent of the physician’s 

intervention—is not one to which On the Art adverts (though it does in later 

chapters give this sort of explanation for the failure to cure). This is not 

surprising, since he is so keen to reject hopeless cases. A good doctor should 

have known that his treatments would be of no help. 

 (3) ka ‹  µØn polÊ ge eÈlog≈teron  to›si kãµnousin édunate ›n  

tå prostassÒµena Ípourge ›n µ to›sin fihtro›si tå µØ d°onta 

§pitãssein .] Our author is perhaps counting on the religious echoes of 

Ípourge›n (cf. Pausanias, Description of Greece VI.6.9 to›w µ¢n dØ tå ÍpÚ toË 

yeoË prostetagµ°na ÍpourgoËsi) to serve as a subtle comparison of the sick 

man to the impious. The analogy works out well for the doctor. By implication, he 

is compared to a god. The ordering and obeying theme may also be the first hints 

of a military metaphor that will be expanded in later chapters: the disease is the 

enemy against which the patient, as soldier, must fight by executing the 
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commands of his general, the doctor. Our author’s accusation is not plucked out 

of thin air. Methods for detecting disobedience in patients are discussed at length 

in chapter II of Prorrhetic II. There, the author notes that “different people carry 

out different orders [tå prostassÒµena] with ease and with difficulty” and goes 

on to explain how, for example, a doctor can tell that a patient on a diet has been 

eating too much. 

The adjective eÈlog≈terow gives this the feel of a sophistic efikÒw 

argument, and it anticipates the actual efikÒw claim that will be made later in the 

chapter. 

(4) ofl µ¢n går ÍgiainoÊs˙ gn≈µ˙ µey ' Ígia€nontow  s≈µatow  

§gxeir°ousi , logisãµenoi tã te pareÒnta t«n te paroixoµ°nvn  

tå ıµo€vw  diatey°nta to›si pareoËsin, Àste pot¢ yerapeuy°nta 

efipe ›n …w  épÆllajan, ofl d '  oÎte ì  kãµnousin  oÎte di '  ì kãµnousin,  

oÈd ' ˜ ti §k t«n pareÒntvn ¶stai oÈd ' ˜ ti  §k t«n toÊtoisin  

ıµo€vn  g€netai efidÒtew  §pitãssontai , élg°ontew  µ¢n  §n t“ 

pareÒnti , fobeÊµenoi  d¢ tÚ µ°llon  ka ‹  plÆreiw  µ¢n  t∞w  noÊsou, 

keneo‹  d¢ sit€vn, §y°lontew  de tå prÚw  tØn noËson  ≤d°a µçllon µ 

tå prÚw  tØn Ígie€hn prosd°xesyai , oÈk époyane ›n  §r«ntew  éllå 

kartere ›n édunat°ontew .] It is vital to this passage to bear in mind that it 

involves four distinct mental acts: 1) the consideration of present circumstances; 

2) the comparison of the patient’s present condition to past patient conditions 

(implied by the ıµo€vw construction); 3) the consideration of these past 

conditions; and 4) the inference from outcomes in past cases to the present 

case. Oddly, our author leaves the point of all this languishing in obscurity. Why 

exactly does the physician undertake all this? It would seem as though his first 

priority is describing the physician’s method for generating prognoses. Gomperz, 

not inaptly, compares On the Art to a passage from Plato’s Laches: “For 

instance, in the case of health, there is no other art related to the past, the 

present, and the future except that of medicine, which, although it is a single art, 
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surveys what is, what was, and what is likely to be in the future” (198d, trans. 

Sprague in Cooper 1997). This seems to accord well with certain treatises in the 

Corpus. 

State what has happened before, know what is currently the case, predict 

what will happen. Practice these things. (Epidemics I XI.9-10 Jones) 

 

By knowing, before being told, the past, present and future experiences of 

the sick, and by openly declaring these things, and by describing in detail 

events the patients fail to mention, the physician would persuade them 

that he knows all the better the realities of their situation…." (Prognostic 

I.2-7 Jones) 

In these particular examples, “knowing the past” probably refers specifically to 

reconstructing a detailed account of the patient’s recent medical history and not 

to past cases. However, past cases are the source of the accounts given in 

Prognostic and Epidemics I, and their function is obvious enough: to provide 

future physicians the means of predicting patient outcomes by comparing 

symptoms to similar cases in the past. 

 On the Art follows the Hippocratic model. Unlike Prognostic, however, it is 

not concerned exclusively with symptoms but with how things really are disposed 

(tå diatey°nta), which suggests that our author includes the acquisition of 

aetiological knowledge in the physician’s prognostic task. Still, there remains a 

gaping hole in our author’s argument. Perhaps he can tell his patient what the 

disease holds in store; it doesn’t follow that his prescriptions are infallible. The 

treatise Prognostic contends that “[the physician] could craft the best therapy if 

he knows in advance from the present symptoms what will happen in the future” 

(I.8-10 Jones), though we are not told why this should be the case. In fact, 

prognosis (especially on the basis of symptoms as opposed to causes, as in 

Prognostic) need not have any consequences whatsoever for the physician’s 
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prescriptions. If our author is merely praising the physician’s prognostic skills in 

this narrow sense, he commits a fallacy of irrelevance. 

 Contrary to treatises like Epidemics I and Prognostic, however, On the Art 

portrays the physician as recollecting not just the symptoms of past conditions, 

but also their causes, the manner of their treatment and the outcomes of that 

treatment. Surely, this is how our author wants to relate prognosis to the 

argument at hand. But what is the relation? The passage is best understood, I 

think, if we keep in mind our author’s general principle that real explanation, and 

thus correct procedure, is rooted in the regularity of phenomena. A physician 

comes to a conclusion about what therapy will bring about a patient’s recovery 

simply by knowing what cured the same condition in the past. By establishing 

similarities in symptomology and aetiology between cases, he can distinguish an 

e‰dow for the particular disease with which he is dealing; by considering past 

therapeutic measures, he can determine the e‰dow of treatment he will employ. 

Our author emphasizes not just the patient’s ignorance, in 

contradistinction to the doctor, of what has happened in the past, present and 

future, but also that his present is a state of constant pain, his future one of 

crippling fear. Jouanna perceptively notices the overwrought language in this 

passage, showing that yane›n §rçn hails from tragedy (Sophocles, Antigone 220; 

Euripides, Hecuba 358 and Helen 1639) and flagging the military metaphor that 

operates through phrases such as kartere›n édunat°ontew (255). The patient is 

a soldier who no longer has the courage to resist his enemies and so disobeys 

his officer’s orders in battle. This is essentially correct, though we should like to 

add that the verb prosd°xesyai is often used for the reception of foreign 

emissaries. One suspects that the metaphor is more elaborate, comparing 

patients to the soldiers and citizens of a besieged city-state who, tired of 

resisting, stop listening to their generals and refuse their allies, instead admitting 

into their midst the diplomatic representatives of the enemy with the intention of 

negotiating a complete surrender. By analogy, the patient’s desperate exhaustion 
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leads him to choose measures expedient to the disease instead of measures that 

combat it in the hope that he can put himself out of his misery sooner than later.66 

(5) oÏtv d¢ diakeiµ°nouw  pÒteron efikÚw  toÊtouw  tå ÍpÚ t«n 

fihtr«n §pitassÒµena <µØ> poie ›n  µ  êlla poie ›n  ì oÈk 

§petãxyhsan, µ toÁw  fihtroÁw  toÁw  §ke€nvw  diakeiµ°nouw  …w  ı 

prÒsyen lÒgow  ≤rµÆneusen §pitãssein tå µØ d°onta ;] In what is 

probably the earliest recorded defense against a malpractice charge, our author 

relies on argument from efikÒw, or likelihood, generally acknowledged as the 

calling card of sophistic rhetoric. Aristotle depicts efikÒw as having been devised 

primarily for defensive contexts, namely in the law courts. 

If the accused is not open to the charge—for instance if a weakling is tried 

for violent assault—the defence is that he was not likely [efikÒw] to do such 

a thing. But if he is open to the charge—i.e. if he is a strong man—the 

defence is still that he was not likely to do such a thing, since he could be 

sure that people would think he was likely to do it. And so with any other 

charge: the accused must be either open or not open to it: both seem 

probable, but one is probable and the other not so absolutely but only in 

the way we have described. This sort of argument illustrates what is 

meant by making the worse argument seem the better. Hence people 

were right in objecting to the training Protagoras undertook to give them. It 

was a fraud; the probability it handles was not genuine but spurious, and 

has a place in no art except Rhetoric and Eristic. (Rhetoric II.24, 1402a17-

29, trans. Roberts in Barnes 1984) 

                                            
66 For another discussion of regimens that aid disease, see Ancient Medicine VI. 
Reference to patients who do not resist the disease is found also at Diseases I 
XVI. 
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At Theaetetus 162d-e, Plato provides indirect testimony that efikÒw arguments (or 

perhaps only a specific kind) were associated especially with Protagoras and 

rhetoric while shunned by the other arts. 

SOCRATES: Yes, because you are young, dear lad; and so you lend a 

ready ear to mob-oratory and let it convince you. For Protagoras, or 

anyone speaking on his behalf, will answer us like this: "My good people, 

young and old," he will say, "you sit here orating; you drag in gods, whose 

existence or nonexistence I exclude from all discussion, written or spoken; 

you keep on saying whatever is likely to be acceptable to the mob, telling 

them that it would be a shocking thing if no man were wiser than any cow 

in a field; but of proof or necessity not a word. You just rely on plausibility 

[efikÒw]; though if Theodorus or any other geometer were to do that in his 

branch of science, it’s a good-for-nothing geometer he would be." (trans. 

Levett and Burnyeat in Cooper 1997) 

That Plato has “Protagoras” criticize efikÒw is a delicious bit of irony, no doubt 

because of his fame (or infamy, rather) for making the worse argument better. 

But Protagoras had no patent on the efikÒw argument. Mastery of likelihood is 

attributed also to Tisias and Gorgias at Phaedrus 267a-b, and these arguments 

are indeed found in the extant speeches of Gorgias. Furthermore, efikÒw 

reasoning is central to the opposed speeches in Thucydides,67 and Antiphon’s 

Tetralogies—especially the first—are full of them.68 

 While both Plato and Aristotle criticize efikÒw argument, they do so for 

different reasons. Plato finds likelihood unfit for use in any investigation that 

purports to achieve certainty with respect to its subject matter. Only strict 

necessity provides real proof; geometry is the model. Aristotle, on the other hand, 
                                            
67 See further Woodruff 1994. 
68 The role of efikÒw in the first of Antiphon’s Tetralogies is discussed in Gagarin 
2002, 112ff. With respect to Protagoras, Gagarin cautions that despite Aristotle’s 
remarks we have no extant examples of reverse-probability (or any kind of 
probability) arguments attributed to the sophist (29 n. 59). 
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distinguishes between true likelihood and false likelihood. It is only this latter, 

fraudulent strain that he expressly dismisses. We may speculate that Aristotle 

wants to leave some legitimate role for likelihood insofar as his science allows for 

“for the most part” correlations between phenomena. Men really are likely to have 

beards, though it is not necessary that they do. 

 The efikÒw argument here in On the Art is, I submit, an example of making 

the worse argument stronger in that the author turns the tables on his opponents 

and, beyond simply arguing that physicians are innocent of the charge of 

accidental homicide, outrageously charges the victims with their own deaths. 

However, he doesn’t seem to be guilty of the sort of ploy Aristotle attributes to 

Protagoras. He is not reversing a real probability by some clever sophism. In fact, 

his argument depends on real probabilities: people in a weakened or hysterical 

state tend to make more mistakes than those who are not. Of course, it does not 

follow that the doctor couldn’t have made a mistake in some particular case. But 

to argue that he did indeed make such a mistake, more evidence will have to be 

presented than just the fact that the patient was under the doctor’s care when 

she died. If this is all we know, we must admit that it is more likely that the patient 

erred. 

The highest likelihood is that neither the patient nor the doctor erred. (That 

circumstance will be addressed in the next chapter.) The proper answer to the 

question posed here in VII 5 is “neither.” Our author may be correct that patient 

error is generally more likely than physician error (though even this should be 

sketched in greater detail); but it may for all that not be likely in itself. Here 

Plato’s concern becomes salient. Our author will go on to suggest that generally 

patients really are responsible for their own deaths, a conclusion that is plainly 

unwarranted. The conclusion is possible only on the supposition that likelihoods 

can underwrite non-defeasible inferences. They cannot, and for our author to act 

as though he can make charges with any certainty is irresponsible. 
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In his defense, certainty was not the standard in Greek law courts. Even 

today, malpractice claims are tried in civil courts, where the standard is 

somewhat similar to efikÒw: whoever’s story is the more probable, the more 

believable, the more likely to be true, gets the prize. Investigations into fact for 

the purpose of attaining certainty have limited value in such courts, whether 

ancient or modern. Our author knows the charge is bogus; he has no qualms 

about defeating it with a bogus argument of his own. What is up for sale in this 

chapter is our author’s facility for devising rhetorical expedients in law courts. On 

the Art is the showcase for hawking a shyster’s trick that the doctor can brandish 

at need. In later chapters, our author will explain patient deaths not as self-

inflicted but as cases in which the disease got a head start on treatment. His 

account there contains not a trace of efikÒw reasoning. This shows that our author 

does not take chapter VII too seriously as an actual account of patient mortality 

but recognizes it for the rhetorical diversion that it is.69 

(6) îr ' oÈ polÁ µçllon toÁw  µ¢n  deÒntvw  §pitãssein, toÁw  d¢ 

efikÒtvw  édunate ›n pe€yesyai , µØ peiyoµ°nouw  d¢ perip€ptein to›si 

yanãtoisin, œn  ofl  µØ Ùry«w  logizÒµenoi tåw  afit€aw  to›sin oÈd¢n  

afit€oisin énatiye ›si , toÁw  afit€ouw  §leuyeroËntew ;] Jouanna compares 

this final sentence of chapter VII to one in Gorgias’ Helen: 
efi oÔn t∞i TÊxhi ka‹ t«i ye«i tØn afit€an énayet°on, [µ] tØn ÑEl°nhn t∞w 

duskle€aw épolut°on. (DK 82 B11 §6) 

 

So if responsibility is to be attributed to chance and god, Helen is to be 

delivered from infamy. 

He does not, however, note similar language in Antiphon’s Tetralogies. “In this 

knowledge, make the prosecution bear the consequences of their sin [tÚ 

                                            
69 By the same token, Lesley Dean-Jones has drawn my attention to the fact that 
the argument in chapter VII is much less dense than most of On the Art, as 
though it were aimed at a rag-tag jury who will hear the argument only once. 
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és°bhµa toËto énay°ntew]; cleanse yourselves of guilt [kayaro‹ t∞w afit€aw]: 

and acquit me [§µ° épolÊete] as righteousness and justice require you to do” 

(4.2.9 trans. Maidment). We find in the Tetralogies a further parallel. In his 

closing argument, the defendant in the first Tetralogy accuses his accusers of 

letting the guilty go free. 
tå de tekµÆria §µã, oÈ toÊtou ˆnta §dÆlvsa, tå te ‡xnh toË fÒnou 

oÈk efiw §µ¢ f°ronta, éll' efiw toÁw époluoµ°nouw épod°deiktai Íp' 

aÈt«n. (2.4.10 Gagarin) 

 

I have made clear that the evidence supports me, not these [charges], and 

the tracks of the murderer do not lead to me, but rather, it has been 

shown, to those who are being acquitted by them [i.e., the prosecution]. 

In the Tetralogies generally, Antiphon’s defendants are wont to intimidate the jury 

by stoking the fear of wrongful conviction. 

In seeking to punish the murderer, do not put him who is blameless to 

death. If you do, [the slayer no less than the slain will bring the wrath of 

heaven upon the guilty], and if the defendant is put to death without 

scruple, he causes the defilement brought upon his slayers by the spirits 

of vengeance to become twofold. Hold that defilement in fear: and 

consider your duty to absolve him who is guiltless. Him upon whom the 

stain of blood rests you may let time reveal, even as you may leave his 

punishment to his victim's kin. It is thus that you will best serve justice and 

the will of heaven. (4.4.10-11 trans. Maidment) 

The defendant reminds the jury how critical their decision is. If they convict an 

innocent, they will not only have allowed the murder-pollution to persist through 

failing to punish the real killer, but they will have added more pollution to the mix. 

If they refuse to convict, they have only the original pollution to worry about. They 

could always acquit and then use the time to conduct further investigation, after 
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which point they can convict with certainty, confident that they are wiping out the 

pollution once and for all. 

 Editors and translators have rather curiously ignored some striking 

affinities in strategy and dramatic content between chapter VII of On the Art and 

Antiphon’s Tetralogies. Chapter VII is connected to the second and third 

Tetralogies by an especially outrageous thread: the defendants in all three cases 

attempt to shift the blame from themselves onto the victims, who, incidentally, are 

dead. The victim’s father, who undertakes the prosecution in the second 

Tetralogy, expresses shock and dismay at the very notion. 

My faith in justice, then, enables me to despise his defence. Yet my 

distrust of the pitiless will of fate makes me fear that I may not only lose 

the benefit of my child, but that I may see him convicted by you of taking 

his own life in addition. For the defendant has had the audacity and 

shamelessness to say that he who struck and killed neither wounded nor 

killed, whereas he who neither touched the javelin nor had any intention of 

throwing it missed every other point on earth and every other person, and 

pierced his own side with the javelin. Why, I should myself sound more 

convincing, I think, were I accusing the lad of willful murder, than does the 

defendant in claiming that the lad neither struck nor killed. (3.3.4-5 trans. 

Maidment) 

The third Tetralogy, however, is more relevant to our study of On the Art. There, 

the defendant stands accused of beating to death an old man. The catch: the old 

man attacked the defendant first, and the latter struck back only in self-defense. 

Naturally, the defendant argues that the party who provoked the fight is to blame 

for its consequences. 

 However, worried that that the jury will not sympathize with this argument, 

the defendant drags in a scapegoat: the attending physician. 

But in fact he died several days later, after being placed under an 

incompetent physician. His death was due to the incompetence of the 
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physician, and not to the blows which he received. The other physicians 

warned him that though he was not beyond cure, he would die if he 

followed this particular treatment. Thanks to your advice, he did die, and 

thereby caused an outrageous charge to be brought against myself (4.2.4 

trans. Maidment). 

In contrast with On the Art, the defendant charges that the attending physician’s 

prescription went against the grain of medical orthodoxy. This may of course be 

merely an invention devised to better support his case—at no point in the 

remainder of the Tetralogy is this evidential fact brought up again. Neither the 

prosecution nor the defense is particularly focused on whether the doctor is guilty 

of malpractice (legally speaking, there was no such thing), that is, that he caused 

the patient’s death. Consider the prosecution’s half-hearted defense of the 

physician: 

I am surprised that, in alleging the man's death to have been due to the 

physician, he should assign responsibility for it to us, upon whose advice it 

was that he received medical attention; for had we failed to place him 

under the care of a physician, the defendant would assuredly have 

maintained that his death was due to neglect. But even if his death was 

due to the physician, which it was not, the physician is not his murderer, 

because the law absolves him from blame. On the other hand, as it was 

only owing to the blows given by the defendant that we placed the dead 

man under medical care at all, can the murderer be anyone save him who 

forced us to call in the physician? (4.3.5 trans. Maidment) 

The prosecution offers three distinct arguments here. Not one of them relies on 

or otherwise supports the physician’s innocence. While the physician may 

escape the trial without being charged with murder, the prosecution’s 

unwillingness to defend him gives the impression that even they suspect the 

victim received inadequate medical attention. Legally, the doctor is in the clear, 

though his honor hobbles out of court in tatters. 
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Chapter VII of On the Art emerges as the perfect complement to 

Antiphon’s third Tetralogy. The former serves as a sort of epilogue to the latter, 

ensuring that all concerned parties receive competent “legal” representation. The 

defendant blames the doctor, insinuating thereby the guilt of the prosecution, 

who hired the doctor to begin with. The prosecution, for its part, argues that even 

if the doctor did kill his patient, those who called in the physician are not to 

blame. Here in On the Art, the physician himself now steps forward and denies 

any responsibility. The sorry state of the ailing patient, not the medical 

prescription, resulted in his death. Anyone who suggests otherwise is blaming 

the innocent, while letting the guilty go free, and the referent of the definite 

description is tantalizingly underdetermined. “The guilty” may be the patients 

themselves—that is certainly the foreground meaning. On the other hand, they 

are dead. If they are the culprits, they have also already paid the ultimate (and 

legally ordained) price. The physician’s argument ought to be (as it is in the 

second Tetralogy, 3.2.8) that the guilty have already been punished. Instead, our 

author implies that the true criminals are still on the loose, and that could include 

(metaphorically) the disease itself or the family of the deceased, which at the 

time did not adequately supervise the patient’s convalescence and so now 

attempts to transfer its guilty conscience to the doctor. 
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Commentary - Chapter VIII 
 

 (1) Efis ‹  d° tinew , o„  ka ‹  diå toÁw  µØ y¢lontaw  §gxeire ›n to›si 

kekrathµ°noisin ÍpÚ t«n noshµãtvn µ°µfontai tØn fihtrikÆn, 

l°gontew  …w  taËta µ¢n ka ‹  aÈtå Íf '  •vut«n ín §jugiãzoito ì 

§gxeir°ousin fiçsyai , ì d ' §pikour€hw  de ›tai µegãlhw  oÈx  ëptontai , 

de ›n d°, e ‡per ∑n  ≤  t°xnh, pãny ' ıµo€vw  fiçsyai .] Jouanna connects this 

charge with a remark elsewhere in the Corpus: 

One ought to avoid especially such cases—when he has a good excuse. 

For there is little hope and great risk. And if he does not reduce [the 

fracture], he will seem to lack art, while if he does reduce it, he will lead 

nearer to death than to safety. (On Fractures XXXVI.21-5 Withington) 

This makes plain the natural transition from chapter VII to chapter VIII of On the 

Art. The physician avoids difficult cases because he knows he will be blamed if 

the patient dies. However, On the Art separates itself from On Fractures in that 

our author stresses (and will continue to stress) the genuine intractability of the 

cases in question. There is something off-putting about the attitude in On 

Fractures. The patient will never get to decide for herself whether the risk is 

worth taking, since the doctor, motivated by self-preservation, categorically 

refuses to perform the procedure, then covers his selfish tracks by inventing 

some excuse. 

 Still, the anxiety voiced in On Fractures and the charge of the detractors in 

On the Art are of a piece. The central problem is epistemic.70 Shouldn’t the 

physicians know how to cure everything if they really are physicians? We shall 

                                            
70 Jouanna suggests that the critique transcends the merely epistemic and 
threatens medicine’s claim to being (1988, 256). However, I’m not sure what this 
would mean—that diseases would resolve themselves one way or another 
irrespective of the doctor’s treatment? Perhaps, but this would reduce the 
argument here to that of chapter IV. For reasons that will become clear, I think 
the charge is epistemic, and our author is just sloppy with his onto-jargon. 
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examine shortly our author’s reply, but we can be sure of this much: for the 

intractability of certain diseases, it is not the physician who should be blamed. 

The language again revives metaphors military and mystical. The term 

§pikour€a is often used for aid from allies in battle, as well as for divine succor. 

Where in chapter VII the doctor was compared to a god and a general, his 

opponents now label him a devil and a deserter. 

(2) ofl µ¢n oÔn taËta l°gontew , efi §µ°µfonto to›w  fihtro›w  ˜ti 

aÈt«n toiaËta legÒntvn oÈk §piµ°lontai …w  parafroneÊntvn,  

efikÒtvw  ín §µ°µfonto  µçllon µ  ke ›na  µeµfÒµenoi .] As far as the 

argument proper is concerned, this sentence adds little. As an indicator of our 

author’s rhetorical ruthlessness, it is informative—not to mention entertaining. 

Once again he indulges in probability arguments, but not to call into question the 

physician’s guilt as such. Rather, he is launching an ad hominem attack on the 

mental competence of the detractors. Funny as it is, though, it is not without its 

serious side. It adumbrates the real argument, namely that, in demanding of the 

art that it cure every disease, the detractors are expecting the impossible. 

(3) efi gãr tiw  µ t°xnhn, §w  ì µØ t°xnh,  µ fÊsin, §w  ì  µØ fÊsiw  

p°fuken, éji≈seie dÊnasyai , égnoe ›  µan€˙ èrµÒzousan  êgnoian 

µçllon  µ éµay€˙:] It is easy and more fitting for the rhetorical playfulness of 

the text (this section in particular) to translate the cognate accusative into 

English. Moreover, it may be more than a mere flourish. Surely it is no mere 

flourish when Socrates in the Apology (21d) distinguishes himself from others on 

the grounds that he knows that he knows nothing, whereas most know not even 

this. The distinction is relevant to On the Art, as a matter of fact, since the gist of 

our author’s defense is that cases in which a physician does not know how to 

cure a disease are special cases of ignorance. It is not that the physician just 

plain doesn’t know what to do. Rather, there is nothing that can be done, and this 

he knows, that is, he can give a reasonable explanation of his aporia. Medicine 
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shouldn’t be criticized on this account, objects our author, and he is right 

(provided that the physician's explanation is correct). 

(4) œn går ¶stin ≤µ›n to›s€ te t«n fus€vn to›si te t«n 

texn°vn Ùrgãnoisin  §pikrate ›n, toÊtvn ¶stin ≤µ›n  dhµ iourgo›w  

e ‰nai , êllvn d¢ oÈk ¶stin .] The military metaphor is once again in effect—

ˆrganon could be used to denote weaponry (cf. Ctesias Fr. 81; Plato, Republic 

374d; Laws 956a). The phrase t«n fus€vn has given commentators pause. 

Surely, part of our author’s motivation is rhetorical. He wants the same number of 

syllables as and homoioteleuton with t«n texn°vn. Still we must explain what 

he means, and this explanation should take into account the singular use in the 

previous sentence. 

 I keep with tradition in translating these phrases as singular, despite 

Ducatillon’s protest that this fails to respect the plural (1977a, 55). Following 

Gomperz (“durch die Kräfte der Körper und durch die Hilfsmittel der Künste”), 

Jones decides that the natures in question are individual (i.e., physiological) 

natures, what he terms “the natural powers of the human constitution,” and that 

the ˆrgana of these natures are the bodily organs (1910, 202-3 n.1). The bodily 

organs are what the doctor manipulates using the tools of his trade in order to 

effect health. 

 Jones’ interpretation seems strained (Aristotle does refer at De Anima 

III.8, 432a2 to the hand as the ˆrganon Ùrgãnvn, but he seems to be likening 

the hand to a tool, not tools to hands), and Ducatillon is right to reject it (55). She 

proposes instead that “natures” refers to the innate capacity that, in addition to 

sufficient training, is articulated at the close of chapter IX as a requirement of 

good physicians. The instruments of nature are thus “les talents naturels” (55). 

Ingenious as this may be, it expects too much of the Greek ˆrganon. In addition, 

we are left with no sense for the contribution this pronouncement makes to the 

overall argument of chapter VIII. 
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 The only instrument considered in chapter VIII is fire, of which our author 

writes that it burns the hottest of any of the caustics employed in medicine (VIII 
6). Fire (by which is meant the tools of cautery, cf. Aphorisms VII.87) is an 

instrument. It is an instrument of the art insofar as a craftsman employs it toward 

a certain end, and it is an instrument of nature insofar as fire has a nature, 

according to which it can be counted on to burn at an extreme temperature. This 

is the very heart of the argument. Art is in a sense nothing over and above the 

natures that exist in the world; by manipulating certain natured things in response 

to certain circumstances, the physician brings about the state of health in his 

patient, which is itself a natural result. Medicine has a nature and a form in virtue 

of the fact that its treatments amount to the calculated application of things with 

natures and forms to things with natures and forms. As natured entities, medical 

instruments such as fire exhibit regular behavior. Fire as a rule burns at such and 

such a temperature; it burns at this temperature by nature; it must burn at this 

temperature. Here is where the modal claims of VIII.4 gather force. If we expect 

fire to burn at a different temperature, we are requiring of it something that 

exceeds its nature. We are asking the impossible of nature. In that we are 

demanding of medicine that it somehow make fire burn at a different temperature 

(for this is what would be required to cure the disease), we are asking the 

impossible of the art. The art cannot be justly criticized for failing to achieve the 

impossible. 

Jouanna perceives in the general talk of a t°xnh (which begins at VIII 3) 

and its dhµiourgÒw an argument that is conceived not only as a defense of 

medicine, but of any art under similar attack. It was apparently highly unusual for 

physicians of the period to apply the latter term to themselves. Jouanna reports 

that, bracketing the Hippocratic letters, dhµiourgÒw is found in the Corpus only in 

Ancient Medicine (chapter I) and Precepts (chapter II). 

(5) ˜tan oÔn ti pãy˙ Ànyropow  kakÚn  ˘ kr°sson §st ‹n t«n §n 

fihtrikª Ùrgãnvn , oÈd¢ prosdokçsyai  toËtÒ pou de ›  ÍpÚ fihtrik∞w  
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krathy∞nai ên . (6) aÈt€ka går t«n §n fihtrikª kaiÒntvn tÚ pËr 

§sxãtvw  ka€ei , toÊtou d¢  ≤ssÒnvw  ka ‹  êlla pollã .  (7) t«n µ¢n 

oÔn ≤ssÒnvn tå kr°ssv oÎpv d∞lon  ˜ti én€hta :  (8) t«n d¢ 

krat€stvn tå kr°ssv p«w  oÈ d∞lon  ˜ti én€hta ;] Our author’s 

obsession with balance in the form of parisosis and extreme paromoiosis takes 

over this passage. By simply replacing ≤ssÒnvn with krat€stvn and reversing 

the syllables of oÎpv to yield p«w oÈ, he achieves a world of difference in 

meaning. 

First, our author establishes there are grades of caustics, an idea which 

he assumes will be easily embraced by his audience. Some things are just hotter 

than others. And some situations call for more heat than others. This should be 

apparent from the quotidian fact that different substances have different 

flashpoints and melting points. It is sometimes the case, then, that a particular 

caustic does not prove hot enough to have the desired effect on the material 

being worked (here, the “material” is the disease); a hotter caustic must be used. 

It is conceivable that some diseases may require a caustic so hot that no known 

substance can do the job. 

(9) ì går pËr dhµ iourge › , p«w  oÈ tå toÊtƒ µØ èliskÒµena 

dhlo›  ˜ti êllhw  t°xnhw  de ›tai ka ‹  oÈ taÊthw  §n √ tÚ pËr ˆrganon ;] 

The question as posed is curious. What does our author mean by “another art"? 

Is he suggesting that there is another art that could do the work that medicine 

can’t? Is this a veiled allusion to prayer, temple medicine, or magic? This is not 

impossible, though our author does not elsewhere indicate that he puts stock in 

such methods. (Almost certainly, the arguments of chapters V and VI militate 

against the possibility of religious healing. Still, our author avails himself of 

religious imagery in chapters IV and V, and this may be more of the same.) The 

preferable alternative is to suppose that the extension of êllhw t°xnhw is null, 

and that what we encounter here is an extravagant way of saying “if the strongest 
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treatment doesn’t do the trick, you’re out of luck, and there’s nothing anyone can 

do about it!” 

 On the Art demonstrates that there could well arise situations in which a 

cure for some disease, or particular case of it, is impossible. What it cannot claim 

to have shown is that every instance of physician refusal is such a case. 

Perhaps, though, we are unreasonable to expect that of our author. All he gives 

is a blueprint for the defense of medicine on this point, a way for good doctors to 

defend themselves against what may be unfair criticism. It will ultimately be up to 

the physician to show that his refusal to treat a patient was based on the genuine 

intractability of the disease. And we can easily imagine obstacles to this defense. 

First and foremost, he may not be able to provide a thorough explanation of the 

physical mechanisms that prevent the disease from being cured: he will have to 

give some reason for the ineffectiveness of his treatment besides the mere fact 

that it was not effective. 

 This last problem signals that the topic of chapter VIII has mutated slightly. 

Our author began with the intent of defending doctors who refused hopeless 

cases. Now, in giving justification for the physician's refusal of certain cases, he 

returns to defending physicians whose patients have died. This underscores 

once and for all the chief concern of the treatise thus far. Chapter IV began its 

discussion of chance by airing the charge that not all medical patients were 

cured. Once the discussion of chance had been concluded, chapter VII again 

returned to defend the doctor whose patient had died on his watch. Here in 

chapter VIII, after ostensibly moving on to consider physician refusals, our author 

is once more defending doctors with dead patients. Analyses of spontaneity and 

high-flown rhetoric notwithstanding, it is clear what posed the gravest threat (at 

least potentially) to the doctors’ trade: they plied, people died. 

(10) vÍtÚw  d° µoi lÒgow  ka ‹  Íp¢r t«n êllvn, ˜sa tª fihtrikª 

sunerge › . œn  èpãntvn fhµ‹ de ›n  •kãstou <oÈ> katatuxÒnta tÚn 

fihtrÚn tØn dÊnaµ in  afitiçsyai toË pãyeow , éllå  µØ tØn t°xnhn.] 
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Following up my earlier observations, there can be no doubt that here our author 

is concerned not so much with physician refusal but with failure. In fact, our 

author does not clearly distinguish the two problems. Contrary to the traditional 

translation and interpretation of On the Art's repeated references to physician 

refusal, I suggest that the phrase µØ §gxeire›n in its various forms (but especially 

in chapters III and VIII) means not "refuse" or "not attempt" but rather something 

more like "leave off" or "discontinue."71 Our author is defending doctors against 

the complaint that they begin by treating patients but, when the patients' 

conditions do not improve, stop the treatment. But what is the exact nature of this 

complaint? It isn't just that medicine is ineffectual (the charge aired in chapter IV), 

but that doctors are crooks. They treat their patients and then wait to see what 

happens. If the patients seem to be recovering, they continue treatment. If the 

patients take a turn for the worse, they stop treatment so that they will not incur 

blame for their patients' deaths. This "trick" requires no medical knowledge; 

anyone could do it, but few would. The physician is extraordinary only in his lack 

of scruple. 

It is perhaps no surprise, then, that this passage reads foremost as a 

piece of legal advice. Our author does not assert that when doctors fail, the 

strength of the disease really is to blame. He merely instructs failed physicians to 

blame the strength of the disease. The strategy, it seems, is to shift the burden of 

proof to the prosecution. Having firmly established that it’s at least possible for a 

disease to be incurable, our author now demands that the prosecution show that 

it was physician error, not incurable disease, which was responsible for the 

outcome. Conveniently for the defense, the prosecution is not likely to know 

enough about medicine to make the case, and the only expert witness a 

prosecutor could call would himself be a physician. 

(11) ofl µ¢n oÔn  µeµfÒµenoi  toÁw  to›si kekrathµ°noisi µØ 

§gxeir°ontaw  parakeleÊontai ka ‹  œn  µØ prosÆkei ëptesyai oÈd¢n 

                                            
71 Lloyd comes very close to recognizing this but does not (1991, 253-4). 
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∏sson µ œn  prosÆkei , parakeleuÒµenoi d¢ taËta ÍpÚ µ¢n  t«n 

ÙnÒµati fihtr«n yauµãzontai ,  ÍpÚ d¢ t«n ka ‹  t°xn˙ 

katagel«ntai .] With some apprehension, I translate the Greek µØ prosÆkei 

as "unmeet," which is prohibitively archaic English. My intention is to recall 

certain passages from the Catholic liturgy (e.g., "meet, right and salutary") and 

exploit the religious connotations of the archaism. For that is precisely our 

author's intention in the Greek. Compare an expression from Antiphon: oÈ 

pros∞kon µ€asµa efiw toÁw fid€ouw o‡kouw efisãgontai (Tetralogies 4.1.3 Gagarin). 

"Touching what is unmeet" is an allusion to pollution (µ€asµa), or rather to the 

fact that one was advised to avoid contact with a polluted person for fear of 

disrespecting the gods or becoming contaminated oneself.72 Our author's earlier 

remark at VIII 9 comes into focus (at least as a rhetorical tactic). The "other art" 

required when fire fails refers to some sort of religious purification. This is not the 

doctor's domain, and to insist that he treat the polluted is itself impious. 

Moreover, our author resorts once again to blaming the victim. Incurable patients 

are morally reprehensible, untouchable, cursed as a result of some crime. They 

have no one to blame but themselves for bringing the gods' wrath down upon 

them. 

Still, I believe the religious theme constitutes merely a connotative 

backdrop against which the wholly secular argument plays out. There are some 

things that medicine just can't accomplish given the physical limitations of its 

tools. These lie outside the proper scope of medicine, and no one can expect 

medicine to be successful in such matters. 

We should appreciate, too, that this passage is an example of our author’s 

philosophical ideas in action. The contrast between ˆnoµa and t°xnh is a reprise 

of that between ˆnoµa and oÈs€a (chapter VI). Our author means that such 

                                            
72 For a general study of the Greek concept of pollution, see Parker 1983. 
Hankinson 1995b comments on the lack of interest in pollution in the Hippocratic 
Corpus. 
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people aren’t really doctors, but he avoids making a negative existential claim 

because of the paradox that arises from the Existential Intentionality Principle 

(see my comments on chapter II). Instead, he charges that the name "doctor" 

applies to such people purely by convention. 

(12) oÈ µØn oÏtvw  éfrÒnvn ofl taÊthw  t∞w  dhµ iourg€hw  

¶µpeiroi oÎte µvµht°vn oÎt ' afinet°vn d°ontai , éllå 

lelogisµ°nvn prÚw  ˜ ti afl §rgas€ai t«n dhµ iourg«n 

teleut≈µenai plÆreiw  efis€ , ka ‹  ˜teu ÍpoleipÒµenai  §ndee ›w , ¶ti te 

t«n §ndei«n ëw  te to›si dhµ iourgeËsin énayet°on , ëw  te to›w  

dhµ iourgeoµ°noisi .] Our author shifts back to the general language of craft 

and technical production here as though he were discussing t°xnh generally as 

opposed to medicine in particular, which results in strange turns of phrase, most 

notably the reference to to›w dhµiourgeoµ°noisin, or “the things worked by craft,” 

by which he must mean the diseases, since they are what he earlier blamed for 

medical failures, though he might mean also the patients themselves, since it is 

to them that he directly applies his treatments. Either way, it is an odd 

designation. 

 It deserves to be mentioned that the people who have thought through the 

proper aims and procedures of the crafts are not themselves craftsmen, but 

instead are needed by the craftsmen. Such “outside experts” will have 

presumably the impartiality that is required to convince laymen that their 

judgments are legitimate while at the same time they have an understanding of 

the craft that gives its practitioners confidence in their evaluations. Again, as in 

chapter V, we encounter a brief allusion to professional error. Our author realizes 

that he cannot deny altogether the possibility of error. In theory, at least, it must 

be possible that the physician’s predictions are wrong—if they can’t be wrong, 

there’s little weight in claiming that they are ever right. In practice, however, he is 

determined to deny the mistakes of individual physicians, devising clever 

courtroom tactics to get them off the hook. 
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It is tempting to make a connection between the emphasis on experienced 

(¶µpeirow) craftsmen and Isocrates’ theory of t°xnh, which stressed nature, 

education and experience (§µpeir€a) as the decisive factors in cultivating any art 

(Against the Sophists 13.14-15). But while our author in chapter IX cites nature 

and education as prerequisites for any skilled practitioner, he conspicuously 

omits experience. And as we saw in chapter V, experience gives the layman 

some trivial knowledge of singular causes, but it doesn't produce expertise. It’s 

unlikely that ¶µpeirow has any special significance here in chapter VII. The 

experienced physicians are opposed to physicians in name and thus seem to be 

no different from those who genuinely possess the art. To call them ¶µpeiroi 

probably just means that they have experience in actually healing patients rather 

than merely talking about medicine. 
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Commentary - Chapter IX 
 

(1) Tå µ¢n oÔn katå tåw  êllaw  t°xnaw  êllow  xrÒnow  µet ' 

êllou  lÒgou de€jei :] Again, as in chapter III, we face the vexed question of 

whether the author is referring to works of his own or by others. Gomperz 

catalogs a host of parallels intended to prove that the speeches about the other 

arts to which our author refers are his own (1910, 126). Thus, he reasons, our 

author was interested in the arts generally and was not a specialist in medicine. 

He was not a doctor. One example from the Hippocratic Corpus will suffice: a‹ d¢ 

fleb«n ka‹ érthr€vn koinvn€ai §n •t°rƒ lÒgƒ dedhl≈sontai (On Joints 

XLV.9-11 Withington). This bears a striking resemblance to On the Art, and here 

the author is almost certainly referring to other texts he plans to write. Gomperz’ 

point is well taken, though we should perhaps take it only as far as this: when a 

Greek writer talks of topics to be covered in other works, this usually means that 

he will be covering them. This is driven home by the use of the future tense, 

which in Greek is especially apt to convey intention. 

 That being said, we must also appreciate Jouanna’s reluctance to 

concede the point to Gomperz (1988, 182). As a purely grammatical issue, he 

argues, this sentence means only that other speeches will cover other arts on 

other occasions. This need not imply that the present author is the author of 

those other speeches. Indeed, the author has gone out of his way here to 

remove any agent—including himself—from the equation, employing a highly 

unusual construction that personifies time. 

(2) tå d¢ katå tØn fihtrikØn oÂã t° §stin Àw  te krit°a , tå µ¢n  

ı paroixÒµenow , tå d¢ ı pare∆n  didãjei lÒgow .] Though it may not 

technically qualify as anacoluthon, the compressed syntax and extended articular 

constructions, as well as the parenthetical quality of the relative clauses, certainly 

lend this passage a casual, disjointed feel. Not only does it recall III 2 in style and 

function, but, in rhetorical terms, this constitutes the second prothesis, a 
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reiteration of the goal of the speech, which we found first in chapter III. At this 

point, we begin to realize how closely On the Art conforms to the structure of a 

forensic speech that might be found in any of the Attic orators. The author begins 

his speech with a stylized proem that identifies the accusation and the accusers, 

vowing to put up a vigorous defense against their attack. In chapter II the proem 

continues with a general defense intended to entertain and distract the audience 

from the specific charges. Chapter III is the first prothesis, the author’s clear 

statement of what he intends to demonstrate in his speech. Chapter IV caps off a 

series of arguments, the pisteis, each a refutation of some charge made by the 

accusers. The traditional chapter divisions conform to the division in argument; 

each chapter offers the refutation of a different (though not necessarily 

independent) charge. 

 Chapter IX presents a second prothesis, which, as in typical examples of 

Attic oratory, signals a transition between sections of the speech. Here, our 

author is shifting from arguments to facts, and as he goes on to construct a 

narrative account (diegesis) of medical procedure, the personal and polemical 

tone of the treatise relaxes considerably. First-person references drop out. Ad 

hominem attacks and probability arguments fall by the wayside. Finally, On the 

Art concludes in its last chapter with a summary epilogue that appeals to the 

vanity both of physicians and laymen while distancing itself, in typical oratorical 

fashion, from the clever persuasive effects of words. 

 Our author does not use krit°ow as a technical term here, I think, except 

perhaps insofar as it has forensic connotations. He will say in chapter XI that the 

art has judged (kr€nein) certain diseases to be non-evident, by which he just 

means that the art has applied that predicate to certain diseases. But he no 

doubt has in mind also judgments as to whether medicine or chance is 

responsible for recovery, and whether doctors or patients are responsible for 

patient mortality, etc. There is never any sustained discussion of a criterion for 
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knowledge or judgment as such (which is not to say that our author does not 

employ one). 

(3) ¶sti går to›si taÊthn tØn t°xnhn  flkan«w  efidÒsi tå µ¢n 

t«n noshµãtvn oÈk §n  dusÒptƒ ke€µena  ka ‹  oÈ pollã    tå d¢ 

oÈk §n  eÈdÆlƒ, ka ‹  pollã .] Our author makes the distinction between 

diseases in places open to inspection and those that are not. His main concern 

for the remainder of the treatise will be to show that doctors usually are able to 

make discoveries about and diagnose “hidden” diseases despite the fact that 

they cannot be easily inspected. His motivation for the discussion may be largely 

philosophical in nature, an attempt to make contact with fifth-century 

epistemological debates over the status of the non-evident. In fact, our author will 

transition into explicitly philosophical terminology in chapter XI, where he will 

refer to hidden diseases as êdhlow, a term of undeniable philosophical 

provenance. (I will return to this in much greater detail.) 

 For now, he restricts himself to the terms dÊsoptow and eÎdhlow, neither 

of which have special philosophical application, though the latter is etymologically 

related to êdhlow. The former is especially uncommon and does not appear 

again until Polybius (XVIII 4,2), from which Jouanna and Gomperz infer that it is 

of Ionic origin. That may be, but it is more interesting to ask why our author avails 

himself of this obscure term. The answer lies in the calculated antithesis 

dÊsoptow/eÎdhlow. He opposes to the “manifestly evident” not what is non-

evident (êdhlow) or invisible (éÒratow, which itself has a philosophical pedigree: 

the Pythagoreans DK 58 B1a; Empedocles DK 31 B110), but rather what is 

“difficult to see.” But what is difficult to see is not therefore impossible to see. 

 There is no evidence from the Hippocratic Corpus, however, to indicate 

that Greek physicians regarded the evident and non-evident as especially useful 
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categories.73 The various special terms that might be used of non-evident 

diseases do not exhibit a high frequency. The adjective êdhlow occurs a mere 

twenty times, three of which belong to On the Art (and three to the epistles). 

Otherwise, they occur in treatises clearly under the influence of philosophy, and, 

within these treatises, in highly theoretical—that is, not especially medical—

contexts: Regimen XII, Nutriment XIV and XVI, Precepts V, and The Sacred 

Disease X. The same holds for the adjectives fanerÒw and éfanÆw, though the 

list of philosophically informed treatises should be expanded to include Ancient 

Medicine I, Breaths I and III, and Nature of Man I, II and V. An interesting 

exception to this rule is the treatise On Wounds in the Head IX-XIV, where in the 

course of a detailed medical discussion of the diagnosis and treatment of various 

skull fractures, the author makes a firm distinction, for methodological purposes, 

between the evident and non-evident. All these cases will be considered more 

closely later on. 

(4) ¶stin d¢ tå µ¢n §janyeËnta §w  tØn xroiØn µ  xroiª µ 

ofidÆµasin §n  eÈdÆlƒ:] Diseases that are well perceived are such in virtue not 

of some special quality (that is, they are not invisible) but rather because they 

affect an exterior part of the body. We might infer that diseases that are difficult 

to see are such in virtue simply of their affecting internal parts of the body. In fact, 

this is exactly what the author will go on to say in chapter X. 

(5) par°xei går •vut«n tª te ˆcei  t“ te caËsai tØn 

stereÒthta ka ‹  tØn ÍgrÒthta afisyãnesyai , ka ‹  ë  te aÈt«n yerµå  

ë te cuxrã , œn  te •kãstou µ  parous€˙ µ épous€˙ toiaËtÉ ¶stin .] 

                                            
73 There is a treatise conventionally titled Internal Affections that is devoted to 
diseases of the internal organs. However, there is every reason to doubt that this 
was its original title (assuming it had one), as Galen refers to it alternately as 
Affections the Greater (Kühn XVIII(1).39), Internal Suppuration (ibid.) and 
Diseases II the Greater (Kühn XIX.76). In any case, the treatise nowhere 
indicates that its author's interest in internal diseases is based on an 
epistemological, as opposed to a merely locative, criterion. 
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The final clause of this sentence I take in accordance with our author’s "theory" 

of forms. Certain diseases have forms and exist in virtue of the properties they 

consistently exhibit. It is in the nature of some diseases to be hot and wet, of 

others to be cold and hard, etc. Insofar as these properties can be perceived by 

the senses, we can perceive the diseases themselves. These particular 

properties are probably not chosen at random. They correspond to the principal 

powers of the elements. So we find in Empedocles: 

But come, behold this witness of my previous discourse, 

if anything in the foregoing was feeble in form: 

the sun, brilliant to see and hot everywhere, 

all the immortal things that are drenched in the heat and shining light, 

and rain in all things, dark and cold, 

and from earth stream forth things rooted and solid. (DK 57 B21, trans. 

McKirahan) 

It may be, then, that pathological conditions are reducible to some elemental 

formula that accounts for their peculiar powers. 

(6) t«n µ¢n oÔn toioÊtvn pãntvn §n pçsi tåw  ék°siaw  

énaµartÆtouw  de ›  e ‰nai ,  oÈx  …w  =hÛd€aw , éll ' ˜ti §jeÊrhntai :] 

Perhaps controversially, I take the completive sense of §jeÊrhntai very seriously 

and thus use the adverb "painstakingly" to provoke the feeling that a thorough, 

complex process of investigation has taken place; without it, the point of contrast 

with =hÛd€aw disappears. Our author denies any necessary connection between 

the visibility of a disease and its curability. It’s not that visible diseases are by 

nature curable while hidden diseases are not. Even visible diseases require 

patience and hard work from those seeking to discover a cure. Investigation of 

invisible disease may be more difficult, to be sure, but this is merely the result of 

the fact that it is located inside the body and is thus more difficult to view and 

manipulate. We would like, but alas do not get, a complete account of just what 

the process of discovering cures entails. 
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(7) §jeÊrhnta€ ge µØn oÈ to›si boulhye ›sin, éllå toÊtvn 

to›si dunhye ›sin :] The poles of power and desire formed in the fifth century a 

sophistic antithesis exploited especially by Gorgias. Two examples shall suffice. 
efipe›n duna€µhn ì boÊloµai, boulo€µhn dÉ ì de›, lay∆n µ¢n tØn ye€an 

n°µesin, fug∆n d¢ tÚn ényr≈pinon fyÒnon. (DK 82 B6) 

 
ı gãr toi lÒgow kayãper tÚ kÆrugµa tÚ ÉOluµp€asi kale› µ¢n tÚn 

boulÒµenon, stefano› de tÚn dunãµenon. (DK 82 B8) 

The antithesis puts in an appearance also in Antiphon. 
kre›sson d¢ xrØ g€gnesyai ée‹ tÚ Íµ°teron dunãµenon §µ¢ dika€vw 

svzein µ tÚ t«n §xyr«n boulÒµenon éd€kvw µe épollÊnai. (5.73 

Maidment) 

Our author uses the sophistic contrast to elaborate on the difficulty of making 

medical discoveries. Returning once again to the theme of lay ignorance, he 

insists that even the visible diseases demand perspicacious researchers for the 

discovery of cures. The desirability of discovery was an issue for Democritus, 

who writes that he “desires to discover [boÊlesyai eÍre›n] a single causal 

explanation rather than inherit the kingdom of the Persians” (DK 68 B1188). 

(8) dÊnantai d¢ oÂsi tã te t∞w  paide€hw  µØ §kpod≈n , tã te t∞w  

fÊsiow  µØ étala€pvra.] Our author shows himself under the influence pre-

Socratic and sophistic theories of education, which are generally recognized to 

have been crystallized in the familiar passage from Isocrates' Against the 

Sophists. 

For ability, whether in speaking or any other activity, depends upon a good 

nature [eÈfuÆw] and hands-on experience [§µpeir€a]. Education 

[pa€deusiw] makes such people more skilled [texnikÒw] and equips them 

for research [zhte›n]. For it teaches them to apprehend immediately the 

things they otherwise only stumble upon [eÈtugxãnein]. But it cannot 
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develop those of an inferior nature into fine debaters or wordsmiths, 

though it can improve them and make them more sensible about many 

things. (14-15) 

Isocrates identifies three factors deemed crucial to the development of any 

t°xnh: 1) a good nature, that is, a natural aptitude for the set of skills in question; 

2) hands-on training or experience; and 3) formal instruction. 

Even if Isocrates deserves some credit for codifying the tripartite theory of 

t°xnh, it is difficult to attribute to him its invention. Protagoras reportedly said that 

“instruction [didaskal€a] requires natural ability [fÊsiw] and hands-on training 

[êskhsiw] (DK 80 B3).74 The outline of a tripartite theory may be pasted together 

from the fragments of Democritus, too. In On Medical Experience, Galen reports 

Democritus' contention that 

experience and vicissitudes have taught men (knowledge) and it is from 

their wealth of experience that men have learned to perform the things 

that they do. (trans. Walzer from the Arabic, cited in Hutchinson 1988) 

 

More people become good from training [êskhsiw] than from natural ability 

[fÊsiw]. (DK 68 B242) 

 

Nature [fÊsiw] and instruction [didaxyÆ] are more or less the same. In fact, 

instruction alters a person, and in so doing remakes his nature 

[fusiopoie›n]. (DK 68 B33) 

Particularly striking about the Democritean account is the extent to which nature 

recedes in importance while instruction and experience, but especially 

experience, come to the fore. 

                                            
74 Recall that nature helps Protagoras to evade Socrates in the Great Speech of 
Plato's Protagoras. Excellent men don't necessarily have excellent sons, but, 
given the variability of individual natures and aptitudes, this does not imply that 
excellence cannot be taught. 
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 The benefits of experience were stressed by other Greek t°xnh-theorists 

of the time. Plato indicates at Gorgias 462b10-c3 that Polus, a companion of 

Gorgias and the interlocutor of Socrates, had written a book claiming that 

experience (§µpeir€a) produces t°xnh. Plato has Polus proclaim, in what may be 

a quotation from his book, that 

many among men are the crafts experientially devised by experience 

[§µpeir€a], Chaerophon. Yes, it is experience that causes our times to 

march along the way of craft [t°xnh], whereas inexperience causes them 

to march along the way of chance [tÊxh]. Of these various crafts various 

men partake in various ways, the best men partaking of the best of them. 

(448c, trans. Zeyl in Cooper 1997) 

The Hippocratic treatise Ancient Medicine shares Polus’ preoccupation with 

practical experience. The regimens appropriate to various physiological types 

were discovered over a long period of time by “hands-on trial-and-error” 

(prhgµateËsyai, III.40 Jones) and “acquaintance through use” (xr∞siw, IV.3 

Jones), with no mention of instruction in the art or the natural endowment of 

students or practitioners. 

Hutchinson discusses at some length Plato’s opposition to the tripartite 

theory, which opposition was rooted in his rejection of perception—and hence 

training and experience—as a substantial source of knowledge (a t°xnh was for 

Plato a body of knowledge) (1988, 30-9). Would Plato have objected to On the 

Art? Certainly, the importance of perception to our author’s epistemology would 

not sit well with Plato, but, on the other hand, On the Art does not toe the 

sophistic tripartite line. 

 Instead, On the Art emphasizes natural ability and education at the 

expense of experience. In fact, even the role of nature is minimized. The 

technical student doesn’t need any special innate aptitude to succeed; he just 

can’t be lazy. The implication is that education can turn anyone into an expert so 
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long as he puts his mind to it. This accords well with the view of Antiphon, at 

least with what we have of it. 

First, I think, of all things among men is education [pa€deusiw]. For 

whenever someone makes any sort of correct start to a project, it is likely 

that it will be completed correctly, as well. For example, when someone 

sows a particular kind of seed in the ground, he must expect the harvest to 

be of that kind. And whenever someone sows a noble education in a 

young body, this lives and flourishes through his entire life, and neither 

rainstorm nor dry spell destroys it. (DK 87 B60) 

The quality of a person’s education is the decisive factor in her ability to skillfully 

complete her projects. Nature is involved, but only as a minimum requirement: 

there must be a body into which the education is planted. The peculiar 

characteristics of the body are regarded as irrelevant (as long as it is young). 

There is a detectable echo (or anticipation, depending on relative dates) of the 

Democritean view that instruction remakes nature. While it is the nature of the 

seed that causes it to produce plants of the same kind consistently, education 

takes the place of nature in the young student, determining the kind of product 

that will result.75 

 On the Art and Antiphon, then, provide some evidence of a dissenting 

opinion in the sophistic ruling on t°xnh. While others espoused a tripartite theory 

of some stripe, our author and the Athenian sophist reduce the factors to two, 

and even then they betray a decided preference for education over natural ability. 

In Antiphon’s case, at least, we can see how this view would have been 

congenial to his professional career. Assuming that his livelihood depended at 

                                            
75 Antiphon’s plant and harvest analogy should be compared to the Hippocratic 
Law, chapters II and III. There, the preconditions of good technical skill are 
nature, teaching, good place (or nurturing, depending on whether the correct 
reading is tÒpou or trÒpou), childhood education, diligence (filopon€a) and 
time (§µpeir€a seems also somehow essential, IV 5-8). The inclusion of diligence 
strikes a chord with On the Art (thus reinforcing the reading étala€pvra). 
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least in part on tuition from students, and hence upon the recruitment of students 

in sufficient numbers, it was no doubt in his best interest to exaggerate the 

importance of education while downplaying natural ability—even obtuse and 

bumbling students might have parents with deep pockets. This is not to say that 

his theoretical views were driven by self-interest. For all we know, it may have 

been the other way around—his theoretical views may have informed his 

professional decision to teach. Nor is Antiphon’s apparent lack of interest in 

training and experience surprising. Fragments of Truth have him holding forth on 

the arts of geometry, astronomy, anthropology, medicine and others. Surely, he 

could not have been an experienced practitioner in all of the arts. It is more likely 

that he felt that his superior education and intelligence sufficed to make his ideas 

on all of these subjects worthy of consideration. 
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Commentary - Chapter X 
 

(1) prÚw  µ¢n oÔn  tå fanerå t«n noshµãtvn oÏtv de ›  eÈpore ›n tØn  

t°xnhn :] The verb eÈpore›n (already familiar from the close of chapter I) will 

contrast with épore›n in the next sentence to exploit yet another antithesis that is 

found also in Democritus and Archytas (see also Cleoboulus DK 10 3a20). 

In times of good fortune it is easy [eÎporow] to find [eÍre›n] a friend, but in 

bad times it is the most difficult [épor≈tatow] of all things. (DK 68 B106) 

 

It is difficult [êporow] and rare for one who does not conduct an 

investigation to make discoveries [§jeure›n], but if he conducts an 

investigation, it is accomplishable [eÎporow] and easy, while it is 

impossible for one who does not know how to conduct an investigation. 

(DK 47 B3 4-6) 

It’s no accident that our author employs this antithesis in the context of 

discovering [§jeure›n] cures—“to have the means to discover” seems to have 

been an early way in which Greek thinkers invoked a vague notion of method. If I 

have not discovered something or do not know something, there are plenty of 

possible explanations. Perhaps I wasn’t really interested in discovering or 

knowing it in the first place. To say that I was not equipped to discover it, on the 

other hand, is to say that I didn’t have the tools to make the discovery, that is, I 

did not grasp the method by which such discoveries are made. 

In the Great Speech in Plato's Protagoras, the elder sophist speaks of 

human beings as having eÈpor€a (322a) once they have been given technical 

wisdom by the gods, while before they acquire such knowledge they have 

épor€a (321b-c). In the Meno, Socrates says: "I myself do not have the answer 

(oÈk eÈpore›n) when I perplex others, but I am more perplexed than anyone 

when I cause perplexity (poie›n épore›n) in others.  So now I do not know what 
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virtue is." (80c-d, trans. Grube in Cooper 1997). The antithesis as employed by 

Protagoras and Socrates has epistemic import. There is some epistemic aim or 

goal (knowing how to survive in the Protagorean myth, knowledge of virtue in the 

Socratic dialogue) with respect to which being well or ill equipped depends not 

just upon whether or not one actually has such knowledge but also upon whether 

one has the means of acquiring it. In fact this latter problem becomes the central 

topic in Meno: what sort of method could there be for escaping a state of 

ignorance (the so-called Socratic paradox). 

By invoking the eÈpor€a/épor€a antithesis, then, our author signals his 

intent to focus on method. The remainder of the treatise bears this out. He will 

not concern himself with regurgitating detailed and accurate medical facts 

(except insofar as this validates his method), but rather with explaining and 

justifying the method by which physicians go from a state of complete ignorance 

about imperceptible disease to one (he thinks) of exhaustive knowledge. 

(2) de ›  ge µØn aÈtØn  oÈd¢ prÚw  tå ∏sson fanerå épore ›n .] The 

author refers to internal diseases as “less apparent” instead of “unapparent” or 

“non-apparent” to underscore the point that they are not invisible as such but are 

merely more difficult to perceive. The less apparent may still be perceived in the 

sense that they can be conceived. 

(3) ¶stin d¢ taËta ì prÒw  te tå Ùst°a t°traptai ka ‹  tØn 

nhdÊn .] The word nhdÊw has long been pondered by commentators because our 

author seems to employ it in an unusual sense in On the Art. The LSJ cites the 

treatise as the authority for the meaning “any of the cavities in the body.” It is true 

that the term will be applied subsequently to all bodily cavities generally, while 

elsewhere in Hippocratic and other literature it means “stomach,” “intestines,” or 

even “womb.” Often it refers to the internal region of the abdomen, and so is 

sometimes translated as “belly.” The recognition of the specialized use in On the 

Art goes back to Erotian, who notes: nhdÊn : oÏtv kale› pçsan koilÒthta ktl. 

(N 9 63, 3-6, ed. Nachmanson). 
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However, I believe that our author starts out using nhdÊw in the 

conventional manner. Here, he introduces it as the internal cavity that contains 

the majority of the vital organs, and this accords quite well with traditional usage. 

It is only in the following sentence that he begins to employ the term in an 

unusual way. This is why the clarification “the body has not one [cavity], but 

many” is necessary. The audience would otherwise be confused by its 

application to other cavities besides the abdominal. At the same time, there is 

little indication that our author is flagging a new-fangled technical term (as he 

does with ∂n µËn kal°ousi and y≈rhj kaleÒµenow later in this chapter). Instead, 

the transition from conventional to unconventional uses of nhdÊw is driven by his 

project of demonstrating that there is no special problem, epistemologically 

speaking, with supposing one can know things about the body’s interior. Surely 

everyone will acknowledge that he has bones and an internal cavity called a belly 

even though as a general rule he can’t actually see these parts of himself. 

Likewise, the physician can speak with confidence of other internal spaces and 

cavities in the body even though these are not open to casual inspection. Of 

course, the physician could err in mapping out the internal structure of the human 

body. The claim is not that the physician is infallible, but rather that no sensible 

person would object on theoretical grounds to the possibility of acquiring some 

knowledge of the body’s internal structure. 

(4) ¶xei d¢ tÚ s«µa oÈ µ €an éllå  ple€ouw : (5) dÊo µ¢n  går afl 

tÚ s€tion dexÒµena€  te ka ‹  éfie ›sai , êllai d¢ toÊtvn  ple€ouw , ìw  

‡sasin oÂsi toÊtvn §µ°lhsen :] The two cavities in question are presumably 

the stomach and intestines. This sentence exhibits the tension that governs this 

entire chapter. Our author strives to keep the discussion in layman’s terms so 

that his audience will understand that the kind of knowledge physicians claim to 

have about internal structures and processes is not a kind of knowledge that is 

different from the basic knowledge of anatomy that they themselves possess. 

Rather, it is a difference of degree: the physician’s knowledge is much more 
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detailed. He continuously reminds the audience of this difference in degree by 

employing technical terms and calling attention to the fact that he is simplifying 

his anatomical presentation. Whether his own anatomical knowledge extends 

beyond the immediate content of his presentation is impossible to say. Certainly, 

this is no proof of his medical prowess. 

(6) ˜sa går t«n µel°vn ¶xei sãrka perifer°a , ∂n µËn 

kal°ousin, pãnta nhdÁn  ¶xei : (7) pçn går tÚ ésÊµfuton,  ≥n  te 

d°rµati ≥n te sark ‹  kalÊpthtai , ko›lÒn §stin, plhroËta€ te 

Ígia ›non  µ¢n  pneÊµatow  ésyen∞san d¢  fix«row .] The author progresses 

from abdominal cavities to melic, but his reasoning is less than perspicuous. Why 

does he believe the limbs to contain cavities? By analogy with the abdomen? 

The comparisons upon which any such analogy would be based are obscure. 

Much of our author's argument in this and the following chapters hinges on the 

intake and outflow of substances from the body, especially fluids. Accordingly, 

his knowledge of the stomach and intestines as cavities is based on the 

consumption of food and the excretion of waste products. Food goes in. It cannot 

have simply ceased to exist. Therefore, there must be some space it occupies 

inside the body. Waste comes out. It cannot simply have sprung into existence at 

the moment of excretion. It is difficult, however, to imagine a parallel observation 

that would signal the presence of melic cavities, unless the cavities our author 

has in mind are the larger arteries that run through them. In that case, the blood 

that escapes from a wound might be taken as an indication of a cavity. 

The logical structure of the passage offers little help. The repeated use of 

går suggests a tightly knit series of justifications, but X 7 doesn't appear to 

supply a reason for accepting X 6. Even supposing that health is linked to the 

presence of air in the cavities and sickness to that of fluid, we cannot deduce 

from this that the limbs contain cavities. There is also the matter of the principle 

itself, which receives no special attention despite the considerable theoretical 

weight it bears. It has the distinct ring of a philosophic pronouncement, and we 
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might wonder whether air is on our author’s view the body’s animating principle, 

as it is for some Hippocratic writers and pre-Platonic philosophers (e.g., 

Diogenes of Apollonia). 

Breath [pneËµa] that is inside a body is called an inhalation; outside the 

body, air. This is the greatest power of and in all things, and it is worth 

considering its power. (Breaths III.4-7 Jones) 

More apposite are remarks from The Sacred Disease. 

For whenever a person takes in breath [pneËµa] through the mouth and 

the nostrils, first it travels to the brain, then the greatest part to the cavity 

[koil€h], to the lungs and veins. Whatever part travels to the cavity cools it 

but provides no further benefit. But the air [éÆr] going into the lungs and 

the veins is of benefit upon entering the cavities and brain. It thereby 

produces intelligence and movement in the limbs [µ°low], so that 

whenever the veins are closed off from the air by phlegm and stop 

receiving it, the person is rendered speechless and senseless. (X.13-27 

Jones) 

Our author might hold such a theory, but to say more is recklessly speculative. 

There is otherwise no sign in On the Art that breath is the vital agent in human 

activity and health. Surely he believes breath is somehow conducive to health 

and strength. It does not follow that it is the cause or source of all movement. 

After all, he remarks that parts of the body become weak when filled with fluid. 

He does not say that motor or sensory functions cease completely. 

 Jouanna, following Demont (1981), suggest that fix≈r is a serous humor 

of the kind that flows from sores or ulcers. This, I think, is basically correct, and I 

am keen to accept Jouanna’s extension of the term to apply to any humor 

whatsoever (236 n. 2). In English, "fluid" is the best choice. 

(8) ¶xousi µ¢n to€nun  ofl brax€onew  sãrka toiaÊthn,  ¶xousi d ' 

ofl µhro€ , ¶xousi d ' afl  kn∞µai . (9) ¶ti d¢ ka ‹  §n  to›sin ésãrkoisin 
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toiaÊth ¶nestin o·h  ka ‹  §n to›sin eÈsãrkoisin §ne ›nai  d°dektai : (10) 

˜ te går y≈rhj  kaleÒµenow , §n  ⁄ tÚ ∏par stegãzetai ı te t∞w  

kefal∞w  kÊklow , §n  ⁄ ı §gk°falow , tÒ te n«ton prÚw  ⁄  ı 

pleÊµvn, toÊtvn oÈd¢n  ˜ ti oÈ ka ‹  aÈtÚ kenÒn  §stin, poll«n 

diafus€vn µestÒn §stin, oÂsin oÈd¢n ép°xei poll«n égge ›a  e ‰nai  

t«n µ°n ti blaptÒntvn tÚn kekthµ°non, t«n d¢  ka ‹  »feleÊntvn .] 

The technical medical term y≈rhj was taken over from military usage, where it 

refers to a piece of armor that covers the chest and abdomen. Jouanna cleverly 

detects in the verb stegãzein our author’s acknowledgment of the metaphor. The 

anatomical y≈rhj covers and protects the liver just as the military y≈rhj covers 

and protects the body. 

The crude physiology of X 10 furnishes us perhaps the best clues about 

our author's chain of reasoning. For it is tempting to draw a connection between 

the lungs as vessels that may contain harmful or beneficial things and the 

general principle that serum weakens while air makes healthy. When the lungs 

are able to inflate with air, they function well. But when they are filled with fluid, 

they are sick. We know that the lungs contain such matter when diseased 

because patients expectorate it. (Expectoration is cited as an important aid to 

diagnosis in chapter XII.) It may be that our author makes from this observation 

an unwarranted induction regarding the general cause of all internal diseases. 

Finally, on a philosophical note, the occurrence of the term kenÒn might be 

a strained allusion to the controversy surrounding motion that raged in the fifth 

century. Melissus argued that motion was impossible, since it required reference 

to void, which by definition does not exist. 

Nor is it in any way empty [kenÒw]. For the empty is nothing. Nothing, then, 

would not be. Nor does it move. For it is not able to retreat in any way, but 

rather is full [pl°vn]. For if it were empty, it would retreat into the 
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emptiness. But not being empty it is not able to retreat in this way. (DK 30 

B7 §8) 

Against this stood Empedoclean antiperistasis, the notion that motion was indeed 

possible, even without recourse to void. Empedocles proclaimed that "Nor is any 

part of the whole empty or in excess" (DK 31 B13). For his part, our author is 

careful to make sure that there is nothing truly kenÒn in the body. Any gaps are 

filled always either with air or fluid. They are never truly void. The implicit 

endorsement of antiperistasis in X 10 follows naturally from our author's 

acceptance, in chapter II, of the prohibition on thinking or speaking about what-is-

not. 

(11) ¶ti d¢ ka ‹  prÚw  toÊtoisi fl°bew  polla ‹  ka ‹  neËra  oÈk  §n 

tª sark ‹  µet°vra , éllå prÚw  to›sin  Ùst°oisi prostetaµ°na , 

sÊndesµÒw  §sti t«n êryrvn, ka ‹  aÈtå tå êryra §n  oÂsin  afl 

suµbola ‹  t«n kineoµ°nvn Ùst°vn §gkukl°ontai , ka ‹  toÊtvn oÈd¢n 

˜ ti oÈx  ÍpafrÒn  §sti ka ‹  ¶xon per ‹  aÈtÚ yalãµaw  ìw  

katagg°llei ı fix≈r ,  ˜w , §kdioigoµ°nvn aÈt°vn, pollÒw  te ka ‹  

pollå lupÆsaw  §j°rxetai .] Our author’s objective in this chapter is first and 

foremost to give an account of the human body that makes room for hidden 

diseases. To that end, he depicts the body as an organic container holding 

organs that are themselves containers of other things. This picture shows why 

knowledge of hidden diseases is more difficult to attain than “open” diseases. To 

abuse another metaphor, the human is like an onion, with several layers that 

must be peeled back before one can observe the factors determining health and 

disease. Add to this the fact that humans, like onions, can’t be peeled without 

causing irreparable damage, and it is no wonder why knowledge of internal 

diseases is so difficult. 

The picture has the added advantage of demonstrating that the 

physician’s knowledge of the internal structure of the body is not radically 

different in type from what the layman knows; it’s just that the physician probes 
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deeper, peels back more layers. Surely, the layman is familiar with the more 

shallow layers of the internal body; he understands that there is a stomach, a 

brain, a liver, and so forth. It requires little imagination to suppose that there are 

deeper layers with which he is unfamiliar but which others who examine the body 

more closely may come to know. The “container within a container” model further 

reassures the skeptical layman, since it turns out that the structure with which the 

layman is familiar is reproduced at a deeper level. 

None of this proves anything about disease as such—the physician can 

still have everything wrong when it comes to internal diseases. But it does inspire 

the hope that physicians can succeed in knowing things that are at first sight 

hidden from them. Our author is concerned to sketch the structure of the body—

quite generally—to account for this “discoverable obscurity.” At the same time, 

his actual knowledge of anatomy seems hardly more detailed than that of the 

audience for whom he is presumably writing. He may introduce technical 

terminology for familiar parts of the body, but nowhere does the discussion turn 

toward organs that would have been less familiar to a lay audience—when the 

opportunity arises, he waves his hands and assures us that doctors know all 

about the more complicated matters. Perhaps more perplexing, we get very little 

sense for the physiology of the human body. The author never tells us what any 

of the organs does nor how it functions within the overall system. 

 If his medical knowledge is none too impressive, we should perhaps press 

our author as to how he expects such knowledge to be gained. It is one thing to 

say that the body has parts within parts within parts, but it is quite another to 

develop a sound method for acquiring knowledge of those hidden parts. The final 

sentence of the chapter offers some hint of an answer. The escape of fluid 

indicates (again using katagg°llein in a semiotic sense) the presence of cells 

(the synovial cavities) surrounding the bones at the joint. We are not told how 

large or small these cells are, nor whether they are arranged in any special way 

or serve some special function. In fact, we know really nothing about them except 
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that they contain fluid. The idea seems to be this: when fluid is observed flowing 

from the site of some wound, we are left with two possibilities. Either the fluid is 

miraculously materializing at the edge of the vein, or it is coming from a source 

that is hidden, namely from some hidden repository. The second possibility is 

clearly preferable, especially since our author maintains a policy of zero 

tolerance regarding spontaneous events. Our author, not unreasonably, thinks he 

can get a sense for what is inside of the body—what is hidden—by paying 

attention to what comes out of it. 
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Commentary - Chapter XI 
 

(1) OÈ går dØ Ùfyalµo›s€ gÉ fidÒnti  toÊtvn t«n efirhµ°nvn  

oÈden ‹  oÈd¢n ¶stin efid°nai .] The stressed double negative oÈden‹ oÈd¢n 

makes it clear that our author regards the internal structures of the body as 

completely unavailable to the senses. There is just no possibility of knowing 

about them if one is using only his eyes—the particle g° tells us that the eyes are 

insufficient, but perhaps still necessary, to attain this knowledge. We have 

already seen enough of our author’s method to understand why this should be 

so. Internal structures are inferred from what can be seen. The presence of fluid-

containing cells within the body is inferred from the effluence of fluid from the 

body. This effluence is directly observed. It may even be the case that principles 

such as “fluids do not simply come out of nowhere” should be regarded as 

empirical claims of a certain stripe. Mourelatos (1981, 661-2) has argued 

convincingly that Empedocles combines pragmatic-empirical observations with 

the principle of sufficient reason to field prohibitions against spontaneous 

generation and destruction. The fact that we find the world to be reliable—that I 

find my wallet in the pocket where I stashed it a few minutes ago, for example—

shows that spontaneous generation and destruction either do not occur at all, or, 

if they do, they must occur very infrequently. The Principle of Sufficient Reason 

shows that they cannot occur even infrequently. If something should 

spontaneously perish on the autumnal equinox at Acragas, what sufficient reason 

can be given against the perishing of anything anywhere at anytime? 

We might formulate our author’s inference to “extra-visual” knowledge as 

an inference from strictly empirical premises. 

A1. Fluid is escaping from point A in this body. 

A2. As a general rule, fluid does not simply come out of nowhere. 

A3. The fluid escaping this body at point A is not coming out of nowhere. 
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A4. Therefore, the fluid is coming from somewhere, i.e., from inside the 

body. 

If our author considers A2 to rest at least in part on an empirical generalization, 

there is no hint of trepidation about the status of inductive generalizations, a 

concern that would acutely worry Hellenistic thinkers.76 It is more likely, however, 

that A2 is a special case of the general, a priori principle that nothing can come 

from nothing, which was asserted by Parmenides (DK 28 B8.7-10) on the 

grounds that it would require incoherent reference to what-is-not. 

There is an effort in On the Art to base inferences about the non-evident 

on empirical premises. But nowhere is there in On the Art the same sensitivity to 

issues of empiricism that we find, for example, in Ancient Medicine. Regardless 

of whether our author’s inferences about internal structures are made completely 

on the basis of empirical premises, however, it is clear that they cannot be made 

without such premises. Thus, perception and observation are crucial to 

knowledge, even when such knowledge is of things that cannot be directly 

observed. It is also worth reiterating that A1-A4 offers very little in the way of 

knowledge about the internal processes of the body. The physician needs to 

know not just that there is fluid inside the body, but also how the fluid acts upon 

and reacts to other substances and processes in the body. In short, he must hold 

that observations of external phenomena are relevant to unobserved, internal 

phenomena. Explaining how they could be so relevant becomes our author's 

main task over the course of the next few chapters. 

(2) diÚ ka ‹  êdhla §µo€ te »nÒµastai ka ‹  tª t°xn˙ k°kritai 

e ‰nai :] As we have seen, there is no evidence that Greek physicians made a 

formal distinction between observable and hidden diseases. That is not to say 

that they did not use such language in talking about disease—it wasn’t 

meaningless for a doctor to say that a disease was internal and thus hidden. 
                                            
76 I have in mind principally Philodemus' defense of the inductive "similarity 
method" for grounding sign-inferences in On signs. For a useful comparison of 
On signs with Stoic theories of sign-inference, see Sedley 1982. 
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However, the terms to which our author has turned in his discussion are not 

principally medical but philosophical. 

 By the Hellenistic period, êdhlow had become a highly technical term, as 

attested by the sceptic Sextus Empiricus. 

According to the dogmatists, some things are self-evident [prÒdhlow] and 

some are non-evident [êdhlow]. Of the non-evident, there are the 

absolutely non-evident, the temporarily non-evident, and the naturally non-

evident. They say the self-evident are those that come to be known by us 

of their own accord, for example, that it is day. The absolutely non-evident 

are those that do not by nature allow us to apprehend them, for example, 

whether there is an even number of stars. The temporarily non-evident are 

those that have a nature that is directly perceivable [§nargÆw] but is non-

evident to us at the moment because of some external circumstance, as 

the city of Athens is to me right now. Those naturally non-evident do not 

have a nature that allows us to directly perceive it, like the intelligible 

pores. For these are never apparent in and of themselves, but are thought 

to be apprehended, if at all, from other things, for example, from 

perspiration or something like it. So, they say, the self-evident does not 

require a sign [shµe›on], for they are apprehended in and of themselves. 

Nor do the absolutely non-evident, since they cannot even begin to be 

apprehended. But the temporarily non-evident and the naturally non-

evident are apprehended through signs, and not through themselves. The 

temporarily non-evident are apprehended through the “commemorative” 

[ÍpoµnhstikÒw] signs, while the naturally non-evident are apprehended 

through “indicative” [§ndeiktikÒw] signs. (PH II.97-9) 

Sextus makes a distinction between what does not allow us to perceive it (ÍpÚ 

tØn ≤µet°ran p€ptein §nãrgeian) and what does not allow us to apprehend it (efiw 

tØn ≤µet°ran p€ptein katãlhcin). Let us call the former the perceptually 
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êdhlon and the latter the epistemically êdhlon. Obviously, this latter is a much 

broader category; it covers those cases in which we can’t attain certainty, where 

we assume there must be a fact of the matter, but we are unable to ascertain it. 

The precise number of stars would be an example.77 Sextus’ language also hints 

at a syntactical difference in the way êdhlon is to be employed, depending on 

whether the perceptual or epistemic species is at issue. If the perceptual, then 

êdhlon is predicated of subjects. We say that the pores themselves are 

imperceptible, or non-evident. In the epistemic case, we are uncertain about a 

sentence or proposition. We say that it is uncertain whether the number of stars 

is even or whether first-order logic is indeed complete. 

The epistemic species corresponds more or less to the colloquial usage of 

êdhlow. In standard Greek, d∞low and its alpha-privative, êdhlow, were used in 

much the same way that in modern English we use the pair "clear" and "unclear." 

Thus, when Hippolytus says “it is d∞lon that woman is a great evil,” he means 

that the fact is beyond doubt (Euripides, Hippolytus 627). Likewise, when the 

plaintiff in one of Antiphon’s court speeches charges that “concerning these 

[slaves], it is not êdhlon that they [the defendants] shied away from learning the 

truth of what was done, for they knew that the evil that was about to come to light 

belonged to their household,” he is claiming that it is not uncertain that the 

defendants were motivated by their own interests to keep the truth a secret (1.13 

Maidment). And when Aristotle admits that “it is êdhlon whether this distinction 

of the many compared with the few sincere men can exist in every democracy 

                                            
77 In Sextus’ taxonomy, there is only one sub-species of the epistemically 
êdhlow, namely that which is by nature inapprehensible. This mirrors his 
characterization of the naturally êdhlow, which is by nature imperceptible. It is 
worth wondering why Sextus did not round out his categories with a sub-species 
of the epistemically êdhlow that corresponds to the temporary sub-species of the 
perceptually êdhlow, a category that would include, e.g., temporary uncertainty 
about whether first-order logic is complete because one has forgotten how to 
prove it. 
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and every group” (Politics III.9, 1281b16), he is expressing his uncertainty about 

whether the phenomenon he describes is truly universal. In these examples, 

d∞low and êdhlow are used to indicate the speaker’s epistemic relation to 

various sentences or propositions. It is important to note that if p is êdhlon, it 

does not follow that not-p is d∞lon. Rather, êdhlon indicates that the subject 

declines to commit either to the sentence in question or to its contradictory. 

 If I am right so far, then it should be said that Sextus’ presentation is 

somewhat confusing insofar as it gives the impression that he is presenting 

mutually exclusive categories to be applied to tokens of the same type. He is not. 

Rather, he is outlining some different ways in which the term êdhlow is used by 

philosophers. In his defense, the taxonomy as a whole is unimportant to his 

mission. Of primary interest to him are the temporary and natural sub-species of 

tÚ êdhlon, for it is on this ground that he will make his stand against the 

dogmatists. Sextus, as a Pyhrronian sceptic, rejects the naturally non-evident 

and thus the indicative signs that reveal it. His targets are the Epicureans and 

Stoics. The former especially relied on a notion of the cognizable yet naturally 

non-evident, since they were atomists, holding that reality was atoms and void, 

both of which are, according to Sextus’ categories, naturally non-evident. 

According to Diogenes Laertius, Epicurus held that “one ought to make sign-

inferences [shµeioËsyai] from the phenomena [tå fainÒµena] concerning the 

non-evident [tå êdhla]” (10.32 = LS 16B). 

 The first philosopher to voice this thought was not Epicurus, however, but 

Anaxagoras, who pronounced, somewhat more poetically, that “the phenomena 

are a sight of the non-evident” [ˆciw édÆlvn tå fainÒµena] (DK 59 B21a). 

Anaxagoras is generally regarded as having inaugurated the use of êdhlow as a 

technical term meaning “unobserved.” The world is organized according to a 

dichotomy comprising the class of those things that can be perceived and a 

second class of the unperceived things whose nature is known by means of the 
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first. Of course, the idea that some entities or structures in the cosmos are 

perceptually non-evident did not originate with Anaxagoras. The earliest Ionian 

physicists sought to explain the natural world in terms of facts that were non-

evident. Discovering how things really were—quite apart from how they seemed 

to be—was a central goal. In this spirit, Heraclitus would declare that “a non-

evident connection is stronger than an evident one” [èrµon€h éfanØw faner∞w 

kre€ttvn] (DK 22 B54). But Anaxagoras’ originality appears in his conscious 

recognition that explanations of the underlying structure of the cosmos should 

avail themselves of observable processes and entities. 

 In fact, we can attribute to Anaxagoras the much stronger view that 

phenomenal substances—e.g., flesh—are observable instances of substances 

previously hidden, that is, present but unperceived.78 This begins to sound as 

though Anaxagoras’ êdhla were temporarily, perceptually non-evident. Is this 

right? To which of the sub-species enumerated by Sextus do Anaxagorean 

êdhla belong? This is an anachronistic, but not therefore pointless, question. 

Anaxagoras surely did not make such distinctions explicitly, but he could have 

limited his usage to one or the other sub-species without having been conscious 

of (or concerned with) the possibility and significance of alternative sub-species. 

In what is presumably his description of the initial state of the cosmos, 

Anaxagoras writes that all things were together, and “all things being together, 

nothing was evident on account of smallness” (ka‹ pãntvn ıµoË §Òntvn oÈd¢n 

¶ndhlon ∑n ÍpÚ sµikrÒthtow: DK 59 B1).79 This comes very close to the 

atomists’ idea that the atoms are too small to be perceived and in fact have no 

perceivable properties, and it would seem that we could with justification say that 

the Anaxagorean substances at this early stage of the cosmos were by nature 
                                            
78 This is the conclusion of Mourelatos (1987b, 152). Anaxagoras flatly denies the 
emergence of any properties whatsoever. 
79 Elsewhere (DK 59 B4), Anaxagoras ascribes the non-evidence of substances 
in the initial state to admixture (sÊµµijiw); he may be thinking of the fineness or 
smallness of the substances as somehow necessary to their uniform distribution. 
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êdhla, meaning that by no modification to their extrinsic (i.e., relational) 

properties could they be rendered perceivable.80 

Unlike atoms, of course, these substances are at least potentially 

perceivable. It is not qua substances that they are êdhla. When sufficiently 

concentrated, they may be perceived as macroscopic entities, which exhibit the 

qualities of whatever substance happens to dominate their composition: “but 

nothing is similar to anything else, but each thing is and was most evidently 

[¶ndhlon] those things of which it contains the most” (DK 59 B12). Those 

substances present in smaller portions are non-evident, as indicated by a 

scholium on Gregory of Nazianzus in Patrologia Graeca. 

In the same seed there are hairs, nails, veins, arteries, sinews and bones. 

They happen to be non-evident [éfanÆw] on account of their smallness in 

portion [µikroµ°reia], but they gradually separate as they grow. (DK 59 

B10) 

Consider the substances present in an object in minor portions. They will be non-

evident, since the major substance and its qualities will dominate the object, but 

will the minor substances be temporarily or naturally êdhla? The case could be 

made that they will be temporarily êdhla. For their non-evidence is due to the 

fact that they are present in weaker concentrations in the object. This, however, 

is an extrinsic property of these minor substances, one that could be altered, on 

Anaxagoras’ theory, by reducing the concentration of the major substance. We 

could say, then, in accordance with Sextus’ account of the temporarily non-

evident, that these minor substances have a nature that is perceptible but which 

is not perceived at the moment due to external circumstances (i.e., their relative 

weakness in concentration). 

Sextus would balk. If the distinction between the temporarily and naturally 

non-evident is of any use at all to him, it is because he can embrace the former 
                                            
80 The substances are also temporarily êdhla at this stage, as there are no 
human beings around to perceive them. 
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while rejecting the latter, which ideally should include extravagant physical 

theories like Anaxagoras’. What Sextus needs is a more refined notion of 

“external circumstances” than the one allowed him thus far. One clue lies in his 

consistent qualification of the predicate “temporarily non-evident.” It is at the 

moment imperceptible to us, just as Athens is at the moment imperceptible to 

him, the implication being that others do or at least could perceive it. We say, 

then, that an object, a, is temporarily non-evident to a person, c, if c does not 

stand in the perceiving-relation, R, to a at time t1 and it is possible that some 

person other than c could stand in R to a at the same time, or if c could stand in 

R  to a at some time tn where n>1. This is adequate to exclude Anaxagorean 

minor substances from the set of temporarily êdhla entities, since such minor 

substances could not be perceived by anyone. 

This is not yet a complete analysis of temporary non-evidence as Sextus 

conceives of it. His pet example of a commemorative sign is the presence of 

smoke (PH II.100). That is, when one perceives smoke one should conclude that 

fire is present, even if one does not perceive the fire. Sextus deems that the fire 

is temporarily non-evident, and it is the regular observation of smoke in 

conjunction with fire that produces the conclusion of fire from the observation of 

smoke. It need not be the case that someone besides the epistemic subject does 

or even could perceive this particular fire at the moment when the subject does 

not. For instance, we might imagine a fire that has ignited in a small, 

impenetrable enclosure, where no observer could perceive it. Let’s imagine there 

is a very small aperture in the enclosure from which smoke issues. What is 

important is that the subject himself has previously perceived other tokens of the 

type designated by the word “fire.” We say that an object, a, is temporarily non-

evident to a person, c, at some time t1 if 1) c at that time does not stand in the 

perceiving-relation, R, to a and 2) c has stood, could have stood or could stand in 

R to tokens of relevantly similar type. This analysis, I believe, has the desirable 

quality of incorporating and improving upon the preceding one. Crucial is the 
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notion of relevantly similar type. It guarantees that no observation of flesh, for 

example, will count as an observation of the minor substance flesh that 

Anaxagoras supposes is in bread. For it can be observed only if it is no longer a 

minor substance in the object, and it is minor substances, not flesh, that Sextus 

would reject as naturally non-evident. 

 The term êdhlow occurs twice in the fragments of Protagoras, a rough 

contemporary of Anaxagoras. First, let us consider part of the so-called 

“Didymus” fragment. 
[PrvtagÒraw] l°gei, ˜ti (1) tÚ e‰nai to›w oÔsin §n t“ fa€nesya€ §stin. 

[l]°gei ˜ti (2) fa€noµai so‹ t“ parÒnti kayÆµenow: t“ d¢ épÒnti oÈ 

fa€noµai kayÆµenow: êdhlon efi kãyhµai µ oÈ kãyhµai.81 

 

Protagoras says that (1) being is, for the things that are, in being evident. 

He says that (2) to you, who are present, I am evidently sitting down, but 

to the person who is absent I am not evidently sitting down—it is unclear 

whether or not I am sitting down. 

Sentence (2) is of special interest. It may seem to some readers, as it did to 

Mejer, that here we encounter the natural species of êdhlon as employed by 

Anaxagoras and the Epicureans (Diogenes Laertius at 10.31-2 affirms that 

Epicurus endorsed the Anaxagorean dictum). Various reasons for rejecting this 

suggestion are catalogued by Woodruff (489), but it seems to me that the best 

argument against it begins from the recognition that the naturally êdhlon could 

not be perceived by any cognitive agent whatsoever. That the subject of (2) is 

sitting down, however, is said to be perceptually apparent to those present. Thus, 

his being seated cannot be naturally êdhlon. It is left to determine whether 

                                            
81 The MS reads kayÆµenow êdhln with no punctuation mark. The fragment (of 
which I take at least the part cited to be genuine) was first published in 
Gronewald 1968. The fragment has since been discussed in Mejer 1972, 
Mansfeld 1981 (especially 51-3), and in Woodruff 1985. My treatment is 
especially indebted to Woodruff. 
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Protagoras is using êdhlon in the epistemic, or, perhaps, in the temporary, 

perceptual sense. At first sight, the latter makes a good candidate. The seated 

Protagoras is to the absent observer just as Athens is to Sextus. 

Nevertheless, I maintain that we have not happened upon a specimen of 

the temporary species in its native habitat. First, the syntax weighs against 

perceptual non-evidence: êdhlon seems to indicate here a relationship between 

a person and a proposition. Moreover, if this were a case of the temporarily non-

evident, it would not advance the argument at all. Sentence (2) would serve 

merely to define the notion of temporary, perceptual non-evidence, though it is 

unclear how this would illustrate the consequences of (1). Epistemic êdhlon 

makes perfect sense of the passage. Sentence (2) clarifies an otherwise 

ambiguous (1). Though being lies in appearance, we cannot conclude from 

something’s failing to appear that it is not the case. Under such circumstances, 

the judicious cognitive agent will judge the matter êdhlon, which means, perhaps 

paradoxically, that he suspends judgment about it. 

This carries us, conveniently, to Protagoras’ famous fragment on the gods, 

which contains the second occurrence of êdhlow, or more precisely, édhlÒthw. 

per‹ µ¢n ye«n oÈk ¶xv efid°nai, oÈy …w efis‹n oÈy …w oÈk efis‹n oÈy ıpo›o€ 

tinew fid°an: pollå går tå kvlÊonta efid°nai ∂ tÉ édhlÒthw ka‹ braxÁw 

Ãn ı b€ow toË ényr≈pou. (DK 80 B4) 

 

Concerning gods I am able to know neither that they are nor that they are 

not, nor what sort they are in form, since there are considerable obstacles 

to my knowing, namely their non-evidence and the brevity of human life. 

Immediately, it is clear that Protagoras does not use édhlÒthw epistemically in 

this passage. For if indeed, as I have claimed, some fact, p, is epistemically 

êdhlon just in case it is not clear to the cognitive subject whether p is actually 

the case, then the fragment would turn out to be a tautology. Surely Protagoras 

intends to convey more than that he suspends judgment about the gods because 
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of his suspension of judgment. What Protagoras is generally taken to mean (I 

believe rightly) is that his uncertainty about the gods results from the fact that he 

has himself never seen or otherwise perceived them in any direct way. 

 I do not see any serious alternative to this interpretation of the fragment. If 

it is indeed correct, then we can draw some tentative conclusions about 

Protagoras’ attitude toward the non-evident. First, consider that Protagoras 

refuses to affirm any sentence that involves the perceptually êdhlow. Unlike 

Anaxagoras and like Sextus, Protagoras does not suppose that he has or can 

have any certain knowledge about things that he has never perceived. But his 

unwillingness to deny sentences that refer to the perceptually êdhlow is also 

telling. He concedes that such sentences could be true without being known, that 

tå êdhla could exist but simply might not yet have been perceived by him.82 

The shortness of human life, therefore, is critical because it imposes a limit on 

our ability to observe the phenomena. The god that Protagoras never saw during 

his lifetime could, he recognizes, make an appearance after his death in such a 

way that he would have attained some measure of certainty about the divine had 

he been still living. In short, Protagoras—again like Sextus—accepts the 

possibility of the temporarily non-evident. 

 Or does he? After all, it is one thing to concede the bare possibility of 

truths concerning temporarily unperceived objects; it is quite another to maintain 

that one can know such truth. Sextus, of course, would never claim to “know” 

them. Still, he allows commemorative signs to play some role in the mental life of 

the sceptic, even if that role is not robustly epistemic. Does Protagoras? 

Subsequent lines of the Didymus fragment suggest an answer. 

                                            
82 This is consistent with Burnyeat’s view that Protagoras (at least as presented 
in Plato’s Theaetetus) could not have been an idealist because he does not hold 
that the objects of perception are mind-dependent (1982, 4-14). 
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ka‹ l°gousin ˜ti (3) pãnta tå ˆnta §n t“ fa€nesya€ §stin: (4) oÂon ır« 

tØn selÆnhn, êllow d¢ oÈk ırç: êdhlon efi ¶stin µ oÈk ¶stin. (Woodruff 

485) 

 

And [the Protagoreans] say that (3) all the things that are, are in being 

evident. (4) For example, I see the moon, but someone else does not see 

it. It is unclear [to him] whether it is or is not. 

The case of the non-evident moon is not just another iteration of the sitting man 

example in a different guise. For, absent any specific information, one has no 

reason to expect that a man is seated than that he is prone or upright. But we do 

have an expectation that on any given night the moon will appear, an expectation 

founded upon the regular appearance of the moon on many previous occasions. 

Protagoras will deny us any claims about the non-evident even in these cases. 

He refuses to grant validity to any inductive inference. Any sentence concerning 

an êdhlon entity (whether naturally or temporarily so) is rendered epistemically 

êdhlownor uncertain. 

Protagoras was certainly not the first to call tå êdhla into question. 

Already Xenophanes had warned that “no one man has seen nor will have seen 

the clear truth about the gods and the things I say regarding all matters. For if 

someone chanced to say what was perfectly correct, nevertheless he would not 

know. For opinion is worked into the structure of all things” (DK 21 B34). The 

philosopher-physician Alcmaeon had left certainty regarding such matters for the 

gods alone: “Concerning the non-evident…gods have clarity, but to us, as 

humans, it is left to make inferences even about the things right next to us” (DK 

24 B1)83. Protagoras refuses even to grant the existence of gods, and he 

prosecutes the non-evident with vehemence unmatched by earlier thinkers. 

When the author of On the Art, then, characterizes the non-evident as what no 

                                            
83 There is some uncertainty about the reading here. The MSS have the phrase 
"concerning mortal things" [per‹ t«n ynht«n] where I print an ellipsis.  
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one can see with his eyes, he betrays a familiarity with the special philosophical 

use of the term as inaugurated—to the best of our knowledge—by Anaxagoras, 

placing himself squarely within an emerging epistemological debate in pre-

Platonic philosophy. His sympathies are evident enough: he rejects the critique of 

the unobservable, but not on mere reflex. Instead, he attempts to overcome the 

skeptical challenge. 

(3) oÈ µØn ˜ti êdhla  kekrãthken éll '  √ dunatÚn  kekrãthtai :] 

We have seen that in the Sophist, Plato singles out Protagoras as an antagonist 

of the arts. A passage from Protagoras also seems to indicate that Protagoras 

was in some way hostile to them. 

For Hippocrates, if he comes to study with me, will not have the same 

experiences that he would if he took up with another sophist, since the 

others maltreat young men. They lead their students backward, against 

their will, inflicting upon them the arts from which they have escaped 

[feuge›n] and teaching them mathematics, geometry, astronomy and 

music (at the same moment he looked intently at Hippias). But if he comes 

to me he will learn nothing but what he is willing to learn, namely good 

judgment [eÈboul€a] about household affairs, so that he will manage them 

exceedingly well, as well as good judgment concerning political affairs, so 

that he may be most competent to deal with them, both in word and in 

deed. (318d-e) 

We have it from other sources that Hippias was a polymath who took pride in his 

mastery of various arts (Besides Protagoras, see also Hippias Major 285c-e; and 

Xenophon Symposium 4.62). Hippias probably comes under fire from Protagoras 

in the above passage because of his affection for arts and the incorporation of 

them into his curriculum. 

 Still, Protagoras’ gestural rebuke of Hippias here could have nothing to do 

with the arts per se. He might simply reject anything that isn’t directly useful in 

the political and economic (in the restricted Greek sense) sphere. This need not 
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imply that the epistemological legitimacy of the arts is somehow suspect. But a 

remark in Aristotle’s Metaphysics offers some evidence of a further connection 

between the two passages in Plato. There, Aristotle writes that 

neither are perceptible lines [afl afisyhta‹ graµµa‹] such lines as the 

geometer speaks of (for no perceptible thing is straight or curved in this 

way; for a hoop touches a straight edge not at a point, but as Protagoras 

said it did, in his refutation of the geometers). (Meta. II.2, 997b35-998a4, 

trans. Ross in Barnes 1984 = DK 80 B7) 

If we accept that Protagoras wrote speeches against practitioners of the arts, it is 

no great leap to suppose that the view Aristotle attributes to Protagoras hails 

from one of these works that harassed the geometers, geometry being one of the 

arts mentioned in Protagoras. 

 More important, however, is the content of Protagoras’ critique of 

geometry. The phrase “as Protagoras said it did” must refer to the fact that, 

considered purely perceptually, a circle touches its tangent at more than one 

point. A straight stick, for example, will seem to come into physical contact with a 

metal hoop along a discrete segment of its length, not at a single, infinitesimal 

point. How does this “refute” the geometers? Two interpretations are possible. 

First, we might suppose that Protagoras understands the perceptual evidence to 

contradict the geometers. They say that tangents touch at a point, while he 

maintains, in accord with sense experience, that it does not. Protagoras is thus 

involved in a dispute over the nature of circles and tangents. This is the less 

attractive way to take the passage, for the following reason. Protagoras is not 

keen on supposing that disputes can be adjudicated with some sort of absolute 

authority. If the wind seems hot to me and cold to you, it is not the case that one 

of us is correct at the expense of the other (see Theaetetus 152bf). 

 Of course, the two “disputes” are not exactly analogous, since in the case 

of the wind, the dispute involves two opposed sense perceptions, while in the 

case of the circle, the dispute involves an opinion opposed to a sense perception. 
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But that, I think, is the point. In the fragment on the gods, Protagoras does not 

commit himself to the view that the gods do not exist. Likewise, in the fragment 

from Didymus, he does not suppose that the person who is not present is 

committed to the negative thesis that the subject is not sitting. Rather, it is non-

evident to the epistemic agent in question both whether the gods exist and 

whether Protagoras is sitting, respectively. The proper Protagorean response to 

the geometers is not a denial (construed as the assertion of the logical 

contradiction) of the geometric tangent-thesis, but rather agnosticism. It might be 

that there are some lines that intersect a circle at exactly one point. But 

Protagoras has never seen one, and the challenge to the geometers is this: I’ll 

believe it when I see it. 

 To bring up the qualities of perceptible lines and circles is merely a way of 

underscoring that the geometers have failed to meet this challenge. That is, 

Protagoras would still object to their a priori geometry even if there were no 

perceptible lines or circles whatsoever. The problem with geometry is that the 

definitions on which it depends are not supported by the perceptual evidence. 

They are, in Protagorean terms, êdhlow, non-evident and, thus, uncertain. We 

can usefully paraphrase the overall argument as follows: when geometers claim 

that a line tangent to a circle touches it at one and only one point, the lines they 

have in mind must be either some they have observed or some they have not 

observed; they cannot have in mind the former, since we do not observe 

tangents and circles to have such properties; but they cannot have in mind the 

latter, either, since such matters are non-evident.  

 There is good reason to think, then, that Protagoras harbored some 

antipathy for at least some t°xnai, that he published antilogical works attacking 

the practitioners of some t°xnai, and that the basis for at least some of these 

attacks was his criticism that t°xnai relied upon non-evident principles. We can 

see how Greek physical theorists would have taken the Protagorean critique as a 

direct affront, especially Democritus, whose atomic theory postulated that reality 
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is absolutely non-evident. This concern no doubt motivated at least in part 

Democritus’ attack on the sophist as reported in Plutarch. 

[Colotes] first accused [Democritus] of having made life a confusion by 

saying that each thing is no more such than such [oÈ µçllon to›on µ 

to›on e‰nai]. But Democritus was so far from thinking that each thing is no 

more such than such that he was at war with Protagoras the Sophist, who 

did say this, and wrote many things persuasively against him. But Colotes, 

who had not encountered these even in a dream went wrong about a 

formula of the man’s in which he determines that “there is no more thing 

than no-thing,” [µØ µçllon tÚ d¢n µ tÚ µhd¢n e‰nai] meaning body by 

“thing,” and void by “no-thing”—this too [on his theory] having a certain 

nature and foundation. But whoever thought nothing is more such than 

such is using the Epicurean theory that all of the appearances through 

perception are true; for if neither is false in his perception when two are 

speaking and one says the wine is harsh, the other sweet, then in what is 

the wine more bitter than sweet? (DK 68 B 156, trans. Woodruff 1987, 

263) 

Fascinating is the fact that Plutarch attributes to Protagoras the dictum “no more 

than” that is traditionally associated with Democritus. The difference, however, is 

that Protagoras seems to have applied it absolutely. If the wine tastes sweet to 

me but bitter to you, it is no more bitter than sweet. The claim to sweetness is no 

less true than the claim to bitterness. By contrast, Democritus would have used 

“no more than” to signal that both claims are false, demonstrating that the truth 

about nature is not to be found in perceptions, but rather lies in the imperceptible. 

This is the idea captured in his proclamation that “by convention color, by 

convention sweet, by convention bitter, but in reality atoms and void” (DK 68 B 

125). His criticism of the senses sometimes borders on global skepticism: “In fact 

it will be clear that we are at a loss to know how each thing is in reality” (DK 68 

B8). 
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 At any rate, there is little question that Protagoras’ exaltation of perception 

and consequential skepticism regarding the non-evident ran against the grain of 

Greek physics and philosophy, which in general took itself to be ferreting out the 

hidden composition and structure of the world. One imagines that even 

Anaxagoras’ rehabilitation of the phenomena as pieces crucial to assembling the 

cosmological puzzle at best would have provoked in the sophist the same loaded 

look visited upon Hippias in Plato’s Protagoras. 

 Some Hippocratic writers took Anaxagoras to heart. The treatise Regimen 

I shows clear signs of his influence (as well as that of other philosophers). 

Humans do not know how to observe the non-evident [tå éfan°a] from 

the evident [§k t«n faner«n]. For, though using the arts, they do not 

know that they are similar to human nature. (XI.1-3 Jones) 

The haughty tone is Heraclitean, though the thought is thoroughly post-

Anaxagorean. The philosophically enlightened will use the phenomena to draw 

conclusions about the imperceptible structures and processes that govern the 

cosmos, though the author gives little clue as to how this should be 

accomplished. The claim that the arts are like human nature is related, but 

admittedly curious, and is echoed further on, when he promises to “show that the 

arts are obvious [faneråw] in their similarity to the experiences of humans, both 

evident [fanero›si] and non-evident [éfan°si]” (XII.1-3 Jones). He elaborates: 

These things [i.e., divinatory practices] mimic the nature and life of man. A 

man joins with a woman and produces a child. By the evident he knows 

the non-evident, namely, that this will be the case. (XII.8-10 Jones) 

Though his illustration lacks much in the way of explanatory force, we can 

venture that the author means to lump medicine in with the other arts insofar as 

all rely on the evident to derive truths regarding the non-evident. A man knows 

from his wife's (evident) bulging belly that a (non-evident) fetus is gestating 

inside, just as the diviner constructs from (evident) signs an account of the (non-

evident) future. And for the author of Regimen, medicine is merely a branch of 
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physics, insofar as he attempts to explain growth and reproduction on the basis 

of the same first principles (fire and water) upon which he relies in his cosmology 

(chapters VI through X). The upshot, then, is that all domains of specialized 

knowledge espouse, at least implicitly, the dictum of Anaxagoras.84 

 Even medical writers without blatant philosophical ambitions accepted that 

part of medicine’s task was to make inferences about the non-evident. The 

author of On Wounds in the Head divides cranial contusions and fractures into 

evident [fanerÒw] and non-evident [éfanÆw] varieties (XI.1-3 Withington). On the 

subject of diagnosing the latter, he writes that 

if it is not evident [katafan¢w] whether the bone is suffering from some 

bad affection, one should make a much more thorough interrogation than 

if the bone were exposed, asking how the wound came about and in what 

manner. For in the case of contusions and fractures of the bone that are 

not evident [oÈ fainoµ°naw], though they do exist [§neoÊsaw], one should 

try first to distinguish from the answer of the wounded patient whether he 

has or has not suffered these things. Then, one should carry out a 

thorough examination [§jel°gxein] in reason and action [lÒgƒ ka‹ ¶rgƒ], 

but refrain from probing. (X.19-28 Withington) 

It’s less obvious here that the medical idea is inherited directly from Anaxagoras, 

though the spirit is the same. By the phenomena—in this case, the reports of the 

patients and the results of simple tests or exploratory measures (I take this to be 

the significance of “examination in action”)—the physician should be able to draw 

a conclusion regarding the state of the patient’s skull, e.g., whether it is fractured 

or contused, and how badly. And while he does not, like the author of Regimen I, 

                                            
84 Ancient Medicine, too, embraces the idea in some form. Regarding the 
properties of internal structures, the author writes, “one must learn these things 
from what is external and evident [fanerÒw]” (XXII17-8 Jones). The difference, of 
course, is that the author does not suppose that such internal structures are 
utterly, that is, naturally, non-evident. 
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cavalierly apply this method to grandiose cosmological ends, nor is there any hint 

of Sextus-style skepticism (much less Protagoreanism). 

 Such skepticism would have been misplaced, of course, if Wounds in the 

Head restricted itself to the temporarily non-evident as opposed to the naturally 

non-evident. As noted above, the author opens up chapter XI with the 

observation that “the bone [of the head, i.e., the skull] suffers both non-evident 

[tãw te éfan°aw] and evident [tåw fanerãw] fractures, as well as non-evident 

[éfan°aw] contusions...” (1-3 Withington). The evident and non-evident are 

epistemological, not medical, categories; the terms do not refer to two distinct 

kinds of fracture with distinct aitiologies and requiring unique methods of 

treatment. Rather, different tokens of the same type of fracture may be either 

evident or non-evident, as the author’s subsequent remarks make clear. 

But weapons that glance the skull are less likely to fracture or contuse or 

depress it, even if the bone is laid bare of flesh. (For some wounds that 

occur in this way do not lay the skull bare of flesh.) The weapons that are 

most likely to cause both evident and non-evident fractures, contusions 

and depressions of the skull from its natural shape are round and 

spherical with a smooth edge, being blunt, heavy and hard. These contuse 

the flesh and pound it to a pulp. (XI.31-42 Withington) 

That obtuse weapons are apt to contuse and depress the skull is known because 

on some, but not all, occasions the blow strips away the scalp and allows the 

physician to observe the condition of the skull directly. In this way, he comes to 

see that a certain type of blow correlates to a certain type of internal wound. 

Even when the wound cannot be perceived, one can infer from the type of blow 

the type of wound that has been suffered, just as Sextus allows himself to infer 

from smoke the presence of fire. Fractures and contusions of the skull are thus 

temporarily, perceptually êdhlon. Such wounds are subcutaneous but 

occasionally visible—visible enough, at least, to give the physician grounds for 
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forming general rules of thumb about weapons and the sorts of wound they result 

in. 

Wounds in the Head, then, would have been acceptable to Sextus, though 

it runs afoul of the Protagorean critique. The author shows no sign that he is 

conscious of it. If identifiably Protagorean concerns receive attention in the 

Corpus, it is in the methodologically self-aware Ancient Medicine and, to a lesser 

extent, the humoral treatise Nature of Man. Let us turn first to the treatise Ancient 

Medicine, generally considered to be the most empirically disciplined of the 

Corpus. The first chapter opens with an attack on whomever 

attempted to speak or write about medicine, hypothesizing for themselves 

a hypothesis in their account—hot or cold or wet or dry or whatever else 

they should wish—reducing the explanatory principle of disease and death 

in humans, and giving the same principle in all cases, hypothesizing a 

unity or a duality, (Ancient Medicine 1.1-6, LCL 147, p. 12, ed. Jones) 

and it closes by insisting that 

medicine does not need any new-fangled hypothesis as do non-evident 

[éfanÆw] and puzzling matters, concerning which it is necessary to use a 

hypothesis, should someone try to say something of significance, e.g., 

investigations concerning the things in heaven and below the earth. If 

someone says he has knowledge that these are thus and so, it would not 

be clear either to him who said it or to his listeners whether these things 

were true or not. (Ancient Medicine I.20-27 Jones) 

Perhaps not unjustly, much past scholarship has focused on what the author 

means by “hypothesis” and who exactly these much-despised hypothesizers 

were, but there is little point in reviewing it all here.85 For our purposes, it will 

suffice to review the concise analysis of Hankinson, who writes of hypotheses 

that they “are apparently explanatory devices, of great generality, suitable for use 

                                            
85 See Lloyd 1963. Ancient Medicine is without doubt one of the most studied 
treatises (if not the most studied) in the Corpus. 
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only in cases where the subject-matter is inherently obscure,” though “even in 

those cases they can confer no genuine knowledge…” (1992, 58). 

As a generalization intended to explain non-evident phenomena, a 

hypothesis, while perhaps consistent with empirical observations, is itself not 

open to verification by direct observation. This, in turn, discredits its epistemic 

value. At its core, the critique leveled by the author of Ancient Medicine is 

Protagorean.86 Presumably unlike Protagoras, however, he believes that 

medicine, if practiced correctly, can survive the empiricist’s purge. It survives by 

cutting the cord between medicine and speculative physics. Whereas Regimen I 

recommended a medicine continuous with a “hypothetical” physics that reduced 

the cosmos to fire and water, Ancient Medicine denies any strong kinship with 

contemporary cosmology. Recalling again the sophist’s disdain for astronomy in 

Protagoras, it suddenly appears plausible that the medical writer tries to evade 

the Protagorean attack on t°xnh by dissociating himself from the empirically 

questionable methods of arts that most embody the excesses of the hypothetical 

approach. (How he goes about this, and whether he is successful, will be 

considered later.) 

The Hippocratic tract Nature of Man opens by attacking those who 

advocate a reductive monism in cosmology, using the Eleatic philosopher 

Melissus as a foil for his position. 

Rather, they make the same case for their idea, saying that “what is” is 

one, and that this is “the one” and “the all,” but they do not agree on the 

name for it. For one of them claims that air is the one and the all, another 

that it is fire, another water, and yet another earth, and each adduces 

                                            
86 Other passages in Ancient Medicine have a distinctly Protagorean ring. The 
language of the homo mensura echoes in the author’s later admission that “one 
must aim at some measure [µ°tron]. But you will discover no measure [µ°tron] 
neither a number nor any other standard [stayµÚn êllon] by reference to which 
there will be precision, except bodily sensation [a‡syhsiw toË s≈µatow]” (IX.15-
8). See also Kudlien 1967, 141 f. 
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proof and evidence that is not.87 When they employ the same idea, but do 

not say the same things, it is clear that they do not know them. And 

anyone would realize this who was present during their disputations. For 

when these men dispute with each other before the same audience, the 

same man never prevails in argument three times in a row. Rather, 

sometimes this man is the victor, sometimes that one, and sometimes the 

one whose tongue happens to prove especially eloquent before the crowd. 

However, the one who claims correct knowledge of things ought rightly to 

offer an account that will be victorious on every occasion, if indeed he has 

knowledge of the things that are and demonstrates it correctly. But it 

seems to me that these people defeat themselves through their own 

ignorance, employing these names in their accounts, and they validate the 

account of Melissus. (Nature of Man I.10-35 Jones) 

The Hippocratic writer’s strategy is to force a dilemma on the monists he is 

attacking. No one of their particular theories is any more convincing than any 

other, which suggests that they are all false. Thus Melissus, who asserted that 

real being could not be identified with any of the phenomena, is proved correct: 

For if there is earth and water and air and fire and iron and gold, and one 

thing is alive and another is dead, and black and white, and all other 

things that people say are true, if indeed these are, and we see and hear 

correctly, each must be such as we decided at first, and must not change 

or come to be different, but each thing must always be just as it is. But as 

the case stands, we say we see and hear and understand correctly. 

 

We think that what is hot becomes cold and what is cold, hot, and what is 

hard becomes soft, and is soft, hard, and what is alive dies and comes to 

be from what is not alive, and all these things become different, and 

                                            
87 That is, the proofs are not true or correct. The author plays on the Eleatic 
formulation “is not,” which may have both veridical and existential import. 
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anything that was and what is now are not at all alike, but iron, which is 

hard, is worn away by contact with the finger, and also gold and stone and 

anything else that seems to be strong, so that it happens that we neither 

see nor know the things that are; and earth and stone come to be from 

water. 

 

Now these things do not agree with one another. For we say that there are 

many things that are eternal and have forms and strength. But all of them 

seem to us to become different and change from what we see at each 

moment. (DK 30 B8, trans. McKirahan) 

According to Nature of Man, the phenomenal monist is left with the choice 

presented by Melissus himself: either he accepts the phenomena, or he accepts 

the Eleatic criteria for being, but he cannot accept both. If the latter, his theory 

will be useless to medicine; if the former, thinks our author, the empirical facts 

will lead him to adopt some form of pluralism. 

 Pain, a phenomenon the physician must accept as real, best illustrates the 

incoherence of the monist’s position. 

The majority of physicians, then, proclaim such things [i.e., monistic 

principles] or come as close as possible to doing so. But I say that if a 

human being were one, he would never feel pain. For there would not be 

anything by which he would be pained, were he one. (Nature of Man II.11-

15 Jones) 

This bears comparison to Melissus’ views on the subject of pain. 

Nor does it feel pain. For it could not be all if it were feeling pain. For a 

thing feeling pain could not always be. Nor does it have equal power to 

what is healthy. Nor would it be alike if it were feeling pain. For it would 

feel pain either because something is being taken away or added, and it 

would no longer be alike. 
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Nor would what is healthy be able to feel pain. For what is healthy and 

what is would perish, and what is not would come to be. (DK 30 B7, trans. 

following McKirahan, pp. 294) 

Ingeniously, the Hippocratic writer embraces Melissus’ “analgesic” syllogism as 

valid while rejecting it as unsound, converting it instead into the major premise of 

a modus tollens argument against monism. It’s true, he concedes, that if a 

human being were a unity, then he would feel no pain. But he does feel pain; at 

the very least, one must be committed to the reality of pain if one is to take 

serious interest in medical matters. In that case, one cannot maintain monism 

(not with Melissan constraints, anyhow). Empirical medicine and Eleatic 

metaphysics are mutually exclusive.88 

In fact, the author is heavily committed not just to pain, but to the reality 

and epistemological priority of the phenomena generally. Like his colleague in 

Ancient Medicine, he is hostile to that philosophy which makes empirically 

unverifiable claims concerning reality. “Whoever is accustomed to hearing people 

speak concerning the human nature outside of its relevance to medicine,” begins 

the treatise, “to him will the present discourse prove of no interest. For I say 

neither that a human being is completely air, nor fire, nor water, nor earth, nor 

anything else that is not evident [fanerÒw] as a constituent of a human being” 

(Nature of Man I.1-8 Jones). If natural philosophy offers no knowledge that is 

useful in understanding and treating disease, then so much the worse for 

philosophy. He takes an interest only in claims about the human body that take 

health and disease seriously, and, of these, he accepts only those that meet his 

empirical demands. Take, for example, his rejection of medical monism. 

                                            
88 The Melissean argument in Nature of Man has been traced in detail by 
Jouanna (1965). More recently, it has been revisited, but not significantly revised, 
in Longrigg (1993, 86-9). Diogenes of Apollonia seems to have inferred from the 
existence of pain to the conclusion that there could be but one basic constituent 
of all things (DK 64B2, from Simplicius, Commentary on Aristotle’s Physics 
151.28 ff.), and it is indeed likely, after Jouanna, that Diogenes is a principal 
target in Nature of Man, though certainly not the only one. 
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But I at any rate think it would be good if the person claiming that a human 

being is only blood and nothing else, to show me a human being who is 

not changing in form or coming to have all manner of qualities, or to show 

me some time of the year or age of a human being at which blood is 

evident as the sole human constituent. (II.21-7 Jones) 

The claim that a human being is completely composed of blood cannot be an 

inference, but rather must be anchored in direct observation of the fact itself. 

What exactly it would mean to observe a pan-hematic person is less than 

obvious, but the demand stands nonetheless. 

Whether the attitude evinced in Nature of Man is part of the author’s 

reaction to the Protagorean critique of the arts is somewhat less clear-cut than in 

the case of Ancient Medicine, though we cannot deny that a similar skepticism 

about the non-evident is in evidence. Given their familiarity, both demonstrated 

(Ancient Medicine mentions Empedocles by name in chapter XX; Nature of Man, 

as shown above, Melissus) and implied, with the Greek philosophical tradition, it 

is likely, I think, that both authors are reacting at least in part to Protagoras, 

assuming that they are writing after the sophist’s floruit, an assumption which I 

take to be generally, though not completely, uncontroversial. If some medical 

writers took Protagorean concerns seriously, it becomes all the more likely that 

here, in On the Art, our author’s insistence that the non-evident subject matter of 

medicine is not a fatal flaw grows out of an awareness and ultimate rejection of 

Protagoras’ critique. 

(4) dunatÒn d¢ …w  a· te t«n noseÒntvn fÊsiew  §w  tÚ 

skefy∞nai par°xousin, a·  te t«n §reunhsÒntvn §w  tØn ¶reunan  

pefÊkasin .] Internal structures and processes are difficult to know, but not 

always impossible. Our author identifies two factors that determine the limits of 

their cognoscibility: the potential of the patient’s internal physical structure to 

yield to examination, and the physician’s competence in drawing correct 

conclusions from his examinations. The first of these sounds like a tautology, but 
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it is not. We will discover that our author means something like the following. The 

patient’s internal structures and processes (and hence the diseases affecting 

them) exhibit varying degrees of “penetrability,” if you will. Some are more 

difficult to sketch out than others, and, accordingly, it takes the physician more 

time to apprehend them. Sometimes the patient dies before the doctor can get to 

the bottom of things. Of course, our author acknowledges that—at least in 

principle—such deaths could be the result of an incompetent physician who 

couldn’t discover the nature of the disease in a reasonable amount of time. This 

is the last we will hear of this possibility, however, as our author will go on to 

blame everyone but the doctor for diagnostic failures. 

(5) µetå ple€onow  µ¢n går pÒnou ka ‹  oÈ µet ' §lãssonow  

xrÒnou µ efi  to›sin Ùfyalµo›sin  •vrçto, gin≈sketai .] Jones 

misconstrues the passage in a subtle but potentially crucial way. He translates 

thus: "more pains, in fact, and quite as much time, are required to know them as 

if they were seen with the eyes." In his version, the conditional clause defines the 

standard of knowledge to be attained. This is perhaps understandable: it turns 

out that direct perception is the standard for epistemic certainty (XII.1). However, 

we will be told that inference, though far from useless, fails to meet it.  The above 

clause is actually meant to be comparative. All the author means is that 

apprehending non-evident diseases with the mind alone (note the mutually 

exclusive contrast between •vrçto and gin≈sketai, where no such contrast 

need exist) takes longer and is more difficult than apprehending evident diseases 

through perception. 

 Gomperz (133) shows that the pair pÒnow and xrÒnow is found regularly in 

Greek literature. Among his examples are Epidemics I 4(genoµ°nvn d¢ xrÒnvn 

µakr«n ka‹ pÒnvn poll«n) and Plato, Republic 369e (ka‹ tetraplãsion 

xrÒnon te ka‹ pÒnon énal€skein ktl.). 
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(6) ˜sa går tØn t«n Ùµµãtvn ˆcin  §kfeÊgei , taËta tª t∞w  

gn≈µhw  ˆcei  kekrãthtai .] The metaphor of cognitive faculties as a kind of 

sight is not unique to our author. It is implied already by Anaxagoras’ dictum. 

Gorgias illustrates the power of speech using as an example the natural 

philosophers of his day, who “by removing and producing one opinion in 

exchange for another make the incredible [tå êpista] and non-evident [tå 

êdhla] appear to the eyes of opinion [to›w t∞w dÒjhw ˆµµasin]” (DK 82 B11 

§13). His thought is especially interesting because he restricts speculation about 

the non-evident to the province of “opinion,” mirroring our author’s reliance on 

mind to apprehend the non-evident, but with an important difference: Gorgias’ 

treatment is pejorative. Speech is so powerful it can cause otherwise reasonable 

people to subscribe to ridiculous and unverifiable ideas. (Gorgias routinely in the 

Helen contrasts opinion and persuasion with truth and knowledge. The 

naturalists can produce the former, but apparently not the latter.) Protagoras may 

not have been the only sophist to question the legitimacy of speculation about 

the non-evident. 

Generally speaking, though, Greek thinkers helped themselves to the 

“mind’s eye” metaphor in celebration of reason’s triumph over the limits on 

knowledge imposed by the senses. So Plato: “the sight of reason [≤ ... t∞w 

diano€aw ˆciw] sharpens as the sight of the eyes [≤ t«n Ùµµãtvn sc. ˆciw] 

starts to lose its acuity” (Symposium 219a). Socrates is making reference first 

and foremost to the wisdom one acquires as he ages, and so his words don’t 

carry the technical epistemological weight that they do in On the Art. Less poetic 

but more relevant is a fragment of Democritus. 

Whenever the obscure faculty [gn≈µh] is no longer able to see or hear or 

smell or taste or perceive by touch the infinitesimal, though more subtle 
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matters [must be investigated, then the genuine faculty takes over, since it 

possesses a more subtle tool for thought.]89 (DK 68 B11) 

As in On the Art, reason picks up where the senses leave off. For Democritus, of 

course, it is not so much a matter of the senses “leaving off” as it is of their abject 

failure to apprehend reality. Our author’s language, too, might be construed as 

somewhat critical—the eyes let the criminal get away—but his overall tone is 

decidedly more neutral, and we should not ignore his reversal of the Democritean 

view. For Democritus, perception and reason are kinds of gn≈µh, but for our 

author gn≈µh is a kind of sight. This is not just a difference in metaphor, I 

suspect. On the Art, as we shall see, upholds the validity, indeed the superiority, 

of perception over reason and maintains that reason depends upon perception to 

supply the material for its inferences regarding the non-evident. 

 These divergent attitudes are mirrored elsewhere in the Corpus. The 

treatise Breaths, like On the Art, provides a more dispassionate evaluation: “but 

[air] is non-evident to sight, though it is evident to reason” (éllå µÆn §st€ ge tª 

µ¢n ˆcei éfanÆw, t“ d¢ logisµ“ fanerÒw: III.13-5 Jones). The author of 

Regimen I, by contrast, despairs of the beliefs popular among the common folk, 

“for they believe the eyes, though these are inadequate to judge even what is 

seen” (Ùfyalµo›si går pisteÊousi µçllon µ gn≈µ˙, oÈx flkano›w §oËsin oÈd¢ 

per‹ t«n ıreoµ°nvn kr›nai: IV.18-20 Jones). The motivation for Democritus’ 

and Regimen’s abuse of the senses is to be found in their eliminativist 

tendencies. Since all things are nothing over and above atoms and void (or, for 

the Hippocratic writer, fire and water), the senses do not merely fail to show what 

things are really like. Rather, they actually deceive us insofar as they convey to 

us a reality that differs in character from that posited by physics. 

The measured and metaphorical language of the sentence is striking. 

Again, the vocabulary of war and combat reemerges to dramatize the scene. The 
                                            
89 The bracketed material is supplied by Diels, but there is little question that the 
gist is right. 
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physician is a warrior locked in battle with that mortal enemy, disease. Disease is 

wily, hiding his forces where they cannot be seen, lying in ambush. But the 

physician will not be defeated. The enemy may be well hidden, but our hero has 

a secret weapon...reason! The obstacles are many, but he presses bravely on, 

with no objective in mind other than the health of the patient. The drama, while 

engaging, runs the risk of distracting us from the fact that our author is peeling 

apart the concepts of perceptibility and conceivability that he had joined in 

chapter II. There, he purported everything to be perceptible and conceivable. 

Against this, it would seem as though there exists a class of non-evident things 

that are imperceptible but conceivable. No poetic sleight of hand can change the 

fact that the mind’s eye metaphor, while not just a metaphor, is still a metaphor, 

and does nothing to bridge this disconnect—unless we allow our author a 

distinction between two kinds of imperceptibility corresponding to that between 

the temporarily and naturally non-evident. The body's contents are unseen, but 

they are not invisible. Indeed, the body is constantly secreting and excreting 

things that were once inside it. Sometimes the non-evident is perceived. 

(7) ka ‹  ˜sa dÉ §n t“ µØ taxÁ Ùfy∞nai ofl nos°ontew  pãsxousin, 

oÈx  ofl  yerapeÊontew  aÈtoÁw  a ‡tioi ,  éll ' ≤  fÊsiw  ¥ te toË 

nos°ontow  ¥ te toË nosÆµatow .] Our author deftly converts a disadvantage 

into an advantage by playing one criticism of medicine against another. To the 

charge that medicine cannot possibly have knowledge of internal processes, he 

stands fast in his conviction that knowledge is possible while conceding that such 

knowledge is exceedingly difficult to attain due to the non-evidence of the subject 

matter. Having conceded this, he now puts it forward as the best explanation for 

patient mortality. The obscurity of most diseases is the cause of death, not any 

mistake on the part of the physician. He pulls back into discussion the natures of 

patients, but whereas such references are primarily to physical natures, namely 

the fact that so many regions of the body are difficult to see and explore, we will 

find that he blames the reluctance of patients to consult a physician for the failure 
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to diagnose and treat diseases in a timely manner. Thus, the patient’s nature will 

include also his psychological tendencies. 

 Our author manages to divert an academic concern over the justification 

for his medical “knowledge” into the courtroom, where it assumes the form of a 

forensic squabble over who is responsible for the patient’s death. This might 

strike us at first as a fallacy of irrelevance. It matters very little that the doctor is 

not responsible for patient deaths. What matters is that he couldn’t prevent them 

in any case, and thus his so-called art is useless. On the other hand, I propose 

that our author is driven at least in part by his need to respond to the unspoken 

but implied charge of his critics: not only is medicine a set of false beliefs, but it is 

a conscious ruse. Doctors are nothing more than slick snake-oil salesmen 

looking to bilk the sick out of their last drachma. The question, “how can a doctor 

make secure claims about things he has never seen?” naturally invites the further 

one, “then why would he make such claims?” This, I think, explains the rhetorical 

strategy of casting suspicion on patient and disease, as well as the reliance on 

combat imagery. The physician is no two-bit hustler but rather a strong, resolute 

and noble warrior fighting to protect those under his care. 

(8) ı µ¢n gãr §pe ‹  oÈk ∑n aÈt“ ˆcei  fide ›n tÚ µoxy°on  oÈd '  

ékoª puy°syai , logisµ“ µetπei .] Like Jones, I take µetπei as a conative 

imperfect. It appears here, I think, because the author wishes to stress the 

sustained and sincere effort (not to mention aggressive and belligerent—the verb 

can mean “to hunt down”) that the physician puts into diagnosis. No effort would 

have been required were he simply making things up as he went along. 

 The meaning of ékoª puy°syai is not obvious. The immediate context 

demands that it parallel ˆcei fide›n. All avenues of potential perceptual access to 

the disease are closed to the physician, including hearing. Diagnosis by 

auscultation was a common tool in the Hippocratic repertoire (see, for example, 

Diseases II 7.70.4-7; several examples of auscultation from Diseases II are cited 

in Langholf 1990, p. 59). Our author himself regards the quality of a patient’s 
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voice as a sign of what ails him (XII.2). However, he will shortly complain of the 

unreliability of patient testimony, claiming that the doctor cannot hear the 

undistorted truth from their accounts (tØn énaµãrthton safÆneian ékoËsai). 

Perhaps the development of this argument is anticipated here. At any rate, the 

usual sense of punyãnesyai is “to learn from the testimony of others,” though it 

can have the simple meaning “to hear.” 

The sudden shift to past tense signals that our author sees this section of 

the speech as its narrative. Examples of narrative in Athenian forensic oratory 

usually exhibit the same shift in tense (an illustrative but by no means exhaustive 

list would include Lysias 12.4, and 32.4; Antiphon, 1.14), for obvious reasons. To 

convince a jury, plaintiffs need to tell a plausible story (in the past tense) about 

what the accused did and why he should be punished. Defendants need to tell an 

alternative story that minimizes, excuses or distracts from the role they played in 

the events leading up to the complaint. Recent work by Gagarin on narrative and 

storytelling in Athenian (and, for that matter, American) law shows that in ancient 

exchanges of forensic rhetoric, “the defendant’s story fits the facts, just as the 

plaintiff’s does” (2003, 201). Following contemporary trends in the Law and 

Literature movement, Gagarin takes the view that legal reasoning is not simply a 

process of deducing conclusion from available facts, but rather includes an 

evaluation of narratives that supply a context for facts. The success of a legal 

argument sometimes hinges not so much on its logic as on its lyricism. Everyone 

loves a good yarn, and juries are no exception. 

The accepted facts in On the Art are these: the doctor took the patient 

under his care, but the patient died. This our author does not dispute. But his 

adversaries have molded these facts to fit the stereotype of the tricky charlatan 

who preys on the naïve and innocent in their moment of greatest weakness. 

Against this, our author trades on images of combat, implying that the physician 

is the stereotypical hero, selflessly throwing himself into battle against 

insurmountable odds. In some cases, the physician-warrior meets defeat, but this 
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only enhances the tragic resonance of the narrative for a Greek audience. This 

testifies to the sophistication of our author’s prose and suggests his familiarity 

with the requirements of effective forensic oratory, for Gagarin detects the same 

exploitation of stereotypes and mythic elements in the narratives of Athenian 

logographers like Lysias and, especially, Antiphon. As he notes, the practice of 

ancient law incorporated both logic and literature: “If many Athenian litigants 

devote much of their pleadings to telling stories that exploit the motifs of 

stereotypical tales from myth and literature, this does not make these speeches 

merely literary exercises outside the boundaries of appropriate legal pleading, 

either in Athens or today” (206). 

The narrative character of this section of On the Art persists until the 

speech’s epilogue, though the past tense is quickly abandoned, since the 

account is intended to be quite general and thus applicable to any doctor. In the 

course of his story, our author will relate how the physician approaches his 

patients and attempts to acquire an understanding of their diseases. As we shall 

see, our author first enumerates the various obstacles to successful diagnosis. It 

is a wonder that medicine manages to cure anybody at all! And yet, the story 

continues, the tone transformed into one of triumph. The physician, it turns out, 

can count on the allies and equipment he needs to vanquish the enemy—victory 

is at least possible, if not entirely probable.  The scene closes with a medical 

success story: the physician has conquered the non-evident and saved his 

patient from an agonizing death. 

(9) ka ‹  går dÆ, ka ‹  ì peir«ntai ofl tå éfan°a nos°ontew  

épagg°llein per ‹  t«n noshµãtvn to ›si yerapeÊousi , dojãzontew  

µçllon  µ efidÒtew  épagg°llousin :] The epistemological distinction 

between opinion and knowledge follows in the intellectual tradition that seems to 

have started with Xenophanes (DK 21 B34, B35) and continued through 

Parmenides (DK 28 B1.28-32, though opinion on Parmenides’ view is always 
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false opinion) and sophists such as Gorgias (82 DK B11a §24) and Antiphon 

(F44(a)II.21-3). The Xenophanean precedent is especially applicable. 

No one man has seen nor will have seen 

the clear truth about the gods and the things I say regarding all matters. 

For if someone chanced to say what was perfectly correct, 

nevertheless he would not know. For opinion is worked into the structure 

of all things. (DK 21 B34) 

Xenophanes emerges as the progenitor of the sort of criticism our author is 

fighting. Even if someone (including a doctor) holds a true opinion about non-

evident matters, he cannot know these things are true because he cannot 

confirm them by direct perception. Note that the patients’ lack of knowledge 

becomes an issue specifically with respect to tå éfan°a. They can have only 

opinions about what they cannot perceive. However, on our author's view, there 

are some privileged few who can break through the Xenophanean barrier. Facts 

about non-evident diseases may be grasped by reason, a faculty that patients fail 

to exercise but of which expert doctors make ample use. 

 Jouanna senses our author’s anticipation of the objection that “le malade 

connaît son mal puisqu’il l’éprouve” (262). At least, our author wants to show that 

there is some kind of knowledge that the patient lacks and the physician 

possesses. But doesn’t he go too far in his critique of patients? Surely there are 

some patient reports that we could call knowledge. Is our author questioning the 

validity of a patient’s report that he or she is in pain? That he or she feels a 

burning sensation? Or is experiencing numbness? I think not, for the reason that 

our author consciously inserts a qualification that limits the scope of the debate to 

non-evident diseases. A patient’s account of her health problem, especially when 

the problem is internal, invariably involves some assumptions about the non-

evident anatomy and physiology of the body. Rarely does the patient report 

simply that she is in pain. More likely than not, she will report that her stomach 

hurts, and sometimes she will go so far as to say that she ate some rancid 
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mutton that made her stomach hurt, or tell some such story. Now, it strikes me as 

not at all uncommon for it to turn out that the patient’s account had little 

diagnostic value outside of having communicated the fact that she was suffering 

some abdominal pain. Perhaps the problem was her appendix, not her stomach, 

and the spoiled meat had nothing to do with the onset of her appendicitis. At any 

rate, our author means only to suggest that patient reports about internal 

diseases are usually based on an incorrect picture of the body's internal regions, 

and that, while there may be some vein of truth in the report, there is no grounds 

for supposing the patient to have expert knowledge of the non-evident structures 

and processes she invokes. What truth there is in the report will be of relatively 

little value in formulating a diagnosis, which must hit on the underlying causes of 

a condition. 

(10) efi går ±p€stanto, oÈk ín  peri°pipton aÈto›si :] It seems to 

have been a standard—and unchallenged—bit of dogma that whoever had 

mastered the art of medicine would be himself healthy. As Jouanna notes, the 

criticism of doctors who fall ill can be found in Aeschylus’ Prometheus. 

You have suffered sorrow and humiliation. You have lost your wits and 

have gone astray; and, like an unskilled doctor [kakÚw dÉ fiatrÚw], fallen ill, 

you lose heart and cannot discover by which remedies to cure your own 

disease. (472-5 Smyth) 
The Hippocratic treatise Physician accepts the idea wholesale. 

The physician’s status depends on giving the appearance of a healthy 

complexion and maintaining the weight ideal for his particular nature. For 

most think that those who are not of a sound bodily constitution do not 

care well for others. (I.1-5 Jones) 

There’s something intuitive about imposing this requirement on skilled 

practitioners. As the saying goes, don’t get your hair cut by someone with a bad 

haircut. We assume that the practitioner will do the best job possible in his own 
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case. We will expect him to have the best of whatever it is he does best. So we 

will expect him to be in excellent health. 

This is an unfair expectation, to be sure, and it is no fairer when our author 

turns it on the sick. There are several reasonable explanations for a patient’s 

having contracted a disease despite his knowledge of it. One such would be 

weakness of will. Some physicians who know well that eating a high-fat, high-

cholesterol diet will put them at severe risk for heart disease nevertheless enjoy 

their butter and bacon too much to give them up. The eventual heart attack they 

will suffer should not be taken as proof that they don’t really understand the 

nature of heart disease. Moreover, it is too optimistic to suppose that a person 

has complete control over all the factors that affect his health, even if he knows 

what their effects will be if he is exposed to them. One might know the symptoms 

and pathology of malaria, for example, but whether one contracts the disease will 

depend ultimately on the behavior of the anopheles mosquitoes in one’s vicinity 

and much less on the behavior of their potential host. 

 Fortunately, our author is not committed to the idea that a physician will 

never get sick, but rather is making a more subtle turn. The key lies in the verb 

perip€ptein, which standardly means “to encounter” or “fall in with,” and so have 

translators routinely rendered it at this point in On the Art. But a look at 

perip€ptein as employed by Herodotus reveals a further nuance. 

The majority of [the barbarians’] ships were destroyed when the foremost 

among them turned to flight, for those stationed at the rear, trying to 

advance with their ships so as to make a show of some deed before the 

king, ran afoul of their ships that were fleeing [tªsi sfet°r˙si nhus‹ 

feugoÊs˙si peri°pipton]. (8.89.2) 

Here, it can’t be that the advancing ships merely encountered or happened upon 

those in retreat. This in itself wouldn’t explain their destruction. Herodotus is 

vague on the point, but it is clear that they encountered their fellow sailors in a 

way that had terrible consequences. Perhaps there were catastrophic collisions, 
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perhaps the retreating ships, in their frenzy, turned on the ships blocking their 

path. Whatever the truth of the matter, Herodotus is not saying that the ships 

merely crossed paths. Likewise, our author is not saying that someone 

knowledgeable about medicine will avoid falling ill altogether, but rather that he 

will know how to manage his illness so that it doesn’t get the best of him. 

 The real argument underlying the charge, then, is that if patients 

possessed substantive knowledge (i.e., knowledge about causes) of their 

diseases, they would have been able to cure themselves and would have no 

need of a doctor. The very fact that they have called upon a doctor shows that 

they are at a loss about the nature of their condition. This is a much better 

(though still not uncontestable) argument, it seems to me. 

It remains to be determined whether our author uses §p€stasyai, or for 

that matter efid°nai in the preceding sentence, in a technical sense. Our author 

contrasts efidÒtew—knowing—and dojãzontew—having an unjustified opinion that 

such and such is the case. The question of whether one has knowledge in this 

sense comes into view when patients attempt to report a state of affairs. This 

suggests that efid°nai is thought of by our author, at least in the present context, 

as propositional knowledge, i.e., knowledge that such and such is the case. This 

is to be kept separate from the kind of knowledge at issue when our author uses 

the verb gign≈skein in chapter II, which I have translated as “conceive” or “have 

in mind,” and which I take to be non-propositional. To have in mind a red ball and 

to know that the ball is red are two different things. 

It seems at first as though §p€stasyai is just another way of saying 

efid°nai, an appearance which is made more plausible by the fact that in Greek  

§p€stasyai can denote propositional knowledge. But it need not, and the 

following sentence finds §p€stasyai operating in a different sense, namely that 

of knowing how to do such and such. However, “knowing how” will clearly not do 

for the above passage: “if the patients had know-how, they would not have been 
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upset by these diseases.” If only they knew how to...what? This yields little 

sense. An infinitive is needed to compIete the thought. I propose that we 

encounter two consecutive but distinct sense of §p€stasyai, the first of which 

stands in for efid°nai in a grammatical context in which efid°nai cannot appear in 

its proper aorist form and mean “know” as opposed to “see,” since the aorist 

e‰don always means “see.” Our author wishes to maintain meticulously the 

distinction between seeing a red ball and knowing that the ball is red. The second 

§p€stasyai retains its quotidian sense of “know-how” and has the sophistic virtue 

of flouting expectations. 

(11) t∞w  går aÈt∞w  sun°siÒw  §stin ∏sper tÚ efid°nai t«n 

noÊsvn tå a ‡tia ,  ka ‹  tÚ yerapeÊein aÈtåw  §p€stasyai pãs˙si tªsi 

yerape€˙sin a „  kvlÊousi tå nosÆµata µegalÊnesyai .] There are two 

ways of taking this sentence, each of which assigns to our author a different view 

of medicine. The phrase t∞w går aÈt∞w sun°siÒw could be construed as 

meaning that knowledge of causes and knowledge of treatment are mutually 

dependent; having the one is sufficient for having the other. This or very similar 

views are commonplace in the Hippocratic Corpus. 

For if someone knows the cause [tØn afit€hn] of the disease, he is able to 

apply beneficial treatments to the body. (Breaths I.24-26, Jones) 

 

It is necessary for him90 to effect recovery by contravening the cause [tª 

profãsei] of the disease, for in this way he would ease what produced 

the disease in the body. (Nature of Man 13.3-6, Jones) 

I say that the view is commonplace, though we should take care to note that the 

Hippocratic treatises to which this view is common are some of those which 

demonstrate a more than casual command of philosophical ideas. Both treatises 

                                            
90 The referent of the pronoun is uncertain; it may be either the physician or the 
patient himself. 
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put a premium on discovering the cause of a disease as at least a necessary 

condition of being able to treat it, while the author of Breaths is unequivocal that it 

is a sufficient condition, as well. It is tempting to put On the Art in this same group 

of rationalists (and proto-Platonists?), who see the main challenge of medicine as 

that of discovering the cause while the discovery of cures is thought to simply 

follow from this. 

 On the other hand, our author betrays empiricist tendencies in his 

description of the physician’s approach to healing at VII 5. There, the physician is 

described as “taking into account the present condition as well as similar 

conditions in the past, so as to say how they resolved themselves once they 

were treated.” This would suggest that knowing the causes of a disease is not 

sufficient for knowing how to treat it successfully. The correct treatment of a 

patient requires the repeated observation of past treatments and their effects on 

the disease in question. Knowledge of causes is not irrelevant; at the very least, 

such knowledge has diagnostic value. It may be the case that knowledge of 

causes affords some guidance to the physician in his search for remedies without 

delivering precise answers to therapeutic questions. The case of the incurable 

disease considered in chapter VIII serves as an apt example. We will recall that 

there our author defends a certain class of medical failures on the grounds that 

they result not from any ignorance on the part of the doctor, but rather from the 

fact that no suitable remedy could be found. A certain disease might require 

cauterization or some other application of heat, though fire is not hot enough to 

do the job. The physician, through his understanding of what caused the disease, 

knows that the remedy will be hot. He knows, too, that it will be hotter than fire. 

But exactly how hot the remedy must be, and further, what material substance 

possesses that level of heat, remains a problem to be solved by an empirical 

process of trial and error. In a sense, too, this represents a refinement of the 

physician's aetiological understanding of the disease. As with medical trials 

today, the success or failure of a form of treatment may confirm or disconfirm 
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hypotheses about the nature of a disease. For our author, every ailing patient is 

also an opportunity for research. 

It is worth noting that, at this point in On the Art, we find the author using 

a‰tiow in the causal sense that dominates Hippocratic medical writing generally, 

a sense which no doubt itself originated in the moral-juridical sphere.91 

Sometimes the Hippocratics contrast the a‡tia of a disease with its prÒfasiw 

(the antecedent triggering cause—see my commentary on VI 3), as though the 

a‡tia are the internal conditions that gave rise to it, which is consistent with their 

application in On the Art’s discussion of internal, non-evident disease.92 Even 

here, however, the term resounds with forensic overtones, reinforcing the conceit 

constructed by our author. The doctor’s quest to diagnose the disease is the 

prosecutor’s drive to convict the criminal. 

Finally, kvlÊein is encountered for the second time in the treatise (see I 5) 

and is probably intended to revive the militaristic connotations that attended its 

first occurrence. 

 (12) ˜te oÔn oÈdÉ  §k t«n épaggelloµ°nvn ¶sti tØn 

énaµãrthton safÆneian  ékoËsai ,  prosopt°on ti ka ‹  êllo t“ 

yerapeÊonti .] This sentence mirrors the earlier XI.8, suggesting the following 

structure to the overall argument in defense of our author's long, slow diagnostic 

method. 

1. Justification: Since the doctor could neither see nor hear the disease, 

he turned to reasoning (XI.8). 

2. Anticipated objection (implied): But the physician didn’t have to resort to 

reasoning; he could have relied on patient reports to gain knowledge of 

the disease. 

                                            
91 See further Vegetti 1999. 
92 For example: “Many abscesses arise from every prÒfasiw. Tension in the 
body and hardness of the bowels are responsible [a‡tiow] for this” (Airs Waters 
Places IV.17-20 Jones). 
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3. Reply to objection: Patient reports are merely opinions, not knowledge 

(XI.9), and therefore cannot be relied upon (at least not for anything 

useful). If patients understood their diseases, they wouldn’t need the 

doctor’s help (XI.10). Thus, since the doctor, in the situation described, is 

unable either to see or hear or learn anything useful from patient 

testimony about the disease, he must turn elsewhere (i.e., to reasoning) 

for help (XI.12). 

 The use of safÆneia as a metonym for “truth” is unusual. To my 

knowledge, the only other example hails from one of Antiphon’s logographêmata: 
per‹ µ¢n oÔn toÊtvn oÈk êdhlon ˜ti aÈto‹ ¶feugon t«n praxy°ntvn tØn 

safÆneian puy°syai (Antiphon 1.13 Gagarin). The parallel is especially intriguing 

since, in On the Art, the verb ékoËsai must have the same meaning as 

Antiphon’s puy°syai, “to learn from oral testimony.” Our author again likens the 

job of the doctor to that of the prosecutor in a law court trying to determine who 

or what is responsible for the injury sustained. 

(13) taÊthw  oÔn t∞w  bradut∞tow   oÈx  ≤ t°xnh, éll ' ≤  fÊsiw  

afit€h ≤ t«n soµãtvn . (14) ≤ µ¢n går afisyoµ°nh  éjio›  yerapeÊein 

skopeËsa ka ‹  ˜pvw  µØ tÒlµ˙ µçllon µ gn≈µ˙ ka ‹  =&st≈n˙ 

µçllon  µ b€˙ yerapeÊ˙, ≤  d ' µn  µ¢n  diejark°s˙ §w  tÚ Ùfy∞nai ,  

§jark°sei ka ‹  §w  tÚ Ígiany∞nai ,  µn  d ' §n ⁄ toÊto  ırçtai krathyª 

diå tÚ brad°vw  aÈtÚn  §p ‹  tÚn  yerapeÊsonta §lye ›n  µ diå  tÚ toË 

nosÆµatow  tãxow , ofixÆsetai .] Credit goes to Jouanna (1988, 262 n.7) for 

realizing that the prepositional phrases §w tÚ Ùfy∞nai and §w tÚ Ígiany∞nai are 

temporal and that the verbs diejarke›n and §jarke›n are used in the sense of 

“endure,” in close keeping with their early sense of “resist” or “ward off.” 

 Jouanna also makes the connection between On the Art and a story in 

Herodotus. 
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Darius asked him when he was brought in if he were trained in medicine. 

He refused to admit it, for he was afraid that if he revealed himself he 

would be cut off from Hellas for good. It was clear to Darius, however, that 

he was trained in deceit, and he ordered those who had brought him to 

bring along scourges and goads. Then he confessed, saying that his 

training was not exact, but that he had associated with a physician and 

had a passing acquaintance with medicine. But when Darius turned the 

case over to him and Democedes applied Greek remedies and used 

gentleness [≥pia] instead of the Egyptians' violence [tå fisxurã], he 

enabled him to sleep and in a short time had him well, although Darius 

had had no hope of regaining the use of his foot. (III.130.1-3 Godley) 

Herodotus may be referring to an Egyptian predilection for surgical procedures in 

contrast to the Greek emphasis on drugs and regimen. Our author, at any rate, 

mentions drugs and regimen as the central types of therapy employed by good 

physicians (VI 2), and On the Art contains only an oblique reference to surgery in 

its discussion of cautery in chapter VIII. Still, even non-surgical procedures, such 

as the administration of emetics, required that the physician violate the patient's 

body, and our author may be trying to allay public discomfort with such 

measures, which he himself endorses in chapter XII. 

 Given the combat metaphors at work in this passage and elsewhere in the 

chapter, a paradox arises. The physician has been likened to a warrior, but now 

we find that he shuns the qualities that the Greeks typically prized in their heroes, 

courage (tÒlµh) and physical strength (b€h), which in this context take on the 

character of rashness and gratuitous violence. Instead, the physician uses good 

judgment (gn≈µh) to fight the disease; his easy approach (=&st≈nh, which I 

translate here as "gently,” though this does not do full justice to the idea—the 

Greek word has no elegant English equivalent) delivers an equanimity that gives 

him an edge in battle. A dichotomy is drawn: do we as patients, attacked by 

disease, want an ally who rushes into the fray before he knows the nature of his 
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enemy, who metes out deadly force at random? Or would we prefer someone 

wise and prudent, who holds his fire until he sees his enemy clearly, who adapts 

his strategy to the foe at hand and uses no more force than is necessary? The 

success of the former will be haphazard at best and is liable to inflict irreversible 

damage on friend as well as foe. The latter is obviously preferable, though his 

victory is not guaranteed. An especially swift enemy, or delay in calling for help, 

can mean defeat no matter how canny the captain. 

 Similar themes are sounded elsewhere in fifth-century prose. In his 

famous funeral oration, Thucydides has Pericles extol the virtues of Athenian 

serenity. 

We are willing to go into danger with easy minds [=&yuµ€a93] and natural 

courage rather than through rigorous training and laws, and that gives us 

an advantage: we’ll never weaken ourselves in advance by preparing for 

future troubles, but we’ll turn out to be no less daring in action than those 

who are always training hard. In this, as in other things, our city is worthy 

of admiration. (II.39, trans. Woodruff 1993) 

Serenity makes a good warrior. Pericles recognizes serenity as the mark of 

genuine courage, unlike the forced, conventional courage exhibited by the 

Spartans. Pericles isn’t claiming that the Spartans are less courageous by 

nature, but rather that their conventions are counterproductive, constricting and 

violating their natures.94 The charge that conventions violate and distort nature 

was leveled by various fifth-century figures in sophistic circles, especially 

Hippias, Thrasymachus, and Antiphon (and the Callicles of Plato’s Gorgias, 

assuming he existed). The author of On the Art will pledge his allegiance to this 

doctrine more forcefully in later chapters, but there is already a hint of it here in 
                                            
93 The words =&yuµ€a and =&st≈nh, formed from the same root (=&diow), are 
synonyms used interchangeably by Greek writers (see LSJ). 
94 There are also elements of class warfare and condescension. The Athenians 
can afford to be at ease, while Spartans labor hard for their skill in battle. The 
English word "gentle," with its etymological echoes of "genteel" and "gentleman," 
does a tolerably good job of conveying the connotation of the Greek. 
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the picture of the physician who knows better than to use violence (b€h) against 

nature. In this way, too, medicine parallels rhetoric, which eschews force in favor 

of gentler means. At Philebus 58a-b, Plato has Protarchus give the following 

account of the art of persuasion: 

On many occasions, Socrates, I have heard Gorgias insist that the art of 

persuasion is superior to all others because it enslaves all the rest, with 

their own consent, not by force, and is therefore by far the best of all the 

arts. (trans. Frede in Cooper 1997) 

Medicine is akin to persuasion, then, and similar comparisons are made 

elsewhere in Plato (Theaetetus 167a, where the sophist and the physician are 

equated by Protagoras; Phaedrus 268a-270c, where a hypothetical art of rhetoric 

is modeled after the art of medicine) and in Gorgias’ comparison of words (lÒgoi) 

to drugs (fãrµaka) in the Helen (DK 82 B11 §14). 

 Finally, when our author in this passage writes of perceiving the disease, 

he must mean this figuratively, since a non-evident disease cannot be seen with 

the eyes. However, it is not only figurative; hence the insistence that the patient 

must be examined as soon as possible. The "perception by the mind" is 

dependent on actual perception by the senses. But symptoms do not appear all 

at once, and so the doctor’s progress is at the mercy of the patient’s body, which 

hides the diseases and may not furnish him with usable information in time to 

cure the disease. This is one sense in which the nature of the patient is 

responsible for his death. Further, the nature of the patient, meaning his 

character, is responsible insofar as the patient procrastinates in consulting a 

physician. Finally, if the patient folds before diagnosis and treatment take effect, 

there is always the indisputable (because unverifiable) excuse that the patient 

was just too weak to hold out for the necessary amount of time. 

 (15) §j ‡sou µ¢n  går ırµ≈µenon tª yerape€˙ oÈk  ¶sti yçsson, 

prolabÚn  d¢ yçsson: An athletic metaphor displaces the combat metaphor. 

Jouanna sees here the possibility of a hunting metaphor, citing Xenophon Cyn. 
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VII.7, where the verb prolaµbãnein is used of a hare who has nearly run out of 

view. 

(16) prolaµbãnei d¢ diã  te tØn t«n svµãtvn stegnÒthta §n 

√ oÈk  §n eÈÒptƒ ofik°ousin afl  noËsoi diã te tØn t«n kaµnÒntvn 

Ùligvr€hn  <∂n §n énepisthµosÊn˙> §pit€yentai :] It may be that the term 

Ùligvr€a holds significance for our author as a legal term, and so the translation 

of it as “negligence” may be particularly apt here. According to the decree of 

Eubulus in Demosthenes’ On the Crown (§74), a military officer could be 

punished for the negligence (Ùligvr€a) he committed in acting outside his 

orders. The concept of negligence does crucial work if our author is employing 

the legal strategy of blaming the victim. Surely the victim does not intend to kill 

himself; negligence explains how he could be held responsible nonetheless. In 

the indictment of the victim and the praise of the physician’s serenity, we hear 

echoes of chapter VIII, in which our author testified to the physician’s soundness 

of mind while chastising the patient for his weakness of will, which he blamed for 

the apparent failure of medicine to cure. 

 I translate ofik°ousin as “occupy” in the conviction that the combat 

metaphor is again at work. Non-evident diseases lie in ambush like enemy 

soldiers. 

(17) oÈ laµbanÒµenoi  går éll ' efilhµµ°noi ÍpÚ t«n 

noshµãtvn §y°lousi yerapeÊesyai .] Our author’s remarks here echo his 

argument in chapter VIII: the disease becomes too strong for the available 

remedies. We have seen that the nature of disease is to increase (µegalÊnesyai, 

XI 11). At some point, the disease may have increased to such a degree that it 

cannot be reversed by available methods. 

 This is a perfectly plausible excuse that doctors employ even to this day. 

In fact, most of our author’s contentions in this chapter are plausible enough. The 

longer it takes for treatment to commence, the worse the patient’s chance of 
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recovery. Treatment may be delayed through the patient’s negligence or through 

the sheer difficulty of diagnosis. It is grossly implausible, of course, that the art 

(meaning a generic practitioner) is never responsible for delays in treatment. 

Some doctors might fail to arrive at a timely diagnosis through their 

incompetence. Here our author once more gives priority to his forensic project 

over his philosophical one. It would be enough to prove the existence of an art of 

medicine that there are some good doctors who consistently make timely, correct 

diagnoses. (It may be enough to show that there could be such doctors, even if in 

fact there are not.) To argue that no doctors fail in this regard takes on an extra 

burden, one that is irrelevant to the philosophical issue. 

(18) ÖEti t∞w  ge t°xnhw  tØn dÊnaµ in  ıpÒtan tinå t«n tå 

êdhla noseÊntvn énastÆs˙ yauµãzein éji≈teron  µ ıpÒtan µØ 

§gxeirÆs˙ to›sin édunãtoisin . (19) oÎkoun §n êll˙ ge  dhµ iourg€˙ 

t«n ≥dh eÍrhµ°nvn  oÈdeµ iª ¶nestin oÈd¢n toioËton, éll ' aÈt°vn 

˜sai pur ‹  dhµ iourgeËntai , toÊtou µØ pareÒntow  éergo€ efisi , ka ‹  

˜sai µetå toË Ùfy∞nai §nergo‹  ka ‹  to›sin eÈepanory≈toisi s≈µasi 

dhµ iourgeËntai , afl  µ¢n µetå jÊlvn, afl d¢ µetå skut°vn, afl  d¢ 

[grafª] xalk“ te ka ‹  sidÆrƒ ka ‹  to›si toÊtvn ıµo€oisi xÊµasi  afl 

ple ›stai , tå dÉ §k toÊtvn ka ‹  µetå toÊtvn dhµ iourgeÊµena 

eÈepanÒryvta ˜µvw  oÈ t“ tãxei µçllon µ …w  de ›  dhµ iourge ›tai ,  

oÈd ' Íperbat«w , éll ' , µn épª ti t«n Ùrgãnvn,  §linÊei :] Some 

scholars have cited this passage as evidence that On the Art recognizes a 

distinction between stochastic arts—those that allow for occasional failure and 

lesser precision—and those that are more exact. Roochnik, for one, finds that 

the author grants the critic’s contention that medicine does not satisfy all 

the rigorous criteria listed above [primarily, that an art never fails to 

achieve its end]. He argues, however, that these are the wrong criteria. In 

other words, he denies his critic’s rigorous conception is the sole model of 

techne. As “On Ancient Medicine” helps to show, the Hippocratic strategy 
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is to bifurcate techne into two kinds, into what I term techne1 and techne2 

[i.e., stochastic techne]. (1996, 46) 

The last part of chapter XI is key to Roochnik’s interpretation. He paraphrases as 

follows: 

if in some technai the materials are ‘easy to shape aright’ 

(euepanorthôtoisi) and in other technai the materials are not, then (the 

implicit argument would go), the standards used to evaluate the former 

should not be applied to the latter. (51) 

This grossly misconstrues the text, it seems to me. Our author complains that his 

critics apply a different standard to medicine than they do to the handicrafts. 

Whereas it is accepted that it takes an artisan considerable time to fashion an 

excellent sword, for example, the critics refuse to extend the same courtesy to 

medicine. True, the handicrafts are said to differ from medicine in that their 

materials are malleable, but this serves to heighten the sense of injustice—

handicrafts are held to lower standards even when they should have an easier 

time meeting them. The difference between medicine and these handicrafts is a 

difference in degree, not in kind. The human body is not impossible to 

manipulate, but it is more difficult to influence than, say, leather. 

If there is evidence of a difference in kind, it lies in the distinction between 

evident (µetå toË Ùfy∞nai) and non-evident arts (i.e., medicine, which must 

contend with êdhla), though we must bear in mind that this reading rests on an 

unstable text. Moreover, it may be that our author seeks to blur this distinction, 

casting the difference between evident and non-evident arts as one of degree. 

Some of the medical phenomena are visible, after all, and while others are not, 

they can still be “seen” in a non-trivial, albeit attenuated, sense. Like astronomy, 

mathematics, and geometry, medicine relies on theories about the êdhla. 

Nevertheless, it is in kind similar to and deserves to be held to the same 

standards as the dhµiourg€ai, or handicrafts. (It is perhaps significant that our 

author abandons t°xnh for this term.) If the critic our author has in mind is indeed 
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Protagoras, it is not difficult to understand why it is important for him to collapse 

the two categories. We have seen already that Protagoras harbored some sort of 

antipathy for the “academic” arts of mathematics, geometry, astronomy and 

music (Protagoras 318e). On the other hand, his myth in the same dialogue gives 

the arts credit for helping humankind survive in a hostile world. But the arts in 

question there are not astronomy or geometry, but the handicrafts (he refers to 

tØn ¶ntexnon sof€hn) that depend in one way or another upon fire (321d-322a). 

It may have been that Protagoras did not regard the practical arts with the same 

disdain that he did the academic (which is not to claim that he didn’t scrutinize 

them at all). If this is true, then our author has good reason to lump medicine in 

with the handicrafts. 

Some distinction between academic and practical arts informs our author’s 

own discussion, then, though the distinction would not have been based on the 

criterion of precision, as Roochnik would have it. That is, it is not the distinction 

between stochastic and exact arts. Plato, too, acknowledges in Philebus what 

appears to be a commonplace distinction made by the Greeks between practical 

and academic arts (55d), though he is careful to keep it separate from his 

discussion of stochastic arts. The practical arts are productive, while the 

academic arts are non-productive but edifying. Such “edification” must have 

struck Protagoras as little more than sham sophistication. The arts he singles out 

in Protagoras (with the possible exception of music) purported to offer knowledge 

of the non-evident, but such knowledge is, on a Protagorean epistemology, 

impossible. The same attitude turns up in Ancient Medicine, which includes 

medicine among the evident arts, distinguishing it from investigations based on 

hypotheses, or non-empirical postulates. 

Medicine does not need any new-fangled hypothesis, as do non-evident 

and puzzling matters, concerning which it is necessary to use a 

hypothesis should someone try to say something of significance—for 

example, investigations concerning the things in heaven and below the 
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earth. If someone says he has knowledge that these are thus and so, it 

would not be clear either to him who said it or to his listeners whether 

these things were true or not. (Ancient Medicine I.20-27 Jones) 

The claims of hypothetical researchers about the non-evident (“investigations 

concerning the things in heaven and below the earth” is a swipe at pre-Socratic 

cosmologists especially) can’t be verified as true. Medicine, which aims to 

achieve some practical end, cannot do with principles whose adoption has no 

consequences for our experience of the world. Instead, medicine should limit 

itself to theories constructed from observed facts. 

It seems to me especially important for someone speaking about medicine 

to talk about things that are known to ordinary people. For its inappropriate 

to investigate or talk about anything other than the experiences of those 

who are sick and suffering. It’s not easy for ordinary people to learn how 

their diseases arise and stop, or the reasons for their growth and 

remission. But when these things have been discovered and explained by 

another, they are straightforward. For it is only a matter of each listener 

recalling what has happened to him. The person who misses the mark of 

the layman’s understanding and does not so dispose his audience will 

miss the mark of reality. So for these reasons, too, such matters do not 

require a hypothesis. (II.13-26 Jones) 

Hypothetical claims have no relevance to the layman, who is worried only 

to achieve the practical goal of alleviating his pain and suffering. It is not just that 

the layman won’t understand highfalutin theoretical constructs, but that such 

constructs don’t provide an accurate picture of reality. Medicine should steer 

clear of abstruse physical theorizing, then, and accept a humbler—but for that 

more respectable—status as a later moment in the development of nutrition and 

cooking. 

 A fundamental difference between On the Art and Ancient Medicine is that 

the former rehabilitates at least some non-evident arts, while the latter rejects 
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them wholesale, insisting that medicine belongs properly in the non-evident 

category. For the author of On the Art, however, medicine can deal with non-

evident subject matter and still offer the practical results of any other productive 

art. Thus, it deserves to be treated on an equal footing with the handicrafts, 

which means in this context that we should give it the benefit of the doubt, even 

when it works so slowly that the patient is lost. 

(20) ka€toi kéke€n˙si tÚ bradÁ prÚw  tÚ lusitel°on  

ésÊµforon, éll ' ˜µvw  protiµçtai .] The verb protiµçn is intended to 

parallel yauµãzein of a few sentences earlier. The ignorant honor cures over 

refusals, thereby dishonoring the deliberate slowness and care of the physician. 

However, this is inconsistent with their treatment of the other crafts, whose 

practitioners are praised for the quality of their product—though this requires that 

they work slowly—rather than the speed of their work. 
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Commentary - Chapter XII 
 

(1) 'IhtrikØ d¢, toËto µ¢n t«n §µpÊvn , toËto d¢ t«n  ∏par µ  

toÁw  nefroÊw , toËto  d¢ t«n suµpãntvn t«n §n tª nhdÊi  

noseÊntvn épesterhµ°nh ti fide ›n  ˆcei  √ tå pãnta pãntew  

flkanvtãtvw  ır«sin, ˜µvw  êllaw  §upor€aw  sunergoÁw  ere :] 

Chapter XII marks a return to the problem of skepticism about the non-evident. 

Our author has already asserted, with poetic flair, that the physician has access 

to non-evident diseases despite the fact that he does not perceive them. But he 

has yet to give an account of how the physician comes by such knowledge. By 

steering the discussion toward the §upor€aw sunergoÁw that allow the physician 

to circumvent perceptual obstacles, he signals his intent to take up this question. 

 Most fascinating about this opening sentence is its unrepentant 

empiricism, by which I mean the view that direct observation through the senses 

is the surest route to knowledge. (It is not for our author the only route.) This 

flouts certain trends in early Greek philosophy that saw the senses as providing 

at best second-hand knowledge of the world. Parmenides, Zeno and Melissus 

tirelessly attacked the senses, but even those thinkers who paid some heed to 

the phenomena were reluctant to endorse the senses wholesale. Thus, 

Anaxagoras lamented that “because of [the senses’] weakness, we are unable to 

judge the truth” (DK 59 B21). 

If our author’s sentiment here deserves direct contrast with any other pre-

Platonic thinker, this would be Democritus. We have already considered to what 

extent our author’s view mirrors that expressed by a familiar fragment of the 

atomist’s. 

Whenever the obscure faculty [gn≈µh] is no longer able to see or hear or 

smell or taste or perceive by touch the infinitesimal, though more subtle 
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matters [must be investigated, then the genuine faculty takes over, since it 

possesses a more subtle tool for thought.]95 (DK 68 B11) 

For our author, gn≈µh is the more obscure faculty. It cannot apprehend its object 

as clearly as the senses. But in what way is the knowledge acquired by 

reasoning inferior to the senses? According to Democritus, the senses are 

inferior not just because their sensitivity is limited, but also because they lack 

consistency. 

Which, then, of these impressions are true and which are false is not 

obvious; for the one set is no more true than the other, but both are alike. 

And this is why Democritus, at any rate, says that either there is no truth 

or to us at least it is not evident. (Aristotle, Meta. 4.5 1009b9-13 trans. 

Ross in Barnes 1984 = DK 68 A112) 

You find the wind cold; I find it hot. Democritus concludes that our sense 

impressions are "true" only by convention, not by nature, which comprises only 

atoms and void (DK 68 B9). 

 The author of On the Art is not preoccupied with the lack of consistency in 

our sensation. In fact, he tends toward the opposite view that the world given by 

the senses is impressively regular and consistent, constituted by forms, i.e., 

classes of things that consistently exhibit certain sensible properties. Like 

Protagoras, then, our author accepts the testimony of the senses without 

reservation. Unlike Protagoras, however, he does not feel pressured into 

relativism as a result. Nor does he feel the need, like Democritus, to question the 

validity of the senses. For him, there is no problem with perception. Period. 

 If problems arise anywhere, it is in our reasoning about what we cannot 

perceive. When a patient comes to see a doctor, there is no disagreement over 

what the symptoms are. On the other hand, the physician cannot trust the 

patient's reports; they involve assumptions about the source of these symptoms 

                                            
95 The bracketed material is supplied by Diels, but there is little question that the 
gist is right. 
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that may not be correct. Even if our perceptions are epistemically secure, very 

often the inferences that we make from them are not. What our author finds 

curious about the world is not that it is perceived so differently by so many, but 

rather that so many different opinions are held about a world that presents itself 

in pretty much the same way to everyone. 

The connotations attending the term sunergÒw (“ally in battle” at 

Aristophanes, Knights 588; “partner in crime” at Thucydides VIII.92) may be 

relevant to the combat and courtroom conceits. The value of the meaning “ally” is 

clear: our hero, the physician, rallies his allies to defeat the disease. The 

rhetorical wisdom of casting his tools and methods as accomplices is 

questionable, unless we consider that our author’s “prosecutorial” objective is 

two-fold. He seeks to show that the physician is capable of finding out what is 

responsible (tÚ a‡tion) for the disease, thereby demonstrating that the physician 

is responsible for its cure. 

(2) fvn∞w  te går laµprÒthti ka ‹  trhxÊthti ka ‹  pneÊµatow  

taxut∞ti ka ‹  bradut∞ti , ka ‹  =euµãtvn ì diarre ›n  e ‡vyen 

•kãstoisi di ' œn ¶jodoi d°dontai ,  œn tå µ¢n Ùdµªsi tå d¢ xroiªsi 

tå d¢ leptÒthti ka ‹  paxÊthti diastayµvµ°nh  tekµa€retai œn tå 

shµe ›a taËta ë te peponyÒtvn ë te paye ›n dunaµ°nvn .] For the first 

time in On the Art, our author uses the semiotic vocabulary of Greek medicine, 

introducing the notions of sign and inference into his discussion of diagnosis. 

What is a sign? The Greek authors of the Hippocratic Corpus didn’t openly 

analyze the semiotic concepts they used, though surely we can offer a 

rudimentary analysis of our own based on examples from Hippocratic texts. It will 

be helpful to recruit Aristotle and Hellenistic philosophy, where issues of sign, 

evidence and inference were taken up, as guides to our study of early Greek 

medicine. 

According to Aristotle, signs are facts that could be used to draw 

conclusions with some claim to truth, even if the inference that yields the 
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conclusion is not deductively valid (An. Pr. II.27, 70a30-1).96 The typical sign-

inference is deductively invalid. The argument 

1. The patient’s urine contains white sediment. 

2. Therefore, the patient has an abscess of the kidney. 

Does not go through. (This example is not Aristotle’s; I have constructed it so as 

to approximate one that our author might give). To reconstruct it as a cogent 

syllogism, we must assume a hidden major premise, which would give us 

something like the following: 

1.' If the patient’s urine contains white sediment, then he 

has an abscess of the kidney. 

2.' The patient’s urine contains white sediment. 

3.' Therefore, the patient has an abscess of the kidney. 

A sign-inference that can be reconstructed in the form of a valid syllogism 

Aristotle calls a tekµÆrion (An. Pr. 70b1-6). But many sign inferences cannot. His 

own example is medical (An. Pr. 70a35-8). 

3. If a woman is pregnant, then she is pale. 

4. This woman is pale. 

5. Therefore, she is pregnant. 

This is not valid, but it is still a sign-inference, and the conclusion may be 

reasonable to believe.97 

The analysis of sign-inferences in the Hellenistic period was somewhat 

different. The Stoics define an indicative sign as the antecedent in a sound 

conditional that is revelatory of the consequent (Sextus Empiricus M VIII.245), 

which suggests that a sign-inference will involve a modus ponens syllogism 

along the lines of 1’-3’ above. For the Stoic, sign-inferences, once they have 

been logically reconstructed, are always deductively valid. This strikes us at first 

                                            
96 My understanding of Aristotle’s analysis of sign-inference is indebted to 
Burnyeat 1982. 
97 Aristotle, naturally, couches validity in syllogistic terms. I have taken the liberty 
of translating the above examples into sentential logic. 
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as too rigid a requirement, for Aristotle gives the impression that the Greek notion 

of sign was much looser, that it didn’t guarantee outright the truth of the 

conclusions drawn. The Stoics soften this potential objection by distinguishing 

between two different types of sign: the “peculiar,” which is an infallible guide to 

what it reveals (and is therefore a sign in the strict sense), and the “common,” 

which is fallible, at least in theory (and so is not a proper sign). Sedley (1982, 

256) has argued that sign-inferences involving peculiar signs are made on the 

basis of strong, logically necessary conditionals, while common signs use 

material conditionals. As he points out (254), this offers little immediate comfort—

exceptions falsify a material conditional no less than a necessary one. However, 

falsification of a material conditional is less damaging, since, unlike in the case of 

the logically necessary conditional, it does not include the implicit modal claim 

that the consequent couldn’t possibly be false given the truth of the antecedent.98 

 Where do the Hippocratics stand in all this? In a sense, they stand 

nowhere, since they are not concerned to analyze the concept of sign-inference. 

Nor did they have available to them the sophisticated conceptual machinery of 

Aristotle or the Stoics. But they frequently use semiotic terminology in their 

discussions, especially the noun shµe›on — tekµÆrion is found much less often 

(only 41 occurrences in the Corpus overall)99, and these uses give us helpful, if 

incomplete, clues. Diller, in his study of pre-Socratic semiotics, complains that 

Galen’s commentary on Hippocrates’ Prognostic incorrectly assigns the term 

shµe›on to those signs that form the basis for necessary conclusions and 

tekµÆrion to those leading to conclusions that are merely probable (1932, 24). 

Diller himself draws a different line.  

Wenn man den Gebrauch der Worte tekµÆrion und shµe›on im 5. Jh. 

durchmustert, so gelangt man zu dem Resultat, daß tekµÆrion im 
                                            
98 Burnyeat (1982b) believes the distinction between sign-inferences involving 
material versus necessary conditionals amounts to an originally Stoic distinction 
between commemorative and indicative signs.  
99 Maloney 1986, 4267. 
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wesentlichen nur für Indizien gebraucht wird, die eine schon konzipierte 

These bestätigen, während shµe›on als weitere Ausdruck auch für solche 

Zeichen angewandt wird, die auf die These erst hinleiten. (ibid.) 

I think this comes close to being right, but it requires some refinement. Diller is 

correct that tekµÆrion is often used in the Hippocratic Corpus for observations 

that confirm a thesis. 

 Examples from the Corpus illustrate the point. The author of Airs Waters 

Places argues for the general thesis that the sun raises and draws off the lightest 

part of a liquid. 

From human beings, too, [the sun] raises the finest and lightest of their 

liquid. Here is the strongest evidence [tekµÆrion]. Whenever a person is 

walking or sitting in the sun wearing a cloak, the part of his skin the sun 

shines on will not sweat, for it draws up the sweat as it appears. But the 

part that is covered, whether by his cloak or by something else, sweats. 

For it is forced out by the sun, but is saved by the covering, so that it is not 

made to disappear by the sun. When the person settles in the shade, 

every part of his body sweats alike, for the sun no longer shines on it. 

(VIII.13-24 Jones) 

The general thesis is supposed somehow to be confirmed by a particular 

observation that the author claims will be made by anyone at anytime under the 

specified conditions. The same pattern of reasoning is encountered in The 

Sacred Disease. 

For the breath [in the veins] cannot be stationary, but moves up and down. 

For if it stands still for some reason and rests, the part where it rests 

becomes weak. This is evidence [tekµÆrion]. Whenever by lying or sitting 

down a lesser vein is compressed so that the breath does not move 

through the vein, it immediately goes to sleep. (VII.6-12) 

These arguments can be reconstructed so as to show that they share the same 

form, which I gloss as follows: 
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6. If Unobservable General Principle (UGP), then Observable 

General Principle (OGP). 

7. If OGP then Particular Observations (PO). 

8. PO. 

9. Therefore, UGP. 

That is, an empirically unverifiable general principle (in the above cases, that the 

sun draws up liquid and that the stagnation of breath in the veins causes 

weakness) is thought to imply an empirically “verifiable” general principle (sweat 

disappears when exposed to the sun, but not when it isn’t, and limbs fall asleep 

when their veins are compressed). The latter principle is verified insofar as it 

implies that any particular "experiment" conducted under the specified conditions 

will have the results described. Anytime a person sits in the sun wearing a cloak, 

he will observe a lack of sweat on his exposed skin but find puddles under his 

clothing. This is taken as evidence of the original, unobservable general principle.  

Strictly considered, this method of confirmation by tekµÆrion is 

deductively invalid, an instance of the fallacy that we recognize as affirming the 

consequent. I am not sure that the Hippocratic writers who used such methods of 

confirmation thought that a tekµÆrion actually guaranteed the truth of their 

unobservable general principles (I will return to this later). It probably seemed to 

them, not unreasonably, that observations may count as evidence for a view 

even if they do not logically entail it. Thus, based as it is on the notion of logical 

entailment, Aristotle’s account falls short as an analysis of the Hippocratic 

concept of tekµÆrion (if I am permitted to speak of such an animal). 

 On the other hand, and perhaps to some small degree in vindication of 

Aristotle, we find in the Corpus some uses of tekµÆrion based on a valid 

syllogism. Again, let us turn first to The Sacred Disease. 

This is more strong evidence [tekµÆrion] that it is no more divine than the 

other diseases. For it develops in those who are phlegmatic by nature, 

though it does not afflict the bilious. However, if it were more divine than 
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the others, this disease would have to develop in all alike and not 

distinguish between the bilious and the phlegmatic. (V.15-21 Jones) 

A similar type of argument surfaces in Ancient Medicine. 

Now I believe that this is my strongest evidence that human beings 

become feverish not simply because of heat, and that this is not the sole 

cause of the affliction. Rather, the same thing is both hot and bitter, or hot 

and sour, or hot and salty, and myriad other things, or, in turn, cold with 

the different powers. So these are the things that do harm. Heat is co-

present, having so much strength as the controlling factor and being 

aggravated and increased along with it, but having no more power than 

that which belongs to it. (XVII.5-15 Jones)  

In contrast to the method of confirmation through tekµÆrion considered above, 

these examples constitute what we might call a method of contestation. 

10. If UGP, then OGP. 

11. If OGP, then PO. 

12. Not PO. 

13. Therefore, not UGP. 

Now this is a modus tollens syllogism, one that, if its premises are true, 

guarantees a true conclusion. It seems, then, that the Hippocratic writers were 

able to extract valid conclusions on the basis of a tekµÆrion, so long as the 

thesis they sought to prove was negative. What a Hippocratic tekµÆrion amounts 

to is an implicit recognition of a method for empirically confirming and 

disconfirming hypotheses, where disconfirmation is clearly the more powerful 

tool. Indeed, we might do better to apply the term “non-disconfirmation” to the 

positive use of tekµÆrion, for to have such evidence in support of one’s general 

principle is not to have proof that it is right, but rather is to have no proof that it is 

wrong in the sense that it is consistent with observable phenomena.100 

                                            
100 I adopt the loaded term "non-disconfirmation" with the intention of evoking the 
later Epicurean theoretical distinction between §piµartÊrhsiw and oÈk 
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If a tekµÆrion is used in the Corpus to confirm or disconfirm a general 

principle, then a shµe›on exploits a general principle to draw a conclusion about 

some particular thing in the world, namely the patient under consideration. The 

noun shµe›on and the verb shµa€nein occur with high frequency in the Corpus 

(260 and 223 times, respectively). The Hippocratic text of primary importance for 

studying shµe›on is Prognostic, whose author advises that “by knowing, before 

being told, the past, present and future experiences of the sick, and by openly 

declaring these things, and by describing in detail events the patients fail to 

mention, the physician would persuade them that he knows all the better the 

realities of their situation…" (I.2-7 Jones). 

Foretelling the future can be counted on for inspiring wonder in potential 

clients, and the author means to exploit popular association with µãntiew, 

prophets or seers, whose supposed powers allowed them to divine future events 

on the basis of shµe›a. “Whoever intends to prognosticate accurately,” the author 

exhorts, “both the recoveries and the fatal cases, as well as the duration of the 

disease, be it long or short, must have learned the signs [shµe›a] and be able to 

judge them all, calculating [§klogizÒµenon] the relative potential of each” (XXV.1-

6 Jones). 

The author’s project is to connect observable symptoms of a patient to his 

or her outcome. Not surprisingly, he offers his reader series of conditionals to be 

used in concert with observations of particular cases to yield an accurate 

prognosis. 

If the face has this character when the disease has been present for 

longer than three days, inquire about those things I bade you to inquire 

about earlier and observe the other signs [shµe›a], both those pertaining 

to the body as a whole and to the eyes in particular. For if they recoil from 

                                                                                                                                  
éntiµartÊrhsiw (detailed by Sextus Empiricus at M VII.211-16), which, I think, is 
anticipated—implicitly and, no doubt, crudely—by the Hippocratics. 
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direct sunlight or produce tears involuntarily or are distorted or one 

becomes smaller than the other or if the whites are red or livid or have 

black veins in them or if rheum appears around the eyeball or if they are 

agitated or bulge or sink deep into the sockets or if the color of the entire 

face alters, consider all these to be bad, even deadly. One must also 

observe the parts of the eyes that are visible during sleep. For if some part 

of the white shows when the lids are shut (unless this arises from diarrhea 

or purgative drugs or the patient usually sleeps like this), this is a bad—in 

fact, an extremely deadly—sign. And if, together with one of the other 

signs, the eyelid, lip or nose becomes bent or livid, one must know that 

death is near. (II.22-43 Jones) 

At first, Prognostic seems to conform somewhat to the Stoic definition of an 

indicative sign as the antecedent of a sound (i.e., necessary) conditional. The 

doctor is advised to observe the totality of the patient’s symptoms. The author of 

Prognostic provides the doctor with general conditionals that allow him to 

determine in any particular case what the outcome will be. For example: 

14. If patients’ eyeballs show during sleep, then they will die. 

15. This patient’s eyeball is showing during sleep. 

16. Therefore, this patient will die. 

We should note that a step is left out of this argument, namely the movement 

from the general premise about patients to a conditional premise about this 

patient, though this is easily understood. However, this underscores the fact that 

it can’t be the antecedent of the general conditional that is the sign, since the 

antecedent proper must fall under the scope of a universal quantifier. But signs, 

our author says, are events that can be observed. If anything, it is the minor 

premise of the above argument that reports an observation. Strictly speaking, we 

shouldn’t allow ourselves to refer even to this minor premise as the “sign,” but 

rather perhaps as a sign-description. 
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 There is a more fundamental reason, though, why the Hippocratic shµe›on 

cannot be a conditional antecedent: sometimes the “revealing” parts of 

conditionals given in Prognostic are their consequents. 

If a sore happens to have developed either before or during the course of 

the disease, examine it closely. For if the sick patient is about to die, 

before he dies it will be livid and dry or pale and hard. (III.29-32) 

The sign-inference available to the student of Prognostic will not be deductively 

valid in this case. 

17. If patients with sores are about to die, then will have sores 

of such and such a character. 

18. This patient has a sore of such and such a character. 

19. Therefore, this patient will die. 

The physician will not be able to say with absolute certainty that a patient with 

this kind of sore is about to die, but he is right to be concerned, since the 

appearance of such a sore is consistent with the patient’s death. 

There is little evidence that the author of Prognostic is concerned with 

absolute certainty at all. Instead, his language suggests that his objective is to 

provide his readers with the resources to calculate the relative probabilities of 

different outcomes based on the competing signs they observe in the patient. 

The following are good [signs]: to endure the disease easily; to breathe 

well; to be free of pain; to bring up expectorate easily; for the body to be 

uniformly warm and soft and not be thirsty; for the urine and stool and 

sleep and sweat to exhibit the good qualities described earlier. For the 

person will not die if all these signs are present. But if some of these 

things are present, but not others, he will die after having survived for 

fourteen days or more. The bad signs are the opposite of these: enduring 

the disease with difficulty; heavy, deep breathing; no relief from pain; 

expectorate brought up with difficulty; extreme thirst; the body having an 

uneven fever, the stomach and the lungs being extremely hot; cold 
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forehead, hands and feet; for the urine and stool and sleep and sweat to 

exhibit the bad qualities described earlier—if any of these occurs along 

with expectoration, the person will die within a fortnight, either on the ninth 

or eleventh day. Thus, one must make these inferences [suµbãllein], 

insofar as this expectorate is especially deadly and, if it does not recede, 

the patient will not reach the fourteenth day. A person must make his 

predictions on the basis of the good and bad signs he has included in his 

calculation. For in this way you would most likely speak the truth. (XV.13-

41) 

The kind of sign-inference recommended here defies any attempt to reduce 

medical reasoning from signs to a set of simple logical syllogisms, whether 

deductively valid or not. What is really called for here is a sophisticated statistics, 

some way of weighting the various observations so as to arrive at the 

probabilities of various outcomes. That is of course beyond the ken of our 

Hippocratic writers, though we can glimpse in Prognostic the author’s crude, 

intuitive grasp of the kind of tool the situation demands. 

Whatever the virtues of the Aristotelian-Galenic and Stoic accounts of 

sign-inference, neither of them do full justice to the Hippocratic concepts of 

tekµÆrion and shµe›on. (To be fair, it is only Galen who purports to be analyzing 

the Hippocratic concepts in the first place.) In fact, though study of the Corpus 

allows us to see that these two terms tend to have the unique meanings worked 

out for them above, there remains plenty of evidence that Hippocratic writers 

used them interchangeably without compunction. 

However, those who endure these [changes] with the most trouble are 

those who have bilious upper digestive tracts. On the whole, those who 

are phlegmatic in the upper tract better endure irregular fasting, so that 

they actually endure better the taking of a single meal outside of their 

customary schedule. 
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So this, too, is sufficient evidence [shµe›on] that the most radical changes 

in the qualities of our natures and constitutions are especially productive 

of disease. (Regimen in Acute Diseases XXXIV.1-XXXV.4 Jones) 

 

Signs [tekµÆria]: tickling, pain, ruptured mind, sweat, sediment in the 

urine, quietude, tossing, fixation of the eyes, hallucinations, jaundice, 

hiccups, seizure, uniform blood, sleep, from these and other signs 

according to nature and whatever other kinds of sign begin at the moment 

of harm or benefit. (Nutriment XXVI.1-7) 

When On the Art employs semiotic vocabulary, then, it does so against a liberal 

semantic background. Our author’s description of the sign-inference procedure—

the doctor observes signs and draws a conclusion about the underlying causes 

of the disease—is consistent with Hippocratic practice, though it tells us very little 

about the justification for the conclusions reached. 

Of greater interest is the ultimate subject matter of sign-inferences in On 

the Art. We will recall that Sextus distinguishes between commemorative and 

indicative signs. Indeed, he takes Stoics and Epicureans to task for employing 

indicative signs; they erroneously believe that they can make inferences about 

what is unperceivable based on what they can perceive. This mirrors a debate in 

the Hellenistic medical community between Empiricists and Rationalists, who 

argued over whether the task of medicine was to ferret out the underlying (and 

unperceivable) causes of disease (the Rationalist view), or whether medicine 

should restrict itself to making inferences about things of which it had direct 

experience (the Empiricist view).101 In comparing Prognostic and On the Art, we 

are able to anticipate this eventual disagreement. I am not making the 

improbable claim that the authors of these two treatises were aware of each 

other and openly hostile to the other’s view, nor that either one recognized 
                                            
101 I omit, for the sake of simplicity, the Methodist view. For a concise account of 
the differences between the Hellenistic medical schools, see further Hankinson 
1998, 306-22. 
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alternative methodological approaches to healing. But each represents a view of 

medicine as a certain kind of enterprise. Prognostic sees it as do the Empiricists. 

Physicians observe closely what combinations of symptoms and treatments 

precede recovery or death. (Empiricists, however, will deny that they use such 

observations to make inferences, properly speaking.) There is no effort to 

discover the internal causes of the disease. In fact, there is no explicit 

acknowledgement that such causes exist. On the Art, by contrast, not only 

assumes that there are such causes, but also that discerning these is the 

principal task of the physician. Not surprisingly, our author devotes considerable 

effort to beating back skepticism about the non-evident. Without knowledge of 

hidden causes, medicine is, to recall chapter II, nothing. 

(3) ˜tan d¢ taËta tå µhnÊonta µhd '  aÈtØ ≤ fÊsiw  •koËsa 

éfiª, énãgkaw  eÏrhken √sin ≤  fÊsiw  ézÆµ iow  biasye ›sa µey€hsin :] 

The rhetorical richness of this passage can hardly be exaggerated. We 

experience here the climax of the forensic and combat conceits that dominate On 

the Art. First and foremost, the verb µhnÊein and its cognates have overtly 

juridical connotations; Attic forensic rhetoric is replete with the term. A µhnÊthw is 

an informant who, by providing an eyewitness account, divulges previously 

unknown information and verifies the truth of the charges against a suspect, 

sometimes in exchange for immunity from prosecution. 

Andocides, when after his offence he was brought before the court by a 

summary citation, committed himself to prison, having assessed the 

penalty at imprisonment if he failed to hand over his attendant: he knew 

well that he would not be able to hand him over, since he had been put to 

death in order to shield this man and his offences from his servant's 

denunciation [literally, so that he would not become a µhnÊthw]. Now, 

must it not have been some god that destroyed his reason, when he 

conceived it to be easier for him to propose imprisonment than a sum of 

money, with as good a hope in either case? However, as the result of this 
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proposal he lay for nearly a year in prison, and informed [µhnÊein] as a 

prisoner against his own kinsmen and friends, having been granted 

impunity if his information should be deemed true. What soul do you think 

was his, when he could descend to the utmost depth of baseness in 

informing [µhnÊein] against his own friends, with so little prospect of 

deliverance? (Lysias 6.21-3, trans. Lamb) 

In a military context, a µhnÊthw gives away the secret position or strategy of an 

army. 

After this, being afraid that the Athenian vessels escaped from Melos might, 

as they in fact did, give information [µhnÊein] of their approach to the 

Athenians at Samos, they sailed to Crete, and having lengthened their 

voyage by way of precaution made land at Caunus in Asia, from whence 

considering themselves in safety they sent a message to the fleet at Miletus 

for a convoy along the coast. (Thucydides VIII.39, ed. Goold, trans. Forster 

Smith) 

Certain symptoms of disease are, figuratively speaking, allies and accomplices of 

the disease who have betrayed its hiding spot (i.e., its location in the body, or 

what part of the body is affected; cf. XI 16, where the disease is said to “occupy” 

the body) and plan (i.e. its nature, and thus its past and future course of 

development). On the literal level, this translates into a picture of signs as 

carriers of information regarding the disease—information that they carry in virtue 

of their direct involvement or contact with the disease’s development. In fact, our 

author’s later examples will show that in many—maybe all—cases these signs 

are themselves samples of the humors that cause the disease, altered so as to 

have become visible to the physician. Thus, the gap between reason and 

perception is bridged. We see the causes of disease after all, but in disguise. By 

reasoning, we unmask them and expose them for what they really are. 

 But what is to be done when the informants aren’t willing to talk? This was 

not an uncommon situation in Athenian law courts, and Antiphon describes how it 
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is to be handled. 

You do not need to be reminded, gentlemen, that the one occasion when 

compulsion [énãgkh] is as absolute and as effective as is humanly 

possible, and when the rights of a case are ascertained thereby most 

surely and most certainly, arises when there is an abundance of 

witnesses, both slave and free, and it is possible to put pressure upon 

[énagkãzein] the free men by exacting an oath or word of honor, the most 

solemn and the most awful form of compulsion known to freemen, and 

upon the slaves by other devices [énãgkh], which will force them to tell 

the truth even if their revelations are bound to cost them their lives, as the 

compulsion [énãgkh] of the moment has a stronger influence over each 

than the fate which he will suffer by compulsion [énagkãzein] afterwards. 

(6.25 Maidment) 

In the case of slaves, these “means of compulsion” amount to inquisition under 

torture, or bãsanow. The truth is extracted from nature by forcing a confession. 

There is some question as to whether such torture was actually carried out in the 

course of Athenian legal proceedings,102 but there is no question that the threat 

of slave-torture at least became a rhetorical topos routinely employed by Attic 

forensic speechwriters as a mode of proof. With his metaphorical allusion to 

bãsanow as a way of extracting reliable information about a “perpetrator,” our 

author places himself firmly in the same rhetorical tradition. 

The supposition of bãsanow is that the word of a slave could be trusted 

only when he was under the duress of torture. Torture was thought to be a 

guarantee of good information. This is relevant to our author’s anti-skeptical 

project. When a drug is introduced into the body, the body and the humors within 

it must, of necessity, react in a certain way according to the regularities that 

govern nature. If the behavior of pathogenic humors—indeed, of the world—did 
                                            
102 Gagarin 1996 argues that slave-torture was a legal fiction employed in 
forensic rhetoric, not a genuine practice. 
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not exhibit such regularities, there would be absolutely no hope of figuring out 

what is causing the disease. At the very least, this gives the physician a 

mechanism for narrowing down the list of potential problems: the disease is not 

caused by something of type A, he knows, because when one applies things of 

type B to those of type A, events of type C are observed to follow. But no such 

type of event was observed, even though he administered a B-type drug to the 

patient. The applicability of logical necessity to medicine is rooted in the 

metaphysical necessity constraining events in the world. 

Under special circumstances, non-slaves would be tortured for 

information, and it is perhaps not difficult to guess what those circumstances 

were. Upon surrender to the Syracusans, Nicias trusts the opposing general, 

Gylippus, enough to expect that he will not be executed. Nonetheless, he is 

killed. Thucydides speculates about the motivation of his executioners. “Some of 

the Syracusans, however, had conspired with [Nicias] earlier (so it is said) and 

were afraid that he would speak out under torture [basan€zein] and so get them 

into trouble just when all was going well” (VIII.86.4). Still, as the above passage 

from Antiphon shows, in general it was thought outrageous to torture a free man. 

This explains in part the addition of the curious adjective ézÆµiow. The sophist 

Hippias took issue with convention on the grounds that it constrained or restricted 

nature. In Protagoras, Plato has him address his fellow sophists as follows: 

“Gentlemen, I regard all of you here as kinsmen, intimates, and fellow citizens by 

nature, not by convention, which tyrannizes the human race, often constrains 

[biãzesyai] us contrary to nature” (337d, trans. Lombardo and Bell in Cooper 

1997). Antiphon, as we have seen, went a bit farther, identifying nature as 

somehow the locus of freedom. (The idea is perhaps hinted at in Hippias’ 

reference to tyranny, as well.) It is against this sophistic background, and the 

views of Antiphon especially, that the detail ézÆµiow is salient. If nature is 

somehow the source or archetype of freedom, and if freedom is a guiding ideal 

(as it was in Greek, but especially Athenian, culture), then it is intolerable that the 
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physician should treat nature like a slave. This scandalous suggestion is 

softened, in typically sophistic style, by characterizing the torture and violence 

applied to nature as harmless, as something that won’t have any lasting, 

deleterious effects on either nature or freedom—or, for that matter, the patient.103 

(4) éney°nta d¢ dhlo›  to›si tå t∞w  t°xnhw  efidÒsin ì  poiht°a .] 

Sophistic concerns about nature and freedom motivate the paradoxical assertion 

that nature is somehow freed against her will. Construed medically, it is not 

difficult to discern what this paradox signifies. The patient’s body is tortured by 

emetics and exercises with an eye toward freeing it from disease. For Greeks in 

the second half of the fifth century, this paradox may have taken on a deeper 

meaning against the backdrop of the Peloponnesian War. Athens and Sparta 

often invaded other Greek cities on the pretext that they were liberating its 

citizens from tyranny, whether oligarchic or democratic. Invading armies 

collaborated with sympathizers in those cities to defeat the class in power. These 

sympathizers were, in our author’s terms, the µhnÊtai who betrayed their city in 

order to save it, justifying the defeat and destruction of their city and the torture 

and killing of its citizens in the name of liberation. A classic example is that of 

Alcibiades, whose defection from Athens gave a huge advantage to Sparta, and 

the traitor’s defense of his actions is all-too-predictable. 

Now in my judgment no one should think worse of me because I, who was 

once thought a lover of my own city, am now of my own power going 

against her with her greatest enemies; and I do not think you should 

distrust my word as coming from the zeal of a fugitive. For though I am 

fleeing from the malice of those who drove me out, I shall not, if you take 

my advice, flee from helping you. Those who have merely harmed their 

enemies, as you have are not so much enemies as are those who have 

compelled [énagkãzein] their friends to become enemies. I do love my 

                                            
103 For an entertaining digression on the ubiquity of the image in the developing 
stages of Western science, see Gomperz, Apologie 140-1. 
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city, but as a place where I could safely engage in public life, not as the 

site of injustice to me. (Thucydides VI.92.2-4 trans. Woodruff 1993) 

Athens has become unjust and needs to be cured of its condition—this is what 

Alcibiades means when he says that the Spartans are not the real enemies of 

Athens. For his part, Alcibiades has only ever had the “true” freedom of Athens in 

mind. 

But as for us [i.e., Alcibiades’ aristocratic family], we were leaders of the 

city as a whole, and we thought it right to join in preserving the city in the 

same form in which it turned out to be greatest and most free—the form in 

which we had received it. (Thucydides VI.89.6 trans. Woodruff 1993) 

Like Alcibiades, then, the signs presented by the body are traitors with a higher 

purpose: freedom of the body (politic or proper) from internal conflict. Civil strife 

as a metaphor or model of disease went back at least to Alcmaeon, who 

described disease as a µonarx€a of the powers in the body and health as their 

fisonoµ€a (DK 24 B4). The comparison was still relevant in Plato’s time. 

Then, as a sick body needs only a slight shock from the outside to 

become ill and is sometimes at civil war with itself even without this, so a 

city in the same condition needs only a small prÒfasiw—such as one side 

bringing in allies from an oligarchy or the other from a democrat—to fall ill 

and to fight with itself and is sometimes in a state of civil war even without 

any external influence. (Plato, Republic 556e, trans. Grube and Reeve in 

Cooper 1997) 

The signs our author has in mind are traitors in a special sense. As actual 

samples of the excessive humors that cause disease, they betray their own kind 

in crossing the body's boundaries. 

Once the doctor has recognized which humor has established a µonarx€a 

in the patient's body, his next task is to heal the patient, presumably by restoring 

the balance of power. By making contact with these political themes, our author 

draws a parallel between the goal of the doctor and the goal of sophists or 
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statesmen who sought to promote concord (ıµÒnoia, literally, being of one mind) 

or agreement within the body politic.104 For Protagoras, concord was achieved 

through justice (Plato, Protagoras 322c), which for him meant following the laws 

of whatever city one happened to inhabit. Other sophists such as Hippias and 

Antiphon, the latter of whom wrote a work called Concord, had a lower opinion of 

law, believing that concord would result once the natural hierarchies of power 

within the community had been realized. Antiphon, for one, probably conspired to 

overthrow the democratic regime in Athens and install an oligarchy.105 

It is no accident that the verb dhloËn is found in the middle of our author’s 

defense of medicine’s ability to attain knowledge of the êdhla. The signs, being 

themselves evident to the senses, render the unseen disease evident to the mind 

by providing grounds for drawing conclusions, though the diseases themselves 

remain perceptually non-evident. Nor is it an accident that such knowledge is 

available only to the already knowledgeable. As always, our author is eager to 

build a wall between experts in a craft and laymen. Not just anyone can use 

symptoms to diagnose and treat disease. One must already have some store of 

medical knowledge in order to be able to read the signs correctly. 

More than a reiteration of the ignorance of laymen, however, this remark 

suggests a crude analysis of medical sign inference itself that confirms many of 

our hypotheses. A sentence expressing the occurrence of the sign-event(s), 

taken with another premise (this is the specialized knowledge), allows the 

physician to draw a conclusion as to what kind of treatment should be applied. 

This other premise presumably takes the form of a universal conditional, a law 

describing the necessary connection between types of things, which becomes 

the ground for a syllogism. Though here our author makes it sound as though the 

inference is made from the sign and the previous knowledge directly to the 

                                            
104 See Guthrie 1971, 148ff for a treatment of concord in sophistic thought. 
105 Assuming, of course, that the Antiphon who was accused of plotting with the 
Four Hundred was also the Antiphon who wrote Concord. 
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appropriate treatment, he is not anticipating the method of later Empiricist 

physicians. His remarks should be considered in the light of chapter XI, where he 

maintains that knowing the causes of a disease is tantamount to knowing how to 

treat it. Any ultimate conclusions about treatment are drawn via an inference from 

signs to the aetiology of the disease. 

(5) biãzetai d¢ toËto µ¢n pËr  tÚ sÊntrofon fl°gµa  diaxe ›n 

sit€vn driµÊthti ka ‹  pvµãtvn ˜pvw  tekµare ›ta€ ti Ùfy¢n per ‹  

§ke€nvn œn aÈtª §n  éµhxãnƒ tÚ Ùfy∞nai ∑n : (6) tÚ tÉ aÔ pneËµa 

œn katÆgoron ıdo›si te prasãntesi ka ‹  drÒµoiw  §kbiçtai 

kathgore ›n :] The application of forensic concepts to the physician’s activities 

continues, underscoring the similarity between the doctor and the prosecutor. 

Both are charged with the task of prosecuting who or what is a‡tiow for injury. 

Both make inferences from signs regarding the non-evident, reconstructing a 

chain of events leading up to the injury and determining the responsible party. 

There is an implicit dialectical argument hiding here. If you accept that it is 

possible for a prosecutor to track down and discover the guilty party in a criminal 

suit, even when there are no eyewitnesses, then you must accept that the doctor 

can discover the cause of a disease even when it is not directly observed. 

(7) fldr«tãw  te toÊtoisin to›si proeirhµ°noiw  êgousa <µ>  

Ídãtvn yerµ«n épopno€˙si tekµa€retai . (8) ¶sti d¢ ì ka ‹  diå t∞w  

kÊstiow  dielyÒnta flkan≈tera dhl«sai tØn noËsÒn  §stin µ diå  t∞w  

sarkÚw  §jiÒnta :  (9) §jeÊrhken oÔn ka ‹  toiaËta p≈µata ka ‹  

br≈µata ì t«n yerµainÒntvn yerµÒtera ginÒµena  tÆkei te §ke ›na 

ka ‹  diarre ›n poie › ,  √  oÈk  ín dierrÊh µØ toËto payÒnta.] This final 

example shows how the physician exploits heat to gain a better understanding of 

a patient’s internal disease.106 He harnesses the heat of certain food and drink 

                                            
106 Heat may be the prime causal mechanism in all our author's examples. First, 
acrid food and drink is used to stoke a fever. Then, the patient is made to run 
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that he has discovered. However, his notion of discovery is not without its 

problems. In the case of “hot” food and drink, as in the earlier case of acrid ones, 

our inclination is to suppose that our author means hot in a straightforward 

sense: food that feels hot. But would hot food really need to be discovered? 

Couldn’t any food simply be heated up? It would seem that we are not dealing 

here with phenomenal heat, but rather with elemental heat, the kind of “heat” that 

can be present in an object irrespective of its temperature. 

There are weaknesses to this theoretical approach, and the Hippocratic 

treatise Ancient Medicine does not hesitate to flag them. The author conducts a 

thought experiment that he claims will expose the flaws of theories like those to 

which the author of On the Art subscribes. He considers the imaginary case of a 

weakly constituted man who has eaten raw meat and grain and drunk only water, 

falling ill as a result. 

What should we prepare as an aid to someone in this state? Hot or cold or 

dry or wet? It is clear that it is some one of these.  For if the source of pain 

is one of these, it is proper to cure it with its opposite, or so goes their 

reasoning. The most reliable and obvious remedy would be to set aside 

the regimen he was using and give him bread instead of wheat, boiled 

instead of raw meat, and to have him drink wine. If these changes are 

made, it will be impossible for him not to recover, unless he has been 

completely ruined by long adherence to this regimen. What indeed will we 

say? Is it that he has fallen into this poor condition from cold, and that he 

will benefit from the application of hot things? Or the opposite? I think this 

is a deeply puzzling question. For did he who prepared the bread remove 

from the wheat the heat or the cold or the dry or the wet? For what has 

been exposed to fire and water and been worked on by many other things, 

each of which has its unique power and nature, has cast off some of its 
                                                                                                                                  
uphill, which brings on sweats, as does immersion of the patient in a hot bath. 
Finally, hot food and drink is used to melt the fever-producing substances in the 
body. 
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material and been mixed and mingled with that of others. (Ancient 

Medicine 13.15-35 Jones) 

Hankinson’s résumé of this passage is authoritative (1992, 63-4). First, the 

author shows hypotheses like hot, wet, cold, and dry to be utterly superfluous. 

The correct remedy can be prescribed quite without reference to any such 

qualities. Second, the grounds for the claim that cold caused the disease are no 

more certain than for the opposite claim, which is to say that there are no 

grounds at all. There don’t seem to be any consequences whatsoever for 

preferring one explanation over the other. And a related problem: assuming the 

correct remedy includes wheat that has been processed into bread, which 

process or processes entailed in the baking are we to say removes the hot, cold, 

wet or dry that caused the disease in the first place? 

These meta-theoretical objections are aimed especially (though not 

exclusively) at physicians who dabble in physics, or vice versa: 

Some doctors and sophists claim that no one can know medicine who 

does not know what a human being is. Rather, they say, one is required to 

have learned this before he can treat human beings correctly. This claim 

concerns those who do philosophy, such as Empedocles or others who 

have written on the subject of nature, including what a human being is with 

respect to his causal origin, how he first came to be and from what he was 

constructed. (XX.1-8 Jones) 

Ancient Medicine's criticism is somewhat misleading. For, in fact, its author has 

his own theory about "what a human being is." His problem with "medical 

physicists" is not that they reduce the body to elemental constituents per se, but 

that they do not respect empiricist principles when effecting such reductions. 

 On the Art may well run afoul of Ancient Medicine's strict empiricism, and 

our author's physics may be wrong, but that does not mean that he is wrong to 

rely on physics. From his knowledge of physics, the physician is familiar with the 

elemental constituents of the body and their causally effective powers. He knows 
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what effect moistness, dryness, heat, cold, etc. have on the various things that 

are exposed to these powers. He has discovered various foods, drinks, and other 

substances that possess these powers to certain degrees. That is, he has come 

to discover their essence or form. Knowing, then, what the causes of the disease 

were exposed to (e.g., hot liquid), and knowing what the externalized effect was, 

he can deduce the nature of the disease. In fact, in the cases of expectorated 

phlegm and sediment in the urine, and perhaps in all cases, too, the physician 

can make the stronger claim that he actually observes the cause of the disease 

itself, since he forces to the outside the humor that, by its dominance, causes the 

condition under investigation. This is how he believes the physician can “see” the 

non-evident diseases. 

The virtue of this account is that it makes a convincing case against the 

Protagorean attack on the possibility of gaining knowledge about the internal 

processes of the body. The physician can force the body to expel things that it 

contains, and so he knows at least this: the patient’s lungs contain phlegm. And 

he knows the essential characteristics of phlegm, because these are open to 

observation. However, one of On the Art’s failures lies in its inability to show why 

such knowledge is at all useful to the physician. In short, why should the 

physician think that phlegm has anything at all to do with the disease’s aetiology? 

How does he know that the sediment passing through the urine is the melted 

remains of what caused the patient’s fever? It becomes clear that in order for him 

to make aetiological claims, he will have to suppose that he knows quite a bit 

about the structure and elemental composition of the internal organs and 

systems. The limited anatomy and physiology he gives in chapter X certainly 

can’t do that sort of work, even were we to accept that it meets the empirical 

requirements he lays out in later chapters, which of course it doesn’t. 

 The author of On the Art will have to rely upon a host of empirically 

unverifiable assumptions in developing a diagnosis, and in this respect his 

approach is inferior to Ancient Medicine, which is consistently empirical in its 
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explanation of human health and disease. All his explanations are based on 

observable phenomena, and he has a crude empirical method for gauging the 

causal powers of phenomenal properties. 

And if some hot thing happens to be astringent, another insipid, and 

another that is disturbing—for there are many other hot things that also 

possess other powers contrary to these—it will make a difference to apply 

the hot and astringent versus the hot and insipid, or likewise the cold and 

astringent—for this does exist—or the cold and insipid. Just so, I know 

that every one of these produces the opposite effect of that which arises 

from the other, not only upon a human being, but upon wood and leather 

and many other things that are less susceptible to such effects than are 

human beings. (Ancient Medicine XV.14-25 Jones) 

The author pays close attention to what happens when particular powers come 

into contact with organic matter, and he has a perfectly clear idea of what he is 

looking for when he conducts such “experiments,” since he has at his disposal a 

cleanly articulated definition of cause. 

Indeed one should consider the causes [of each disease] to be those 

things [i.e., powers] which, when present, necessarily a disease of a 

specific kind comes into being, but which, when they change into a 

different combination, the disease abates. (Ancient Medicine XIX.18-21 

Jones) 

The sophistication of Ancient Medicine’s definition of cause is evidence in itself of 

the theoretical eminence it enjoys. That is not to say that Ancient Medicine gives 

us a really effective medical theory, one that could actually cure patients of many 

or most of their ills. Many of his observations are easily falsified, and he surely 

exaggerates the success of his treatments. But we can say of Ancient Medicine 

that if its observations were accurate, then its author might be on the way to an 

understanding of human health. The same cannot be said of On the Art. The 
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physician may well be able to provoke a patient’s expectoration of phlegm. It 

does not follow that he knows anything about the causes of disease. 

Whatever its strengths, however, Ancient Medicine remains vulnerable to 

Protagorean skepticism insofar as it makes use of inductive generalizations in 

diagnosis. This it clearly does. The purpose of isolating and observing the effects 

of concentrated astringency on organic tissue, for instance, is to apply 

generalizations about the effect of astringency in cases where the effect is not 

immediately observable. Knowing that astringent wine has a corrosive effect on 

organic tissue, the author of Ancient Medicine believes he can give the young 

man who has fallen ill after a night of binge drinking an explanation for his pain 

and discomfort even though the doctor plainly cannot observe whatever internal 

corrosion he concludes is taking place in the young man’s body. If my 

interpretation of Protagoras is correct, the sophist would not grant him this 

explanation. 

Protagoras would no doubt protest also some behavior of “powers” as 

described in Ancient Medicine.107 If the author at any point betrays his own 

principles, it would be in the contention that “there is in a human being salty, 

bitter, sweet, acid, astringent, insipid and a host of other things possessing 

powers diverse in quantity and strength. When these are mixed and compounded 

with each other they are neither evident nor painful to a person” (14.31-7). When 

in mixture, then, the powers are non-evident, but not in the same way that the 

internal organs are non-evident. For the latter are observable at least in 

principle—I could cut you open and see what’s going on, though it is unlikely you 

will permit me to do so. But the admixed powers are, like Anaxagoras’ minor 

portions, brutely non-evident; under no circumstances can we apply any 

empirical test to tell whether they are truly present and mixed. Nor does the 

                                            
107 My claim is to be distinguished from the stronger one that the very notion of 
powers is somehow illicit on Ancient Medicine’s own scheme. Hankinson 1992 
shows pace Lloyd 1979 that Ancient Medicine’s basic conception of powers is 
consistent with its empiricism. 
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notion of dynamic admixture explain any of the medical phenomena under 

investigation. To explain diseases, both how we contract them and how we treat 

them, we only need the observable powers. When present in a certain 

configuration, they cause such and such a disease. Food that exhibits them will 

cause pain. Health can be inferred from their absence without recourse to the 

positive doctrine of dynamic admixture. Most probably, the author of Ancient 

Medicine has been seduced into a very Greek way of thinking about such 

matters to such an extent that he barely notices his theoretical transgression. For 

the notion of opposites separating off from an underlying neutral or undefined 

stuff had been around at least since Anaximander (DK 12A10) and clearly 

informed the physics of Anaxagoras (DK 59B1, B4).108 

At bottom, this is not a devastating criticism of Ancient Medicine, for its 

stated goal is not to defend medicine against Protagorean attacks on the non-

evident. To the contrary, the treatise appropriates elements of this criticism and 

wields it against competing theories of medicine. On the Art, though relying on 

some brand of physical theory, doesn’t seek to validate this theory at the 

expense of others, but rather is written for the purpose of staging a defense 

against Protagorean attacks in general terms. Though the details of his actual 

physical and medical theories are sometimes silly, the fact remains that the 

author of On the Art, unlike the author of Ancient Medicine—indeed, unlike any 

other early Greek philosopher or medical writer before him—accurately intuits the 

philosophical "system" he must adopt in order to overcome the skeptical 

challenge. In order to have any chance of knowing the unobserved, we must 

have a secure grip on the way the observable world is ordered. Our taxonomies 

of the natural kinds and their essential powers must reflect genuine discoveries 

of the real, metaphysical divisions in the world. We must be able, as our author 

puts it, to discover necessities. This requires that our language be somehow 
                                            
108 On the similarities between Ancient Medicine and Anaxagoras, see Longrigg 
1983. I cannot endorse, however, Longrigg’s conjecture that Ancient Medicine 
influenced the philosopher. 
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anchored to the structure of the world. And so our author realizes that he must 

adopt a naturalistic theory of language and eschew the conventional. Language 

can't cut up the world at whim. Natural kinds can't take their cues from the 

conventions of language. If they could, then every prediction about the future 

would be equally likely, and there would indeed be an equal argument in favor of 

every cogent theory about the unobserved. We would never know which theory 

was true. We would never know what we do not observe. 

(10) ßtera µ¢n oÔn  prÚw  •t°rvn ka ‹  êlla di ' êllvn §st ‹  tã te 

diiÒnta tã t ' §jagg°llonta ,  Àst ' oÈ yauµãsion  aÈt«n tãw  te 

p€stiaw  xronivt°raw  g€nesyai tãw  t ' §gxeirÆsiaw  braxut°raw  

oÏtv di ' éllotr€vn •rµhnei«n prÒw  tØn yerapeÊousan sÊnesin 

•rµhneuoµ°nvn .] This final sentence of the chapter is a statement of that 

“relativism” (which is not relativism in any pernicious sense109) reminiscent of 

Protagoras, Gorgias and the sophistically inclined more generally. The proem to 

Gorgias’ Helen is typical (see also Plato, Protagoras 334a-c and the pseudo-

Hippocratic Breaths I.1-10 Jones) 

Order is, for a city, abundance of good men; for the body, beauty; for the 

soul, wisdom; for deeds, virtue; and for words, truth. The opposites of 

these are disorder. One must honor with praise the man and woman and 

word and action and city and deed that are worthy of praise, and one must 

heap blame upon the unworthy. (DK 82 B11 §1.1) 

Our author uses this sophistic strategy in an effort give the appearance of 

complexity. Jones, not unjustly, calls it a “legal tautology” (216 n. 1). It makes the 

doctor’s feat all the more impressive while providing an excuse for any failures. 

 Thus, the legal language, style and imagery persist to the end of On the 

Art, as does the elaborate military metaphor. The exotic diction here suggests 

                                            
109 For a repudiation of the traditional view that the Sophists (excepting 
Protagoras) were radical relativists, see Bett 1989. Bett dubs such sophistic 
expressions of the variability of relational properties "relationalism," which should 
be kept wholly distinct from genuine relativism. 
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that the signs are to be compared to foreign informants betraying a city under 

siege. The information surrendered is invaluable but unintelligible until translated 

by those who can interpret the informants’ tongue. 
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Commentary - Chapter XIII 
 

(1) Ñ ÄOti µ¢n oÔn ka ‹  lÒgouw  §n •vutª eÈpÒrouw  §w  tåw  

§pikour€aw  ¶xei ≤ fihtrikÆ ka ‹  oÈk eÈdiory≈toisi dika€vw  oÈk  ín 

§gxeir°oi tªsi noÊsoisin µ  §gxeireuµ°naw  énaµartÆtouw  ín  

par°xoi , o· te nËn  legÒµenoi  lÒgoi dhloËsin a·  te t«n efidÒtvn 

tØn t°xnhn §pide€jiew , ìw  §k  t«n ¶rgvn ¥dion  µ  §k t«n lÒgvn 

§pideiknÊousin, oÈ tÚ l°gein  kataµeletÆsantew , éllå tØn p€stin 

t“ plÆyei , §j œn  ín ‡dvsin,  ofikeiot°rhn ≤geÊµenoi µ  §j  œn ín 

ékoÊsvsin .] The last sentence (and chapter) of On the Art reveals with 

reasonable certainty that it was written either to be recited or at least to be read 

as though it were being recited. Our author refers to the arguments he has given 

as “the words spoken here” (o· te nËn legÒµenoi lÒgoi).110 He mentions also a 

public audience, or more precisely, “the masses.” Further, he contrasts this mass 

audience’s preference for visible demonstrations with those, like the present, 

which they can only hear. 

 So On the Art is a speech, and it is strongly implied that it is to be regard 

as an epideixis, as well. It is worth pondering what this means. For Aristotle, 

epideictic is a species of oratory designed to praise or blame (Rhetoric I.3, 

1358b11-2). This is certainly applicable to On the Art insofar as our author is 

responding to those who have given epideixeis denigrating medicine. His 

response is to praise medicine, repair the damage done by these detractors and 

return medicine to its rightful place in the pantheon of t°xnai. However, the 

dynamic of attacking and defending belongs more properly to what Aristotle 

recognizes as a specifically forensic type of oratory (1358b10-11). It was not 

without reason that Gomperz entitled his study of the treatise Die Apologie der 

                                            
110 However, as Alex Mourelatos reminds me, this might be translated less 
tendentiously as "the arguments argued." 
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Heilkunst, for On the Art is first and foremost an apologia. The forensic elements 

encountered at every turn in the speech only confirm this. 

 But even if we have trouble applying his categories cleanly to the speech, 

some of what Aristotle says about epideictic is relevant to On the Art. The speech 

of praise, he explains, achieves its goal by describing the actions of its subject in 

a way that reflects well upon his character (1366a23ff.). In On the Art, this is 

accomplished chiefly through the continuous battle imagery. The physician is a 

hero of war, fighting valiantly to vanquish the diseases that prey upon helpless 

patients. The enemy is well hidden and the fight is hard, but the physician-warrior 

perseveres serenely, with a sound mind and body, eschewing any approach that 

might be deemed reckless or foolhardy. Perhaps most interestingly, Aristotle 

further remarks that the excellence of such actions must be thought to emanate 

from the subject’s character. They must not be mere accidents or coincidences 

(1367b25-26), and so the epideictic orator should emphasize the frequency of his 

subject’s virtuous actions: “if a man has often achieved the same success, we 

must mention this; that is a strong point; he himself, and not luck, will then be 

given the credit” (1368a14-5). Our author expends a great deal of effort (entire 

chapters IV through VI, to be precise) to show that the physician’s successes are 

not mere luck. The heart of his argument: patients treated by good physicians 

have a higher recovery rate than those who are not. In short, physicians achieve 

success repeatedly. 

 While On the Art may well have epideictic qualities according to Aristotle, 

and while, too, it is plain that our author himself considers the speech epideictic, 

it is not plain that our author and Aristotle agree on what this means. Two facts 

give us pause. First, our author writes that an epideixis can be given in action as 

well as in word. Second, an epideixis in speech, though it may cast aspersions 

upon its target, glorifies the speaker himself. This point is made in the opening 

sentence of On the Art, where medicine’s detractors are accused of abusing the 

art simply as a means of giving epideixeis of their own knowledge. This is the 
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kind of epideictic grandstanding that is usually attributed to the Sophists. In his 

study of the Sophists, Guthrie (1971, p. 42) describes how epideictic performers 

like Hippias and Gorgias wore purple robes and gave competitive recitations of 

their compositions at festivals (DK 82 A9). In this way, the Sophists associated 

themselves with the Greek wisdom-tradition by appropriating the trappings of 

poets and rhapsodes. An epideictic speech was on opportunity to show off one’s 

intellectual and poetic virtues (not that a firm distinction necessarily would have 

been drawn between the two). 

 His reduction of epideictic to praise and blame notwithstanding, Aristotle 

does retain in the Rhetoric a trace of the older, sophistic notion of epideixis as 

display. As Chase has shown in a short but decisive study of the Greek 

conception of epideictic oratory, the praise-blame dichotomy is not the only 

characterization Aristotle gives of epideictic speech (1961). When first he marks 

the distinction between deliberative, forensic and epideictic oratory, he writes that 

rhetoric falls into three divisions, determined by the three classes of 

listeners to speeches. For of the three elements in speech-making—

speaker, subject, person to be addressed—it is the last one, the hearer, 

that determines the speech’s end and object. The hearer must be either a 

judge, with a decision to make about things past or future, or an observer. 

A member of the assembly decides about future events, a juryman about 

past events [while those who merely decide on the orator’s skill are 

observers.]111 From this it follows that there are three divisions of 

oratory—deliberative, forensic, and epideictic. (1358a36-b7 trans. Roberts 

in Barnes 1984) 

This idea, as Chase recognizes (295-6), harmonizes with the pre-Aristotelian 

criterion of display, insofar as the audience does not listen with the intent of 

subsequently passing judgment on the subject under debate. They are interested 

in the speech for reasons incidental to its thesis, and we shall suppose that these 

                                            
111 Some editors seclude the bracketed words. 
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include its innovation in content and style. In short, the forensic and deliberative 

audience judges the issue under debate; the epideictic audience judges the 

speech and, by extension, the speaker. 

 The centrality of display to the pre-Aristotelian idea of epideictic explains 

the application of the term epideixis to cover demonstrations given by a 

physician. The physician’s epideixis presumably did not involve elaborate 

costumes or poetry, but it does seem, by our author’s account, to have been 

intended as a display of his specialized knowledge. This is the thread common to 

the epideixis of both the sophist and the physician: each is a direct display of 

some skill or fact, where by “direct” I mean readily and immediately 

apprehended. The physician shows us that he can heal sick people by healing a 

sick person as we watch. The sophist shows us that he can compose an 

aesthetically appealing speech by giving one such in our presence. For example, 

our author has, with On the Art, given us a display of his mastery of Greek 

philosophy, medicine, and, last but by no means least, rhetoric.112 This kind of 

proof of the speaker’s skill should be kept distinct from the objective of the 

speech itself, which is to prove that medicine is real. This is done by means of 

arguments that lead us to a conclusion, that is, by means of what in our author’s 

terms falls under the province of the apodeixis, literally, a “showing at a distance” 

as opposed to a “showing in the presence of” (epideixis). On the Art may be an 

epideixis that proves the reality of medicine, but it is not qua epideixis that it does 

so. 

 Jouanna compares the last lines of On the Art to passages in Heraclitus 

(“for the eyes are more accurate witnesses than the ears” DK 22 B101) and 

                                            
112 By “rhetoric” I intend to refer not just to style, i.e., the poetic qualities of the 
speech, but to its logical content. The outstanding orator is a master not just of 
sounds but also of arguments. This latter is especially important to the task of On 
the Art, for while the author’s objective is to rescue the reputation of medicine, 
many of the arguments are meant to defend the doctor against specific charges. 
Thus, he is advertising his forensic competence, even if the actual conclusion for 
which he is arguing is not one about which his audience will make a decision. 
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Herodotus (“for the ears turn out to be less trustworthy for men than their eyes” I, 

8), though I detect in On the Art a sliver of irony. The preference for visible 

demonstration is reported as an attitude taken by doctors, who haven’t studied 

the art of speaking in any serious way. There is no indication that our author 

agrees. On the contrary, since he has gone to the trouble of so painstakingly 

crafting this speech, there seems good reason to ask whether he might have 

been even somewhat hostile to the idea that actions are always more convincing 

than arguments. We would do well to remember the injunction of Empedocles, 

philosopher and poet: 

but come, consider, by every device, how each thing is clear 

not holding any vision as more reliable than what you hear [ékouÆ], 

nor the echoes of hearing than the clarities of the tongue, 

and do not in any way curb the reliability [p€stiw] of the other limbs by  

which there is a passage for understanding, 

but understand each thing in the way that it is clear. (DK 31 B3 = Inwood 

14, trans. Inwood) 

For our author, as for Empedocles, some truths are better comprehended by 

argument than through direct apprehension by the senses. As he has insisted all 

along in his defense, sight has its limitations. But neither medicine nor clever 

orators are therefore without recourse. 
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